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THE CYCLE OF THE UNIVERSE / THE TAEUT CYCLE 
 

▪ The universe is a closed system with regards to mass, matter, particle- and electromagnetic 

radiation, and kinetic energy. The universe is only open to gravity and time; the only forms of 

‘radiation’ lacking any mass, charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy: 

▪ Electric and magnetic fields causes all electromagnetic- and particle radiation to become deflected 

slightly, causing this radiation to describe spiral shaped orbits. Physically, the universe is 

composed of a thin spherical shell (USS), occupied by 4 – 20 million facet areas each filled with 1 – 

2 thousand or more galaxies. The universe-spherical-shell has a radius of 2.5 – 3.5 billion light-

years; a factor 5 – 7 times smaller than we think and observe. For matter and radiation, the 

universe currently forms a spherical shell, expanding at a decreasing rate, with a radius of 50 – 

100 million kilometers (Little Bang Black hole) at the minimum and maximal 3 – 3.5 billion light-

years. The universe has one fixed center C, which is just centimeters in diameter: 

▪ The universe describes an energy-neutral cycle, comprising 13 long physical steps in time and 

space relative to this fixed center C + 16 short steps with chemical and (nuclear) physical changes 

in matter, forces, kinetic energy. Every step in the cycle is based on the same 12 basic parameters. 

▪ One cycle lasts between 2 and 3 billion years and repeats itself infinitely as a ‘perpetual motion’. 

The cycle of the Universe / Taeutcycle describes the formation of the current spherical shell 

universe in 23 steps, and also describes the six future steps. Every step, and the cycle as a whole, 

can be described and accurately mathematical modeled and quantified in detail: 

▪ The Universe cycle starts, not with a hot Big Bang, but with a super cold Little Bang, occurring at 

0 Kelvin; Document G6. Preceding this Little Bang, gravity brought all matter in the universe 

together in a gigantic Little Bang black hole with a diameter of approx. 50 - 100 million 

kilometers, located exactly at the center C of the universe:  

▪ In the final phase of the formation of this cold Little Bang black hole in the previous universe, all 

velocity is nullified, also nullifying gravity, thus causing this black hole to become unstable and 

disintegrate at 0 Kelvin into unstable black hole atoms. These black hole atoms themselves 

disintegrate into an equivalent amount of ordinary solitary protons and electrons, which generate 

on electric charge and magnetic spin.  

▪ This super cold Little Bang occurred approx. 40 – 45 billion years ago. The 4 – 20 billion ‘Big 

Bangs’, each for a currently present galaxy, occurred approx. 20 – 25 billion years ago: 

▪ After the Little Bang, these solitary protons and electrons organize themselves around C in 

spherical alternating layers. In the absence of atoms, the expansion of the universe starts without 

gravity, at a rate of a third to half the speed of light. Separate from this expansion, the electrons 

move at 2/3rd of the speed of light around C. As long as the atom is absent, temperature, heat, and 

all other physical or chemical forces and bonds are also non-existent. 

▪ Without gravity, the universe expands to all sides into a thin sphere with a radius of approx. 2.5 – 

3.5 billion light-years. Approx. 5 – 10 billion years after the Little Bang and approx. 30 – 35 

billion years ago, the hydrogen atom / molecule was formed, re-introducing the universe with the 

phenomenon of gravity and gravitational energy. At that moment, all potential gravitational 

energy built up until that point was effectuated. Gravity results in deceleration the expansion.  

▪ The kinetic energy released as a result is transformed into potential energy or into rotational 

velocity / energy as can be witnessed in all galaxies. This deceleration is an ongoing process: 

▪ Eventually, approx. 350 - 450 billion years from now, the expansion of the universe is reduced to 

zero. At that point, all 4 – 20 billion galaxies are completely ‘burned out’ and swallowed by their 

own central black hole. From its maximum size at 2.5 – 3.5 billion light-years, the universal 

sphere starts to contract at a relatively constant rate of approx. 0.1 – 0.15 Mm/s. Directed by 

gravity, all central black holes simultaneously arrive at center C and fuse into the next Little Bang 

black hole which, at the very end, becomes unstable. 

▪ The cycle of the Universe cycle exposes serious flaws in the assumptions of Einstein’s Relativity 

Theory. The formula E = mc2 only applies to m = matter during annihilation and not to m = mass. 

The Universe cycle generates a different vision of mass, matter, energy, gravity, time and space. 

 

Ir. A.P.B. Uiterwijk Winkel *) **) ***) 

*)      Thanks to Frank Roos for his support. 

**)    Thanks to Adarshi Yadava for the beautiful Figures in Document G8. 

***)  Copyright, Document A6 
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* 1) INTRODUCTION: THE BIG BANG THEORY CREATES UNSOLVABLE PROBLEMS: 

 

- ) Introduction: the universe didn’t begin with a superhot Big Bang: 

In 2017 science unanimously assumes the following: 

 

1) The theory that the universe started with one Big Bang, occurring from one singularity. This is supposed to 

have been an extremely large black hole containing all mass/matter and energy in the universe. This gigantic 

black hole, as a result of its almost infinite gravity, is supposed to have collapsed into a point mass or singularity 

of mass and energy! 

2) Newton and Einstein convinced the contemporary science that gravity is directly linked to mass. In that case 

gravity would be an elementary force, immutable as long as there exists mass! Einstein explained gravity as 

curvaton of spacetime. Both scientist failed to give an purely physical explanation for gravity as the author did in 

his documents E3, E3-1 and E4 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . 

Before the beginning of this universe with a Big Bang, all gravity must have been locked into this singularity 

alongside all mass, matter, electric charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy. A serious problem: The Big Bang 

can only occur in case all gravity were to disappear from this singularity! The direct link between mass and 

gravity proposed by Newton prevents the occurrence of the Big Bang as described in current Big Bang theory! 

3) The Big Bang theory circumvents this problem by temporarily converting all the singularity’s mass into 

energy, removing all gravity. This conversion is based on Einstein’s Relativity theory and the formula E = mc2 

derived therein, for m = elementary mass. This equation actually proposes that mass, gravity, charge and spin on 

the one hand, and energy on the other hand, are completely interchangeable physical quantities! 

4) The steps in which mass is converted into energy remain unclear however. In Document F1a 2014 + figures 

(first version is dated December 2013, www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu), the author describes how mass, gravity, electric 

charge, magnetic spin and energy are pure separate quantities which are not interchangeable as the Theory of 

Relativity suggests. 

Mass, charge and spin are not equivalent to energy. These quantities are the direct result of kinetic energy and 

the rotations and torsions this causes at the lowest higgs / string / snare level. Document F1c provides a 

plausible system of organization of the higgs level up to the proton / electron of the atom. 

5) At virtually the same moment the Big Bang at center C of the universe takes place, all energy release is 

transformed back into mass through E = mc2, recreating all associated gravity, charge and spin, to be then 

converted into matter. Again, the steps in which this process is supposed to occur remain unclear. All this occurs 

in the first 380,000 mysterious dark years after the Big Bang. 

The current theories within contemporary science regarding the Big Bang gravity, electric charge and magnetic 

spin are reintroduced at the same moment mass appears! This enormous gravity surrounding the Big Bang Point 

would directly block any further expansion of the universe, keeping it trapped within this singularity.  

6) To explain the current dimensions of the universe, contemporary theory would have the universe expand at 
rates far exceeding the speed of light after the Big Bang. However, even assuming such an inflation, the gravity 

coupled to mass would block any further expansion of the universe immediately.  

7) Particles with mass aren’t able to move faster than the speed of light c! The inflationary expansion of the 

universe is fundamentally at odds with the maximum of the speed of light! 

8) In an inexplicable manner, this Big Bang theory results in the formation of unstable neutrons, which decay 

into equivalent numbers of protons and electrons, to form the atoms and isotopes of the period table of elements 

moments later. 

9) These atoms from neutrons pathway are also energetically unsound. The neutron can be seen as the unstable 

fusion product of one hydrogen atom, which would have released a great deal of heat. The separate protons and 

electrons from decayed neutrinos cannot be made to reform hydrogen atoms / molecules! Nor can the elements 

of the period table be created through nuclear fusion. The Big Bang theory fails to adequately explain the matter 

and atoms / elements we observe on Earth and elsewhere in the universe!  

10) At present, no plausible explanation has been proposed for the period preceding the Big Bang. How did the 

singularity come into being, why did the Big Bang occur and which processes have taken place since that 

moment. The processes occurring in the first 380 millennia after the Big Bang are still poorly understood and 

comprise an unexplained dark period!  

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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- ) The universe should be shaped like an universe-spherical-shell / a balloon: 

-11) From the perspective of Big Bang theory, all mass and matter should currently be positioned at equal 

distances from the center C of the universe, forming a perfectly spherical shell / balloon. Because of the amount 

of gravity present, this sphere should expand at an ever decelerating rate. The universe should be shaped like a 
relatively thin, extremely large universe shell or balloon, completely empty inside and outside. Because of the 

deflection of light, all images from the deep universe are distorted so we are never shown the spherical shell as 

such. 

The universe cycle assumes such a balloon-shaped universe filled with galaxies. Gravity will slow down 

expansion until, in about 350 to 450 billion (109) years, this expansion will stop completely. 

12) In the past the universal shell used to expand much faster than is currently the case. This is confirmed by red 

shift measurements of Hubble, Herschel and other observatories. The universe must be shaped like a thin shell 
occupied with many millions of facet areas each filled with thousands of galaxies. All matter and energy in the 

universe must be contained by or be in close proximity to this rather thin shell, which is differs from thousands 

of km between the galaxies till light-years at the galaxies. See Document G8 with the figures 

 

- ) All electromagnetic radiation is subject to very slight deflections: 

13) This is not how we perceive the universe. Seen from earth, our planet seems to be at the center of the 

universe. The universe itself seems to expand at an increasing rate at the edges. As of 2017, this is ascribed to the 

presence of large amounts of so-called ‘dark’ immeasurable energy. 

The image of the universe we obtain from earth based observations is completely different that of a spherical 

shell which one would expect after a Big Bang event. How can this be? 

 

14) This distortion is caused by the fact that between the galaxies an extreme low concentration of hydrogens is 
present in the thin balloon. Insite galaxies extreme low concentrations of hydrogen and helium are present. The 

extremely low amount of hydrogen and helium causes a very slight deflection of approx. 1 degree per ten to 

forty thousand light-years to all electromagnetic radiation such as photons, neutrinos, and all cosmic radiation. A 

deflection that small is simply immeasurable on earth.  

 

15) (Anti-)photons and (anti-)neutrinos are majorana particles; see Document F1b. Photons and neutrinos are 

actual real particles composed of a number of ordinary higgs and an equivalent number of anti-higgs; see 

Document F1a 2014 and F1b This causes majorana particles to exhibit no measurable mass, electric charge, or 

magnetic spin, because these quantities are all but cancelled out during measurement! 

 

16) Because they are real particles this means that photons and frankness cannot move through the universe 
faster than the speed of light! The remainder net amount of electric charge and magnetic spin is just enough to 

give photons and neutrinos a minimal deflection to their straight orbit. This deflection is estimated at 1 degree 

per ten- to forty thousand light-years! This is very small, but causes a complete distortion of how we on earth 

perceive the universe!  

 

17) The deflection experienced by photons and neutrinos is not caused by gravity. Electromagnetic radiations 

don’t generate gravity. Electromagnetic radiation is therefore completely unaffected by gravity! Only the atom’s 

‘shell’ electrons generate gravity as a result of speed of that atom’s in the universe; see Document E3 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu and Document E3-1 with figures 1, 2 and 3. The figures 4a, 4b, 5 and 6 give a 

briefly explaining of the structure of the universe cycle. 

 

- ) All gravity and time ‘radiation’ leaves the universe the same moment: 

18) Gravity is special. With time these are only forms of radiation which is completely devoid of mass, charge 

and spin. Documents E3 and E3-1. Because of the 100% lack of mass, ‘radiation’ of gravity and time aren’t 

bound by the speed of light! They are the only forms of ‘radiation’ that move in straight lines. All gravity and 

time leave the universe immediately with infinitive speed. 

 

- ) Deflection of neutrinos and photons perfectly contains all mass and energy within the universe-

spherical-shell (USS): 

 

19) This slight deflection of photons and neutrinos caused by charge and spin is just enough to contain all forms 

of radiation (except gravity and time) within this thin universe-spherical-shell. This causes this universe-

spherical-shell a completely closed system for all mass, matter and kinetic energy! See Document G9. 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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20) We perceive the deep universe through the ‘fiberglass shell’ and billions of galaxy lenses present in this 

relatively thin balloon shell of the universe. Due to this deflection of photons and neutron in the extremely low 

concentrations hydrogen and helium we observe the universe exclusively through this thin ‘balloon’ shell. We 

aren’t technically able to observe the absolute black areas within and outside this spherical balloon shell! The 

deflection of light and radiation covers these completely dark areas near 100% with virtual projections from the 

universe-spherical-shell itself.  

 

- ) Distorted image of the universe: 

21) This minimal deflection of photons results in beautiful but actually completely distorted images of the deep 

universe as provided by Hubble, Herschel and Planck observatories. It causes that planet Earth seems to be at 

the center of the universe. In fact Earth is somewhere at the edge of the universal spherical shell! 

This also explains why the universe seems to expand at an increasing rate at the edges. The farther we look back, 

in time the greater the speed of expansion and so the greater the redshift. The observation is correct, 

unfortunately the interpretation is not! Gravity causes the universal spherical shell to expand ever slower. The 

expansion will end in about 350 to 450 billion (109) years.  

(After that, the universe will start to contract rather slowly for a period of 2 – 3 trillion (1012) years. This 

contraction ends in a super big Little Bang black hole with a radius of about one million km and without any 

form of Big Crunch) 

  
22) This minimal deflection of radiation makes the perceived deep universe resemble on huge optical illusion. 

We must be keenly aware of this fact, especially when interpreting the highly intriguing images from the 

universal spherical shell.  

 

23) The deflection also causes light and other radiation to occupy different orbits which can be detected on earth 

subjected to time differences of days to sometimes years. This results in false counts of the number of quasars 

and galaxies, amounting to a factor 10 – 20 increase. The author posits that the universe contains just 4 – 20 

million (106) facet areas each with 1 – 2 thousand galaxies or much less rather than the now thought 100 – 150 

billion (109) galaxies.  

 

24) These false counts are an important factor in the inability to balances of the universe in terms of mass / 
matter and energy. This in turn has spawned the concept of ‘dark mass / matter’ and ‘dark energy’. These aspects 

form the spearhead of current astrophysical research.  

(For the solutions of ‘dark mass/matter’ and ‘dark energy’ see Document E3, E3-1 and E4) 

 

- ) Big Bang theory does not solve problems, but only creates new ones: 

25) Big Bang theory is over half a century old and in that time has not resulted in plausible answers to a large 

number of fundamental questions. Over time, this theory has just created more questions, insurmountable 

problems and the necessity for scientific gymnastics.  

The Big Bang theory has not resulted in a mathematical model of the universe as a whole, nor in a conceptual 

model describing the steps the universe has traversed since the Big Bang. A multitude of partial models have 

been developed, but unfortunately these have not been linked together.  

 
- ) Time for a mathematically model which is able to address all questions qualitatively and quantitatively: 

26) It’s time for a fundamentally different vision regarding the universe. The author describes the universe as an 

energy-neutral cycle consisting of exactly 29 steps, infinitely repeating itself in exactly the same manner and 

same time In this Document G7 these steps are described by 12 basic parameters; see Document G3 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu and Document G4 with the nine Laws of the universe. 

The universe cycle also describes in detail the period preceding the start of the universe. This version of 

Document G7 from the start of 2016 and adapted 2017 only describes the cycle in qualitative terms using rough 

estimations! 

 

- ) The universe and cycle of the universe can be modeled mathematically: 

27) It is already quite clear that the universe cycle and each of its 29 steps / phases can be completely modeled 
mathematically. This model can be used to determine the quantitative parameters of this universe. This would 

allow us to quantify all 29 steps of the cycle, including all the steps yet to come! 
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- ) A mathematical model can completely quantify the universe cycle: 

28) This mathematical universal model will provide plausible answers to all current research questions! By 

modeling the cycle of the universe, we can get the much needed clarity regarding the nature of ‘dark mass’ and 

‘dark energy’; the magnets of modern astrophysics! 

 

In Figure 3 of Document E3-1 it is shown that adding a factor cos α to current gravity formulas solves a large 

part of the ‘dark mass / matter’ problem. Furthermore, Figures 2, 4a, 4b, 5 and 6 of Documents E3-1 and E4 

show that ‘dark energy’ is nothing but ordinary gravitational energy added completely free to the universe cycle 
upon the reintroduction of the hydrogen atom in the universe and added to the universe cycle completely without 

any costs! This phenomena will dramatically change fundaments of Science!  
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* 2) PROBLEM DEFINITION: 

 

- ) Astrophysics is completely dependent on Big Bang and Theory of Relativity: 

A combination of a false start, Big Bang theory and ignorance of the universe cycle has resulted in contemporary 

scientists trying to fit all kinds of occurrences and processes into mathematical formulas and partial models, 

without a clear view on: 

a) The cause of the formation of this gigantic Big Bang black hole or singularity, 
b) The physical properties of black holes and the function they perform in the universe, 

c) The how and why of the Big Bang, the disappearance of gravity, the disintegration of the black hole and 

how it was possible for it to explode, 

d) The nature of gravity; is it generated purely by the mass of the atomic nucleus (Einstein) or by the 

‘shell’ electrons of the atom combined with velocity of the atom in the universe, as Uiterwijk Winkel 

claims in documents E3 and E3-1, 

e) What is mass; is there an equivalent property of anti-mass, allowing it to be cancelled out upon 

measurement as with charge and spin, 

f) Does such a thing as anti-kinetic energy exist, also allowing kinetic energy to be cancelled out, 

g) The transition of mass to (anti- )matter; (anti- )matter is mass rotating around its axis at the speed of 

light, either left-turning or right-turning; matter/anti-matter both possess E = ½mc2 of rotational energy, 
h) Mass / anti-mass cannot annihilate, only equivalent matter / anti-matter can annihilate , 

i) Why subatomic particles always result in protons / electrons and into the hydrogen atom, 

j) The steps to creating neutrons and with them protons and electrons, 

k) How the electron was caught in an orbit around the proton to form the hydrogen atom, 

l) The origins of the forces acting on the hydrogen atom, to form the hydrogen molecule, 

m) Why nuclear fusion of hydrogen results in exclusively elements of the periodic table of elements, 

n) The origins of physical / chemical forces on ordinary atoms and black hole atoms, 

o) The steps the universe has traversed after the Big Bang, logically resulting in the currently perceptible 

universe, with its matter and galaxies, 

p) What developments await this universe in the future? 

 
- ) Farfetched inventions and confusion: 

Much scientific knowledge is spread out over dozens of disciplines and sub-disciplines. Each has its own 

specialists. Unfortunately, no one possesses the big picture regarding the processes at work in the universe. Ideas 

and unsolvable problems are quickly caught and implemented in mathematical (sub)-models which were never 

conceived of with the entirety of the universe in mind. To solve the inequities in these ad hoc models, scientists 

have created all sorts of farfetched solutions such as: 

- Distortions of time and space by gravity; the formation of a singularity, 

- Concepts such as ‘event horizon’, ‘dark matter’ and ‘dark energy’, 

- Visions such as ‘wormholes’ through time and space, and more. 

These ‘solutions’ have begun to lead a life of their own and so contribute to the confusion surrounding the 

overarching concept of the universe. 

 
- ) Big Bang theory and Theory of Relativity result in more questions: 

As of 2015 / 2017, the start of this universe is still unclear. This is also the case regarding the steps the present 

universe took to get to its current state, and regarding how it will end. Half a century after the introduction of Big 

Bang theory and despite the research efforts of thousands of astrophysicists, science is no closer to explaining: 

- What preceded the Big Bang and how did the Big Bang black hole or singularity form, 

- Why gravity within the singularity disappeared, allowing the Big Bang to occur, 

- How the Big Bang actually took place, 

- The steps through which matter and mass are completely transformed into pure energy, 

- The steps through which pure energy becomes mass/matter and which subatomic particles are involved,  

- Why this construction process of mass/matter results in exclusively ordinary protons and ordinary 

electrons and no other forms of matter or subatomic particles, 
- Where any antimatter that might have formed has gone,  

- The origin of gravity. 

For more than half a century, the Big Bang itself and the 380,000 years that follow remain relatively completely 

blank.  
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- ) The cycle of the universe also describes the first 380 millennia: 

In this document G7, the author describes the completely energy-neutral cycle which the universe describes in 

29 clear steps. The cycle consists of a number of short nuclear physical and chemical steps, each characterized 

by one change. The time spans of these 29 steps range from much less than a second for nuclear physical 

reactions to many millions to billions of years for long-lasting physical processes. The cycle of the universe not 

only describes the start of the universe and the first 380 millennia after the Little Bang, but also all steps leading 

to the present, and the remaining steps until the next Little Bang.  This universe is currently in step 23 of the 

cycle and we are already about 40 – 45 billion (109) year on the way instead 13,8 billion year! 
 

 

2.1 FUNDAMENTAL FLAWS ENGRAINED IN THE FOUNDATION OF EXACT SCIENCE: 

A number of bothersome errors have crept into the foundation of Science over the course of history: 

 

1. The acceptance of Theory of Relativity and with it the equivalence of mass and energy, 

2. The lack of a systematic analysis of the phenomenon of mass and the emergence of the most elementary 

forces on elementary particles, such as charge and magnetic spin, 

3. The kinetic energy linked to these higgs cause rotations and distortions resulting in mass, electric charge 

and magnetic spin, but not gravity! See Document F1a 2014, 

4. The failure to acknowledge the effects of movements of atoms through the universe, causing distortions 
in the orbits of ‘shell’ electrons, resulting in the generation of the remaining physical and chemical 

forces, such as gravity. See Documents F1c and F1d; www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu. 

5. The lack of systematic analysis of the transformation of ordinary isotopes into black hole isotopes/black 

holes. See Document F1e.  

 

- ) Mass cannot be transformed into energy and mass does not generate gravity: 

Document F1a 2014 describes the concept of mass and how higgs massive particles of the proton and of the 

electron may be visualized. At the higgs level, mass, charge and spin are the result of a fixed amount of kinetic 

energy. This kinetic energy causes three separate rotations of the higgs particles, and so three separate torsions 

exerted on these particles. 

In protest to these distortions, the four possible higgs generate a) a measurable and fixed amount of (anti- )mass, 
b) positive or negative electric charge and c) (anti-)parallel magnetic spin. At the higgs level, no rotational space 

remains for generating gravity or any other physical or chemical force! The universe cycle necessitates a 

reconsideration of the Theory of relativity and the Big Bang theory. 

 

Mass, charge and spin are not autonomous physical phenomena, but derivations of kinetic energy and rotation. 

Mass, charge and spin the results of kinetic energy; a cause-and-effect relationship rather than equivalence. At 

the higgs level, kinetic energy cannot be equated with mass (nor charge and spin), something that Relativity 

theory does. 

The surplus of kinetic energy in the universe can also not manifest autonomously. This surplus of kinetic energy 

is always 100% bound to mass and matter, but can be transferred more easily. This surplus causes the linear and 

rotational movements of all mass/matter particles. 

 
Document F1a 2014 has far-reaching consequences: 

- Because of the link between kinetic energy and mass, elementary mass cannot be transformed into 

(kinetic) energy. On this point, the Theory of Relativity needs a fundamentally different interpretation. 

- E = mc2 does not apply to the most elementary level of mass and anti-mass, but to the process of 

annihilation at the higher level of matter and antimatter. During annihilation, no matter is transformed 

into energy! See Figure 15a, 15b and 15c Document F1c. 

- At the level of elementary higgs no rotational space remains for generating gravity. Gravity is first 

generated at the level of atoms, specifically by an atom’s ‘shell’ electrons in combination with an 

atom’s velocity relative to the center C of the universe. See Documents E3 and E3-1. 

- Gravity plays a pivotal part in the Big Bang / Little Bang and the first phase of the universe, because 

this start can only occur with the complete removal of all gravity. This is impossible when gravity is 
linked to mass as Newton did and spacetime as Einstein deduced, and contemporary science still sees 

as indisputable fact. 

 

- ) For the Big/Little Bang to be possible, gravity must be able to disappear completely: 

In Documents E3 and E3-1, the author deduces the origins of gravity and all other physical, chemical and 

mechanical forces of both the ordinary and black hole atom (a collapsed ordinary atom).  

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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See Documents F1d and F1e. Einstein gave a mathematically explanation to gravity but he failed to present 

any physically explanation for gravity! 

The mechanical forces of the atom emerge when velocity and/or angular velocity change. These mechanical 

forces are indirectly generated by the atomic nucleus and the electron shells surrounding it. 

 

Gravity and the other physical and chemical forces are generated from the atom’s ‘shell’ electrons as a result of 

linear and rotational velocity of the atom, through the universe. These non-elementary forces completely vanish 

once the atom loses all velocity relative to the center of the universe, (F1d). 
Conversely, an increase in velocity creates an increase in the size of these forces! Quantitatively, physical and 

chemical forces are velocity or kinetic energy-dependent; gravity is described by a linear relation, whereas the 

other forces describe a quadratic relation. Physical forces and chemical ones with their bonds are not a constant 

quantity! The natural constants therefore are also not constant! See Document G10. 

 

- ) Gravity fulfils a central role in the cycle of the universe: 

Document E3 , E3-1 and E4 deal specifically with gravity and the role of gravity and gravitational energy in the 

universe cycle. Gravity is completely detached from mass, which shakes the foundation of contemporary 

science! Document E3-1 also contains a brief overview of the universe cycle.  

 

- ) Both the atom and gravity must have been completely absent at the start and during the expansion of 

the universe: 

After the Little Bang, the current universe was able to expand for many billions of light-years only because 

during the super-cold Little Bang (Document G6), only protons and electrons are released. No neutrons or atoms 

are formed. As long as the atom is absent, so is gravity and gravitational energy! In the absence of atoms and 

gravity, the universe was able to expand for roughly 5 – 10 billion (109) years at 0.3 - 0.5 of the speed of light c, 

until finally the hydrogen atom was formed, bringing gravity and gravitational energy back into the universe 

again. 

 

This introduction of gravity added an incredible amount of gravitational energy to the universe cycle compared 

to the center C of the universe, at no cost whatsoever! This gravity-energy constitutes the driving force behind 

the universe cycle and is nothing less than the ‘dark energy’ so sought-after by contemporary science. This 
gravitational energy is completely converted in the completion of the universe cycle. 

 

- ) No inflation at the start of this universe: 

Within the universe cycle, expansion of the universe always occurs conforming to Einstein’s maximum of the 

speed of light except for gravity and time. Both form of ‘radiation’ are 100% without mass / matter and spread 

with infinitive speed within the universe /USS. Both leave the universe the very same moment.  

The dimensions of the universal spherical shell / USS can be explained without ‘inflation’. 
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*3) PREPATORY DOCUMENTS FOR DESCRIBING THE CYCLE OF THE UNIVERSE: 

 

The universe cycle can only be described once an understanding exists of: 

a) The origins of mass and the other most elementary forces, 

b) The process through which photons and neutrinos become protons, electrons, matter/antimatter and 

atoms again, 

c) The process of annihilation and the interpretation of Einstein’s E = mc2, 

d) The origins of the remaining physical, chemical and mechanical forces on the atom such as gravity. 
 

In the Document F1d (www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu), the author systematically deduces the origins of all possible 

physical and chemical forces of atoms and the structure of physical and chemical bonds (D1) of molecules. 

These physical and chemical forces acting on the atom (such as gravity) are a 100% result of linear and 

rotational / angular movements of the atom through the universe. The author is the first to connect physical and 

chemical forces with atom’s and movements of that atom in the universe! It must be noted that dissolving force 

and absorption force now are considered as part of van der Waals / London force. See Document F1d. 

 

The author has deduced the forces of both ordinary atoms, and of collapsed, compact black hole atoms, 

describing the forces of black holes in the process. The origin of gravity is also explained. See Documents E3, 

E3-1 and E4 for gravitational energy (= ‘dark energy’ universe). By systematically deducing forces from 
kinetic energy and the velocity of atoms  through the universe, the author has realized a completely different 

foundation of exact science. 

 

This adjusted physical world is described in the following Documents: 

- Documents C1, C2, C3: Explains the origins of all physical and chemical forces as  

                                       functions of atoms with their velocity through the universe.  

                                       Now in more recent Documents F1c, F1d and F1e. 

- Document D1:    Describes the structure of all physical and chemical bonds in universe and  

                             repulsions. 

-  Document E3:   Explains the origin of gravity and explains the Critical black hole gravity  

                                    (Cribhgra). 
- Document E3-1: Figures illustrating the origin of gravity + a short description of the  

                             universe cycle and the origin of ‘dark mass/matter’ and ‘dark energy’. 

- Document E4:    ‘Dark energy’ actually is gravitational energy.  

- Document F1a 2014: origin of mass, structure and elementary physical forces of only four basic  

-                               higgs particles. 

- Document F1b:   The shapes and properties of majorana particles (structures of higgs among others  

                                     photons, neutrinos) 

- Document F1c:   The formation of protons/electrons and the hydrogen atom from photons. 

- Document F1d:   The formation of the isotopes of the periodic table of elements and the atomic  

-                               nucleus without neutrons. 

- Document F1e:   The isotopes in black hole state. 

- Document F1f:   The minimum/maximum one principle (min/max 1 principle) by Uiterwijk Winkel. 
- Document G0:    The difference between mass and matter. 

-      Document G1:    Ordinary matter/atoms, black hole matter/atoms.  

-      Document G2:    Time and space. 

- Document G3:    The 12 basic parameters of the universe. 

- Document G4:    The 9 limiting factors of the universe or 9 Laws of the universe. 

- Document G5:     Seven errors in the principles of the Theory of Relativity;  

-                              E = mc2 doesn’t apply to m = mass. Solely to m = matter/antimatter and annihilation! 

- Document G6:   The Little Bang and the impossibility of transforming mass into energy and vice versa.  

                            In this Document, the super-cold Little Bang is described, where the black hole decays  

                            into an equal number of protons and electrons.  

                            This Little Bang theory is at odds with Big Bang theory. 
- Document G7:   The universe cycle and figures. 

- Document G8:   Figures illustrating the universe cycle. 

- Document G9:   All radiation undergoes deflection as it moves through the universe. 

- Document G10: Most natural constants are speed related and thus not being real constant in time.  

- Document H1:   Digital Matrix Physics/Chemistry DMF/C planned for 2018 / 2019. 

- Document J1:    25 answers for the 25 questions by David Gross. 

- Document J2:    Mistakes in the fundament of Science. 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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Together, these Documents describe: 

1) The shape and properties of the elementary particles in the universe at the lowest higgs level, 

2) The shape and properties of majorana particles like neutrinos and light photons and infrared photons, 

3) The formation of protons and electrons from photons, 

4) The formation of atoms everywhere in the universe conforming to the periodic table of elements, with equal       

     physical and chemical properties as on earth, 
5) Up to the scale of the universal spherical shell describing an energy neutral, infinitely repeating cycle! 

 

In Documents B1 – B4, the author formulates the general principles underpinning the biochemistry of living 

matter, proving that all forms of life in the universe are bound to the exact same biochemical structure as life on 

earth. 

 

 

3.1 UNLINKING MASS AND GRAVITY: 

In Documents E3 and E3-1, the author deduces the phenomenon of gravity. Contrary to contemporary 

assumptions, where gravity is connected with spacetime, gravity is not generated by the mass of an atom’s 

nucleus. Gravity is only generated by the ‘shell’ electrons of atoms provided this atom is subject to movement 
relative to the center C of the universe. Any linear or rotational movement in universe keeps these ‘shell’ 

electrons from their ideal orbit. In protest, these ‘shell’ electrons generate gravity and other physical and 

chemical forces.  

An atom’s gravity (force) and all other physical and chemical forces cease to exist when the velocity of that atom 

versus C is brought down to zero! 

 

Gravity is a force related to velocity and so to an atom’s kinetic energy. In no respect can gravity be considered 

an elementary force of mass. In science gravity must be completely unlinked from mass and Einstein’s 

spacetime  

 

 

3.2 THE UNIVERSE CYCLE IS AT ODDS WITH THE THEORY OF RELATIVITY: 

As of 2017, in science the validity of Einstein’s Theory of Relativity is unquestioned. Using this theory, the 

energy-neutral completion of the universe cycle is not possible! 

 

Document G5 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu exposes at least 7 flaws in the assumptions of Relativity theory: 

1) The lack of distinction between mass and matter. Einstein was wrong in expanding Maxwell’s 

formulas, applying to m = matter, by applying them also to m = mass. 

2) E = mc2 does not apply to m = mass, but only apply to m = matter/antimatter, when annihilating 

equivalent matter and antimatter, transforming it into photons. 

3) Photons are majorana particles lacking measurable mass, charge and spin, making them appear as 

being pure energy. This is not the case. See Document F1b. To distinguish: 

a. Photons of visible light, emitted by ‘shell’ electrons and nuclear electrons. 
b. Infrared photons emitted by protons in the atomic nucleus.  

4) Regrettably, Einstein failed to elaborate on the reformation of mass and matter from energy (photons) 

and from particle radiation. Contemporary science has as of yet failed to do so! 

5) Gravity is not directly linked to mass but is generated by ‘shell’ electrons of atoms/molecules in 

combination with velocity of atoms/molecules through the universe. Therefore gravity isn’t the result of 

a curvature of time and space; see chapter 6.5. 

6) ‘Start’ and ‘end’ of time and space in the universe reside at the start and end of the universe cycle. The 

universe has one fixed center C with physical dimensions measuring a few cm.  

7) Theoretical observations regarding the universe cycle must always be done from the perspective of C, 

the center of the universe. All other place are rejected. 

8) The time aspect of these theoretical observations must always be relative to the moment of Little Bang 
at C some 40 – 45 billion (109) years ago. For the more exact zero point of time a mathematical model 

is needed.   

9) Space and time are both fixed and must be regarded relative to center C and the moment of Little Bang. 

Space in the universe consists of a perfectly spherical shell with C in the center. This space possesses just three 

linear dimensions and approx. four – six rotational dimensions, making a total of 7 – 9 velocity dimensions, 

mostly rotation dimensions within this spherical shell. The center C forms the origin for all these axes.  

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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(In the relatively steady state and normal low energetic state all higgs possess just their own system of only three 

rotational axes, without linear movements. These linear movements do occur after collisions of atoms, nucleus of 

atoms and protons inside particle accelerators!) 

 

The errors listed above are so serious in nature that the Theory of Relativity and E = mc2 cannot be maintained 

for m = mass and anti-mass, as Einstein envisioned. E = mc2 can only be maintained for m = matter and 

antimatter during annihilation. Einstein’s famous formula needs a completely different interpretation. In the 

eyes of the author the Theory of Relativity holds true in the sense that all massive particles (including photons 
and neutrinos) are bound by the speed of light when moving through the universe. Inflation of the universe is not 

possible!  

The universe cycle is completed without any form of inflation. The universe spherical shell expands at a rate of 

1/3rd to ½rd of the speed of light c, for the first 5 – 10 billion years after the super cold (0 kelvin) Little Bang!  

 

- ) Big Bang theory and the standard model are based on the principles of the Theory of Relativity: 

Big Bang theory and the Standard Model are at present also based on E = mc2 for m = mass. Unfortunately, both 

theories have led scientists astray. See Document I3 with the letter to the KNAW (= Royal Dutch Academy of 

Sciences) of April 2008. 

 

Within the parameters of the universe cycle therefore: 
a) Mass and gravity are completely unlinked (Newton) and 

b) The theory of Relativity is reinterpreted and adjusted for the concepts of gravity, time, and space. 

Together these form the cornerstones of contemporary science. See Documents G2 and G5. 

 

- ) Only gravity ‘radiation’ and time ‘radiation’ are exempt from the speed of light limit: 

Gravity ‘radiation’ and universe-clock-time are the only forms of ‘radiation’ lacking mass, charge and spin. This 

is the reason why those phenomena aren’t limited by the speed of light c. Both move at much higher speeds, 

most possibly even infinite speeds! 

Because of its lack of charge and spin, gravity ‘radiation’ is not deflected by the electric and magnetic fields of 

stars and galaxies. It describes linear trajectories through the universe, at infinite speeds! This also applies to 

time, or the universal clock time.  
In effect, all gravity and time escapes the universe immediately. To gravity and time, the universe is a completely 

open system! To all mass- and matter related radiation such as photons and other cosmic radiation however, the 

universe is a completely closed system, holding all mass, matter and energy 100% within the universal-spherical-

shell (USS). 

 

- ) Only one universe is possible: 

By travelling beyond the universe, gravity has the potential of exerting attraction on any ‘parallel universes’ that 

may be present. Through this mechanism however, gravity would have absorbed all of these different universes 

into one universe eventually. So now just one universe is present. 

 

 

3.2.1 THE NUMBER OF SPEED-DIMENSIONS: 

Within the universal spherical shell, about 5 - 9 may be 11 different rotational movements are possible. See 

Figure 41 G8. These 5 – 9 different movements of atoms within the universe-spherical-shell are reflected in the 

5 - 9 may be even 11 distortions in the orbits of ‘shell’ electrons. These 5 - 9 vectors can be found to form all 

non-elementary physical and chemical forces and bonds. All physical and chemical bonds therefore have a very 

complex structure. 

 

Because these vectors also manifest themselves in the atoms and matter composing measuring equipment. All 

measurement results are expressions of these may be eleven dimensions! The effects of these velocity 

dimensions are more pronounced as measurements become more refined! These are part of the 5 - 11 dimensions 

as proposed in snare theory! In fact they measure and represent the number of speeds of atoms in universe! 

 
If all velocities of the earth were known, all physical and chemical bonds and their forces could be dissected into 

their 5 - 9 may be 11 different vectors, immediately quantitatively solving the problems of quantum mechanics. 
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*4) OUTLINES OF THE FIXED AND COMPLETELY ENERGY-NEUTRAL UNIVERSE CYCLE: 

 

- ) The outlines of the universe cycle: 

In this chapter, the author outlines the universe cycle. In chapter 7 the 29 steps of the universe cycle are 

explained in more detail. Document E3-1 and figures 4a, 4b, 5 and 6 describe the universe cycle’s most 

important steps. 

The author hopes to start mathematical modeling of the universe cycle in conjunction with NOW (Dutch), KNAW 

(Dutch), CERN, ESA, universities and scientific institutes around 2018. 
 

- ) The universe cycle starts and ends with a super cold Little Bang, not with a hot Big Bang: 

This Document G7 describes the complete universe cycle and the way it describes its 29 steps in a timeframe of 

about 2 to 3 trillion (1012) years or longer, completing itself completely logically and predictably, without any 

‘inflation step’. 

The cycle consists out of 16 short moments (<< 1 second) with just one physical, chemical or nuclear change and 

13 long physical periods (years – billions of years). 

s 

- ) The 29 steps of the universe cycle are based on the min/max 1 principle; the cycle of the universe can be 

mathematically modeled: 

Within the universe cycle, each step is characterized by the fact that each transition between steps involves only 
one physical, chemical, or nuclear physical change. For the min / max 1 principle, see Document F1f. This 

universal principle has as yet not been acknowledged or identified. 

The result of this principle is that all transitions can be qualitatively described, allowing mathematical modeling 

of the 13 long physically steps / periods. The universe is based on 12 / 13 parameters. So all 29 steps can 

therefore be quantified in detail! 

 

- ) The cycle of the universe develops energy-neutral: 

For the first 6 – 10 billion (109) years of the universe cycle after the Little Bang, only protons and electrons are 

present while the hydrogen atom is missing. Without atoms gravity and gravitational energy are 100 % absent in 

the universe. In this first period without gravity this allows the universe-spherical-shell (USS) to expand 

completely uninhibited relative to the center C.  
After this first period the hydrogen atom is formed. At that moment gravity (energy) return to the universe, 

effectively adding a huge free amount of gravitational energy relative to center C and to the cycle of the 

universe! This gravitational energy is equivalent to the sought-after ‘dark energy’! This gravitational energy is 

the driving force of the cycle. This free added gravitational energy is completely consumed during the course of 

this cycle of the universe! 

This energy allows the cycle to complete in a completely energy-neutral fashion. The cycle repeats itself 

infinitely, like a perpetual motion. All cycles are completed in virtually the same way and within the same 

timeframe. Physically speaking, time (universal clock time) and space (sphere with C at its center) is finite 

quantities! 

 

- ) The current universe is much older than 13.8 billion years: 

The current universe started about 40 – 45 billion (109) years ago with a super-cold Little Bang (Document G6), 
from the Little Bang black hole. This makes the current universe much older than currently thought. 

During the final phases of the previous universe cycle, gravity brought together all mass, matter and energy into 

a Little Bang black hole located at the center C. This occurs quite calmly and without a ‘Big Crunch’. In the 

final phase, all velocity relative to C is lost, nullifying all gravity and gravitational energy. This causes the Little 

Bang black hole to become unstable and decay into individual black hole atoms. These blackhole atoms 

themselves become unstable and decay into an equal number of separate protons and electrons. This is the 

essence of the Little Bang.  

 

- ) The Big Bang period in fact is phase 16 in the cycle of the universe: 

The, in 2017 generally accepted Big Bang is phase 16 of the universe cycle of the author. That step 16 consist of  

4 - 20 billion supernova explosions spontaneously in a relatively short period of a few hours in all then existing, 
4 - 20 billion, super large pure hydrogen spheres formed in the previous steps. Those billions of pure hydrogen 

spheres were arranged in 4 – 20 million facet areas each containing 1 – 2 thousand of these hydrogen spheres.  

 

Each pure hydrogen supernova (= one Big Bang) explosion marks the start of one galaxy. In the center of each 

supernova explosion the formed atoms directly transform in the central black hole of the future galaxy and 

nowadays present galaxies. See Figures 42 -54 Document G8. 
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In Figure 4a Document E3-1 has been outlined the history of the Milky Way and all other galaxies. Figure 4b 

is looking forward until the next Little Bang. 

 

In that Big Bangs explosions, and start of all galaxies some 20 - 25 billion years ago, only a part (approximately 

15%) of all hydrogen fuses to higher elements. The rest of the available hydrogen together with the outer shell of 

the fusion area containing mainly lighter elements to iron, is blown away. From this, after cooling, later form 150 

- 250 billion stars and their planets, resulting in a galaxy with two or more curled rotation / spiral arms. These 

Big Bangs and start of galaxies are illustrated and explained in Figures 42 – 54 G8. 
 

- ) Almost nothing of the previous 15 phases of the universe cycle can be observed: 

The first 15 phases / steps in the universe cycle covers a period of about 20 – 25 billion (109) years, of which 

only can be observed: 

a) The uniform distribution of rotating galaxies in this universe-spherical-shell. As a result of the deflection of 

all forms of electromagnetic radiation stay within the universe-spherical-shell which itself as such cannot be 

observed, 

b) The relatively too great a angular speed of all galaxies that is the result of the previous conversion of 

expansion velocity in rotation / angular speed. The currently observed to high angular velocities of galaxies 

are explicable and have nothing to do with ‘dark mass / matter’ or ‘dark energy’. (In the universe there is no 

‘dark matter’ nor ‘dark energy’.)  
Furthermore, there is nothing more to observe that prior period of 15 phases. Because of the min / max 1 

principle, Document F1f, the author could distract all fifteen previous steps of the cycle of the universe. 

 

- ) Light undergoes minimal deviation within the universe-spherical-shell: 

That even distribution of galaxies and their excessive rotational speed originates in steps 6 - 15 of the universe 

cycle and can be explained logically, as does the relatively small space of the universe, as is based on a minimal 

deflection of light (photons) by one degree per ten to forty thousand years due to extremely low concentrations 

of hydrogen and helium. This deviation causes an universe-spherical-shell that acts as a closed system. Except 

gravity and time all other forms of radiation stay 100% within this universe-spherical-shell. Because of slight 

deviations of radiation, we observe the universe-spherical-shell completely different than it is in reality and also 

through various virtual images! 
 

- ) Structure of the universe can be explained without 'dark matter 'and 'dark energy': 

The (too) high rotational speed of galaxies is being wrongly interpreted by scientists as evidence for the presence 

of 'dark mass or matter 'and 'dark energy '. The universe cycle shows that all mass, matter and kinetic energy can 

be explained and there is no reason for introducing mysterious concepts. See Figures 3, 4a, 4b, 5 and 6, 

Document E3-1 + explanation. 

 

- ) The universe starts with super cold Little Bang: 

With the disappearance of all the speed in the Little Bang black hole finally as well all gravity disappears, 

making unstable this Little Bang black hole, containing all mass, matter and energy of the universe, brought 

together by gravity. That Little Bang black hole has a temperature of about 2.7 Kelvin. During this Little Bang 

temperature disappear totally!  
 

- ) Critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra): 

In black holes the electron shells of the present black hole atoms repel mutually. Gravity holds these repulsing 

blackhole atoms together. Black holes however require a minimum amount of gravity to guarantee stability and 

existence of the blackhole.  

This minimum required gravity is expressed as the Critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) and corresponds to the 

gravity of the smallest known black hole (a diameter of approximately 5 to 20 km) with a equatorial angular / 

rotation speed of approximately 1/3rd c. Critical black hole gravity is a measure of the minimum required amount 

of kinetic energy in black holes! 

 

In case the existing gravity is dropping below this critical black hole gravity cannot any longer hold together and 
locked up these repulsive black hole atoms into this black hole. As result that black hole falls apart in single, 

unstable, black hole atoms which then immediately disintegrate further into an equivalent number of protons and 

electrons! Normally this is very explosive. Exclusively the Little Bang is a very quit and controlled explosion. 

This Little Bang is described in Document G6 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu and is explained in the Figures 17 - 30 

Document G8. 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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- ) Einstein’s formula E = mc2 for m = mass is based on a misunderstanding: 

In this Little Bang no mass or matter is changed into energy according to E = mc2. Document F1a 2014 shows 

that the two super symmetrically elementary higgs mass particles of the proton and the two super symmetrically 

higgs mass particles of the electron are indestructible!  

 

Mass as well electric charge and magnetic spin are the result of angular speeds and thus related to kinetic 

energy. Mass, charge and spin aren’t equivalent to (kinetic) energy. They are the indirect result of kinetic 

energy and thereby occurring rotations and twists inside this elementary higgs. As a protest and reaction to those 
deformations and distortions all four elementary higgs generate only 1) mass, 2) electric charge, 3) magnetic 

spin, 4) volume / space and 5) elementary time. So mass, charge, spin and volume / space are not equivalent to 

energy, as Einstein assumed but merely the result of kinetic energy.  

 

Einstein's mass is not free to convert into energy! The conversion of mass into energy, as Einstein proposed in 

his theory of relativity physically is absolutely impossible. 

The conversion of mass into energy is based on a misunderstanding around annihilation and the released photons 

and neutrinos. Photons and neutrinos are majoranas having as much mass as anti-mass, positive charge as much 

as minus charge and net spin being zero they are electric dipoles and magnetic quadrupoles with mass zero. So 

during annihilation all mass, charge, spin and kinetic energy remains unchanged. The majoranas have been 

described in Document F1b + figures. 
 

- ) During annihilation nothing of the present mass / (anti)matter is transformed into energy: 

Because of the majorana structure of photon (Document F1b) during annihilation seemingly all mass, charge 

and spin are completely transformed into energy! That is not the fact! In reality, nothing of the existing mass, 

charge, spin and space disappears during annihilation. 

With annihilation of matter and an equivalent amount of antimatter only internal rotational energy being mc2 is 

released as of photons. Inside those photon majoranas all mass, charge and spin fully are still present. However 

these quantities are not detectable or measurable any more. 

 

- ) The universe starts without E = mc2: 

The Little Bang has not been based on annihilation nor on E = mc2. During the Little Bang, Document G6, all 
black hole atoms through single nuclear, intermediate steps directly fell apart into an equivalent number of 

ordinary protons and ordinary electrons. All mass and matter and all protons and electrons remain totally 

unchanged in tact during this super cold Little Bang! 

During the first approximately 6 - 10 billion (109)  years after the Little Bang the universe-spherical-shell (USS) 

expands with 1/3rd – 1/2nd of the speed of light and in the form of an uniform universe-spherical-shell consisting 

of spherical mono-layers of alternately exactly one proton and one electron thick. See Figures 24 – 28 G8.  

This expansion is within the speed of light through which the universe cycle Uiterwijk Winkel unfolds without 

any form of inflation > speed of light! The universe is much older than the year 2017 assumed 13.8 billion years. 

See Figure 4a Document E3-1. 

 

- ) During the first 5 - 10 billion years gravity and gravity-energy are 100% absent: 

In this first period, after the Little Bang the atom is absent. Thus gravity and gravitational-energy are completely 
absent as well. After the Little Bang and the start of the current universe during 5 - 10 billion years the universe-

spherical-shell could expand completely unhindered at a steady expansion rate 1/3rd - 1/2rd of the speed of light c. 

That explains the current space of the universe in the form of a thin sphere-shell. During that first period, a huge, 

sphere symmetric distance of 2.3 ± 0.5 billion light-years developed around center C. As long as gravity is 

absent kinetic energy is completely conserved! 

In the first period the expansion speed increases even slightly by about 0.5 Mm/s because the speed of the 

electrons decreases of 2/3c to about two thousand km/s. The vented kinetic energy is converted into additional 

expansion velocity of the mono-layers with protons and electrons. 

 

- ) Only after approximately 5 - 10 billion years after the Little Bang gravity returns into the universe: 

It took about 5 - 10 billion years after the Little Bang, the relative speeds and distances between the mono-layers 
of protons and electrons have been adapted such that each proton can capture its own electron. Widely universe 

exactly the same time only hydrogen is shaped which reacts to the hydrogen atoms and hydrogen molecules 

immediately afterwards. Then, throughout the universe-spherical-shell no other isotope of the periodic table than 

hydrogen was formed! 

With the hydrogen molecule not only gravity and gravitational energy returns into the universe, but also other 

physical forces and chemical ones, such as the Vander Waal / London force, chemical covalent bond and the 

radical force. For those forces see Documents E3, E3-1 figures 1 - 6 and Document F1d. 
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The gravitational energy relative to C, born with hydrogen and gravity, is used completely during the rest of the 

universe cycle. This gravitational energy is the driving force behind every universe cycle. That gravitational 

energy also creates energy neutral unwinding of each cycle. In that previous time the universe expanded on all 

sides exactly evenly with a radius of approximately 2.5 ± 0.5 billion (109) light-years relative to the center C of 

the universe. 

 

- ) Inhibition of the expansion rate expires first rapidly and flattens thereafter: 

Since the return of the hydrogen molecule and gravity, about 30 - 35 billion years ago, the expansion of the 
already heavily stretched and increasingly stretched and thinned universe-spherical-shell slowed sharply. 

Because of the large expansion velocity and associated large gravity expansion is slowing which initially 

relatively quickly and then more slowly, easing further decreasing because the expansion rate also decreases the 

amount of generated expansion gravity. The expansion rate has been slowed down approximately c/3 to c/2 to 

several hundred km/s. 

About 400 ± 50 billion years from now this expansion of the universe-spherical-shell comes to a complete stop. 

Then the universe reaches its maximum size of 3.0 ± 0.5 billion light-years which is always the same size in each 

cycle and is reached at the same moment in the cycle. 

 

- ) Creation of rotations and angular speed 

The at inhibiting of the universe-spherical-shell released energy cannot be converted into heat. This energy 
cannot be converted other than completely into one or more other movements. This can only be as rotations with 

angular velocities that are locally perpendicular to the expansion velocity. Gravity makes sure that the released 

kinetic energy of the lesser expansion is completely transformed into rotational energy starting in the hydrogen 

gas. (And nowadays in rotation of galaxies) 

In the hydrogen in the thin, uniform expanding universe-spherical-shell at first 4 - 20 billion year and possibly 

much more rotations on a relatively small scale of galaxies and possibly even smaller, produced by gravity. Later 

still arise 3 - 4 rotations in that pure hydrogen gas on an increasingly large scale above that of the galaxies. 

Eventually regards the 4 - 5 rotations on, in terms of size, different levels of clusters to sizes that are tens to 

hundreds of times greater than that of the current galaxies. Then of course they did not exist yet. These initial 4 - 

5 movements in the hydrogen gas from the period before the 4 - 20 billion ‘Big Bangs’ in step 16 are now still be 

present. However velocities are difficult to recognize separately without a mathematical model. For an 
impression see Figure 41 G8. 

At the time of the occurrence of the real galaxies (step / phase 16), these areas are now formed containing 100% 

pure hydrogen bulbs in addition to the expansion velocity already subject to 4 - 5 different large-scale rotational 

movement, and rotational / angular speeds within the universe-spherical-shell. These natural, but for the current 

astronomers, ‘to fast rotation’ gave rise to the term 'dark energy'. 

 

From step 16 and start of galaxies subsequently 4 - 6 movements happen on a smaller scale and in particular 

they arise within the galaxy. In total, at present there is somewhere between 9 - 11 movements, difficult to 

unravel on the basis of images from the universe. These oldest forms of rotations can only be derived with a 

model. 

 

- ) Effects of the 5 – 9 movements in universe are found in every atom and its forces and bonds: 

The effects of these movements can be found in all the atoms on Earth. The by the shell- electrons generated 

physical forces and chemical ones, and their bindings, however, are made up of the same amount of components 

as the earth makes movements within the universe-spherical-shell relative to the center C. Here is a direct link 

between astrophysics and quantum mechanics. The structure of physical forces and chemical ones with their 

bonds is elaborated further in Document F1d. For the structure of physical and chemical bonds see Document 

D1. 

 

- ) Galaxies don’t rotate too 'fast': 

The effects of the earlier slowdown of the expansion by gravity in the period prior to the Big Bangs explain the 

(for science anno 2017 too fast) rotations of galaxies relative to themselves and in the (too) fast internal rotations 

of all the galaxies. At present phase 23 of the universe cycle refers to 5 – 9 linear velocities and rotational ones 
within the universe-spherical-shell. The universe cycle explains the  universe is now 40 – 45 billion year old. So 

the angular speed of all galaxies is higher than starting with a Big Bang 13.8 billion year ago. Now the origin of 

those 'too fast' rotations are plausibly without concepts like 'dark mass / matter' and 'dark energy'. When 

modeling fully quantitatively the universe cycle these concepts can disappear then. 
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- ) The universe-spherical-shell inflates more slowly by gravity: 

In the expanding universe a net into the center C-oriented gravity dominates. It generates gravitational energy at 

the expense of the expansion kinetic energy. That is why the universe-spherical-shell with its 4 – 20 million facet 

areas and 4 – 20 billion galaxies expands decelerated. All expansion speed / energy is transferred into angular 

speed of facet areas and there present galaxies.  

In the past, during the formation of the hydrogen molecule 30 - 35 billion (109) years ago and some 5 - 10 billion 

years after the Little Bang, the inflation started with a top speed being between a third and a half of the speed of 

light. The proof of that ever earlier rapid expansion is displayed in the redshift of galaxies increasing when the 
object is farther away from the Earth and looking through the USS!  

We see all these galaxies throughout the universe-spherical-shell with expansion rate from a maximum of 13,8 

billions of years ago. The decrease in redshift for closer to earth galaxies is the direct and tangible evidence that 

the universe spherical shell expands more slowly to day while visually just the opposite seems to happen with a 

universe ever faster seems to swell instead of always slower! 

 

- ) End of the expansion of the universe: 

After 400 ± 50 billion years from now gravity ensures that the expansion rate of the universe-spherical-shell is 

everywhere reduced to zero and thus the expansion of the universe-spherical-shell comes everywhere to an end. 

 

In the meantime, all the stars 'burn' their hydrogen, helium and lithium via nuclear fusion and produce atoms 
with at least two or more electron pairs that can transform to black hole atoms through the formation of van der 

Waals / London bonds inside the electron shells of the atom through which these electron shells collapse until 

situated directly around the nucleus, and the angular velocity of this ‘shell’-electrons increases to near the speed 

of light. See Document F1e and Figures 18 a – 18n. 

 

This extremely hot gas layer with fusion removes the central black hole of the galaxy itself almost entirely from 

view. All black holes themselves have a temperature of just 2.7 kelvin because the nuclei within their electron 

shells virtually no more space to vibrate. Those cold black holes betray their presence only by their extreme 

rotational gravity. Starting with the element beryllium (Be) atoms can be incorporated into the central black hole 

of the galaxy. The elements hydrogen, helium and lithium cannot enter the black hole! At first they have to fuse 

to at least beryllium or heavier! See Document C3 and F1e.  
Around all central black holes a hot (gas) layer is present comprising fusing hydrogen, helium and lithium to 

beryllium and higher. 

 

That layer of gas of hydrogen, helium and lithium also accumulates around all the smaller local black holes. 

There the temperature and pressure are much lower which results in no fusion occurs here. This in time growing 

layer of gas withdraws such all small black holes almost completely from view. 

 

- ) Eventually all galaxies matter and energy disappear completely into their central black hole and finally 

the central facet blackhole: 

Over the next 400 ± 50 billion years all 'burned out' stars (along with all local smaller black holes), not nuclear 

fusing any more, and their accompanying planets disappear completely in the massive central black hole present 

in the center of each galaxy. In all facet areas the now present 1 – 2 thousand galaxies will collide and finish in 
one facet area black hole. All now present 9 – 11 speeds will be reduces to just one angular speed. This central 

facet blackhole eventually will have a radius of about 0.3 – 0.5 million km. See Figures 1 and 1a G8. 

 

At the end of the expansion of the universe all central facet black holes rotate with the same equatorial velocity 

of approximately 1/3c – 1/2c (c = speed of light). The whole expansion speed of the facet area with 1 – 2 

thousand galaxies is then converted to one angular velocity! Moreover, the expansion of the universe-spherical-

shell ends when all the hydrogen, helium and lithium are fused completely and all atoms are converted to black 

hole atoms and these are included in the central facet black hole. 

 

After 400 ± 50 billion years from now the universe-spherical-shell consists of 4 - 20 million central facet black 

holes rotating with a similar equatorial speed of 1/3c – 1/2c around their longitudinal axis. All axes are pointed at 
the center C of the universe. See Figures 1 and 1a G8. All other speeds are disappeared during the collisions 

between the galaxies as found by LIGO.  

 

- ) Slow and constant contraction of the universe-spherical-shell: 

After reaching the point of maximum expansion of the universe-spherical-shell it starts to shrink under the 

influence of this mutual attractive (rotation / angular) gravity. The universe spherical shell is uniformly filled 

with 4 – 20 million (106) central facet black holes. The final speed of rotation of each central black hole is the 
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direct result of the conversion of expansion (kinetic) energy into rotational (kinetic) energy. The generated 

shrink-gravity of each central black hole is 100% in the opposite direction to their own rotation velocity vector 

and to their own rotation gravity! 

 

Those huge own rotation speed and rotation gravity prevents continuously at all central facet black holes 

increasing acceleration of the contraction of universe-spherical-shell. On the way to C accelerating shrink-speed 

is continuously flattened to a low and fairly stable shrink-speed of about 0.10 - 0.15 Mm/s. The contraction of 

the universe-spherical-shell lasts very long and is currently estimated at a period of 2.5 ± 0.5 trillion (1012) years! 
This continuous deceleration of the acceleration resulting in a constant shrink-speed of universe-spherical-shell 

prevents a 'Big Crunch'. 

 

- ) Decrease of gravity (and gravity-energy) in the universe-spherical-shell: 

During the journey back to the center C of the universe or Little Bang point in a period of 2.5 ± 0.5 trillion 

(1012) years, all central black holes are slowly stripped of their rotation speed and thus of their gravity rotation 

and their gravity-energy. Because of the alignment result of rotational-gravity, eventually all central black holes 

return exactly the same time near the center C of the universe. Now they completely lost their rotational speed 

and corresponding rotation-gravity and rotational gravitational energy! They have only a few shrink speed and 

associated shrink-gravity and shrink-gravitational energy. 

The amount of gravity in the universe-spherical-shell decreases over time continues to decrease and thus the 
amount of gravitational energy relative to C! See Figure 6 Document E3-1. Only at the end of the contraction 

universe-spherical-shell all 4 - 20 million central facet black holes completely stripped of their rotation and 

angular speed and their connected rotation gravity! 

During the journey back to the center C of the universe, the total amount of gravity and gravitational energy in 

the universe or the universe-spherical-shell continues to decrease at a constant shrink-speed which generates its 

own small shrink-gravity. This gravity is needed for full completion of the contraction of universe-spherical-

shell. 

 

- ) Merging into one large Little Bang black hole: 

Acceleration of shrink-speed can only happen if these central black holes no longer rotate. That point without 

rotation is reached only in the final phase of the shrink when all central black holes arrive at the center C. Then 
they merge to one massive shrinking spherical shell consisting of pure black hole matter with black hole atoms. 

The radius 5 – 10 x 109 km and about 300 Mm. See Figures 6, 6a and 7 G8 and figure 4b E3-1. 

 

- ) A singularity is not possible: 

That sphere-shell of black hole matter shrinks even further See Figure 7 G8. Eventually one perfect round Little 

Bang black hole results with a radius of about 50 - 100 million km to the center C of the universe always exactly 

in the middle. See Figures 10 and 11 G8. During the very last stage of contraction the mutual jostle of black 

hole atoms ensures the shrink-speed steadily decreases thus decreasing the remaining shrink-gravity of the Little 

Bang black hole and its gravitational energy. The electron-shells of the present blackhole atoms repulse and 

causes an net electrically spring tension between these atoms. 

It is impossible that the remaining and ever decreasing shrink-gravity can transform the coming Little Bang 

black hole into a 'singularity'. (The opposite is the case; in time the loss of gravity this Little Bang black hole 
results in a growing instability!). 

In case of a singularity the universe would be a one-off phenomenon rather than a continuously repeating cycle! 

 

- ) The Little Bang black hole: 

Under the influence of these shrink-gravity billions of black holes melt into one large super Little Bang black 

hole containing all the mass, material and kinetic energy of the universe with C always exactly in the center. 

Finally that Little Bang black hole gets a radius of about 50 - 100 million km! 

Only at the last moment of the merger and formation of the Little Bang black hole disappears the last shrink-

speed in the Little Bang black hole and hence inherent also disappears the last bit of gravity and gravitational 

energy inside the gigantic Little Bang black hole! That sounds like incredible! All kinetic energy of the universe 

transformed into spring energy (being electrical energy) due to the repulsion of the compressed black hole atoms. 
 

- ) The gravity in the Little Bang black hole becomes critical: 

In order to keep the mutual repulsion of the present black hole atoms under control and thus the Little Bang 

black hole to remain stable, the total should speed generated by gravity at black holes are growing bigger and 

then remain Critical black hole gravity or Cribhgra. 
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Less than 0.01 seconds before the contraction of the universe has been completed and the interior space is filled 

completely reduces the total gravity of the Little Bang black hole below the level of the Critical black hole 

gravity.  See Figures 14 and 15 G8. 

This newly formed giant Little Bang black hole with C exactly in the center becomes everywhere unstable 

exactly at the same time. The mutual electrical repulsion / spring tension of the electron shells of the present 

black hole atoms wins than the existing gravity. Critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) should theoretically be 

deduced quantitatively. 
 

The author 'has' composed the nucleus solely of protons and nuclear-electrons while the nucleus does not contain 

neutrons. A neutron has been made up of one proton and one electron essentially; see Document F1d. 

 

Just before the contraction ends gravity drops below the Critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra). Because the 

infinitive speed of gravity Cribhgra is reached exactly the same moment anywhere in this Little Bang black hole. 

Exactly the same moment this Little Bang Black hole is simultaneously transferred into single black hole atoms. 

All of those black hole atoms become simultaneously unstable. All existing black hole atoms and their nuclei fall 

apart into an equal number of protons and electrons simultaneously through four intermediate steps.  

The Little Bang and the process of disintegration of black hole atoms are described in Document G6 and in 

chapter 7. See Figures 17 – 28 G8 as well. 
 

- ) Start of the following universe: 

The Little Bang starts from the center C of the universe a new cycle of the next universe. This cycle consists 

again of exactly the same 29 steps / phases that are settled in exactly the same cycle time being (2.5 ± 0.5) × 10 12 

year! 

Through modeling of the 29 steps of the universe cycle the quantitative limits for the twelve parameters of the 

universe (G3) and for each step within that cycle can be derived quantitatively and thereby: 

a) the amount of mass, and hence the number of protons and electrons, 

b) the amount of matter in the form of atoms, 

c) the total amount of positive charge with negative one and total spin, 

d) the permanent fixed amount of kinetic energy level at higgs level, 
e) the more free amount of kinetic energy above the higgs level, 

f) the minimum and maximum volume of the universe-spherical-shell, 

g) the universe-clock-time within which such cycle can be settled. 

Only after complete mathematical modeling of the universe cycle the quantitative limits of the 12 parameters of 

the universe-spherical-shell can be indicated. From there can be derived the quantitative limits of universe-

spherical-shell and its energy-neutral cycle. 

 

- ) The released protons and electrons arrange themselves in mono-layers: 

After the disintegration of all black-hole atoms into an equivalent number of protons and electrons arrange that 

through their attractive electric charge and mutually repelling magnetic spin in mono-layers of protons and 

electrons by approximately 1/3c - 1/2c the speed of light remove from the center C of the universe with uniform 

speed. See Figures 24 – 30 G8. 
 

- ) Period without gravity and free expansion of the new universe: 

After the Little Bang the Little Bang black hole disintegrated into an equivalent number of protons and electrons 

and the atom is completely absent. Because the electrically spring tension this expansion starts with 1/3 – 1/2 the 

speed of light. During the first 6 – 10 billions year after the Little Bang the atom is absent and thus any form of 

gravity and gravitational energy. During that period mono-layers of protons all sides equal and unhindered move 

away from the center C of the universe. Such movement out of the center C does not cost any energy. In this 

period gravitational energy is potentially build up in relation to C. See Figures 28 - 30. 

 

- ) After 5 – 10 billion years hydrogen is formed; then gravity and gravitational energy are back again in 

the universe: 

Gravity and gravity-energy to C starts to be there again when the hydrogen atom is constructed from protons and 

electrons about 5 – 10 billion years after the super cold Little Bang (0 kelvin). 

With hydrogen and gravity in full charge an enormous amount of gravitational energy versus the center C 

becomes visible and is built up in the universe-spherical-shell. This gravitational energy is added 100% costless 

and free of charge to the universe and its cycle. This gravitational energy in fact is the ‘dark energy’ and driving 

force behind the cycle of the universe. According to the current physics and current view of gravity this is 

unthinkable!  
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This phenomena of gravitational energy changes the complete energy balance of the universe! See Documents 

E, E3-1 and E4. This gravitational energy is now palpable in the form of a requested 'dark energy'. During the 

contraction of the universe and the retreat to the center C of the central black holes this gravitational energy is 

fully utilized to inhibit the contraction of the universe continuously to a constant low speed preventing a ‘Big 

Crunch’  

 

- ) In the universe all electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation is deflected, on Earth resulting in a 

completely distorted picture of the universe: 

All mentioned radiation throughout slightly deflected by one, technically, no measurable deflection of an average 

of only about 1 degree per ten to forty thousand lightyears. By the deflection by hydrogen and helium all photons 

and other electromagnetic radiation remain moving for 100% within that thin universe-spherical-shell. See 

Document G9. At the galaxies this shell is hundreds of light-years thick. The universe in fact is a thin 

intergalactic of extreme low hydrogen gas /flued and lenses of galaxies with extreme low concentrations of 

hydrogen and helium. 

This extremely low deflection also ensures that we on earth catch a multiple distorted view of the universe 

resulting in a huge illusion. This minimal deflection of photons has not yet been identified nor the consequences 

of that deflection, by science until now (2017). 

 
- ) The observed ongoing rapid expansion is based on an optical illusion: 

This minimal deflection ensures that we cannot perceive the universe as a thin spherical shell but as a seemingly 

accelerating expanding spherical universe whose space appears fairly uniform to be filled with about 150 - 200 

billion galaxies in which the earth universe seems to be at the center of it. That picture is in complete 

contradiction with the presence of gravity which should result in a universe which is expanding more slowly!  

 

Because of that slight deflection of light and other radiation, the Earth seems to be at the center of an all-round 

more rapidly expanding universe. Optical illusions, because the universe must have the shape of a universe-

spherical-shell whose gravity should slow down the expansion velocity in time more and more! Because of 

double counting the author expects no more than 4 - 20 million facet areas each filled with 1 – 2 thousand 

galaxies and probably even (much) less instead of the current notion 100 - 150 billion galaxies. 
 

- ) Universe is only to observe through the thin universe-spherical-shell: 

That deflection of light and other radiation, Document G9 and Figure 77 ensures that we are forced to see from 

the earth if it were ever through the relatively thin fiberglass layer of hydrogen between the galaxies and though 

lenses of hydrogen and helium of the galaxies with the universe-spherical-shell.  

 

On Earth these huge absolutely empty sphere inside the universe-spherical-shell as well outside this thin shell are 

completely filled with virtual images that reach the earth through deflection within the universe-spherical-shell! 

These visual signals reach Earth via totally different paths. This results also in all kinds of double-counting by a 

factor which possibly is between 10 and 20 times or more. On Earth all distant objects in the universe-spherical-

shell manifest via multiple virtual images and in different places. Signals of the same quasar are clearly 

differences in time (days, weeks and sometimes years) were observed.  
 

The dark spaces on both sides of the universe-spherical-shell are the ‘vast immensity’ and ‘absolute nothing’ that 

cannot be observed; a) because there is nothing to detect and b) because both sides are completely filled up with 

virtual images from the universe-spherical-shell! 

 

- ) Through deflection of all radiation appears the earth in the center of the universe and seems to be 

accelerating the universe to swell: 

That deflection fills both the all-black interior and black exterior of this universe-spherical-shell fully with 

galaxies that are only virtual in that place and results in the optical illusion it appear as if the earth is in the center 

of the universe. Through that universe-spherical-shell we observe an universe-spherical-shell swelled indeed 

more quickly than is currently the case. That's right! We observe concretely that rapid expansion with an 
increasing red shift as the object is more removed from the earth within the universe-spherical-shell and thereby 

further back in time. In fact because of gravity the expansion of the universe decreases in time. 

 

The universe-spherical-shell offers us a deceitful and utterly distorted view of itself. Because of the deflection of 

photons and the gigantic dimensions in the universe or the universe-spherical-shell all objects outside the Milky 

Way are at locations other than those observed on Earth through telescopes and satellites! 
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- ) No accelerating expansion but still slower expansion: 

Since the return of the hydrogen atom gravity inhibits the expansion velocity of the universe-spherical-shell 

further and further down. It expands decelerated! According to the author the observed image seen from Earth 

which shows extra accelerating expansion of the universe-spherical-shell, fits exactly in a universe which has the 

shape of a sphere-shell whose expansion just always being further delayed by gravity in reality! These distant 

galaxies should also have a lower rotational /angular speed than the systems which are closer to the earth! 

 

 
4.1 ALL TRANSITIONS BETWEEN THE 29 STEPS IN THE UNIVERSE CYCLE HAVE BEEN 

ANCHORED AND ARE PREDICTABLE: 

The universe follows a fixed cycle of 29 phases which as a whole is settled completely energy-neutral. That is 

only possible if in the first phase of the universe cycle the atom and thus gravity and gravitational-energy are 

completely absent. The beginning and end of each step and the transition to each next one in the cycle is strictly 

logical and to indicate in advance. 

In principle, each transition to a next step is characterized by just one predictable physical, chemical or nuclear 

change. The cycle of the universe fulfill the min / max1 principle explained by the author in Document F1f. 

Only with min / max1 all the physical, chemical and nuclear transitions of the 29 steps / phases are strictly 

predictable. The cycle of the universe as a whole is fully predictable. 

Therefore all 29 steps (16 short moments + 13 long periods) of the universe cycle can be modeled mathematical 
and can be merged into one single mathematical model of the universe without ‘dark mass / matter’ and ‘dark 

energy’. 

 

- ) Modeling of the universe cycle is an international issue: 

On the basis of this Document the 29 steps and 13 long periods can be modeled. This universe model can be 

fully developed and completed quantitatively. Modeling the universe cycle can be realized by the author with 

help of a partnership with the Royal Society of Dutch Science (KNAW), the NWO (Dutch), ESA, CERN, NASA, 

Princeton, Universities and Scientific Institutes. 
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* 5) PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT: 

 

The author pursues the following objectives: 

1) On a plausible way to derive qualitatively how the current universe came into being through the universe 

cycle and where we are now, 

2) What steps the universe-spherical-shell completed to date, and what will follow before the cycle will be 

completed entirely, 
3) To create clarity concerning: 

 a) the start and end of the universe, 

 b) completing the so-called 'dark mass /matter’ and 'dark energy’ and 

 c) the driving force behind the cycle of the universe. 

4) Clarify that this universe cycle can be modeled mathematically. 

5) To persuade the Royal Dutch Academy of Science, the NWO, ESA, CERN, NASA and Princeton universities 

with such a universe model, the universe cycle can be completed quantitatively in detail. 

With such a model, the problems about issues as ‘dark mass or matter’ and ‘dark energy’ can be solved 

definitively. 

6) To clarify between which boundary conditions the universe can repeat its cycle endless. 

7) Also such a universe model can provide a strong frame of reference and visual aid in the interpretation of all 
kinds of astrophysical measurements and observations. 

8) To derive the 5 - 9 relevant speeds of the earth in the universe and then to fill the model quantitatively to 

make a one to one relation between a speed in the universe and a physical force or a chemical one it 

generates on an atom or molecule on Earth, both qualitatively and quantitatively determined. 

9) To make the link between the quantum physics on earth and the directly coupling to the 5 - 9 velocities of the 

earth in the universe! See the previous and section 5.2 and the Document D on the basic structure of physical 

bonds and chemical bonds. 

10) In Document G7 + G8 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu is elaborated: 

a) why the universe-spherical-shell has an infinite self-repeating cycle which happens energy neutral 

and 

b) how this cycle of the universe operates as a real 'perpetual mobile', 
c) how many steps / phases and which ones can be distinguished in that cycle? 

d) in which order these steps have to be made to get a strictly logical way to arrive at the current  

    observable universe and 

e) what future changes will take place until the next Little Bang? 

The universe cycle has to answers to almost all questions about the universe. For the time being there is only a 

qualitative model. At this stage for each step, the author can only give quantitatively an estimated value of the 

relevant basic parameters. 

 

 

5.1 MODELING / QUALITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF THE UNIVERSEAND ITS CYCLE : 

In this Document, the 29 phases / steps of the universe cycle (prime number) will be described mainly yet 

qualitatively on the basis of the 12 / 13 basic parameters of the universe as mentioned in Document G3 

and chapter 7.  

Then these 12 parameters are estimated quantitatively by step as well as possible. Given the large number 

of parameters that is only possible by mathematical modeling of the universe cycle as a whole. With that 

model the 13 long periods / phases with their 12 / 13 basic parameters are tuned to each other with in time 

an increasing quantitative accuracy incrementally. 

Then the preconditions for mass and kinetic energy (photons) can be deduced which such a cycle of the 

universe cycle needs. Step by step the accuracy will increase together with the detailed quantitative 

overall picture of the universe-spherical-shell and its cycle. 

 

 

5.1.1 THE UNIVERSE CYCLE DEALS WITH DARK MATTER AND ENERGY: 

Using the universe model mass, matter and energy can come into balance. All outstanding issues about 

dark masses and dark energy in the universe can be dealt qualitatively and quantitatively thereby. The 

universe cycle shows why over all this cycle is complete energy neutral and what happens to that added 

gravitational energy during this cycle. 

In the run-up to that in 2018 planned modeling of the universe cycle the author is forced to start from his 

own fairly rough estimates and those by Franklin Roos.  

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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This mathematically modeling of the universe cycle cannot be done and realized without the support and 

cooperation by the Royal Societies of Sciences in Europe, the KNAW (Dutch), NWO (Dutch), ESA, 

CERN, universities, scientific institutions in or outside the Netherlands and astrophysicists, theoretical 

physicists and chemists and modelers. 

 

 

5.2 THE MOVES OF ATOMS IN THE UNIVERSE HAVE IMPACT ON ORBITS OF THEIR 

‘SHELL’-ELECTRONS AROUND THE NUCLEUS;  

THE ORIGIN OF GRAVITY AND PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL FORCES AND BONDS: 

Almost all matter in the universe is arranged in the form of: a) ordinary atoms or b) black hole ones, all 

moving with linear velocities or angular speeds within the universe-spherical-shell relative to the center 

C of the universe and rotation point of galaxies within their facet area. In total now 5 - 9 may be even 11 

different speeds. Each of these speeds causes: 

a) an own characteristic deviation in the orbit of all ‘shell’ electrons and ‘shell’ electron-pairs of atoms. It 

causes the orbit of a ‘shell’-electron becomes a relatively narrow band (Heisenberg) 

b) an addition of a certain amount of kinetic energy E = ½ mv 2 to this ‘shell’ electrons as well as to the 

nucleus of the atom. 

Each of these 5 - 9 velocities generates its own deviation in the orbit of the ‘shell’ electron and results in 
an own component of 'added' kinetic energy to the ‘shell’ electrons. 

 

So because the speed of atoms in the universe every these ‘shell’ electrons cannot not move anymore in a 

perfect orbit around the nucleus but always in an orbit with 5 - 9 may be 11 deviations / abnormalities 

each resulting in 5 - 9 components of 'added' kinetic energy! (This is the key for the solution of quantum-

mechanic problems) 

  

All ‘shell’ electrons of ordinary atoms and of black hole atoms themselves try to realize a perfect round 

orbit around their nucleus without any disturbance due to speed of the atom in the universe. So the to the 

atom 'added' kinetic energy must be zero! To achieve this ideal state ‘shell’ electrons generate gravity and 

different physical and chemical forces. With these forces ‘‘shell’-electrons can form physical bonds and 
chemical bonds with binding energy or heat release: 

a) Gravity is primarily intended to slow down all forms of velocity / speed of the atom in the universe 

and thereby reducing the deviation caused by velocity of the atom in the universe. Ultimately gravity 

tries to let return all matter to the center C of the universe.  

b) The other physical and chemical forces of atoms are intended to minimize this 'added' kinetic energy 

by converting this energy as much as possible into heat (infrared and light photons) through physical 

bonds and chemical bonds. Indeed the less the ultimate 'added' kinetic energy is present the more 

perfect the orbits of these involved ‘shell’ electrons will be. 

Each of these 5 – 9 (rotational) velocities in the universe generates its own force component and thus its 

own bond component. Each achieves its own share in the reduction of 'added' kinetic energy through the 

release of heat bonding! Here is the directly coupling between quantum mechanics and the macro-

universe.  
 

All the atoms and molecules in the universe-spherical-shell move with the same 5 - 9 (11) different speeds 

relative the center C and centers R1A of galaxies within each facet area. All physical / chemical forces and 

gravity of the atom and their bonds are composed of 5 - 9 separate force components. The corresponding 

physical and chemical bonds are constructed by 5 – 9 separate associated binding components. See Document 

D1. 

 

When measuring at higgs level (or string / snare / brane level) these 5 – 9 velocities of the Earth in the universe 

press their own stamp on all the atoms and molecules present in the measuring equipment and hence on the 

results of all measurements! The supposed 5 – 9 dimensions of string /snare theory are not present at the level of 

the most elementary higgs particles, but at the level of atoms / molecules in all measuring instruments. The 5 – 9 
(11) speeds of atoms in the universe disturbs the outcome of all precise measurements! 

On higgs (string) level only 3 rotation speeds are relevant. These rotations however are not measurable at the 

atomic level. At higgs level itself are no linear dimensions and exclusively three angular dimensions. See 

Document F1a 2014 and Figures. 
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- ) Physical and chemical bonds on Earth and in the universe the same: 

On Earth, in terms of spatial structure every physical and chemical bond is related to the 5 – 9 velocity 

components of the atom in the universe. That goes universe wide. Anno 2017, the science is not aware of this 

direct link between quantum physics and the 5 – 9 (11) speeds of atoms in the universe! 

 

Every physical and chemical force including their bonds component on earth is directly linked to one of those 5 

to 9 movements of the planet Earth in the universe, including its own movements. In principle all physical and 

chemical bonds on earth have the same uniformly construction and consist of the same 5 – 9 (may be 11) bond 
components. Therefore in the universe every physical and chemical bond has an extremely complex 

construction! 

Therefore conversely from every physical bond or chemical one in the earth can be derived theoretically at what 

speeds the earth is subject in the universe with respect to the center C and inside the facet areas of the universe-

spherical-shell. 

 

- ) Quantum physical problems are to solve by modeling of the universe cycle: 

The maximal nine speeds of atoms and molecules in the universe and hence all 5 - 9 force components and bond 

components of atoms and molecules may be derived by modeling the universe cycle both qualitatively and 

quantitatively. At the same time the relative positions and angles between these different speeds in the universe, 

are to derive within the universe-spherical-shell. This requires modeling the universe cycle and specifically that 
small phase of the cycle in which we live now. 
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* 6) BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE UNIVERSE CYCLE: 

 

6.1 INTRODUCTION: 

- ) Universe is a completely closed system of mass (matter) in an energy-neutral cycle: 

In this chapter, the principles of the universe cycle appointed elaborated mostly in other Documents: G2 (space 

and time), G3 (12 parameters of the universe) and G4 (nine laws of the universe) www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu .  

Such an endlessly repetitive cycle universe is possible only if the most important conditions are met: 

a) the universe-spherical-shell (USS) must be a fully closed system continuously and during every cycle, 

b) overall the universe cycle should be considered completely energy neutral, 

c) universe-spherical-shell as a whole must always be electrically neutral, 

d) other basic principles. 

 

ad a): The universe must have a completely closed system for mass, charge, spin and kinetic energy: 

Except gravity and time in a closed universe not a single photon, neutrino, neutron or cosmic particle can escape 

from this universe-spherical-shell. This has been worked out in the cases I – V . See Figures 74 – 78 G8. 

Within the cycle of the universe all forms of radiation (subject to gravity) must be captured and transformed into 

matter in the form of: a) protons or electrons, b) atoms, and c) black hole atoms to end up ultimately in one of the 
central black holes of the currently estimated 4 - 20 million (106) facet areas and there present 4 – 20 billion 

(109) galaxies. See Documents F1c, F1d and F1e. 

 

This reformation is especially critical for the majoranas such as photons and neutrinos. In practice, all majoranas, 

Document F1b, are electric dipoles and magnetic quadrupoles. All by stars and supernovae emitted photons, 

neutrinos and other majoranas are deflected from their orbits by electric fields and magnetic fields of stars and 

galaxies and by the intergalactic present hydrogen and helium. This happens very slightly but enough at about 1 

degree per 10 – 40 thousand years. So no particle can leave this universe-spherical-shell consisting of extreme 

low concentrations of hydrogen and helium. This universe-sphere shell is currently still expanding with about 

450 km/s. We look as it were, always through the hydrogen / helium ‘fiberglass and billions optical lenses of 

galaxies present in the universe-spherical-shell! See G8, figures 76 and 76a. 

This minimal deflection at photons creates on earth unfortunately completely distorted and virtual images of the 
universe-spherical-shell as they reach the earth through, this tens of light-years ‘thick’, universe-spherical-shell. 

All observations from Earth are curved by space and time! All distant galaxies are standing at complete different 

places than we perceive on earth. 

This extremely slight deflection applies to all forms of electromagnetic radiation but does not apply to gravity 

and time. All gravity 'radiation' and time travel 100% pure straight forward with infinitive speed. All gravity and 

time leave the universe-spherical-shell (USS) directly. 

 

b) The universe cycle must be completely energy-neutral: 

The first approximately 5 - 10 billion (109) years after the Little Bang (Document G6) the universe expands 

relative to the center C of the universe in the form of gravity free mono sphere shells layers of protons 

alternating with electrons.  See G8 Figures 27, 28 and 30. 
Because in that first period atoms are missing, gravity and gravitational energy are completely absent and the 

universe expands compared to C during that period unhindered by about 1/3c - 1/2c the speed of light.  

 

Only 5 - 10 billion years after the Little Bang, and approximately 30 – 35 billion years ago, these layers of single 

protons and electrons transform into hydrogen atoms / molecules. At that same moment gravity and gravitational 

energy versus C enters into the universe along with other physical forces and chemical forces of hydrogen.  

See Documents F1d, Documents E3 and E3-1. 

 

At each new cycle occurs gravity and associated gravity-energy versus C only at the time of formation of the 

hydrogen atom / molecule! The huge amount of gravity and then added extreme amount of gravitational energy 

depends on the expansion speed of the formed hydrogen atoms / molecules at that time, and the now attained 
distance of the USS with respect to the center C of the universe.  

That amount of gravity-energy is completely free to that time and is added to the energy balance of the present 

universe-spherical-shell! Gravity and its gravitational energy ensure that at the end of the universe cycle all 

mass, matter and energy eventually simultaneous return to C. 
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These each cycle added gravity and gravitational energy is the driving force behind every universe cycle through 

which the universe functions as a whole as a perpetual mobile! During each cycle, the universe, free added 

gravity-energy again fully utilized during the contraction of the universe to prevent a Big Crunch. This 

gravitational energy (our dark energy!) creates a perfectly orderly conduct of the cycle. See the energy 

participation over the cycle of the universe in G8 Figures 79 I) - IX). 

 

c) The universe as a whole should be electrically-neutral: 

The universe must possess as much particles with a positive charge as particles with a negative one. The universe 
is neutral in charge but it could have a net magnetic spin. 

 

d) Other basic principles of the universe cycle: 

For describing the universe cycle is required next. 

 Mass and matter are described from the very lowest higgs level up to the level of neutrino’s, photons, 

protons, electrons and neutrons; see Document F1a 2014. 

 The structure of majoranas (neutrino’s and photons) have been described in Document F1b. 

 For the forming of (anti)protons and (anti)electron from photons; see Document F1c. 

 At first to recognize that hydrogen atoms and molecules can be formed only with protons and electrons. 

 During nuclear fusion of hydrogen the elements of the periodic table can be formed exclusively with protons 

and electrons; see Document F1d. 

 How do atoms generate their physical forces and chemical ones and what they are; it does not apply only 

gravity but also for all other physical and chemical forces and their bonds. See the Documents under F1d 

and E3 and E3-1 for gravity. 

 Some of those forces from atoms act at long distances (gravity, electric force and magnetic one) and to have 

influence on the scale of the universe-spherical-shell itself. 

 

In order to understand the cycle of the universe must be known: 

1. a1) The organization of the higgs lowest level of the proton and the electron (F1a 2014). 

a2) The occurrence of 1) mass, 2) charge and 3) spin  at level of the most basic 

      characteristics of these higgs particles,  

b)  The spatial structure of neutrinos and photons; both are majoranas (F1b), 
c1) The transition from mass to matter by adding kinetic energy (F1c), 

c2) In conjunction with another explanation of annihilation (F1c), 

d)  Einstein did not recognized the difference between mass and matter (F1c and Figures 72 and 73 G8). 

     This has severe consequences for Science nowadays. 

e)  The structure of the (anti- )proton and (anti- )electron and elementary physical characteristics (F1c), 

 

2. a)   All the atoms in the universe are made up exclusively of protons and electrons 

      and without neutrons (Document F1d and figures of atoms without neutrons). 

b)   All atoms are compelling constructed in accordance with the isotopes of the periodic table, starting     

…..from hydrogen. 

c)   Black hole atoms have a similar periodical table system but only from beryllium, 
 

3. Systematically deriving of gravity and the two physical and two chemical forces of: 

a)   ordinary atoms (Document F1d) and  

b)   black hole atoms (Document F1e), 

 

4. a)   The universe contains only energy, mass with anti-mass and ordinary matter, 

b)   It does not contain any 'dark mass' or 'dark energy'. 

 

5. Postulates about time and space, 

 

6. a)   The constant quantities in the universe of mass, matter and kinetic energy, 

b)   The twelve variable parameters of the universe (G3), 
 

7. The settlement of the universe cycle within the framework of the nine universe laws (G4), 

 

8. a)   Each universe starts and ends with a super cold Little Bang (G6), 

b)   The energy neutral settlement of every universe cycle (G7), 
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9. The universe is much smaller than we think to observe. 

a)   The universe is a closed system within constraints. 

b)   The universe cycle counts 29 phases / steps, 

 

10. The universe cycle can be mathematically modeled completely and in detail. 

These aspects will be discussed and elaborated in this chapter. 

 

 
6.1.1 Ad a) THE HIGGS OF THE PROTON AND OF THE ELECTRON; 

                   BIRTH OF ELEMENTARY MASS, CHARGE AND SPIN BY KINETIC ENERGY: 

In Figure 2 of Document F1a 2014, the author has specified how the most elementary higgs mass 

particles of the (anti) proton and (anti) electron can be pictured in the absolute state of rest or 'Annemie 

state'. In that position that higgs particle has no kinetic energy, and therefore no movement / angular 

speed and rotation. The total kinetic energy of the higgs particle is absolute zero.  

Now both higgs of the proton and the electron are equal and completely closed rings. These two higgs 

without kinetic energy are completely inert and both without any measurable mass, electric charge, and 

magnetic spin!  

So mass, charge and spin of higgs particles are the result of kinetic energy. Energy isn’t equal to 

mass (charge and spin) as Einstein told us. These basic higgs rings cannot be destroyed nor 

transformed into energy! In nature this energy-free state of higgs almost never occurs! 

 

Oddly this conditions of the absolute zero kinetic energy might be occur very occasionally in particle 

accelerators if during collisions any forms of speed of the released higgs cancel mutually. That pure 

energy-free higgs of the proton as shown in Figure 2 of Document F1a 2014 unfortunately cannot be 

made perceptible! 

 

- 1) Mass and charge are caused by (anti) kinetic energy resulting in angular velocities around the 

longitudinal axis: 

Under normal conditions of ‘low energy’ at higgs level is always present a constant and fixed amount of 

kinetic energy (= clockwise rotation) or anti-kinetic energy (= anticlockwise). This fixed amount of 
kinetic energy is stuck linked and fixed to the higgs rings of Figure 2 F1a 2014. This fixed kinetic energy 

causes three constant fixed rotations around the three axes of these higgs particles.  

Due to these three rotations of higgs rings around their three axes, clockwise or counterclockwise, these 

rings unfold to become helices (coils, snares, strings, branes) or mono-higgs-strings causing inside the 

higgs rings deformations and distortions. See Figure 2a F1a 2014. Depending on the rotation-orientations 

it results in this stadium: a) elementary anti mass or mass, and b) an elementary positive or a negative 

electric charge. 

 

For the time being with the proton-higgs and the electron-higgs, clockwise rotation is attached to ordinary 

mass and positive charge and anti-clockwise rotation has been linked to anti-mass and a negative charge. 

The rotations around the longitudinal axis anticlockwise and clockwise generate so opposite mass as well 

opposite charge on the higgs particles. These standard and constant rotations are present naturally and 
cannot disappear! At higgs level annihilation is not possible and thus excluded! 

So elementary mass, as Einstein meant, cannot be transformed into energy! (Just equal matter and 

anti-matter can annihilate! See G2)  

 

In the constant relative calm state of ‘low energy’ the proton-higgs generates 1843 times the 

(anti- )mass of the electron-higgs. The alignment between the angular speeds of proton-higgs and 

electron-one results in a quantitatively equal amount of electric charge and magnetic spin! 

 

- ) Mass / anti mass and charge caused by kinetic energy: 

The most basic features of mass and charge are not autonomous phenomena. They are purely generated 

by kinetic energy, and the consequent rotations/ angular speed and torsions of proton-higgs and electron-
higgs around their longitudinal axis!  

(Anti) mass is the result of energy and thus they cannot be entirely equivalent with (anti) kinetic energy as 

claimed by Einstein’s Theory of Relativity! This requires a completely different look at the equivalence 

of mass and energy, fundamental for Einstein's Theory of Relativity! 

 

In the relative state of rest and ‘low energy’ at higgs level there is a fixed amount of kinetic energy which 

results in fixed amounts (anti) mass, positive or negative electric charge. 
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- 2) Magnetic spin is created by rotation around the two transversal axes: 

All higgs helices rotate in opposite direction around their two transversal axes as well. Due to the existing 

rotation around the longitudinal axis the rotations around two transversal axes are approximately a thousand 

times smaller than the angular velocity around the longitudinal axis. Thereby the distortions caused are 

correspondingly must be also about a thousand times smaller.  

Universe widely there is just one fixed proportion of rotations is possible between the rotation around the 

longitudinal axe and both equal rotations around the transversal axes. (In particle accelerators under extreme 
energetic situations three proportions are possible: up-down, charm-strange and top-bottom. Not representative 

however under normal conditions!) 

 

The equally large but oppositely directed angular velocities around the two transversal axes generate on the one 

end of the (anti) mass spiral a magnetic 'North Pole' and at the other end, a quantitative equally large 'South 

Pole'. So this is the origin of the magnetic spin of a particle. See figures 2 – 6 F1a 2014. 

 

The spin and the charge of the elementary proton-higgs is quantitatively as large as that of the electron-higgs! 

This is due to the alignment of the three angular velocities of all higgs and anti-ones with the three angular 

velocities of all electron-higgs and anti-higgs. See Figure 5 Document F1a 2014. 

 
- 3) Only 1) kinetic energy, 2) mass, 3) charge, 4) spin, 5) volume and 6) elementary time are present at 

higgs level: 

As a protest against those three deformations and torsions by kinetic energy / rotation all proton-higgs and 

electron-ones generate only their five most basic physical characteristics: 1) mass or anti mass, 2) a positive or 

negative electric charge, 3) a magnetic spin ↓ or ↑ ,4) a special volume and 5) a not-measurable elementary time! 

Thus, all the rotations of higgs and their twists haven been filled in with basic and measurable physical 

phenomena! 

 

- 4) On higgs level no rotation is present to generate gravity: 

On these proton-higgs-helixes and on the electron-one is only space for 3 rotations to induce elementary mass, 

electric charge, magnetic spin, volume and time (not the universe clock time). So no other elementary physical 
phenomena can be induced by these rotation of the higgs particles. 

Anyhow gravity and other physically and chemically forces arent directly coupled with mass. Therefore gravity 

and other forces cannot be elementary forces! These other physical forces and chemical ones arise only on atoms 

and only when this atom has any speed in the universe relative to the center C of the universe-spherical-shell. 

See Documents under E3, E3-1 and F1d www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu. 

 

The rotational axes of both of the electron-higgs are perpendicular to the ones of the two proton-higgs. The 

alignment of the generated electric fields and magnetic ones of all higgs cause the electric charge and magnetic 

spin of the elementary proton-higgs equal exactly to those of the electron-higgs. That explains why the charges 

of the particles only differ in signs! See figure 5. 

 

- 5) Because of kinetic energy higgs manifest themselves as spheres and never as singularities: 

Under all circumstances kinetic energy results into the three angular velocities which ensure that all higgs 

manifest themselves as small, three-dimensional, rotating spheres with a minimum spatial dimension! Because óf 

kinetic energy and this smallest possible volume higgs cannot further reduce to singularities! Kinetic energy 

makes this transformation towards a singularity impossible. 

 

- 6) General aim in nature to the lowest possible energy level: 

Actually these triple twisted higgs want all back to their absolute state of rest without kinetic energy and 

therefore without any rotation, deformation and distortions. The present (anti-)kinetic energy with the resulting 

corresponding angular velocities prevent that! This commitment to the absolute state of rest with zero kinetic 

energy underlies the General Law minimization of kinetic energy and momentum. 

 
- 7) The rest of the (anti)kinetic energy: 

Of all the higgs in the universe 99.9% or more is continuously in the constant state of relative calm or steady 

state of ‘low energy’. That state is universe wide the same with: 

 An absolute constant amount of kinetic energy on higgs level divided over their 3 axes resulting in three 

fixed angular velocities around these three axes,  

file:///C:/Users/Gebruiker/Desktop/Berry/www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu
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 In fixed ratios between the angular velocity around the longitudinal axis and the (equal) angular rates 

around both transversal axes. That applies to the standard relative quiescence of the just four basic higgs 

particles by Uiterwijk Winkel; Document F1a 2014; figure 1c and 2a. 

 

Under all circumstances all in the universe present kinetic energy is constantly 100% bound to higgs particles 

which results in mass, charge, spin and volume! In the relative calm state of rest/steady state on higgs level just a 

constant but very limited maximum amount of kinetic energy / photons is accepted.  

Standard all other existing kinetic energy is also fully linked to the higgs particles / mass in photons but cannot 
attend or can be accepted on the higgs level!  

 

By adding E = ½ mc2 kinetic energy (photons) to structures of higgs particles with mass at first the remaining 

kinetic energy transfers those structures with mass into structures with characteristics of matter or antimatter.  

The at least remaining kinetic energy can be free photons but adapted to matter this causes linear movements or 

rotational movements as well on a larger scale than the higgs level / particles.  

Those last remaining kinetic energy is more freely transferable in contrast to the fixed constant amount of kinetic 

energy present and accepted at higgs level and in matter / antimatter. 

 

-8) This present steady state is completely destroyed in particle accelerators: 

In universe about 0.1% or less of all higgs is located in an energetically extreme condition of ‘high energy’ 
which occurs only in particle accelerators, and similar conditions (collisions of cosmic radiation in the 

atmosphere) and during nuclear reactions. Under these energetically forced circumstances, at higgs level, 

temporarily, more or less kinetic energy can be present compared to the constant amount in the normal and 

constant ‘rest position’ of ‘low energy’.  

After collisions in particle accelerators this results in high energetically particles with higgs particle that show a 

whole range of different combinations of kinetic energy around these three axis. This added energy disturbs the 

ratios of the angular speeds around these three axes results in exactly the same particles in a whole range of 

different measured quantities of: a) (anti) mass, b) positive or negative electric charge and c) strength of the 

magnetic spin ↑ ↓ and d) volume. In particle accelerators this normally on all matter present ‘steady state’ is 

completely destroyed. 

 
In particle accelerators this added kinetic energy results in the current Standard Model resulting in even three 

levels of ‘high energy’: 

1) up / down, 

2) charm / strange and 

3) top / bottom. 

Under ‘high energetically circumstances’ these three preferred ratios are present in the angular velocity about the 

longitudinal axis and both angular velocities around the transversal axes. The atoms in your and in my body are 

not based on such ‘high  energy’ particles of this current scientific accepted‘ high energy’ Standard Model!  

All atoms in your and my body are based on protons and electrons and constructed out of just four higgs 

particles in in ‘steady state’. See Figures 1 – 6 Document F1a 2014.  

See Document F1d as well and Figures 20 – 23 with atoms without neutrons. 

 
- 9) No elementary neutron: 

The neutron is a construction of one proton and one electron. The neutron is not an own separate elementary 

(anti) mass particle! The neutron does not hold a charge but it has spin.  

The rotational axes, the spin of the electron and spin of proton are always perpendicular to each other. See 

Figure 5 Document F1a 2014. Then the neutron has no measurable charge net but it has a magnetic spin. 

The longitudinal rotation ax of the proton-higgs is generally perpendicular to the one of the electron-higgs. 

 

- 10) In the relative calm steady state of ‘constant low energy’ only four elementary particles are possible 

with an equal amount of charge and spin: 

Approximately 99.9% or more of all higgs dwells continuously in the constant ‘steady state’ of relative rest and 

‘low energy’. In this ‘steady state’ only four elementary mass particles / higgs are possible. They are two to two 
super symmetric and therefore 100% each other's antiparticle: 

- a) the standard proton-higgs and its anti-mass particle and 

- b) the approximately 1850 x smaller ordinary electron-higgs and its anti-higgs particle. 

These particles have two to two opposing mass, charge, spin and volume. These 4 higgs particles form the 

standard model by Uiterwijk Winkel that only act for the constant steady state of ‘low energy’. See Document 

F1a 2014 and Figures 1c, 2a and 6.  
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Mass and anti-mass, charge and spin originates of kinetic energy and angular velocities. Equal elementary higgs 

mass and anti-mass particles attract each other through electric charge (strong force) and magnetic spin (weak 

force) but cannot annihilate each other!  

The proton-higgs and anti-ones are used to make larger structures forms as neutrino’s, photons and quarks up to 

the maximum of the (anti- )proton. This also applies to the (anti)-electron-higgs with maximum construction the 

(anti-)electron).  

 
11) No stable bonds possible between proton and electron higgs:  

Stable bonds between proton-higgs and electron-higgs are impossible because their either equal charge or spin. 

Almost all matter in the universe is constant in the relative rest or steady state of ‘low energy’. So all matter has 

been based on just four higgs helices for 99.9%: 

- one proton-higgs and one anti-proton-higgs and the 1,850 times smaller  

- one electron-higgs with one anti-electron higgs. 

 

 

Table 6 - 1: Four elementary higgs particles in the relative calm / steady state according to  

                    Uiterwijk Winkel in Document F1a 2014: 

 

      mass   charge   spin   gravity volume  elementary time 

Normal proton-higgs            +1 mp    +1 €        $↑       0         +                  + 

Anti-proton-higgs        ‒1 mp    ‒1 €        $↓       0         +                  + 

Normal electron-higgs          ‒1 me     ‒1 €        $↑       0         +                  + 

Anti- electron-higgs        +1 me    +1 €        $↓       0          +                  + 

 

Notes Table 6 - 1: 

1) mp  = 1,850 × me. Gravity and other physical forces and chemical forces lack. 

 

2) The Standard Higgs Model by Uiterwijk Winkel is only true for the energy relative calm or ‘steady state’ of 

‘low energy’ outside particle accelerators. Universe widely at all higgs particles this state of ‘low energy’ results 
in fixed and constant values of mass, electric charge, magnetic spin, volume and kinetic energy. This relative 

calm steady state of ‘low energy’ situation applies continuously for approximately 99.9% or more of all the higgs 

in the universe and outside particle accelerators! 

 

3) The relative calm steady state situation at the most elementary (higgs) level shows only two combinations for 

both the proton-higgs as electron-higgs with only the physical combinations of a) (anti) kinetic energy, b) (anti) 

mass, c) + or - charge and d) elementary spin. Higgs particles don’t generate gravity; see Document F1a 2014. 

 

4) Both proton-higgs are super symmetric; as well both electron-higgs. Both proton-higgs as both electric-higgs 

are 100% each antiparticle! 

 

5) The two proton-higgs rotate anticlockwise or clockwise, both have an opposite kinetic energy, mass, charge 
and (anti)parallel magnetic spin and attract each other mutually but they cannot cancel each other's rotation 

energy at higgs level! 

 

6) So equivalent amount of higgs mass and anti-mass cannot annihilate each other! Mass and anti-mass cannot 

transform into energy! Annihilation occurs only when there is equivalent matter and antimatter. See Document 

F1c. 

 

7) During measurements cancel mutually: 

a)  mass and anti-mass,  

b)  kinetic energy and anti-kinetic energy,  

c)  positive and negative electric charge and  
d) parallel spin and anti-parallel spin ↓↑ ! 

 

8) All matter in the universe contains much more net mass, kinetic energy, charge and spin than directly can be 

measured! 

 

9) In free not bound situation all these mass containing particles move through the universe with the (maximum) 

speed of light. 
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10) Elementary time is the number of rotations around the three axes per time-unit. This time isn’t relevant. 

At the atomic /molecular level, only the universe-clock-time is relevant. That time is coupled and fixed to the 

cycle of the universe. All over the universe / USS all particles with mass and matter always have an exactly equal 

universe clock time. Differences in universe clock time aren’t possible. 

 

11) All matter in universe is based on this standard higgs model by Uiterwijk Winkel (F1a 2014). This model is 

a reality but only exists in theory because this model cannot be tested experimentally! In particle accelerators 
anyhow kinetic energy is added to the colliding steady state particles. Then this ‘steady state’ is wiped out and is 

completely destroyed! The involved higgs in the collision all leave their relative rest and ‘steady state’ position 

of ‘low energy’. They all go directly into energetic ‘extreme conditions mainly found in particle accelerators!’ 

 

12) That shows itself in mostly higher and sometimes lower values for the measured mass, charge and spin of the 

involved higgs! These liberated particles are very reactive. 

 

13) The remaining 0.1% or less disturbed higgs enters into the energetically extreme ‘high energy’ conditions 

only occur in collisions in particle accelerators / atmosphere during nuclear reactions. For those particles holds 

the current Standard Model with its three levels: up/down, charm/strange and top/bottom and results in about 17 

different particles. These particles aren’t present in or outside your body. 
 

- 12) No annihilation or E = mc2 is possible at higgs level: 

Einstein’s Theory of Relativity tells us already during more than a century that mass (higgs particles) is equal to 

energy.  

Uiterwijk Winkel however states that elementary (anti) mass, charge and magnetic spin of higgs are absolutely 

immutable and indestructible. Higgs particles cannot be converted into pure energy nor vice versa energy into 

higgs particles. This has far-reaching implications for Einstein’s theory of relativity and the fundament of 

science! See Document G5. 

 

- 13) With these four higgs only the (anti-)proton and the (anti)electron can be built: 

Only the stable proton, the electron and their two anti-particles can be built by these four elementary higgs. See 
Document F1c. In universe normally only protons (common matter) and an equal number of electrons exists. As 

a first step with these protons and electrons only hydrogen atoms can be constructed. 

 

- 14) During fusion and supernovas from hydrogen all atoms are to build according to the periodic table: 

For energetic reasons all matter in the universe is built exactly the same way through (sub) shells of electrons: 

a) one electron pair or 

b) in the form of a tetrahedron with four ‘shell’ electron pairs. 

In these positions the ‘shell’ electrons reach their lowest energy content and as much as possible present 'added' 

kinetic energy is converted into (reaction) heat / photons. This explains why all the atoms in the universe are 

built up strictly in accordance with the elements and isotopes of the periodic system, such as which is found on 

planet Earth. See Document F1d and figures.  

Due to differences in speed physical and chemical forces and their bonds can differ quantitatively from each 
other and emit light with frequencies different than is currently the case on Earth! This is especially true for 

objects millions to billions of light-years far away. 

 

 

6.1.2 ad b) SPATIAL DESIGN OF MAJORANAS; NEUTRINOS, PHOTONS: 

 

- ) The structure of neutrinos: 

Both super symmetrically proton-higgs particles possess an opposite mass, charge and antiparallel magnetic spin. 

So they attract each other. With a proton-higgs and an anti-higgs a proton-neutrino is built. Depending of its 

rotation orientation around its longitudinal axis it is a normal neutrino or an anti-one.  

The same applies to (anti) electron neutrinos. 
All neutrinos are electrical dipoles, magnetically quadrupoles and majoranas; Document F1b. Majoranas are 

without any measurable mass, charge and spin! For that reason (anti) neutrinos are extreme difficult to detect. 

See the figures 7 – 12 Document F1b.  

Neutrinos emerge in large numbers during nuclear fusion and fission reactions. They are so small that these 

particles have no direct interaction with atoms or with matter. They fly through all matter, atoms and even 

through any planet!  
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- ) The structure of the half photons: 

Half photons and anti-photons of light, both a half electron-photon, are constructed by three electron-higgs. Two 

charges cancel; two antiparallel spins cancel as well. So the net charge of a half electron-photon is +1€ or -1€, 

depending of normal or anti. The spin is the elementary one; +1$ or -1$. 

Half photons and half anti-photons of infrared, both a half proton-photon, are constructed by three proton-higgs 

particles. The net charge of a half proton-photon is +1€ or -1€, depending of normal or anti. The spin is +1$ or -

1$. See figures 9 Document F1b. 

 
- ) The structure of whole photons: 

Half a proton-photon and a half anti-proton photon together make a proton-photon or a anti proton-photon, being 

majorana particles. These particles have on the outside no measurable mass, electric charge and magnetic spin.  

Inside these structures of infrared photons there are electrical dipoles and magnetic quadrupoles!  

 

Half an electron-photon and an half anti electron-photon together results in an electron-photon, being majorana 

particle as well without any measurable mass, charge and spin at the outside. Inside these light photons electrical 

dipoles or magnetic quadrupoles are present. Their rotation orientation makes them anti or normal; see 

Document F1b. 

(Anti) photons also occur in large numbers in fusion reactions and fission ones. As well they are emitted by 

electrons of extreme hot atoms. 
Unlike neutrinos these (anti) photons of infrared and light are large enough to give a clear interaction with atoms 

and with matter. As a result, photons give detectable rays and wavelengths that can be measured. 

 

- ) Much energy present at levels of higgs, neutrinos, photons and matter: 

At the subatomic level in the universe a lot of rotational energy present that is not directly observable or can be 

measured. These are: 

1) The three basic rotations of all higgs particles represent a (large) amount of undetectable rotational energy in 

the universe, 

2) Neutrinos and photons are majorana particles with much: a) (anti) mass, b) + and - charge, and c) several 

antiparallel paired spins. They represent a) kinetic energy, b) mass, c) charge and d) spin which is not directly 

observable or measurable, 
3) Matter are constructions of photons that rotate around their axis with equatorial speed near the speed of light. 

Therefore the rotational energy equals E = ½ mc2 is added and thus the property of matter or antimatter. See 

Document G8 Figures 63a and 63b. 

 

 

6.1.3 ad c) THE TRANSITION FROM MASS TO MATTER; A DIFFERENT VISION ON  

                   ANNIHILATION: 

 

- ) The transition to matter and rotor photons: 

Within the universe cycle sooner or later all previously emitted kinds of radiation must be absorbed and then be 

retransformed into protons, electrons, hydrogen atoms, and eventually be captured as black hole atoms in black 

holes.  
Important step in this is the transition of (anti) mass of photons to (anti) matter of protons and electrons. This 

transition from mass / anti mass of (anti- )photons into matter and antimatter has been elaborated in Document 

F1c and Figures 63a and 63b G8. 

 

With thirteen proton-photons and one half proton-photon a complete proto-proton can be made. Depending on 

rotating around their common longitudinal axis clockwise or anticlockwise these 13,5 structures of photons is a 

normal proto-proton or an anti-proto-proton.  

With thirteen electron-photons and one half electron-photon a complete proto-electron can be made. Depending 

on rotating around their common longitudinal axis clockwise or anticlockwise these 13,5 structures of photons is 

a normal proto-electron or an anti-proto-electron. 

 
All structures of photons have an electric dipole and magnetic quadrupole. Emitted from individual stars and 

galaxies, all photons and all structures with photons responds to both electric fields and magnetic fields. In the 

course of millions to billions of years passing stars and galaxies these constructions of photons accumulate more 

and more added rotation energy. In 13.8 billion year these constructions of photons and neutrinos become a rotor 

proto-proton and rotor proto-electron. See figure 15 Document F1c  
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Finally it got E = ½ mc2 kinetic energy added. Now de mass of the proto-proton is turned into a proton with 

characteristics of matter or antimatter. The proto-electron becomes an electron. These (proto)-protons and 

(proto)-electrons are frequently observed as high energy cosmic rays. See Document G8 Figures 77, 77a and 

77b  

 

- ) Alternative interpretation of annihilation: 

With annihilation of equal amounts of matter and anti-matter, both rotations with equatorial speed of light, 

clockwise and anticlockwise, cancel mutually and photons and anti-ones are emitted with E = 2 × ½ mc2  = mc2 
as rotational energy! 

Again proton-photons and electron-ones are electric dipoles, magnetic quadrupole and majorana particles that do 

not show on the outside any measurable mass and charge. Inside these photons all original mass, charge and spin 

are still 100% present! See Document F1c figure 15c and Figure 18c G8. 

 

The author describes the annihilation of matter and equivalent antimatter in this way without the transformation 

of mass into energy as is thought till 2017. Here there is only the conversion of matter and antimatter into 

photons and anti-photons carrying all the (anti) mass, load and spin.  

 

Annihilation fully complies with the formula E = mc2 but this formula applies only for m = matter and anti-

matter! Annihilation does not apply Einstein’s formula E = mc2 for m = mass and anti-mass. See Document G5. 
Einstein's famous formula only applies quantitatively to annihilation as described in the previous section! 

The core of the theory of relativity should be interpreted quite differently. 

 

- ) Much rotational energy is present at the level of normal matter and antimatter: 

- A very large amount of the kinetic energy in the universe is present in the matter of protons and electrons and 

added E = ½ mc2 rotational energy. They consist of constructions of photons and neutrinos which rotate at the 

speed of light and thus the property of matter or anti matter has been given. Those on matter and antimatter 

related rotational energy represents more than 50% of the total kinetic energy and anti-kinetic energy in the 

universe. 

 

- As far as the (anti)kinetic energy is not allowed to exist on 1) the higgs level within the (anti) proton and (anti) 
electron and 2) in the form of (anti) matter all remaining kinetic energy has been attached for 100% to particles 

with mass or matter. This remaining kinetic energy is reflected in: 

a) linear velocity of subatomic particles, atoms, molecules and celestial bodies in the universe, 

b) vibrations and movements of the atoms and molecules as a result of temperature, 

c) rotations of atoms and molecules around an externally located point, 

 

 

6.1.4 ad d) EFFECTS OF NOT RECOGNIZING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN  

                   MASS AND MATTER: 

In the Documents F1a 2014 and F1c the essential difference between mass and matter has been elaborated. 

Unfortunately a century ago, Einstein did not recognize the essential difference between mass and matter. Mass 

and anti-mass are fundamentally indestructible. Matter and antimatter are to be destroyed through annihilation 
into photons but not the involved (anti) mass or (anti) matter. All matter stays in takt. See Document G5. 

 

Einstein's theory of relativity using the derived formula E = mc2 applies quantitative or for m = matter and 

antimatter, but explicitly not for m = mass and anti-mass. This basic error gave a misinterpretation in the 

fundament of the exact sciences for more than a century and still not recognized in Science.  

The formula E = mc2 for m = mass should be explained fundamentally different. Mass and anti-mass are not 

equivalent with energy. They are only the result of (anti) kinetic energy, angular velocities and torsions on higgs 

level which is causing mass, charge and spin! 

 

 

6.1.5 ad e) THE CONSTRUCTION (ANTI) PROTON AND THE (ANTI) ELECTRON 

        WITH THEIR PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

 

- ) Only four higgs building particles are available for the build-up of the (anti- )atom: 

In the universe are only two subatomic proton-higgs and two electron-higgs. With those four higss can be 

constructed only four highly stable building blocks of complete matter: 

1) the proton and 2) the anti-proton, 

3) the electron and 4) the anti-electron. 
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From these two proton-higgs and two electron-ones cannot be built other stable structures; see Document F1c. 

 

Those four stable building blocks of atoms are now made up of 81 higgs and three quarks. 

(The (anti) neutron consisting of one (anti) proton and one (anti) electron are both very unstable). 

 

- ) Features proton and electron; only two elementary forces: 

In the universe almost exclusively ordinary protons and electrons are present and virtually no anti-protons and 

anti-electrons. The ordinary proton and electron possess only three basic physical characteristics: 
1) A basic mass or anti mass with in addition a portion of matter as derivative of mass. Matter is mass with 

maximal rotation energy of E = ½ mc2. 

2) A electrical charge being + 1 € for the proton and anti-electron while the charge of the electron and anti- 

proton equals -1 €.  

3) A magnetic spin being + 1 $ for the proton and anti-electron while the spin of the electron and anti-proton 

equals -1 $. 

The force of an electric charge is about a thousand times stronger than the force of the magnetic spin being on a 

same distance. 

 

The proton and electron generate solely and exclusively electrical force and magnetic spin force! These forces 

are the only two basic elementary forces in nature. 
In the constant steady state of ‘low energy’ subatomic particles always have charge +1 € or –1 € and have a spin 

of +1 $ or – 1$. For the particles found in particles in particle accelerators this is a different story! 

 

 

6.2 ad a) ATOMS CONSTRUCTED SOLELY OUT OF PROTONS AND ELECTRONS: 

With ordinary protons and ordinary electrons all the ordinary atoms and isotopes of the periodic system 

have been build up. The author replaces all neutrons in the (current) atomic model of Bohr by one proton 

and one ‘core’ electron. See Document F1d and the associated Figures 19 - 22. Then all isotopes have 

been built up exclusively from protons and electrons in accordance with the table of isotopes of 

Wikipedia. 

Technically neutrons cannot occur in the atom-nucleus because the electron of such a neutron is always 
bound to at least two protons and never to just one single proton as is the case in free neutrons. If neutrons 

are emitted in reality the atom emits one after the other first one proton followed by one ‘core’ electron. 

Then the outside of the nucleus these two separate particles together form one neutron that is emitted. 

That neutron wasn’t previously present as a particle in the nucleus!  

This results in a much simpler, more logical and consistent model of the atom-nucleus with protons and 

electrons in which only electric forces and magnetic forces give stability to this nucleus. The current 

‘strong nuclear forces’ and ‘weak nuclear forces’ including neutrons become superfluous. The author 

reduces the system of 4 fundamental forces to just two elementary forces: electric charge and magnetic 

spin! 

The nucleus by Uiterwijk Winkel with only protons and ‘nucleus’ electrons has been constructed fairly 

simply. See Document F1d Figures 18 – 23. 

 
The ‘strong nuclear force’ is replaced by the elementary electric force and the ‘weak nuclear force’ has 

been exchanged with the elementary magnetic force. In the table of isotopes of Wikipedia the author 

replaces all neutrons by one proton and one ‘core’ or ‘nucleus’ electron. 

The electric force between the nucleus and the ‘shell’-electrons is the necessary centripetal force that 

keeps the ‘shell’-electrons and the electron pairs in their orbits around the atom nucleus. 

 

 

6.2.1 ad b) UNIVERSE WIDE ALL ATOMS HAVE BEEN BUILT MANDATORY IN  

                   COMPLIANCE WITH THE PERIODIC SYSTEM: 

 

- ) Universe wide the structure of the electron shells of atoms is similar to those on Earth: 

During nuclear fusion of hydrogen all atoms move with speeds of hundreds of km/s. Because of those 9 - 

11 different speeds within the universe-spherical-shell all the atoms, and thus all the ‘shell’-electrons and 

their nuclei, possess 'added' amount of kinetic energy. During all nuclear fission and fusion reactions the 

new to be formed electron shells, despite the harsh conditions, aim consistently to the lowest possible 

energy content and position. Then the ‘shell’-electrons move into their energetically most favorable orbit. 

To the pursuit of the lowest possible energy the ‘shell’-electrons organize in shells of: 

a) either one electron pair (K-shell) or  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_of_nuclides_%28complete%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_of_nuclides_%28complete%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_of_nuclides_%28complete%29
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b) in shells in the form of a tetrahedron filled with four electron pairs, the same is the case as in the 

isotopes on earth. 

 

For purely energetic reasons during fusion and supernovae formed atoms universe wide the electron shells 

have been structured mandatory according to the isotopes of the periodic system as found on earth; see 

table of isotopes of Wikipedia. The periodic table applies compelling universe wide. See F1d and Figures 

18, 19, 20 and 21. 

 
 

6.2.2 ad c) BLACK HOLE ISOTOPES ALSO RANKED ACCORDING THEIR OWN  

                             PERIODIC TABLE: 

Black hole atoms are ordinary atoms whose electron shells collapsed right up near the atom nucleus. This 

collapse happens during the formation of Vander Waals / London bonds inside the atom between the 

present ‘shell’-electron pairs in the electron shells and between the electron shells themselves.  

 

This collapse can be explained as follows: all ‘shell’-electron pairs of an atom generate the Vander 

Waals / London force. This physical force of the electron pair increases quadrilateral with the angular 

velocity of the atom in the universe! If the angular speed of the atom increases to a limit, within the 

electron shells the Vander Waals / London forces start forming van der Waals / London bonds, both within 
a single electron shell as well as ≥ between the electron pairs of different electron shells of the atom with 

each other. Binding heat is released. 

 

That internal formation of Vander Waals / London bonds leads to the collapse of all electron shells to a 

position near the nucleus, and the existence of black hole atoms. This transition from normal atoms to 

black hole atoms can happen only if the ordinary atom possesses at least two electron pairs. That 

transition can therefore only take place from the element beryllium (Be) and at all the higher elements. 

During forming of Vander Waals / London bonds the electron shells of the atom plunge to orbits near the 

nucleus. The rotational speed of the electron pairs around the nucleus increases from the usual 2 Mm/s to 

near the speed of light c. This increase the speed of light results in the disruption of the present ‘shell’-

electron pairs and dividing into two separate unbound shell electrons. At the same moment these Vander 
Waals / London forces and their bonds disappear again.  

The collapse of the electron shells results in the same number of electron-shells, but now situated directly 

around the nucleus. This process is irreversible. Now the electron shells are filled with only loose 

electrons and their photons. Black hole atoms are completely collapsed and shriveled common isotopes of 

the atoms ≥ Be with the same electron shells and filled with single electrons. This transformation of 

normal atoms to blackhole atoms is described in Document F1e and shown in Figures 18a - 18n. 

 

- ) A singularity is not possible: 

Black hole atoms physically take virtually no space anymore. The ‘shell’-electrons and attached photons 

move in their electron shells with at the speed of light relative to their nucleus. Because of the existing 

kinetic energy (photons) and electrically repulsion between blackhole atoms, such black hole atoms and 

blackholes cannot further shrink towards a singularity not even under circumstances of extreme huge 
amounts of gravity are present. Kinetic energy and repulsion prevents the transformation from black holes 

to a singularity! The Big Bang is launched differently than is thought now. 

 

- ) Hydrogen, helium and lithium are not absorbed into a black hole: 

The elements H, He, Li, and the H2 molecule do not possess the two required pairs of electrons at least. 

So inside these smallest atoms and molecule cannot be generated these Vander Waals / London force and 

bonds. Therefore, these atoms and molecules aren’t able to transform into black hole atoms. See 

Document F1e figures 18a, 18b and 18c.  

The three smallest atoms are not even accepted by a black hole! Around black holes these lightest 

elements should first merge to a minimum of beryllium or higher before these atoms can transform into 

black hole atoms. Only then, black hole atoms can be incorporated into a compact celestial body.  
In the Document F1e and figures 18d – 18n the transition from ordinary atoms into black hole atoms has 

been described and with it the formation of matter in compact celestial objects such as black holes. 

Here, the physical properties of black hole matter also are derived. 

 

- ) Black hole atoms find themselves near a temperature of about absolute zero: 

The nuclei of black hole atoms have virtually no space available to vibrate. As a result, their standard 

temperature is continuous very low being approximately 2.7 kelvin even though the temperature of their 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_of_nuclides_%28complete%29
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surroundings might be millions of degrees. In the core of extremely big stars could be present a super cold 

black hole! That 2.7 kelvin black hole corresponds to the background temperature of the universe. 

 

- ) Black holes are super cold and cannot emit light: 

Because of the extremely low temperature of 2.7 kelvin black holes emit no visible light. Just some 

infrared (2.7 kelvin), gravity and radioactive particle radiation! Because of the extremely low temperature 

this infrared radiation from black holes almost impossible to measure. We observe this radiation; most as 

background radiation in the universe. Around the big central black holes in galaxies a layer is present, 
comprising fusing hydrogen, helium and lithium to beryllium and higher. This layer hides the central 

black hole itself completely from view. Black holes are particularly betrayed by their massive rotation 

speed causing enormous rotational gravity. 

 

- ) Critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra): 

In all types of black holes the negatively charged electron shells from the collapsed black hole atoms net 

repel themselves. All compact celestial bodies or black holes are therefore in principle unstable. Those 

repellent black hole atoms are only held together only if such a black hole itself generates sufficient 

gravity. 

The minimum required gravity for the maintenance of black holes, the author has named as the Critical 

black hole gravity or Cribhgra. This minimum required gravity corresponds to the smallest known black 
holes and compact celestial bodies in the universe-spherical-shell / USS. 

 

- ) In the universe only three types of atoms are possible: 

1) ordinary atoms; the isotopes have been arranged in accordance with the isotopes of the periodic 

system from hydrogen (H), 

2) black hole atoms in accordance with the periodic table of black hole isotopes but only from beryllium 

(Be) and 

3) the anti-hydrogen atom and molecule; higher anti atoms are hardly possible. 

 

 

6.3 ad a) ARISING FROM THE OTHER PHYSICAL FORCES 

  AND CHEMICAL ONES ON ORDINARY ATOMS: 

 

- ) The physical and chemical forces are generated by speed of the atom in the universe: 

The primary building blocks of the atom, the proton and the electron, only generate an elementary electric 

force and a magnetic spin force. They don’t generate any other kind of force. The centripetal force keeps 

the ‘shell’-electrons in rather fixed orbits around the nucleus. See Document C1 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu. 

 

All the other forces occur only at the level of the atom, and exclusively occur if the atom moves in the 

universe relative to the center C and relative to the center R1 of the galaxy. These forces (including 

gravity) are derivatives of linear or angular speed of the atom and the kinetic energy linked to speed. 

 
- ) Every atom commits itself to standstill relative to the center C of the USS: 

Every speed in the universe causes in all atoms: 

a) a deviation in the path of all their ‘shell’-electrons, 

b) an increase of the level of kinetic energy to these ‘shell’-electrons of the atom and to the nucleus as 

well. 

As first one Heisenberg noted these deviations in the orbits of ‘shell’-electrons. Unfortunately he didn’t 

explain the link between these deviations and the speed of the atom in the universe relative to the center 

C and center R1A of the galaxy. Anno 2017 scientists still don’t recognize this relation! 

 

All ‘shell’-electrons of the atom themselves pursue to a perfect round orbit around the nucleus so without 

any deviation and therefore without any kind of 'added' energy. Under those circumstances in the electron 
shells are present only single and unbound electrons. Those for ‘shell’-electrons ideal situation only 

occurs when the atom absolute has a standstill in the universe in relation to center C and center R1a of 

the galaxy and all other speeds are eliminated. Then abnormalities are absent in the orbits of the ‘shell’-

electron. They only generate their elementary electrical charge force and magnetic spin force. The 

centripetal force holds these electrons in the orbit around the nucleus. In this ideal condition however all 

isotopes of the periodic system are both physically and chemically totally inert! 

 

file:///C:/Users/Gebruiker/Desktop/Berry/www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu
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Kinetic energy and the associated speed of the atom relative to the center C and other rotation centers of 

the universe cause discrepancies in the orbit of all the ‘shell’-electrons and also provides 'added' kinetic 

energy either continuously through all this ‘shell’-electrons ideal pursued frustrate but results in two 

physically forces and two chemical forces and gravity as well. 

 

a) Physical forces and chemical ones are generated in the electron shells of the atom: 

The atom combined with speed in the universe generates the other, not elementary forces to a clear system 

of physical forces and chemical ones: 
 

-A 1) the basic (velocity) forces: 

To slow down the speed of the atom in the universe all ‘shell’-electrons of atoms generate gravity 

radiation. The nucleus does not act this way. Gravity from the ‘shell’-electrons is actually purely 

aimed to reduce the speed of the atom in the universe! See Documents E3 and E3-1. 

Gravity acts as some form of radiation over extremely long distances, and is the only force acting 

on the scale of the whole universe.  

Gravity is the only radiation without mass, charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy. As a result, 

gravity moves at a speed which is (much, much) larger than the speed of light and probably 

infinitive speed! All other forms of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation contain mass 

and cannot be faster than the speed of light c! 
 

-A2) The basic (kinetic energy) forces: 

To reduce the 'added' kinetic energy of the ‘shell’-electrons these electrons generate two physically 

forces and two chemical forces with their bonds and standard binding heat. Through bonds as far 

as possible this 'added' energy is eliminated and converted into binding energy being heat 

(photons). Then the outer ‘shell’-electrons especially will approach a more ideal orbit and a lower 

energy state. In order to form such bonds, these physical forces and chemical ones operate on only 

a very short distance at the level of atoms and molecules. 

 

-B) The mechanical forces: 

When the atom moves accelerated, the electron-orbit is disturbed extra. 
The nucleus is a bit a-central with respect to the electron shells. The mechanical forces correct this. 

 

The forces mentioned under A1 and A2 are generated exclusively by the single electrons and the electron 

pairs in the electron shells of the atom and only if the atom moves in the universe with respect to the 

center C of the universe and / or by its own rotational movement. See the Documents F1d and F1e of 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu where the author derived all the forces of ordinary atoms, black hole atoms and 

anti-atoms systematically (C4). 

 

Table 6 - 2: Summary of (a1) basic (speed) forces and (a2) basic (kinetic energy) forces of shell- 

                  electrons: 

 

A1) Basic (speed) forces: 

- ) (+ G1f)/(+G2fk),  gravity radiation force (f) is the only basis (speed) force of single ‘shell’-electron 

and ‘shell’-electron pairs. 

Gravity is linearly related to the speed (linear and angular). Every form of velocity in the universe with 

gravity radiation generates its own force component. Gravity is not an elemental force but by speed in the 

universe through the ‘shell’-electrons generated effect on the atom. When the speed of a normal atom or a 

black hole one is zero relative to the center C then the gravity of all the ‘shell’-electrons is also reduced to 

zero! This also applies to the other mentioned forces below. 

 

A2) Basic (kinetic energy) forces: 

-1) (+ R1cf) the chemical covalent radical force of the single ‘shell’-electron, 

-2) (+ L2cf), the covalent (bio)-chemical charge force, chemical force of the electron pair, 
 

-3) (+ Lf), the physical non-elementary charge force of atoms *) 

-4) (+ Msf), the physical non-elementary magnetic spin force of atoms, *) 

 

-5) (+ W2f), the physical van der Waals / London force of only the electron pair, 

5a) (+ W2flD), the physical dissolving force or the van der Waals / London force in liquids, **) 

5b) (+ W2fiA), physical absorption force or the van der Waals / London force at solids, **) 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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*) Derivatives of the elementary charge force and the elementary magnetic spin force, 

**) Derivatives of the Vander Waals / London force in relation to a liquid respectively to a solid. 

***) See full Table 6 – 2 presented in Document F1d.   

 

This group of in fact, only five different base (kinetic energy) forces consists of gravity, two chemical 

forces and two physically as derivatives of elemental forces. These five non-elementary forces arise 

purely because of the speed by in the universe 'added' kinetic energy of the ‘shell’-electrons. 
The forces referred to A2 are quadratic related to speed of the atom in the universe in relation to C. That 

is why these forces are so much larger compared to the only linear related gravity. 

 

- All forces and their bonds under A1) and A2) are made up of 5  - 9 may be even 11 components; 

  each speed of the atom in the universe generates an 'own velocity' component: 

Each speed of the earth in the universe generates its own specific force component by the ‘shell’-electrons 

generated forces and thus resulting in an own physical combination component and a chemical one. All 

the forces mentioned under A1 and A2 are thus constructed from 5 - 9 may be even 11 different force 

components! (The number of components is equal to the dimensions at higgs, snare, string, brane level!) 

 

Only similar components of the same force make pairs and can form bonds. Components of different 
forces or different components of the same force are utterly indifferent to each other and cannot form 

bonds among themselves! All bonds are build up out of 5 – 9 (11) components! 

 

If all the velocities of the earth in the universe are known than the basic structure of all the physical bonds 

and chemical ones can be derived in detail. Quantum mechanics is linked directly to astrophysics and 

movements of the Earth in universe. 

The elementary charge force and the elementary magnetic spin force of the proton and the electron are 

missing this subdivision to speed and force components completely! 

 

- ) All speeds and with it all the basic forces and their physical constants change very gradually: 

All the basic forces mentioned under A1 and A2 of the ‘shell’-electrons of atoms are quantitatively related 
to the current 5 – 9 different speeds of the earth in the universe. During the universe cycle these 5 - 9 

speeds change quite slowly and gradually over time. 

These also change these forces and their physical bonds and chemical ones extremely slowly over time. 

Not only all the forces mentioned under A1 and A2 change very slowly over time, but that goes for all 

natural constants associated with these physical forces and chemical forces. Also these constants have  

5 - 9 (11) underlying components! 

 

B) The mechanical forces of atoms: 

These forces arise as the position of the nucleus with respect to the electron shells change by changing the 

speed or direction of movement of the object. These are the mechanical forces of the atom, 

- ) The acceleration or deceleration force strength, 

- ) The centripetal force. 
These resulting forces arise because the nucleus is opposed (inertia) against changes in speed or direction 

of the velocity. 

 

 

6.3.1 ad b) THE PHYSICAL FORCES AND CHEMICAL FORCES OF BLACK HOLE ATOMS: 

At black hole atoms are all electron pairs disintegrated into single ‘shell’-electrons. That is why the van 

der Waals / London force and the chemical charge force are missing completely. 

Table 6 - 3 shows the active forces in the black hole atoms. 
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Table 6 - 3: Summary of (A1) basic (speed) forces and A2) basic (kinetic energy) forces of the single  

                   ‘shell’-electrons: 

 

A1) Basic (speed) forces of black hole atoms: 

- ) (+G1f),  gravity radiation is the only basic (speed) force. 

The gravity of the ‘shell’-electrons at black hole atoms is also linearly related to the (linear and angular) 

speed of the black hole atom within the universe-spherical-shell. Each velocity generates also its own 

gravity component on. This distribution in force components is the same as at ordinary atoms. Since the 
angular velocity of a black hole is huge, the according rotation-gravity is extreme great as a result. 

When a black hole atom does not move in the universe-spherical-shell relative to the center C then the 

gravity of the ‘shell’-electrons also reduces to zero. That also applies to black holes as a whole. 

Below a certain speed and thus below a certain amount of gravity (the critical black hole gravity / 

Cribhgra) all the black holes become unstable. Then they explode and disintegrate into protons and 

electrons. 

 

Each speed of the black hole in the universe generates its own specific component (9 - 11 units) by the 

‘shell’-electrons generated forces here from 9 - 11 are constructed force components. Only equal 

components attract each other. The other components are indifferent towards each other (Component 

Law of Uiterwijk Winkel)! This also applies to gravity! 
 

A2) Basic (kinetic energy) forces of black hole atoms: 

- ) (+ Lf), the non-elementary charge force of black hole atoms, 

- ) (+ Msf), the non-elementary magnetic spin force of black hole atoms, 

At black hole atoms are missing electrons pairs since the ‘shell’-electrons move against the speed of light 

around the atomic nuclei. As a result, none of van der Waals / London forces or chemical forces as 

possible. Only two physical forces remain as derivatives of the elementary charge force and magnetic 

spin force of the proton and of the electron. 

 

B) The mechanical forces of black hole atoms: 

These forces arise as the position of the nucleus with respect to the electron shells changed by changing 
the speed or direction of movement of the object. These are the mechanical forces of the black hole atom: 

 

- ) The acceleration or deceleration force strength, 

- ) The centripetal force. 

These resulting forces arise here because the nucleus resists (inertia) at changes of speed or direction of 

the velocity. These forces are equal to those of ordinary atoms. 

 

 

6.4 THE UNIVERSE CONTAINS ONLY REAL PRESENT MATTER AND ENERGY;  

      NO 'DARK’ MATTER OR MASS AND NO 'DARK' ENERGY: 

In Franklin Roos gravity formulas of in Document E3 Uiterwijk Winkel inserted a cos α factor. The α 

represents the angle between two objects seen from the center C of universe-spherical-shell. See Figure 

36 G8 and figures Document E3-1. 

 

On the scale of the universe, gravity decreases faster with distance than Newton and Einstein claimed. 

In 2017 Newton's and Einstein's gravity formulas misses this factor cos α. The currently used gravity 

formulas of Newton and Einstein without cos α works actually only within the Milky Way; only there 

cos α = 1.0000. 

 

Outside the Milky Way the use of cos α is mandatory. This factor cos α takes to earth continues to zero in 

order to even be negative for the gravity from the other side of the universe-spherical-shell. The lack of 

the factor cos α in Newton's and Einstein's current formulas resulting in large deficits in the preparation 

of mass, matter and energy balances of the universe! 
 

-1) No ‘dark matter’ in the universe: 

a) Thanks to with cos α adjusted formulas it appears in the universe-spherical-shell much more gravity 

and thus much more matter present in the form of atoms and much more kinetic energy present than is 

calculated or measured on Earth. With the addition of this factor cos α improves the mass, matter and 

energy balances of the universe already drastically. 
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b) Because of their super rotation rate all black hole atoms of the central black holes in galaxies generate 

far more than expected rotation gravity under the present matter and black hole atoms. This by the central 

black hole and star-generated amount of rotation gravity is exactly in balance with the gravity structure of 

the galaxy and within moving galaxies and the amount of matter and atoms therein and their velocities in 

the universe. 

The real present additional rotation gravity of the central black holes of galaxies is much larger than the 

corresponding gravity in all the stars and their planets in the galaxy. Black holes thus contain much more 

matter than is measured directly from the earth. Along with the correction cos α allows for satisfying 
matter balances. Beforehand there is no need for the adoption of 'dark matter'. 

 

- ) No ‘dark energy’ in the universe; the missing ‘dark energy’ in fact is gravitational energy: 

c) The first 5 - 10 billion years atoms are missing completely, and hence there is no gravity in the universe 

In that period the universe-spherical-shell expands to all sides and completely without gravity and 

gravitational energy at a rate of a third to half the speed of light by a distance of about 2.5 to 3.0 billion 

light-year relative to center C , and in the form of spherical mono layers of proton and electrons 

alternated. 

Only about 6 - 10 billion years after the Little Bang the hydrogen atoms and molecules are formed from 

the mono-layers of protons and electrons. With these hydrogen atoms and molecules gravity and thus 

simultaneously a huge amount of gravitational energy versus the center C comes back in the universe and 
is free of charge added to the cycle of the universe! 

 

The currently sought 'dark energy' includes completely the effects of this free added gravitational energy 

that was added approximately 30 - 40 billion years ago the universe and its cycle. See Figure 6 

Document E3-1 and Figure 79 III) G8. The speed of the expansion goes down, so the expansion-gravity 

and its energy decrease with the further expansion of the universe. 

 

During the shrinking of the universe-spherical-shell this gravitational energy is fully utilized again to 

slow down the angular velocity of the central facet black holes so that their rotation in the end of the 

shrinking comes to a complete standstill. The gravitational energy ensures that the acceleration in the 

shrink-speed is continuously decelerated to a constant speed of approximately 0.1 - 0.15 Mm/s or about 
100 - 150 km/s. This prevents a Big Crunch. At the end this contraction of the USS even ends in a super 

soft crunch. 

 

As with matter and antimatter must all be detectable energy and explicable by the universe cycle. See 

Figures 79 1) – IX) G8. Only with the help of mathematically modeling the universe and cycle all mass, 

matter and energy are to follow. All presented forms of energy can be calculated right through the whole 

cycle of 29 steps / phases that the universe runs through. 

 

 

6.5 SPACE AND TIME (see Document G2): 

At the end of every cycle all the universe matter and kinetic energy of 4-20 million central facet black 

holes returns exactly simultaneously to the center C of the center of the universe-spherical-shell. This 
center C has a physical radius of only a few centimeters. Such a universe cycle can only be achieved if 

all the matter in the form of ordinary atoms, black hole ones and as photons throughout the universe cycle 

remains within the universe-spherical-shell / USS. Everywhere and always it requires exactly the same 

average combinations of universe-clock-time and location relative to the center C of the universe! 

 

- ) Definition of space: 

Nearly during the entire universe cycle that universe has the shape of a perfect relatively thin spherical 

shell of a radius of 

- a minimum of about 5 – 10 million km up to 2.5 - 3.5 billion light-years, 

- a thickness of a few hundred light-years near galaxies and some km between te galaxies, 

- one single center C of only a few centimeters in diameter. 
 

Primarily space is linked to the distance that matter (protons, electrons and atoms) has relative to: 

a) the fixed center C of the universe and now the nearby centers R1 of galaxies in the universe-

spherical-shell,   

b) with respect to each other within that round universe-spherical-shell and relative to C, which results 

in a factor cos α. 
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In theoretical considerations, only the center C has been allowed as origin of a coordinate system and no 

other place in the universe! 

 

All forms of radiation are deflected so that it remains to propagate within the universe-spherical-shell. 

This tiny deflection of light is estimated to be only one degree per ten - forty millennia. That should be 

enough for all photons and all neutrinos and photons to keep them inside the universe spherical shell and 

let move forever. Then we see everything in the universe ever and exclusively throughout that universe-

spherical-shell. See figures 73 - 77 G8.  
The universe-spherical-shell / USS itself then acts as a kind of thin ‘fiberglass’ spherical-shell not 

observable from the earth as such. The galaxies acts like lenses of hydrogen and helium present in this 

fiberglass’ of pure hydrogen.. However these lenses makes seriously distorted images of everything in the 

USS. 

Both inside and outside this relatively 'thin fiberglass' universe-spherical-shell is an absolutely dark 

vacuum with complete absence of photons, matter and energy. This enormous and absolutely empty black 

spaces we have never seen as such because 1) there is nothing to see and 2) these empty spaces are 

completely filled with virtual images of the objects present in the universe-spherical-shell itself. 

 

-) The maximum event horizon is 13,8 billion year now; the universe is much older: 

In the Figures 77, 77a and 77b G8 is shown that all neutrino’s and photon disappear in a period of 14 – 
18 billion year because they are transferred in protons, electrons and hydrogen again. So all older 

information of the universe has disappeared. Our maximum event horizon now is 13,8 billion year may be 

14 billion year. This universe however is already about 40 – 45 billion year old. Most of the universe-

spherical-shell / USS is not observable. 

 

-) End of the expansion: 

Since the formation of the hydrogen atom, about 30 billion years ago, and the formation therewith of 

gravity, the relatively thin universe-spherical-shell expands more and more slowly sphere-symmetrically. 

In about 350 - 450 billion years the expansion of the universe ends. Then all the stars 'burned out' and all 

the galaxies disappeared into their central black hole. At that time also all forms of electromagnetic 

radiation, protons, electrons, hydrogen, via nuclear fusion to ordinary isotopes and in the form of black 
hole atoms, returned to and absorbed into one of these 4 - 20 million central facet black holes for 100%. 

See Figures 6 and 6a G8.  

 

Only when all radiation of neutrino’s and photons has been processed and captured in the central facet 

black holes the universe will be absolutely dark again. Then the expansion of the universe-spherical-shell 

ends and starts shrinking again direction center C under the influence of gravity. That contraction will 

start simultaneously everywhere the same moment. 

Within the cycle of the universe at any time the position of each photon, subatomic particle, proton / 

electron and atom within the universe-spherical-shell can be positioned theoretically relative to the center 

C of the universe. See Document G2 for further definition of space. 

 

- ) The universe-clock-time, in short: time: 

This is the amount of time that has elapsed since the occurrence of the last Little Bang about 40 - 45 

billion years ago. This is the time required for mass (radiation) and matter (atoms) and the associated 

kinetic energy / velocities to reach their current position (= space) within the universe-spherical-shell 

relative to the center C of the universe. (With a mathematically model the universe-clock-time can be 

calculated) 

The universe-clock-time is an observable but not measurable phenomenon now. This universe-clock-time 

is so fundamental that give their properties alone are back in the form of a number of postulates. 

See Document G2 for further definition of time. 

 

 

- ) Postulate 1: Time is an autonomous phenomenon that primarily results from the cycle of the 

universe: 

Time is a basic quantity independent of mass, matter, and any other quantity. Time is linked to the 

completion of the cycle of the universe ever again go through compared to C with the universe-clock-

time as a result. The cycle will continue indefinitely. All mass and matter in the universe starts at each 

Little Bang with a universe-clock-time t = 0 at the moment of the super cold Little Bang (G6 and Figures 

10 – 30 G8). In the universe there differences in universe-clock time aren’t possible! All protons and 
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electrons in the universe have throughout the universe cycle always exactly the same linear ongoing 

universe-clock-time. 

At the end of each cycle all matter always has the exact same universe-clock-time of 3.0 ± 0.5 trillion 

(1012) years. At every Little Bang all protons and electrons start again with a t = 0 of the next universe. 

During the universe cycle all its ordinary atoms and all black hole atoms in the universe always have 

exactly the same universe-clock-time. Differences in clock-time is impossible!  

 

The universe-clock-time develops with a linear velocity. Moments are generated one after the other. Time 
has no mass, charge and spin and so time moves with infinite speed from center C of the universe. On 

Earth measured time runs parallel with the universe and the universe clock time. All places in the 

universe have exactly the same universe clock-time. 

 

Both in theory and in our daily reflections about the universe, planet earth may never be used as reference 

point and zero time. In the universe applies only when the Little Bang and the start of the ongoing cycle 

universe as a reference point and t = 0. The universe-clock-time is fixedly coupled to the center C of the 

universe! 

At the universe clock time t = 0 the universe has a minimum dimension in the shape of a perfect massive 

sphere with black hole material and a diameter of about 50 to 100 million km. Due to the presence of 

kinetic energy and spring tension between black hole atoms a singularity is theoretically not possible. 
 

- ) Postulate 2: Physical aspects of time: 

Like gravity the universe-clock-time is a physical phenomenon without the characteristics of mass, 

charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy. Both the universe-clock-time as gravity always move with 

infinite speed through space. Both leave the universe directly. 

Gravity is transmitted by the ‘shell’-electrons of all atoms with a movement relative to center C and 

centers R1A of galaxies. The universe-clock-time is solely 'emitted' from center C. 

 

- ) Postulate 3: The universe-clock-time 'flows with uniform infinitive speed' always and anywhere: 

With every Little Bang the universe-clock-time starts again with t = 0 from the center C of the universe. 

The universe-clock-time is linked to the progress of the cycle of universe and is increasingly linearly 
unwound in conjunction with the energetic processes. Kinetic energy which allows universe cycle 

unwinding only in forward direction. The universe-clock-time, in fact our time, is thus settled forwards 

and frontwards only. The universe-clock-time never stand still. Nowhere within the universe-spherical-

shell the universe-clock-time can run faster or slower than the settlement cycle of the universe itself at 

center C. Because of the link to the frontwards targeted universe cycle the universe-clock-time and 

therefore our own time never flows backwards. 

Across the universe-spherical-shell always exactly the same linear progression of the universe-clock-time 

applies compared to C. 

 

During the Little Bang the universe-clock-time itself is really just continuously. At the beginning of the 

next cycle, the universe, universe clock, however, put to zero again, and starts this clock time at t = 0 

again  
 

- ) Postulate 4: Throughout the universe-spherical-shell always applies an exact match of universe- 

    clock-time: 

Thanks to the massless nature of time it spreads like gravity with infinite speed! Time from the center C 

to all other points in the universe and far beyond and gravity from every atom! All items in the universe-

spherical-shell therefore always have exactly the same universe-clock-time. Because of the well-present, 

non-zero net mass of all other forms of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation are kept to a 

maximum of a speed of movement of the speed of light except time and gravity. (Shockwaves of 

gravitational energy as measured in LIGO and VIRGO however are limited to the speed of light c). 

For the universe-clock-time C is the moment of the Little Bang the only permitted t = 0 and as a fixed 

reference point. At any time thereafter, all points in the universe always exactly the same universe-clock-
time as the reference point C itself. In the universe there are basically no differences in the universe-

clock-time possible! 

 

- ) Postulate 5: Time-differences arise if C is not the only point of reference: 

Differences in time arise by definition as 'time' from any point other than C is measured. We note with 

atomic clocks on Earth and exactly the same one in orbit above the earth. That actually measured 
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differences in time are the result of the slightly higher speed of the atomic clock in an orbit around the 

earth (net ± 10 km/s). 

That extra speed therefore generates a slightly greater gravity and also slightly larger physical forces and 

chemical forces and bonds at all atoms/molecules present in the atomic clock (s) in which satellites 

around the earth rotate relative to the same exact clocks that remained on Earth. These time differences 

are practically very useful as a base for GPS systems, but have nothing to do with theoretical 

considerations about time, space and gravity. Both atomic clocks have exactly the same universe clock-

time! 
 

- ) Postulate 6: Within the universe cycle time is finite: 

The period of one universe cycle runs from the Little Bang to the next Little Bang. Each cycle of the 

universe takes exactly the same duration as all previous cycles and yet all subsequent cycles. Strictly 

speaking, running the universe-clock-time itself indefinitely. The universe-clock-time achieved in each 

cycle always exactly the same maximum value and then at the next Little Bang be restarted at t = 0. The 

universe-clock-time in practice is finite and lasts a maximum of one universe cycle length. Only the 

number of cycles of the universe is infinite. 

 

- ) Postulate 7: Time as a 'measuring rod': 

Arguably the universe-clock-time omnidirectional linearly unwound from C where the space of the 
universe started from a black hole with a radius of 5 - 10 million km and t = 0. The mass, charge, spin and 

kinetic energy are the only real constant parameters in the universe and its cycle. That makes the 

universe-clock-time suited as a measuring rod in mathematic models to lay down the progress of the cycle 

of the universe and to monitor changes during that cycle. 

The universe-clock-time is the time required after the Little Bang for mass (radiation) and matter (atoms) 

to reach that particular place in the universe-spherical-shell relative to center C. Some trillions (1012) of 

years! 

 

- ) Notes to the postulates: 

1) Einstein has not realized that time (= the universe-clock-time) turns out to be finite and not 

infinitive. This universe-clock-time isn’t measurable directly. The universe-clock-time is only to 
derive by mathematically modelling the universe and its cycle.  

2) The universe clock time however isn’t an isolated phenomenon but one of the 12 may be 13 

parameters of the cycle of the universe (G7) and part of the universe goes through as a whole (G4). 

3) Time and space are not to deform other than fits within the (mathematical) framework of the cycle 

of the universe. The change in time and space (spacetime) within that cycle does not generate any 

kind of gravity. Physically seen gravity is just generated by the ‘shell’-electrons of atoms and speed 

of atoms in the universe relative to C. (Documents E3, E3-1 and E4) 

4) The universe clock time should continuously be reviewed with respect to only two points of 

reference in the universe: a) the center C of the universe and b) the moment of the Little Bang 

which marks the start of the current universe and its cycle. 

5) Consequence: all matter in the universe always has exactly the same universe-clock-time. The 

universe clock time is absolute. The universe-clock-time is linear only forward and settled at a 
constant speed. For energetic reasons literally it is impossible to go back in time or speed up or slow 

down this time. 

6) The moment of the Little Bang and launch of this universe and the location of the center C of the 

universe can be determined through modeling the universe cycle. 

7) Time measurements in the universe other than from the center C are by definition relatively. The 

measured time differences with atomic clocks with different speeds are not real but these artificial 

differences in time are very useful for GPS systems. 

8) Time has no mass or energy.  Universe-clock-time moves like gravity with an infinitely large speed 

by which all points in the universe always possess exactly the same universe clock time not only C 

but also in relation to each other. 

9) Einstein lets time be dependent on the location and the own speed of the observer. This results in a 
direct relationship between time and space in the universe and in the universe cycle. The universe 

however has a balloon shape. In this balloon shaped space and time are curved by themselves. 

Gravity has nothing to the curvature of space and time.  

10) Theoretical considerations and practical observations and measurements in the universe may in fact 

only be done from the fixed center C of the universe and time relative to the Little Bang which 

occurred about 40 - 45 billion years ago. 
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11) The above postulates defined time starts from one fixed, non-moving point center C in the universe, 

and thus differs fundamentally from building up over time as it follows from the Theory of 

Relativity where this observation point is free and isn’t fixated. 

12) Einstein assumed that the speed of light was the maximum possible speed in the universe of light 

and matter. The speed of light is indeed true as the upper limit for all forms of electromagnetic 

radiation and particle radiation all based on: a) mass and matter, b) a wave and associated 

wavelength and frequency. 

12)  However, all forms of ‘radiation’ without mass moving with infinite speed through space and leave  
       the universe directly. The limitation of the speed of light does not apply to: 

 a) the universe clock time starts from linear moving from C and 

 b) the gravity-‘radiation’ emitted from each atom as long as it moves versus the center C. 

 

 

6.6 ad a) THE CONSTANT PARAMETERS OF THE UNIVERSE: 

 

- ) The constant parameters of the universe: 

The author considers the universe as a completely closed system for mass, matter and kinetic energy 

through a regular cycle of 29 steps (this Document G7) from which no form of 1) mass or matter, 2) 

electromagnetic radiation, 3) particle radiation nor any 4) energy can escape. 
Gravity and universe-clock-time are the only objects without mass, charge and magnetic spin and leaving 

the universe directly. (Gravity would eventually aggregate all eventually parallel universes into just one 

universe!) 

 

Scheme 6 -3: The constant quantities and values of the universe: 

 

1) The total amount of mass, charge and magnetic spin in the universe is always constant. 

2) Total quantity of positive charge + total amount of negative charge equals zero. 

3) The net spin of the universe isn’t equals zero. 

4) Electric charge and magnetic spin of the proton and the electron in the relative calm / ‘steady state’ 

situation and the associated constants of nature for electric charge € and magnetic spin $. 
5) Total angular momentum in the universe is and equals zero. 

6) For each new cycle starts the universe with the same number of protons and electrons with the same 

amount of kinetic energy, radial and transverse. 

7) Every universe cycle always follows the same 29 phases / steps and takes up exactly the same 

duration. 

8) Both the minimum radius of the universe as the maximum radius of the universe of matter, 

electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation is in all cycles of the universe always the same. 

 

The elementary charge and elementary magnetic spin of the proton / electron are the only speed 

independent physical quantities and are therefore the only elementary physical quantities. The connected 

physical constants on electric charge and magnetic spin are the only real speed independent entities in the 

universe, and thus the only constants of nature. This applies to all previous and all universes are coming 
ones! 

 

 

6.6.1 ad b) THE TWELVE VARIABLE PARAMETERS AND BASIC PARAMETERS OF THE 

UNIVERSE: 

Besides these nine variables constant the universe has twelve groups with variable parameters derived in 

Document G3. These parameters are mentioned here only in outline. 

 

Diagram 6 - 4: Twelve changing basic parameters of the universe: 

 

1. The nature of matter + distribution of matter present in ordinary matter and black hole matter: 
- ) All ordinary atoms or all of the elements / isotopes of the periodic system ≥ H and 

- ) All the atoms in a black-hole state with its own periodic table of elements black hole ≥ Be. 

All matter in the universe is real and present as constructions of neutrinos, photons, quarks and finally 

protons / electrons and atoms as matter. In universe ‘dark matter’ is absent. 

 

2. The forms of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation: 

- ) All radiation in the form of particles of matter with their forces: 
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- ) All forms of electromagnetic vibration forces: 

- ) Matter less and massless radiation appears only in gravity and time: 

 

3. The mass, charge and magnetic spin and its distribution on ordinary matter, black hole matter, 

electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation: 

- ) The total amount of mass, charge, momentum and angular momentum of the universe is constant, 

- ) These variables are still divided on: 1) ordinary matter, 2) black hole matter, 3) electromagnetic radiation 

and 4) various types of particle radiation: 
 

4. The physical forces and chemical ones active in these forms of matter and radiation and their bonds; 

special attention to the origin of those forces and the origin of gravity: 

- ) The universe is based at only two elementary forces; electric charge and magnetic spin of the proton and  

     electron (coming from the higgs level) with its two real physical constants, 

- ) The other physical and chemical forces of atoms arising from the atom by velocity of the atom in the   

     universe relative to the center C of the universe and other rotating points, 

- ) These non-elementary forces and their physical constants are variable parameters during the universe  

     cycle, 

- ) At the forces on black holes in fact only gravity is relevant, 

The 5 - 9 vectors of all the basic forces (including gravity) varies extremely slowly in time. This change all 
the physical and chemical forces and their related constants also very slow quantitative in time! 

 

5. The distribution of the kinetic energy of the different forms of matter and the different forms of 

(rotational) speed: 

- ) In the universe 9 - 11 movements are present and 7 - 9 of them are relevant (> 30 km/s) 

- ) 4 - 5 rotational movements from the period before the hydrogen supernovas of the 4 - 5 billion Big Bangs  

     in phase 16. These angular velocities are indicated by V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5.  The angular velocities of  

     the other are hydrogen spheres (predecessors of the galaxies) with respect to each other, 

- ) Distribution of the kinetic energy of the movements of ordinary matter and the black holes, 

 

6. Kinetic energy: 

a) The radial kinetic energy of ordinary matter and black hole one with respect to: 

 1) the center C of the universe,  

 2) the rotation velocities V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5 around centers before the hydrogen supernovas,  

 3) the rotation centers after the hydrogen supernovas:  

R1 (= rotation of galaxies and center of galaxies), R2 (= rotation of the spiral arms of the galaxy),  

R3 (= rotation of all solar systems within their galaxy), R4 (= rotation of planets around their star) and  

R5 (= rotation of satellites around planets) and  

4) The distribution of the momentum on the various forms of matter. 

 

b) The tangential kinetic energy of ordinary matter and black hole one 

    V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, R1, R2, R3, R4, R5 and relative to C and relative to the R1’s: 

     - ) The distribution of the angular momentum about forms of matter and form of angular velocity. 
 

7. Gravity and gravitational-energy: 

With the formation of the hydrogen atom gravity returns in the universe, and gravity starts to decelerate the 

expansion velocity of the universe-spherical-shell. At that moment an enormous amount of gravitational 

energy is added to the universe-spherical-shell. That makes up the bulk of the currently alleged and sought 

'dark energy'. 

Gravity inhibits the expansion of the universe still further. This expansion energy v(u) is more and further 

converted into rotational energy v(r1) of the hydrogen bulbs that precede the galaxies themselves and as 

rotational movements between that hydrogen spheres mutually v (r1), v (1), v (2), v (3), v (4) and v (5), etc 

around the at a higher level than R1 rotation lying points V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5. 

 
The 4 – 20 billion hydrogen supernovas / Big Bangs occurred within a few hours. See phase 16 and Figures 

42 – 54 G8. 

Within each facet area this hydrogen bulbs had already 4 – 5 different speeds due to the deceleration because 

of gravity. This energy of the deceleration is transformed into rotational movements inside the galacy en 

between within the galaxies themselves. After the Big Bang new forms of angular speed develop around the 

rotation points R1, R2, R3, R4, R5 resulting in the existing rotation v (r1) and the new spins v(r2), v(r3), 

v(r4), v(r5), v(r6) etcetera, 
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In total, there must eventually be of no less than approximately 5 – 9 may be even 11 different movements all 

of which are greater than 30 km/s being relevant. 

 

On 350 – 450 billion year gravity brings the expansion of the universe-spherical-shell to a complete stop 

eventually anyway. Thereafter, the rotation-gravity of the 4 – 20 million central facet black holes brings in 

motion the contraction of the universe towards center C. Gravity controls the movements of normal matter 

and black hole one in the universe as well the maximum seize of the universe-spherical shell (USS). During 

each step of the universe cycle is considered: 
- ) The development of gravitational energy with respect to the center C and the rotation points within each  

     facet area filled with 1 – 2 thousand galaxies: R1, V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5, and the rotations inside each    

     galaxy R2, R3, R4 and R5. 

- ) The forms of gravity and of gravitational energy during the cycle of going through the universe, 

- ) Radial gravitational energy of ordinary matter and black hole one relative to C is the driving force  

    behind the universe cycle: 

- ) Or the tangential gravitational energy of matter and of black hole one with respect to the rotation centers     

     C, V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, and R1, R2, R3, R4, R5: 

- ) To follow in time on the scale of the universe: 

 1) the radial kinetic energy and momentum  

 2) the tangential kinetic energy / momentum and  
 3) the gravitational energy to all V1’s, V2’s, V3's V4's V5’s and to all R1's, R2's, R3's, R4's, R5's: 

For the change of gravitational energy during the universe cycle see 

For the estimated participation of energy during the cycle of the universe see Figures 79 I) - IX) and Figure 

6 Document E3-1. This can be quantitatively detailed after a mathematically modelling of the universe and 

the cycle of the universe. 

 

8. The development of the space and the volume of the universe during each step: 

- ) The change of the distance or radius of the universe-spherical-shell with respect to C, 

- ) The distance of particle radiation and electromagnetic one with respect to C, 

- ) The change of the distance of particle radiation and electromagnetic one with respect 

    to both C and relative to the universe-spherical-shell from which the radiation originates. 
 

9. The thickness of the first expanding and later shrinking universe-spherical-shell (USS): 

- ) The actual thickness of the universe-spherical-shell for matter, electromagnetic radiation and particle  

    radiation, 

- ) The increase or decrease of the thickness, 

- ) The inner and the outer radius of the universe-spherical-shell . 

 

10. The time elapsed since the Little Bang, the time of commencement and end of the mentioned step: 

Duration is the time it takes for matter to reach its current location on the universe-spherical-shell since the 

time of the Little Bang. 

 

For each of the 29 steps is determined: 
- ) The time of the beginning and the end of the step according to the universe clock time. 

- ) Duration of short-term chemical steps and nuclear ones and when they occurred. 

- ) Duration of long-term physical steps when they occurred. 

 

11. The temperature of ordinary matter and black hole matter, 

- ) The progress of the (absolute) temperature of normal matter. 

- ) The temperature of black holes is standard near zero (0 - 2.7 kelvin). 

 

12. The amount of deflection of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation: 

All the 29 steps in the universe cycle are described in this Document G7 on the basis of these twelve variable 

basis parameters. In this Document, these 29 steps are primarily described qualitatively. 
 

Quantitatively detailing is just possible after mathematically modelling of the universe and the cycle of 

the universe. Each of the 13 long physically phases is to capture in a mathematical models that are a mix 

of physical, chemical and nuclear physics models based on 12 parameters of the universe and 16 short 

one step changes. After merging these 13 physically models with 12 / maybe 13 parameters this results in 

a mathematically model of the cycle of the universe. Then all 12 / 13 parameters in each step can be 

derived quantitatively and thus for the universe cycle as a whole.  
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- ) Now in the universe is available: 

 Approximately 4 - 20 billion galaxies situated in 4 – 20 million facet areas evenly distributed 

throughout the perfect round universe-spherical-shell with C as fixed center. 

 Almost all galaxies have at least 2 to possible 4 spiral arms rotate around their central black hole in 
the center R1; Each spiral arm has its own rotation R2, 

 Each galaxy contains about 200 ± 50 billion stars; 

 Each star and its 0 - 10 planets rotate around its own center of rotation R3, 

 With satellites each planet rotates around its own center of rotation R4, 

 Rotating satellites, each take around their own center of rotation R5. 

 

 

6.7 THE EDGES OF THE UNIVERSE HAVE BEEN FIXED 

 IN THE NINE UNIVERSE LAWS: 

The universe is a completely closed system whose edges are defined in the nine Universe Laws by 

Uiterwijk Winkel. These laws have been extensively elaborated in Document G4. Here the author limits 
himself to the main lines of these laws: 

 

- ) Outline of the nine preconditions of the universe laws: 

 

Law 1; Continuity and conservation: 

 At the beginning and end of each cycle, all of the basic parameters have the same value, 

 The universe contains as much ordinary protons and ordinary electrons, 

 The universe as a whole is continuously in an uncharged state, 

 All mass, matter and energy is real and present; 'dark matter' and 'dark energy' have been assumed 

superfluously. 

 The amount of momentum and angular momentum remains the same. 

 This gravitational energy is added which is fully utilized during the contraction during the universe 

cycle. Each universe cycle is thus completed an energy-neutral manner. 

 

Law 2; Start universe: 

 By definition the universe starts with a super cold Little Bang (0 kelvin) by disappearance of the 

gravity to below the Critical black hole gravity of Cribhgra. 

 The Little Bang black hole disintegrates into an equivalent number of protons and electrons without 

antiparticles. 

 The Little Bang black hole cannot further collapse and cannot be reduced to a singularity! 

 Protons and electrons are reformed exclusively from electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation. 

 
Law 3; Structure of matter in accordance with the periodic table: 

 All ordinary atoms and all black hole matter is made up of an equal number of protons and electrons, 

 Protons and electrons possess: 1) mass and matter, 2) charge, 3) magnetic spin, 4) amount of kinetic 

energy and rotation one, electrical energy and magnetic one, and 5) volume / space.  

 Electron shells of atoms are constructed according to the same universe wide isotopes of the periodic 

table; starting from hydrogen; See Wikipedia isotopes table where the author replaces every neutron 

by one proton and one ‘core’-electron. See Document F1d. 

 Black hole atoms are collapsed ordinary atoms; which can only apply from the element beryllium 

(Be). See Document F1e. 

 The elements hydrogen, helium and lithium and hydrogen molecule cannot collapse into black hole 

atoms and therefore cannot be incorporated into a black hole, 

 The system of physical forces and chemical ones on ordinary atoms is the same universe wide. 

 That goes for all black hole atoms as well. 

 

Law 4: Gravity (and gravity-energy): 

 Gravity is generated only by: 1) the ‘shell’- electrons of the atom, and 2) only if that ordinary atom or 

a black hole atoms (F1e) move linearly or rotationally in the universe with respect to the center C of 

the universe. For gravity and gravitational energy see Documents E3, E3-1 and E4 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu  

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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 All with respect to C not moving atoms of ordinary matter or black hole atoms contain mass, electric 

charge and magnetic spin by themselves. Without any velocity in universe these ordinary and 

blackhole atoms don’t generate gravity or any other velocity-related physical or chemical force 

anymore. 

 Gravity and these physical and chemical speed related forces with respect to the center C of the 
universe are just generated by the ‘shell’-electrons of each atom in universe. 

 Gravity increases or decreases linearly with the velocity of the atom in the universe / USS, 

 The other physical and chemical forces increase or decrease quadratic with speed relative to C. 

 The velocity has no influence on its mass! 

 Gravity ‘waves’ do not possess any mass, charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy. Therefore gravity 

moves with infinitive speed through the universe and leaves the universe-spherical-shell directly. 

 

Law 5: The universe is a completely closed system for mass, matter and energy: 

 Thanks to hydrogen / helium present in the universe-spherical-shell this is a completely closed system 

for all electromagnetic and particle radiation and thus for normal matter and black hole atoms. Gravity 

keeps all matter captured within a radius of about 3.0 – 3.5 billion light years around center C. 

 Electric fields and magnetic ones of all stars and galaxies provide deflecting the orbits of all forms of 

electromagnetic and particle radiation 100% captured in orbits that still remains within the rather thin 

universe-spherical-shell (USS). 

 In the universe-spherical-shell in time all forms of electromagnetic radiation change into normal 

protons, electrons, and hydrogen. Figure 77, 77a and 77b G8. Through nuclear fusion atoms with at 

least two ‘shell’-electron pairs (from beryllium) fall back into the central black holes of galaxies. 

 The universe is a completely closed system for mass, matter and energy. 

 

Law 6: Driving force of the universe cycle: 

 The driving force of the universe cycle consists of the obtained gratuitously gravitational-energy 

relative to C, 'born' after the period without gravity. Then in the universe only single protons and 
electrons without gravity were present. That resulted in a period of expansion without gravity (which 

is now difficult to understand). 

 With the formation out of protons / electrons of hydrogen atoms and H2-molecules gravity comes back 

in the universe. Together with gravity free of charge, an enormous amount of gravitational energy 

relative C is added to the universe-spherical-shell. 

 This free added gravitational energy in fact is the 'dark energy' in the universe. During the contraction 

of the universe on the way to C that gravitational energy relative to C is fully utilized to slow down 

the rotation speed of the 4 – 20 million central facet black holes to a standstill . So no Big Crunch! 

 Gravitational energy is the driving force behind the cycle of the universe. Gravity and gravitational 

energy together create a fully energy-neutral settlement of the universe cycle making its cycle can 

repeat itself endlessly, 
 

Law 7: Universe as a cycle of matter, time and space: 

 Time or the universe-clock-time is a cyclical phenomenon with the Little Bang as clear beginning and 

end, 

 Time is running continuously but is finite and subject to a maximum; at the next cycle, the time 

restarts again at t = 0, comparable with our 24-hour-clock. 

 For all ordinary matter and black hole one the universe-spherical-shell wraps the universe-clock-time 

constantly with exactly the same speed. In universe for all ordinary atoms and all black hole atoms 

always applies exactly the same universe (clock) time, 

 Under any circumstances the exact same linear advancing universe-clock-time shall be valid; seen 

from the center C of the universe no differences in universe-clock-time are possible; 

 The space of the universe is actually a uniformly expanding and later shrinking universe-spherical-

shell. The space of universe-spherical-shell is always perfectly spherical and almost uniformly built, 

 All matter and energy is always roughly the same distance from C, because the thickness of the 

universe-spherical-shell is small compared to its radius. 

 Always the universe runs through the same way organized cycle, 

 From any point other than C (i.e. the earth) time and space are never absolute but always relative. 
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Law 8: Black holes and critical black hole gravity: 

 Black holes consist of from collapsed atoms ≥ beryllium, 

 Black hole atoms bumping each other off and are inherently unstable and disintegrate into single black 

hole atoms and then into single protons and electrons unless sufficient gravity is present to hold these 

repulsing black hole atoms together and thereby maintain stable. 

 Black hole atoms only remain stable if they generate more gravity than the Critical black hole gravity 
(Cribhgra).This Critical black hole gravity broadly matches the amount of gravity of the smallest 

possible black hole with a radius of 5 to 10 kilometers and an equatorial speed of about one third of 

the speed of light. 

 All atoms in black hole condition are always near 2.7 kelvin. For that reason they cannot emit light; at 

the other hand, particle radiation, infrared and gravity can be sent away. 

 The ‘shell’-electrons of black hole atoms move at the speed of light around their nucleus and therefore 

they cannot absorb nor emit radiation. Black holes reflect all incoming forms of radiation 100%. 

 Black holes send unhindered their gravity. Indeed, black holes absorb even unhindered gravity emitted 

by other celestial bodies and other black holes. 

 Protons and electrons of black hole matter and elements have exactly the same linear advancing 

universe-clock-time compared to C as the protons and electrons in ordinary matter and atoms 

 Black holes cannot distort local time or space around them; nor inside the black hole itself. 

 Black holes have the exact same event horizon as ordinary celestial bodies; 13.8 billion year. 

 

Law 9: The universe goes through regular cycles; the Taeut cycle: 

 The settlement of the universe cycle is based on 12 variables: 1) matter, 2) basic variables mass, 

charge and magnetic spin, 3) other non-elemental forces on matter (such as gravity), 4) 

electromagnetic radiation and particle one, 5) movements and their kinetic energy, 6) and the (angular) 

momentum, 7), gravitational energy, 8) the development of the radius of the universe-spherical-shell, 

9), the thickness of the universe-spherical-shell, 10) the time, 11) and the temperature 12), the amount 

of deflection of any radiation. 

 These 12 base parameters are mutually coupled to each other and together form a single integrated and 
a mathematic modeling whole for each of these 13 long physically periods and 16 short one step 

changes and so for the cycle of the universe in totality! 

 Every cycle of the universe is completed in the same time and through the same 29 steps / phases. 

 At the moment of the Little Bang all matter, charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy of the universe 

itself is gathered in a gigantic blackhole exactly around the center C of the universe. This Little Bang 

black hole is the minimum size of the universe within all matter and energy is collected by gravity. 

 C is by definition as a starting point and zero / endpoint of time for the universe and the space that 

matter occupies relative to C. To every universe cycle the center C remains the same starting point of 

the universe with the Little Bang that point and also marks the end of any cycle that runs directly to 

the start of the next universe, 

 This cycle of the universe can be modeled completely and mathematically in detail and solved totally 
quantitatively. 

 

Within these preconditions and on the basis of the 29 phases and twelve basic parameters covered for 

each phase of the universe cycle is to establish a detailed mathematical model. The author would like to 

start in 2018 already with the development and modeling of his universe model.  

For each of the 29 (13 + 16) steps, the author estimates the 12 basic parameters and other variables 

quantitatively as well as possible. 

Modeling of the universe cycle, each step leading to increasingly accurate quantitative results for each of 

the twelve basic parameters. The author takes into account large deviations with respect to its current 

estimates. 

 

 

6.8 ad a) THE UNIVERSE CYCLE STARTS WITH A SUPER COLD LITTLE BANG: 

In Document G6 and figures 10 – 30 G8 the start of the universe cycle is described by the Little Bang. 

 

- ) The universe cycle starts from a king-sized and super cold black hole; the Little Bang black hole: 

The previous universe ends with the formation of a gigantic Little Bang black hole with a radius of 50-

100 million kilometers described in Document G6 and Figures 1 – 10 G8. That Little Bang black hole is 

formed from the merger of approximately 4 - 20 million no longer rotating central facet black holes each 
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with a radius between four to six hundred thousand kilometers at the end of the contraction of the 

universe. Each central black hole has all mass, matter and kinetic energy of one facet area. In every facet 

blackhole about 1 – 2 thousand nowadays galaxies are gathered and locked in it. See Figures 6 – 11 G8. 

 

At the end of the contraction all mass, matter and kinetic energy of the universe is together into one huge 

Little Bang black hole that exists entirely of single electrically repelling black hole atoms Figure 13 G8. 

They can only be held together if that Little Bang black hole itself generates enough and more gravity to 

withstand the enormous mutual electrical repulsion between black hole atoms themselves. In case of 
insufficient gravity this super cold Little Bang black hole explodes and is thereby set in single, unstable, 

black hole atoms. They disintegrate spontaneously further into an equal number of protons and electrons! 

 

- ) Gravity universe diminishes in time; the formation of a singularity is not possible: 

During the formation of the Little Bang black hole in the end stage the shrink-speed diminishes further 

and further and thus the shrink-gravity of this being build-up of the super-large Little Bang black hole. In 

the final phase of its construction the speed in the direction of the center C of the universe eventually all 

the way back is going practically to zero. Simultaneously the gravitational energy of the gigantic Little 

Bang black hole continues to fall until final zero as well. Figures 14 and 15 of G8. The author defines 

gravity as a speed-related force of the ‘shell’-electrons of atoms and speed. 

 
For science in 2017 that outlined image is not possible. Gravity is still standard pegged to mass and 

present in an invariably quantity. Due to Einstein’s curvature of spacetime to the scientific world the total 

loss of gravity in the universe, as the author describes, is absolutely ridicules and unbelievable! For the 

essence and physically origin of gravity and gravitational energy see Documents E3, E3-1 and E4. 

 

That still further decrease in gravity also prevents black hole atoms of the Little Bang black hole could 

further collapse into a singularity. So the next universe does not start from a singularity, but out of a real 

and gigantic black hole with a diameter of about 50 - 100 million km! 

 

- ) Kinetic energy mainly transformed as matter and spring energy: 

At the time just before the Little Bang the energy of the universe is located: 
a) in the ’shell’-electrons of black hole atoms rotating with approximately the speed of light around their 

atomic nuclei and 

b) as electric spring energy between the black hole atoms which repel each other. Those black hole atoms 

are super cold at 2.7 kelvin. 

This spring energy provides the kinetic energy required for the expansion of the universe after the Little 

Bang without gravity. All cycles start with equal amount of kinetic energy. 

 

- ) At the end gravity will completely disappear; the minimum amount of gravity of black holes 

becomes less than the Critical blackhole gravity (Cribhgra): 

In the final phase the shrink-speed decreases and the gravity of this gigantic Little Bang non-rotating 

black hole and thus the gravity of the universe is reduced to almost zero. Due to the almost complete 

disappearance of the gravity at some point the black hole gravity becomes less than the minimum 
required critical blackhole gravity (Cribhgra). See Figure 12 G8.  

Now this gigantic Little Bang black hole becomes unstable. See Figures 8, 10, 11, 13 and 14 G8. That 

happens only at the very last moment of the completion of the Little Bang black hole. See Documents E3 

and E3-1 (Figures) for the origin and nature of gravity. 

 

Critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) corresponds to the gravity of the smallest possible quantity of black 

hole in the universe which has a radius of approximately 10 - 20 km or more with a rotation around its 

axis with an equatorial speed of approximately one third of the speed of light c. Figure 12 G8. 

Critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) is also a measure of the minimum kinetics energy / speed and 

therefore the minimum amount of generated gravity required for the stability of black holes. Undoubtedly 

Cribhgra can be deduced theoretically! 
 

- ) When the black hole gravity drops below critical minimum gravity all black hole atoms become 

simultaneously unstable: 

At the moment the gravity of the Little Bang black hole reaches Critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) all 

black hole atoms repel each other and away from each other. It starts at the outer side of the Little Bang 

black hole. Document G6 and Figures 24 – 30 G8.  
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During critical black hole gravity all black hole atoms hit exactly the same time in an unstable situation 

and fall apart through some intermediate steps into only single protons and electrons. With the end of all 

black hole atoms the last remnant of the gravity and gravitational energy of the previous universe 

disappears. 

 

Those liberated protons and electrons then arrange themselves in 1 : 1 subatomic mono layers of 

alternately: 

 single protons together with the mono-layers of electrons from the outside of the Little Bang black 

hole and will remove from C with one third to half the speed of light and 

 single electrons with the same speed and also still with the two third of the speed of light moving in 

macro orbits around C. 

It takes approximately 1,300 – 1,500 years before the Little Bang black hole is peeled off completely in 

mono-layers of protons / electrons and ultimately a hollow, empty interior arises with C in the center. 

Than it changes from a sphere to a spherical shell. 

 

Such mono-layers of alternately electrons and protons expand in all directions around C in the form of a 

perfectly uniform and perfectly round universe-spherical-shell / USS. Figures 24 - 28 and 30 of G8. See 

steps 1 - 5 of the universe cycle of this Document G7 or the Little Bang in Document G6. 
 

In this Little Bang, described in Document G6 of the author, mass, charge and magnetic spin are not 

transformed into energy. There isn’t any annihilation either! After the Little Bang all the black hole atoms 

are fallen apart into a equivalent number of single protons and single electrons arranged in monolayers of 

protons and electrons. See Figures 19 – 30 G8. Inside these mono-layers protons / electrons there is an 

extremely high electric spring tension. In the first phase after the Little Bang at the outside the universe 

starts expanding with 1/3 – 1/2 the speed of light c. Because these monolayers of protons and electron 

aren’t atoms they don’t generate any gravity nor gravitational energy!  

 

Only about 5 - 10 billion years later every proton captures its own ‘shell’-electron which results in the 

(hydrogen) atom. With the hydrogen atom / molecule gravity returns into the universe and with gravity 
gravitational energy versus C returns again. 

 

 

6.8.1 ad b) THE UNIVERSE CYCLE SHOWS CONSERVATION OF ONLY KINETIC ENERGY: 

In Documents G7 and G8 the universe cycle is presented as an energy-neutral cycle causing the cycle to 

repeat itself for ever and infinitive. Gravity and gravitational energy play a dual role by: 

a) The gratuitous construction of gravitational energy compared to C during the first long period of 

expansion without atoms. In that period gravitational energy is built up completely free of charge as 

long as the hydrogen atom is absent. With the hydrogen atom gravity and gravitational energy are 

coming back into the universe-spherical-shell. 

b) the building of electrical repulsion (spring energy) between black hole atoms in black holes 

themselves. During the Little Bang this repulsion and spring-energy is transferred and present inside 
the mono-layers of protons / electrons and causes the first period of expansion of the universe without 

any inflation.  

 

ad a) Free of charge construction of gravitational energy compared to C during the period without 

atoms: 

During that initial period of approximately 5 - 10 billion years is expanding the universe in the form of 

just spherical mono-layers of protons and electrons, and at a rate of approximately one third to half the 

speed of light c. During this extreme long period, the hydrogen atom is missing and thus gravity is 

completely missing as well. All the matter moves in the form of single protons and electrons with respect 

to C. 

During that period without atoms the expansion of the universe relative to C is in no way at the expense 
of the kinetic energy present in the expansion velocity of these mono layers of protons and electrons. 

During this period the expansion rate remains almost constant. 

 

Approximately 5 - 10 billion years after the Little Bang kinetic energy of the electrons is transferred to the 

protons. Transversal velocity of the electrons in the USS is reduced from approximately two third of the 

speed of light (200 Mm/s) to (approximately) 2.0 Mm/s. In this period the relative speed between the 

mono-layers of protons and electrons goes down as well. De space between the mono-layers protons and 

file://///(spring
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electron increases very slowly. Finally each single proton has enough space around to captures its own 

‘shell’-electron. This is the formation of a hydrogen atom. Figure 32 G8. With hydrogen atom / molecule 

gravity is also back in the universe / USS and hence gravitational energy relative to center C as well . See 

E3, E3-1 and E4. 

 

In this previous atom-free period without gravity the universe realizes substantially most of the maximum 

possible expansion. Due to the energy transfer of electrons on protons the expansion velocity increased 

with net with only about 1 Mm/s during these billions of years even. 
 

- ) The completely free formation of gravitational energy: 

With the formation of the hydrogen atom and gravity completely free of charge an enormous amount of 

gravitational energy versus the center C is added at the universe-spherical-shell and the cycle of the 

universe. This free of charge gravitational energy is added to the present kinetic energy of the expansion! 

(This basic amount of kinetic energy is constant over the cycles of the universe!) See Figure 79 III G8. 

This free of charge added gravitational energy explains the bulk of the so-sought ‘dark energy’ in the 

universe. 

 

Later in the cycle during the shrink-phase this obtained free of charge potential / gravitational energy 

relative to C will be completely used to slow down the acceleration of the contraction of the universe 
continuously to a virtually constant rate of about 0.10 to 0.15 Mm/s. That slowing down the acceleration 

of the contraction is at the expense of the rotation of the 4 – 20 million central facet black holes. At the 

end of the contraction the rotation of these central facet black hole completely stopped. Then these black 

holes only have a slight shrink-speed and shrink-gravity enough to keep them just above the Critical 

black hole gravity (Cribhgra)! This gravity and connected gravitational energy will disappear totally 

during the last phases of the cycle of the universe). See Figures 14 and 15 G8 and Figure 6 Document 

E3-1.  

This slight residual shrink-gravity is sufficient to maintain all the black holes and to merge all the central 

facet black holes into a new giant Little Bang black hole. See Figures 10 and 11 of G8.  This process 

ends with the super cold Little Bang. This after the start of the universe 'free of charge' obtained 

gravitational energy prevents a 'Big Crunch'. Each cycle of the universe cycle ends even with a super 'Soft 
Crunch'! 

In every cycle this, during the period without gravity, 'free of charge’ constructed gravitational energy 

versus C is the driving force behind the completely controlled settlement of every cycle of the universe. 

The universe cycle repeats itself eternal. 

 

ad b) Created enormous spring force and spring energy: 

Black holes consist entirely of black hole atoms. All black hole atoms are created from ordinary atoms ≥ 

beryllium which have collapsed inside due to the formation of Vander Waals / London bonds between the 

electron pairs inside the electron-shells of these atoms . In black holes and comparable compact celestial 

objects as white dwarfs, neutron stars that emit black hole atoms mutually enormous via their negatively 

charged electron shells. Figure 13 G8 gives an impression of the spring tension between black hole atoms 

inside a black hole. 
Those ‘shell’-electrons also generate gravity that holds together these repellent black hole atoms and 

keeps them trapped inside the black hole. If the gravity drops under Cribhgra at first the blackhole fall 

apart explosively in the present black hole atoms. Than these black hole atoms burst into an equivalent 

number of single protons and electrons. See Figures 17 – 30 G8. 

 

For their stability all compact celestial bodies as black holes generate a large amount of rotation gravity 

that all repulsive black hole atoms holds together and captured inside the black hole. The gravity of all 

types of compact celestial bodies / black holes varies with the speed of the expansion and with their 

rotational speeds. The generated amount of gravity within the universe-spherical-shell is not a constant 

and so is the electrical spring energy of the black hole atoms inside the blackhole. 

 
The amount of electrical spring energy at the moment of Cribgra and thus the Little Bang determines the 

amount of kinetic energy which is present in the universe. In totality this energy must be enough for the 

expansion of the USS after the Little Bang. The spring energy at the moment of the Little Bang 

determines the expansion energy which the following universe gets at the start. All universes start with 

the same amount of spring-tension energy. 
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In Figure 79 I) – 79 IX) of G8 the main distribution of all kind of energies is outlined from the start until 

the end of the cycle of the universe. The transversal energy of the electrons rotating around C then makes 

only about one thousandth of the energy of the expanding radial layers of protons and electrons. Figures 

79 I) – 79 IX) outlined the progress of energy throughout the universe cycle 

 

Roughly the expansion energy is equal to the electrical spring energy. Every universe always starts with 

exactly the same amount: matter, mass, charge, magnetic spin and kinetic expansion (spring) energy and 

transverse energy of the electrons. About 35 – 40 billion year ago gravitational energy was added. Over 
350 – 450 billion year this energy will be completely used to slow down the acceleration towards a 

constant shrinking speed.  

The universe cycle overall occurs completely energy-neutral. The author presents the universe to make an 

infinite number of cycles. So the cycles of the universe follow forever. 

 

 

6.9 THE UNIVERSE IS MUCH SMALLER THAN WE THINK TO OBSERVE AND MEASURE: 

 

- ) Diffraction of light in the universe by H, He gas and electric fields and magnetic ones; not by 

gravity: 

All photons of the proton / electron and the neutrinos of the proton (infrared)/electron (light) and many of 
the cosmic particle radiation are majoranas. Document F1b. Inside these majorana particles mass is 

present as well electric dipoles and magnetic quadrupoles. At the outside however these majoranas have 

no measurable mass, charge!All forms of electromagnetic radiation cannot generate gravity and thus don’t 

emit any gravity. Exclusively atoms generate and emit gravity. Documents E3 and E3-1.  

So all electromagnetic radiation / majoranas are insensitive to gravity; their orbits cannot be deflected by 

gravity! 

Gravity excluded, cosmic radiation including photons, neutrinos are extremely weakly deflected by the in 

the USS present hydrogen between galaxies and mixture of hydrogen and helium inside galaxies ss well 

by electric fields and magnetic ones around stars and galaxies.  

 

- ) Diffraction of light results in universe circa 6 × smaller than we perceive: 

Often the particles of cosmic radiation and particle radiation carry electric charge. All kind of photons and 

neutrinos being electric dipoles and magnetic quadrupoles. The electric and magnetic fields, and the 

extremely low concentrations of hydrogen and helium gas in the USS ensure that the paths of these 

particles are slightly deflected.  

Such deflection is large enough, that all forms of radiation stay 100% captured within the universe-

spherical-shell and move there forever. They are billions of years in the universe-spherical-shell bounced 

back and forth until they are transformed within 13.8 billion year back into protons, electrons and 

hydrogen.  

The currently expanding and over 350 – 450 billion year shrinking universe-spherical-shell behaves 

thereby in practice as a 100% closed system for all mass, matter, charge, magnetic spin, all the kinetic 

energy and radiation except time and gravity! 

 
That deflection of photons and neutrinos is estimated currently at an average of 1 degree every 10 - 40 

millennia. That deflection is so tiny that presumably it cannot be measured. Because of that slight 

deflection photons, neutrinos and cosmic particle radiation do not follow purely straight lines in the 

hydrogen and helium ‘fiberglass’ but large spiral orbits within the universe sphere shell and through 

lenses of galaxies! See Document G9 (Deflection & Doppler's effect) and impressions in Figures 74 – 78 

G8. 

 

Due to deflection we observe the universe only looking through that universe-spherical-shell of 

‘fiberglass’ and galaxy lenses! For light we can observe there but up 13.8 billion light-years away 

because this is the maximum residence time of light photons in the universe. Older photons have been 

transformed again into protons and electrons. Those 13.8 billion years, our current maximum observation 
/ event horizon to light. 

See Figure 5 in Document E3-1 and 78 G8. In the farthest observable points of the universe-spherical-

shell are situated some 11 – 12 billion light year from Earth. The galaxies we observe everywhere already 

fully formed and operational. However it takes at least 15 – 20 billion year to realize such galaxies! So 

the universe must be much older than 13.8 billion year! (The author thinks 30 – 35 billion year older!) 
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The 4 - 20 billion Big Bangs (one for each galaxy) and the subsequent stages leading up to that galaxies 

cannot be observed. So therefore those Big Bangs should have occurred at least 5 - 7 billion years earlier 

and thus some 20 - 25 billion years ago. The Little Bang and start of this universe was about 40 – 45 

billion year ago. 

 

Due to the spiral movement of light and particle radiation in the universe-spherical-shell the distance 

traveled is greater, and that distance from the Big Bangs 'universe broad' is estimated to 15 - 17 billion 
years light wherein the light always passes through the universe-spherical-shell! The universe-spherical-

shell itself cannot be seen! The universe-spherical-shell must have a radius now of about 3.0 to 3.5 billion 

light-year. The physical dimensions of the perceptible universe are than at least 2π times smaller than we 

think. 

 

The universe has a completely different spherical-shell form than we think to observe and measured. This 

includes the beautiful images of the Hubble's space telescope. We observe the universe spherical shell 

very differently and much bigger than what it actually is. The billions of supernova Big Bang explosions 

cannot be observed through the universe-spherical-shell. Those Big Bang explosions and start of 4 – 20 

billion galaxies occurred about 20 - 25 billion years ago. In the meantime all released photons and 

particles have been reconstituted within 13.8 billion year back into protons, electrons and hydrogen. See 
Documents E3-1 and F1c. 

 

- ) Dark areas on both sides universe spherical shell are not 'visible': 

We cannot observe the 100 % dark and empty spaces on both sides of the universe-spherical-shell. Due to 

the deflection of light both spaces are completely filled in with virtual images that are delivered via the 

universe-spherical-shell.  

On Earth it results in a completely distorted and splendid virtual images of the universe in which the earth 

seems to be in the center C of the universe, which cannot be the case! It is like Earth is the location of the 

Little Bang.  

 

Within that relatively thin universe-spherical-shell the oldest forms of particle radiation are spiraling 
around already 13.8 billion years. The universe spherical shell is infrared radiation is found which might 

be about 14 - 18 billion years old. This observed radiation originates from far after the moment that the 

hydrogen atom and molecule was formed some 30 – 35 billion year ago and gravity started. 

With 100 – 1,000 times improved gravitational techniques (LIGO, VIRGO) we might improve the 

gravity ‘event horizon’ up to this 30 – 35 billion year ago. See Figure 78 G8. We will never reach the 

whole 40 – 45 billion year and moment of the Little Bang! 

 

- ) Due to the deflection the universe contains far fewer galaxies than thought: 

Because of this spiral orbits of light where we observe one and the same galaxy in different places in the 

sky. 

Light from quasars is sometimes received with days to years delay. Its light travels through different 

paths. The author expects that we perceive even possible the same galaxy 10 - 20 times or more times and 
at different places at the firmament. See Figures 74 - 78 That multiple observing of the same object 

complicates the preparation of a proper mass and energy of the universe. 

Because of this double counting, the author expects that approximately 10 - 20 times less galaxies in the 

universe than the science now thinking to see. The author now starts from 4 - 20 million facet areas each 

filled with 1 – 2 thousand galaxies instead of the in 2017 thought 100 - 150 billion galaxies. 

Correspondingly the universe will contain 10 - 20 times less mass, matter and kinetic energy. Modeling 

the cycle of the universe is an absolute necessity to solve this problem. 

 

- ) Earth dwells somewhere in the universe-spherical-shell. Earth isn’t the center of the universe: 

By the spiral paths of light and cosmic rays, the earth seems to be in the center of the universe, while our 

planet is actually located on the universe-spherical-shell along with about 4 - 20 million facet areas and 4 
– 20 billion other galaxies. 

Both inside and outside the universe-spherical-shell the space are completely empty and dark. By the 

deflection of neutrinos, photons and particle radiation those empty sides are completed with existing 

virtual galaxies. In reality these galaxies are at very different places than observed on earth. We will never 

be able to observe and see this absolutely empty inside and outside of the universe-spherical-shell. 

Nothing is out there. These areas are completely filled up with virtual images from the ‘fiberglass 

universe-spherical-shell’ and ‘galaxy lenses’! 
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The Hubble and other telescopes provide these beautiful, but highly distorted, images of the universe. 

Those beautiful and highly detailed images all too easily lead to erroneous interpretations and 

conclusions. The universe and the universe cycle model leads to a different interpretation of all those 

images and to corrections. With the mathematically universe model, proposed by the author, the results of 

scientific astrophysical research can be interpreted brother than is currently possible. 

 

 
6.10 ad a) THE UNIVERSE IS A CLOSED SYSTEM WITH CONSTRAINTS: 

 

- ) At each step / phase the universe is a 100% closed system: 

In this paper, the author derives the 29 phases (13 long and 16 very short periods) in each cycle of the 

universe cycle. Each cycle is an exact copy. The universe repeats it selves over and over forever. One 

complete cycle has a duration of approximately 3.0 ± 0.5 trillion (1012) years. Such a cycle of the universe 

or Taeutcycle is only possible if both every step as all 29 phases of the cycle together persist fully closing 

balances for: 1) matter, 2) mass, 3) charge, 4 ) magnetic spin and 5) kinetic energy and there is no 'dark 

mass or matter' nor any 'dark energy'. The author explains all present mass, matter and energy. 

The 13 physically long period models are based on twelve (may be 13) variable basic parameters of the 

universe appointed to Document G3. 
 

- ) One center C in the Universe: 

The Little Bang point C is the only center in the universe. This center C is always exactly the same 

point of all previous Little Bangs and is the center from which will start all next subsequent cycles of the 

universe. 

At the next Little Bang all mass and matter is again in exactly the same black hole with a radius of 50 - 

100 million km with C exactly in the center. The next and new universe starts from C from the Little 

Bang black hole with a radius of 50 – 100 million km. This is the minimal available space filled with pure 

black hole matter. 

 

 
6.10.1 ad b) THE UNIVERSE AS A CYCLE OF 29 CONSECUTIVE PHASES / STEPS: 

In the next chapter 7 the universe cycle and its 29 phases are described and illustrated with 114 figures 

in G8. In principle in each step always only one physical, a nuclear-physical change or a chemical change 

occurs. See Document F1f. 

It becomes clear which processes took place in the period prior to the last Little Bang and how and by 

what stages / phases the currently observable universe was created. It is also clear which steps will follow 

before a new, next cycle of the universe begins. Every step in this cycle is thus already in advance 

precisely determined. This universe cycle of 29 phases is clear and strictly logical. That why it can be 

modelled mathematically!. 

 

The 16 short-term chemical phases and nuclear physical phase in the universe occur in a fraction of a 

second – hours and mentioned as a moment. The 13 long-term physical phases in the cycle of the universe  
take, millions - billions of years to complete and are identified as period. 

 

- ) Always all matter has exactly the same universe-clock-time: 

During the Little Bang, when the radius of the universe reaches its minimum, for all matter the universe 

clock is reset at t = 0 s. The following cycle of the universe takes (2.5 ± 0.5) × 10 12 years. About 500 

billion year after the Little Bang the universe-spherical shell (USS) reaches a maximum radius of about 

3.0 - 3.5 billion light years. Then the USS starts shrinking again. About (2.0 ± 0.5) × 10 12 years later the 

universe reaches its minimum with a radius of 50 – 100 million km ended with the next Little Bang and 

reset of the universe clock time at t = 0 s. This cycle of 29 phases is energy-neutral and repeats endless. 

 

 
6.11 THE UNIVERSE CYCLE CAN BE MODELED COMPLETELY AND MATHEMATICALLY: 

 

1) The universe is a balloon-shaped system that has been closed for matter and radiation 

    It expands and it shrinks again: 

The current expansion of the universe is continuously slowed down by gravity, which is generated by all atoms 

that move in the universe. Gravity has the primary aim to slow down the movements of all atoms and so all 

celestial bodies relative to C. It applies in particular to the expansion rate of the universe.  
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This expansion completely halt in about (450 ± 50) × 10 9 years finally. After it the contraction of the universe-

spherical-shell / USS is put in motion. 

Gravity holds all the ordinary and black hole atoms and hence all ordinary stars, planets and all compact celestial 

objects like black holes in the universe-spherical-shell which, by itself, always is almost perfectly round. Gravity 

is the ‘glue’ of the universe.  

Minute deflection always ensure that all electromagnetic radiation move within the universe-spherical-shell and 

cannot get beyond. The universe-spherical-shell acts as a 100% closed system for (anti) mass, electric charge, 

magnetic spin and (anti) energy! 
 

2) The transition between two steps in the universe cycle always consists of only one change: 

During each transition between two steps always only one essential physical change or chemical one occur. Thus  

every step of the universe cycle can be precisely determined already in advance. There are 16 short chemical 

steps or nuclear steps / moments from a split second to a few hours) and 13 long physical steps / periods that take 

millions, billions to even trillions of years to complete. 

When going through the entire cycle eventually gravity returns all the kinds of matter in the universe together 

again in a king-sized black hole after an unimaginably long period of (3.0 ± 0.5) ×1012 years. That giant Little 

Bang black hole is always at exactly the same center C of the universe to a few centimeters accuracy! 

 

3) The universe cycle runs the same period very exactly: 

The universe has followed this cycle of the universe cycle already an infinite number of times at almost exactly 

the same way. The universe repeats ist cycle the same way eternally. 

With each cycle of the universe are all steps are settled in the same order and duration in exactly the same time. 

Energetic seen each step transfers irreversible into the next step. Each transition is already established exactly in 

advance. At the end of phase / step 28 all matter, mass, charge, magnetic spin and energy again returned exactly 

simultaneously to its starting point; the Little Bang black hole. Each cycle lasts up to the second exactly the same 

duration. 

 

4) Universe Cycle is settled energy neutral: 

Gravity is generated by the ‘shell’ electrons of all atoms in combination with speed of the atom in the universe. 

Gravity is the only force of the atom which is active at great distances up to the scale of the universe. Electric 
and magnetic forces are only active on the level of stars and galaxies. Gravity and time are the only two forms of 

‘radiation’ without mass, charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy and moves with an almost infinitely super 

velocity (v >> c) straight through the universe / USS. Both forms of 'radiation' disappears outside the universe-

spherical-shell. Gravity and time aren’t deflected by any field. All gravitational radiation and time as well leave 

the universe-spherical-shell immediately and for ever. 

Despite the disappearance of gravitation radiation the universe functions well as a 100% closed system for mass, 

matter and kinetic energy. 

The absence of gravity (Document E3 and E3-1) during the first approximately 5 - 10 billion years after the 

Little Bang allows for the cost-less build-up of potential / gravitational energy with respect to C which, after the 

formation of hydrogen and the return of gravity this universe cycle overall on a completely energy-neutral 

manner can be completed.  

 
5) The universe cycle of 29 phases / steps is described accurately using twelve basic parameters: 

In this Document, the 29 steps of one full universe cycle are derived and only described qualitatively and 

quantitatively partly estimated. Each transition to a next step is characterized by the occurrence of only one type 

of physical change, chemical change, nuclear change or energetic change. Therefore, each step of the universe 

cycle can be described by 13 relatively simple physical models and 16 chemical, nuclear and energetic changes, 

together being an endlessly repeating cycle with 12 parameters. 

The universe cycle can be summarized in a mathematical universe model consisting of 13 sub-models; one for 

each physically step. Together, these 13 models and 16 changes make one continuous whole. Based on such a 

mathematical model every physically step can be described accurately and quantitatively using its 12 basic 

parameters and variable parameters indicated in Chapter 6 and Document G3. 

 
6) All the changes can be calculated in a mathematical model of the universe cycle: 

Based on this model the effects of all kinds of changes in the cycle can be calculated on paper. 

Ultimately, this results in a consistent, energy-neutral and infinitely repeating pattern of the universe-spherical-

shell and its cycle. It turns within the limits of (anti) mass, matter, gravity and (anti) kinetic energy such cycle 

can continue unwind energy-neutral.  
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7) For each step / phase the 12 / 13 parameters can be filled in quantitatively: 

It is already clear that, energetic seen, only one type of cycle is possible within certain quantitative limits on 

amount of mass, matter and kinetic energy. The 13 models / equations of the physically periods with their 12 / 13 

'unknown' parameters can be solved quantitatively. All the cycles of the universe always take exactly the same 

duration and start with exactly the same amount of mass, matter and kinetic energy. The same goes for all the 

corresponding steps in the cycle. The author assumes just one quantitatively combination is possible maybe a 

rather narrow range. 

The maximum contraction and maximum expansion of the universe is always exactly the same size. The 29 steps 
and mathematical models are becoming settled in the same predetermined logical order. Each step leads 

irreversibly in the next step and connects seamlessly without any hitch on to it.  

With this mathematical model the complete past and complete future of this universe is filled upon quantitatively!  

 

8) The quantitative limits within which such a universe cycle is possible can be indicated: 

After modeling for each step the associated variable parameters can be derived. Then it becomes clear between 

which limits the universe cycle can move and maybe the universe and its cycle have more degrees of freedom 

still and if so which ones. Preliminary the author expects only one quantitative universe model. 

Such a quantitative mathematical universe model would be a fantastic reference for interpreting data obtained 

from astrophysical research! 

 

9) Realizing this mathematical model of the universe cycle in partnership: 

The author wants to realize the modeling of the universe cycle from autumn 2017 in partnership with 

Dutch or international scientific authorities as ESA, NASA, CERN, the NWO (Dutch), KNAW (Dutch), 

(technical) universities and institutes in Europe and America in order to complete all 29 stages of the 

universe cycle quantitatively. The author strives for a team of about 10 - 15 experts working at 

universities and related scientific institutes together with NWO, KNAW, ESA and CERN, to show the 29 

steps of the universe cycle modeled and worked out them quantitatively. 

 

Based on this model, the mass balance and the energy one of the universe can be made most satisfying. 

All sorts of issues about the universe can be solved qualitatively and quantitatively. 
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* 7) THE CYCLE OF THE UNIVERSE: 

 

- ) No start with a super-hot Big Bang nor start of the universe from a singularity: 

In the final stage of formation of the Little Bang black hole from all sides equally average non-rotating black 

hole matter and kinetic energy come together at the center C of the universe in the form of approximately 4 to 

20 million central facet black holes equivalent to about 4 – 20 billion (109) nowadays galaxies. See Figures 1 – 

5 G8. 

During the contraction of the universe-spherical-shell these central facet black holes themselves lost all their 
angular velocity. They only possess contraction speed and thus just contraction gravity; enough to keep them 

above the Critical blackhole gravity or Cribhgra. Each central facet black hole is the 100% residue of 1 – 2 

thousand or more galaxies including all previously emitted electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation 

which is transformed back into protons, electrons hydrogen, elements of the periodic table and finally into black 

hole matter. Document F1b, F1c, F1d and F1e. All central facet black holes are super cold and have a 

temperature of about 0 - 2.7 kelvin. They are perfect mirrors but now there isn’t any radiation anymore. 

 

These central facet black holes do not rotate any more. When they touch each other they merge together and at 

first they form a perfectly round thin spherical shell of pure black hole matter with a radius of many billions of 

km while thickness is about 300 ± 50 thousand km. See Figure 6, 6a and 7 G8. By (contraction) gravity that 

universe-spherical-shell shrinks ever further in the direction of C slower and slower in time. The end result is a 

single big ‘Little Bang’ black hole with a diameter of 50 to 100 million km and always with the center C of the 
universe exactly in the middle of it. See Figures 10 and 11 G8. 

 

-) No singularity: 

In the final phase of contraction of those 4 to 20 million (106) central facet black holes the relative displacement 

of the black-hole atoms increases. That is why the contraction speed of the forming Little Bang black hole 

around C continues to decrease. In the meantime the contraction-gravity of all black-hole atoms continues to 

decrease. See Figure 8 G8. So the total gravity and gravitational energy of this forming Little Bang black hole is 

continuously reduced to finally near zero in the end! Due to this ever decreasing gravity the formation of a 

singularity isn’t possible!  

 

-) Increasing instability: 

The decrease of gravity to zero leads to an increasing instability of the Little Bang black hole because of the 

electrically repulsion of black hole atoms stay the same. See Figures 9, 9a, 9b and 13 G8. For gravity and 

gravity-energy see Documents E3, E3-1 and E4 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . 

 

- ) The universe-cycle starts with the super cold Little Bang: 

The electron-shells of black-hole atoms repel each other mutually as shown in Figure 13 G8. Therefore inside 

any black hole / compact celestial bodies exists a huge electric spring tension between the existing black-hole 

atoms in there! Only gravity holds together these repelling black-hole atoms and keep them captured in a black 

hole. Gravity must therefore always be greater than the critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) of that compact 

celestial body / black hole! See Figure 8 G8. 

The increasingly disappearance of contraction speed and thus corresponding gravity results in shifting of the 

gravity of the giant exactly round / flattened Little Bang black hole C right at the center increasingly towards 
critical black hole gravity and hence to increasing instability. Only at the very end of the formation of the Little 

Bang black hole the contraction speed and gravity are that low the critical black hole gravity is reached making 

this Little Bang black hole everywhere exactly the same moment unstable. That moment the super cold Little 

Bang starts. See Document G6 and Figures 8, 14 and 15 G8. 

 

At 2.7 kelvin due to internal 'explosion' the just-completed Little Bang black hole starts to fell apart into free 

black-hole atoms. Outside the protection of the essential gravity of a black hole these black-hole atoms 

themselves are completely unstable as well because the ‘shell’-electrons revolve at the speed of light around 

their nuclei. Outside the protection of a black hole these ‘shell’-electrons leave their nuclei immediately. Then 

subsequently in a few phases exactly simultaneously all black-hole atoms fall apart into separate nuclei and free 

‘shell’-electrons. See Figure 17 G8. 

With the disintegration of all black-hole atoms the last bit of gravity and gravitational energy disappears 

completely but the physical phenomenon of temperature as well. The Little Bang 'explosion' itself occurs at an 

equivalent of 0 kelvin! 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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The fast free, with the speed of light moving, electrons split the nuclei into hardly moving ordinary protons and 

nuclear-electrons systematically. See Figure 22 G8. Then these nuclear-electrons are accelerated by the free 

electrons to approximately 2/3rd the speed of light.  

Overall, after the Little Bang an equivalent number of protons and electrons is present so that the total charge 

remains zero. During this super cold Little Bang all protons and electrons remain completely undamaged! There 

isn’t any form of transformation of mass or matter into energy! According to the author during Little Bang E = 

mc2 is not true for m = mass neither for m = matter!) 

 
- ) The Little Bang and the start of the universe is of simplest design: 

In Document G6 is explained that the universe started with a super cold, near 0 kelvin settled Little Bang from a 

gigantic real and present exactly round black hole with a diameter of 50 to 100 million km with the center C of 

the universe exactly in the middle! Beyond that Little Bang black hole elsewhere in the universe there is nothing 

present, no form of mass, matter, energy, any radiation or gravity. 

The moment of the Little Bang marks both the end of the previous universe and is immediately followed by the 

start of the next universe, in this case start of the current universe. 

 

At the moment of the Little Bang the universe has the simplest construction and design: 

 All matter, charge, magnetic spin and energy together are all locked in that giant Little Bang black hole. 

 All gravity with its energy and all the other physical forces and chemical ones of atoms have been 
disappeared. 

 Now the universe is to describe in detail! 

 

- ) At first a short description of the final phases in the universe-cycle: 

To introduce the universe-cycle and the starts with the Little Bang in this cycle and in particular the final phases 

of the universe-cycle are shortly sketched and illustrated by a number of images and figures. At the end of the 

cycle or universe those phases are fully described. 

 

 

7.1 THE 29 PHASES OF THE UNIVERSE-CYCLE IN SHORT: 

The 29 phases take place within this cycle in a complete mass, matter and energy closed universe or completely 
closed universe-spherical-shell (USS). This shell is only open to: 

a) gravitational ‘waves’ being entirely free of mass and kinetic energy and 

b) ‘waves’ of the universe-clock-time. 

The conditions for the universe-cycle in the form of nine universe laws are detailed in Document G4. 

 

Together these 29 phases form one whole the universe-cycle being unwound completely energy-neutral at every 

cycle. Thus this universe-cycle can repeat itself endlessly. Each phase of this cycle can be described on the basis 

of the 12 basic parameters of the universe that are elaborated in Document G3. 

The Little Bang itself is detailed in Document G6 with Figures 17 - 30 Document G8. 

 

The universe-cycle can be divided into short-term phases called moments and long-term phases called periods. 

 A ‘moment’ is a short lasting nuclear phase or a chemical one universe wide settled in a few hours, minutes, 
seconds or less. 

 A ‘period’ is a long-term physical phase universe wide 10n of years with 0 ≥. n ≥ 10. 

In each cycle such a period lasts an equal time. 

The universe-cycle is made up of 29 phases is made up of 16 of such short moments and 13 long-term 

physical periods! 

 

- ) The universe-cycle and its 29 phases meet the min / max1 principle. It can be modeled mathematically: 

In principle every transition in a cycle moment or period in the universe will be associated with only one nuclear 

kind of reaction, a physical change or a chemical reaction happening. Thereby the 29 phases of the universe-

cycle comply fully with by the author in the Document F1f formulated min / max1 principle. So everything 

happens step-by-step and so fully predictable! 
On the basis of the min / max1 principle by Uiterwijk Winkel, it is possible to deduce the entire cycle of the 

universe step by step! The author could reconstruct all the foregoing, not any longer perceivable, phases 1 – 23 

and foregoing period of 40 – 45 billion year!  

He can distract (so ‘predict’) all the still coming phases in this cycle of the universe as well. Thanks to this min / 

max1 principle all the 29 phases can be modeled mathematically and thus the universe-cycle as a whole. With 

such a mathematical model the universe and its cycle of 29 phases is comprehensively filled in quantitatively in 

detail based on 29 phases with 12 parameters! 
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SCHEDULE 7 - 1: THE 29 PHASES OF THE CYCLE OF THE UNIVERSE / TAEUTCYCLE: 

 

-) Phase 1:   Moment 1:  

Start of the Little Bang when the Little Bang black hole (0 - 2.7 kelvin) becomes entirely filled at the center C. 

All mass, matter and kinetic energy of the universe is gathered in that Little Bang black hole. All contraction 

speed disappears with this speed all of the remaining contraction-gravity.  

The Little Bang black hole meet his Critical blackhole gravity (Cribhgra) and becomes unstable. 
All black-hole atoms become unstable simultaneously as well. Figures 13, 14, 17 G8. 

 

-) Phase 1a:  Moment 1a,  

At exactly the same moment all black-hole atoms fall apart into a) not moving loose nuclei and b) fast moving 

‘shell’-electrons almost at the speed of light. With these black-hole atoms gravity, gravitational energy, 

temperature and other physical and chemical forces disappear completely except the elementary forces of 

electric charge and magnetic spin. Due to total elimination of gravity radial and transversal electrical spring force 

is freed. Figures 17 G8. 

The expansion of the universe starts on the outside with about 1 Mm/s. 

 

 
-) Phase 2:   Moment 2:  

The black hole nuclei stationary relative to C disintegrate into separate protons and separate ‘nuclear / core’-

electrons. On the outside the electrical spring tension accelerates the expansion up to approximately 2 Mm/s. 

Figure 21 G8. 

 

 

-) Phase 3:   Moment 3:  

Due to collisions the quick ‘shell’-electrons accelerate the released and hardly moving nuclear-electrons to a 

similar rate of 2/3rd of c around C even in all directions. Figure 22 G8.  

The spring tension accelerates the expansion on the outside up to approximately 4 Mm/s. 

 
 

-) Phase 4:   Moment 4:  

The ordering, relative to C, of all the protons and electrons in 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 spherical mono-layers with alternating 

a) not moving protons and b) separate fast moving electrons orbiting around C. Figure 19 and 24 G8. The radial 

spring tension puts in motion further acceleration of the expansion of the universe. Figure 28.  

Inside the spherical layers with protons and electrons dominates a transverse electrical spring tension. Gravity, 

gravitational energy, temperature and all atom related forces are completely absent.  

The Little Bang occurs at 0 kelvin and is super cold! 

 

 

-) Phase 5:   Period 1:  

Immediately after the Little Bang the layers of protons and electrons accelerate to a stationary, all sides equal 
expansion rate of approximately one third to half the speed of light (and possibly more); all in an equivalent of 0 

kelvin. Figures 17 – 30 G8. Phase 5 consists of two sub-phases: 

 

-) Phase 5a: Period 1a:  

The complete conversion of the radial electrical spring tension and expansion rate. This period lasts for a total of 

1,300 to 1,500 years. The universe will swell into a perfectly round sphere with mono-layers of protons and 

electrons with a radius of approximately 450 – 750 light-years before an empty inner hole around C develops. 

Figure 30 G8. 

 

-) Phase 5b: Period 1b):  

The transverse spring tension is still not fully developed. This expansion of the universe-spherical-shell (USS) 
continues to phase 6. To a great extent phase 5 determines the starting volume of the amount of matter in the 

form of mono-spherical layers of protons and electrons in the universe.  

Phase 5 ends at the moment that a hollow inner space is created around C. The universe-spherical-shell is now at 

its thickest and is limited to about 450 – 750 light-years! This marks the end of the super cold Little Bang.  

See Figure 30 G8. 
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-) Phase 6:   Period 2:  

Period of 5 to 10 billion years of steady expansion universe with an extremely slow transfer of kinetic energy of 

all the fast electrons on protons; a period with an expansion of the universe-spherical-shell of mono-layers of 

protons / electrons without atoms and so a long period without gravity. (In fact phase 5 and 6 are one phase). 

Due to the transfer of energy of the electrons on the protons the expansion velocity of the collection of layers 

even slightly increased with approximately 1 Mm/s over the next 5 – 10 billions of years. 

In time the relative thickness of the universe-spherical-shell continues to decrease. In addition, a relatively high 

post-expansion of the universe by a factor of 106 to 108 and possibly even much more. The distance of the mono-
layers must become about the radius of a hydrogen atom. Then the protons and electrons may form a hydrogen 

atom. The transversal rate of electron must decrease from about 2/3rd of c to the speed of the ‘shell’-electron in 

the hydrogen atom being about two thousand km/s. 

At the end of phase 6, the universe consists of a perfectly round thin spherical shell with a radius of 

approximately 2.5 ± 0.3 billion light-years and a thickness of a few - tens of km with C always exactly in the 

center. 

 

 

-) Phase 7:   Moment 5:  

The formation of the hydrogen atom at 0 kelvin 5 to 10 billion years after the Little Bang. During the formation 

of the hydrogen atom the atomic forces develop: a) gravity together with gravitational energy versus center C, b) 
chemical covalent radical force and c) temperature arise. See Figure 34 G8.  

This gravity-energy versus C arises completely free of any energetic charge! With gravity an enormous amount 

of gravitational energy versus C is added to the universe-cycle! See Figure 79 III). That gravitational energy is 

the puzzling ‘dark energy’. (This free of charge added gravitational energy is fully reutilized and consumed over 

the cycle and especially from phase 26 during the contraction of the universe-spherical-shell (USS)).  

From now on gravity inhibits the expansion speed of the universe-spherical-shell omnidirectional parabolic 

continually universe widely and always evenly. 

 

 

-) Phase 8:   Moment 6:  

Immediately after the formation of hydrogen atoms they transfer into hydrogen molecules / gas with electron-
pairs. That electron-pair generates the van der Waals / London force and therefore the ‘gas-force’. Due to the 

release of chemically bonding heat, the thin gaseous universe-spherical-shell of a few km thick becomes very hot 

and explosively swells inside and outside by several tens of km/s. 

 

 

-) Phase 9:   Moment 7:  

Immediately following the transformation of the hydrogen gas to hydrogen plasma with only the corresponding 

temperature and ‘gas’ force of the hydrogen atom / molecule. Due to plasma forming possibly a temporary 

transient decrease of gravity and gravitational energy occurs! 

 

 

-) Phase 10: Period 3:  
A period of about 1 billion years, with the explosive expansion of the universe-spherical-shell (USS) consisting 

of just pure hydrogen plasma with gravity. See Figure 32 and 34 G8, Documents E3, E3-1 and E4.  

From now on gravity breaks down the expansion speed. This kinetic energy is mainly converted into rotational / 

angular speed and energy. All over the USS angular speed in this pure hydrogen starts. This braking of expansion 

speed of the USS by gravity results in the formation of a) 4 to 20 million facet areas within the USS and b) each 

filled with billions or more smaller rotating areas of pure hydrogen plasma gas each with one center of rotation 

R0. (In each of these 4 – 20 million facet areas 1 – 2 thousand or more large hydrogen spheres R1 and later 

galaxies R1 will be formed).  

 

 

-) Phase 11: Moment 8:  
Some 5 to 10 billion years after the Little Bang the plasma has been cooled down and the hydrogen molecule is 

reformed from this hydrogen plasma. Full return of the forces of the hydrogen (gas) molecule. (For the origin of 

forces on atoms see Documents F1c and F1d) The angular speed around the R0’s increases. The radius of these 

R0 H2 gas may be about 10 – 50 thousand km or more. 
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-) Phase 12: Period 4:  

In about 1 billion years this hydrogen gas in the USS cools down to its condensation point and loses completely 

its gas force / the van der Waals / London force. The phases 10 to 12 last to complete 2 billion years.  

 

 

-) Phase 13: Moment 9:  

Within each facet area in the USS start of the condensation of the hydrogen gas to pure liquid hydrogen at 

trillions of rotation places R0. Start forming liquid hydrogen spheres around these R0’s. 
 

 

-) Phase 14: Period 5:  

This period last 12 to 14 billion years to complete the first condensation of hydrogen. The USS becomes divided 

in 4 – 20 million facet areas each with trillion of rotating areas of hydrogen gas R0. The facet areas and R0's 

have the same size and are uniformly distributed over the universe-spherical-shell. Collisions between these 

small hydrogen spheres R0 results in still growing bigger and bigger spheres R1 each with finally 4 - 5 different 

angular speeds.  

Due to gravity this USS expands more and more slowly down. See Figures 37 – 42 G8. 

 

 
-) Phase 15: Period 6  

In each of the 4 – 20 million facet areas this results in the construction of 1 – 2 thousand or more gigantic 

hydrogen spheres R1 with expansion speed and 4 – 5 angular speeds within their facet area and same expansion 

speed. Figure 41 G8. The USS is filled with extreme low concentration of hydrogen and about 4 – 20 billion 

huge pure hydrogen spheres R1. The empty and cold areas in the USS around R1 have a radius of 1 - 3 million 

light-years. All hydrogen spheres undergo 4 – 5 angular speeds. Figure 41 G8. 

During growing and accumulating gravitational energy those hydrogen spheres become hotter, gaseous and 

eventually ionized with millions degrees kelvin. Due to the decrease of the expansion speed these pure hydrogen 

spheres rotate faster and faster in time. Further growth to 4 to 20 billion central supersized and superhot 

hydrogen plasma spheres with mostly 2 to maybe 4 smaller and less hotter secondary pure hydrogen sub-spheres 

or Roemer’s. These 2 – 4 Roemer’s are rotating in a flat plane around the bigger central and hotter spheres R1. 
See Figures 44 – 47 G8. 

In all central spheres spontaneously thermonuclear fusion occurs; in the 2 to 4 sub-spheres this does not happen! 

Phases 7 to 15 last together some 20 billion years to complete and are not noticeable anymore by 

electromagnetic radiation. May be by shock-waves of gravitational energy! 

 

 

-) Phase 16: Moment 10:  

In every 4 to 20 billion central hydrogen plasma spheres ‘spontaneously’ and almost simultaneously a superhot 

hydrogen supernova explosion or Big Bang occurs some 20 to 25 billion years after the Little Bang and about 20 

to 25 (= 13.8 + 7) billion years ago. (Today’s current universe must already be at least 40 to 45 billion years old). 

Each of these 4 to 20 billion (109) superhot supernovas or Big Bangs marks the start of formation of one single 

galaxy. These 4 to 20 billion Big Bangs cannot be made observable anymore with telescopes maybe in future by 
gravitational shockwaves and improvement of those techniques by a hundred to thousand fold (LIGO). See 

Figures 48 – 50 G8. 

 

 

-) Phase 16a: Moment 10  

With the formation of only the elements of periodic table from hydrogen via nuclear fusion and through steps by 

adding one proton or one electron. In the meantime systems arise with 12 associated physical, chemical and 

mechanical forces. During nuclear fusion ‘shell’-electrons disappear and thus decreases the amount of gravity 

and gravitational energy with 15%! Due to the loss of gravity in the central sphere the 2 to 4 parallel spheres 

(Roemer’s) fly away from the central sphere and later transform into the 2 to 4 later spiral arms of the galaxy. 

See Figures 51 – 53 G8. 

 

 

-) Phase 16b: Moment 10  

With the collapse of part of the newly formed normal elements from beryllium to black-hole atoms together 

making up the central black hole of a galaxy. Black holes are super cold (2.7 kelvin) and the present blackhole 

atoms generate just gravity! See Figures 49 - 50 G8. 
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-) Phase 16c: Moment 10  

This is the start of the push out of the outer shell of the fusion area with not fused hydrogen from the central 

sphere. This takes place together with the sling of the 2 to 4 parallel spheres of pure hydrogen plasma 

(Roemer’s), which rotate in the plane of the local universe-spherical-shell thanks to their gravity. They vaporize 

partially due to the heat of the Big Bangs. Then 2 to 4 strings develop in the form of spiral arms (Franks). See 

Figures 50 – 53 G8. 

All elements ejected out of the universe-spherical-shell will return into it thanks to gravity. Ultimately they arrive 

into one of the spiral arms. This is the first step of the formation of the 2 to 4 spiral arms at each of the 4 to 20 
billion pre- galaxies. 

 

 

-) Phase 17: Period 7  

This period lasts 3 to 5 billion (109) years. In this period the expansion goes on. The spiral arms (Franks, from 

those billions of points of rotation R1 in the universe-spherical-shell) curl and the radioactive plasma in the 

Franks cools and the plasma becomes gas with normal atoms, radicals and molecules. 

In the universe-spherical-shell starts the transformation of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation to 

only protons, electrons and hydrogen. See Figures 52 – 54 and Figure 55 G8. This process continues until 

phase 23 and will be fully completed at phase 24.  

This phase 17 and period 7 cannot be observed from earth any longer. May be with shockwaves of gravitational  
energy. 

 

-) Phase 18: Period 8: 

This period lasts 1 to 2 billion years with a further expansion of all Franks of galaxies in the universe-spherical-

shell, All plasmas become gas again, Sublimation of all not gaseous higher atoms and molecules form pasty 

liquids and / or solids. 

In all galaxies and spiral-arms under the effect of gravity supernova debris clumps together. In all proto-galaxies 

about 90 to 95% of the supernova debris are collected into 100 to 200 billion big, highly radioactive spheres that 

go all into the core of one pre-star or of a binary system. See Figure 54a G8. 

The remaining 5 to 10% of the grit accumulates under the influence of gravity to rotating smaller spheres. They 

form the start of solid and gas planets around those pre-stars. 
By gravitational accumulation of hydrogen gas surrounding these large fixed spheres of supernova debris that 

will form the core of pre-stars or binaries. Around some bigger solid sub-spheres deposition of hydrogen occurs 

resulting in the formation of gas planets. See Figure 56 and 57 G8. 

 

 

-) Phase 19: Period 9  

This period lasts approximately three billion years. All gases other than hydrogen and helium become liquid. 

They condense to the surfaces of the present billions of solid spheres. 

In particular the hydrogen and helium gas accumulate around the large central heavy solid spheres (center of pre-

stars) and around the larger planets, resulting in the formation of gaseous planets like Jupiter and Saturn. See 

Figure 58 G8. 

Phases 17 to 19 last together approximately 10 billion years to complete and they cannot be observed any 
longer. 

 

 

-) Phase 20: Moment 11:  

Approximately 10 billion years after the hydrogen supernovas / Big Bangs and starts of galaxies the 

condensation of gaseous hydrogen to liquid hydrogen starts for the second time, which is accompanied by the 

loss of the gas pressure. See Figure 58a G8. 

 

 

-) Phase 21: Period 10  

This period lasts 5 to 7 billion years with the almost complete condensation of hydrogen to liquid. Around the 
central supernova per rotation-point R1 formation of debris spheres of around 100 to 200 billion liquid hydrogen 

(gas) spheres being pre-stars. This results in the formation of the future galaxy. See Figures 58b, 58c and 59 G8. 
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-) Phase 21a: Period 10a 

Continue to cool down to the condensation point of gaseous helium and transition to liquid helium which is 

associated with the disappearance of the gas pressure in the helium. Accumulation of liquid helium in these pre-

stars and accompanying bigger gas planets. Because of tangential gravity and gravitational-energy temperature 

rises very high till the point of spontaneously nuclear fusion. Universe wide this results in one and the same 

fixed ratio between hydrogen and helium in subsequent stars. In the space between galaxies only hydrogen is 

present; within galaxies is both hydrogen and helium present! See Figures 58b, 58c and 59 G8. 

 
 

-) Phase 22: Moment 12: 

About 20 billion years ago the fusion in the first of these proto-stars (being an extremely hot plasma) started 

spontaneously because of the presence of radioactive atoms in the center of these stars. Because of the presence 

of these radioactive elements in the core of these stars this fusion process will start earlier and at a much lower 

temperature and pressure than in the earlier hydrogen supernovas of pure hydrogen!  

The phases 17 to 22 require about 15 billion years and are not getting noticeable by electromagnetic radiation; 

probably in future by measurement of gravitational shockwaves.  

Start of nuclear fusion in stars happened 30 to 35 billion years after the Little Bang and 15 to 20 billion years 

ago. That is about 7 billion years earlier than 13.8 billion years, our maximum ‘event’ horizon through the 

universe-spherical-shell (USS)! See Document G9. 
Already some 11 - 13.8 billion years ago were present fully functioning galaxies! Now estimated the current 

universe / USS should be 40 to 45 billion years old with 4 to 20 million facet areas and 4 – 20 billion Big Bangs / 

galaxies. Those Big Bangs should have occurred some 20 to 25 billion years ago! See Figures 60 – 63 G8. 

 

 

=) Phase 23: Period 11: 

The current phase of the universe. Today we live at the beginning of phase 23 going on only 16 to 18 billion 

years. At the end of phase 23 the whole facet area with 1 - 2 thousand galaxies is reduced to one giant facet black 

hole. In total phase 23 lasts 350 to 450 million years with fully in operating and colliding galaxies. ****) 

Exclusively element ≥ beryllium can transfer into black hole elements and are acceptable for a black-hole. Black 

holes don’t accept H, H2, He and Li. Within this period in any way all the stars fuse their hydrogen, helium and 
lithium into elements ≥ beryllium, 

During this period, all electromagnetic radiation and all the particles radiation have to be retransformed into 

protons and electrons, hydrogen, and then by fusion in stars into beryllium or higher elements. Eventually all 

matter and radiation must be completely swallowed by the central facet black hole R1 Af. All forms of emitted 

radiation have to be 100% absorbed by one of the millions other central facet black holes. 

Each of the 4 – 20 million facet areas each with 1 – 2 thousand galaxies finally results in one central facet black 

hole R1 Af. At the end of phase 23 there will be just 4 to 20 million central facet black holes within the 

universe-spherical-shell. The USS will be cold (2.7 kelvin) and absolute dark.  

All galaxies R1 and all previously by them emitted and still to radiate electromagnetic radiation and particle 

radiation within 14 – 18 billion years are transformed into protons, electrons and hydrogen and higher in this 

long period.  

Since the formation of the hydrogen atom and gravity the expansion rate of the universe-spherical-shell 
continues to decrease. At the end of phase 23 this expansion of the USS becomes zero ultimately. In the 

meantime the angular speed of all central black holes continues to increase. The expansion velocity of one third 

to half the speed of light at the start of this universe now is ultimately completely converted to the angular speed 

of the central facet black hole. At the end of phase 23 the equatorial / angular speed will be increased to 1/3rd to 

1/2th of c. See Figures 60 – 63 G8. 

During this period, all the stars, planets and smaller black holes are absorbed and included in the central facet 

black hole R1 Af present in the center of the facet area. This central facet black hole must be completely 

stabilized and may mot emit any cosmic radiation. Therefore phase 23 takes a lot of time. 

Collisions between galaxies reduces all nowadays in the USS present 9 – 11 speeds to just one angular speed of 

the central facet black hole R1 Af. All rotation axes R1 Af are pointed at the center C of the universe. 

Even the at first 4 to 6 billion years of phase 23 cannot be observable any more. Our perception / ‘event’ horizon 
in the universe and its cycle is extremely limited and technically it cannot be stretched much further than 13.8 

billion lightyear! See Figures 61 – 69 G8. during the contraction of the universe-spherical-shell. With improved 

gravitational techniques this ‘event’ horizon may be increased from 13.8 towards 30 billion lightyear  

So far the past and near future of phase 23. Now the far future. 
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-) Phase 24: Moment 13:  

Some 350 to 450 billion years from now everywhere and exactly the same moment the universe-spherical-shell 

reaches the same equal maximum expansion of 3.0 to 3.5 billion light-years relative to the center C. This 

maximum expansion is achieved at about 400 - 500 billion years after the Little Bang.  

The universe-sphere-shell then has the shape of an perfect exactly round thin spherical shell with C exactly in 

the center. The USS is covered with 4 to 20 million central facet black holes. Each central facet black hole has a 

radius of about 400 - 700 thousand km. They have an equatorial speed of 100 to 150 Mm/s or one third to half 

the speed of light c, rotating around their axis. All axis are exactly pointed at C. Each central facet black hole 
possesses matter and energy of one or more complete galaxies.  

In the universe and within the universe-spherical-shell all forms of electromagnetic radiation, particle radiation 

or simply atom are absent; only gravitational ‘waves’ are emitted! The universe is absolutely cold and dark. 

 

 

-) Phase 25: Moment 14:  

About 500 billion (109) years after the Little Bang under the influence of rotational gravity the contraction starts 

of the universe-spherical-shell spherically symmetrically. 

 

 

-) Phase 26: Period 12  
This period of contraction lasts about 2 to 3 trillion (1012) years! The contraction of the universe-spherical-shell 

elapses with fairly 'quiet' and constant speed of 0.10 - 0.15 Mm/s. See Figures 1 – 5 G8. 

The contraction velocity component is 100% oppositely directed to the angular speed component of the central 

black holes as result of the expansion speed / energy. The rotation speed / energy is fully equivalent to the 

expansion energy.  

On the way back to C the speed of all 4 – 20 million central facet black holes becomes constant due to the 

continuously decreasing of the rotation acceleration. This stabilization of the contraction speed is at the expense 

of the angular velocity / kinetic energy of these central facet black holes. With time those central facet black 

holes will rotate less quickly and therefore they generate less rotation gravity and gravitational energy! That 

causes the stabilization of the contraction speed to 0.10 – 0.15 Mm/s ! 

During that retreat to the center C of the universe all central facet black holes are completely stripped of their 
angular velocity / kinetic energy and their rotation gravity. So the gravitational energy added with the formation 

of hydrogen energy in phase 7 will disappear completely in time! The total gravity and gravitational energy of 

the universe-spherical-shell goes down to zero.  

During this period all in phase 7 added gravitational energy is almost fully utilized to slow the acceleration of 

the contraction in the universe-spherical-shell to a constant speed. This results in a calm and perfectly orderly run 

towards the center C of the universe. (No big Crunch but a super soft Crunch). That process with the completely 

get rid of angular speed and rotation gravity and the associated gravitational energy is not completed until just 

before the very last moment that the central facet black holes together will get near C and melt together into a 

perfect round universe-spherical-shell of pure black hole matter. See Figures 6, 6a and 7 G8.  

The journey back to center C of the universe-spherical-shell constitutes the longest stage in the universe-cycle 

by far. 

 
 

-) Phase 27: Moment 15:  

The not any more rotating and linear to C-moving central black holes touch each other and merge into a single 

universe-spherical-shell with a radius of billions km and a thickness of approximately 300 – 400 thousand km 

consisting of pure matter as black-hole atoms. See Figures 6, 6a and 7 G8. Both inside and outside this 

universe-spherical-shell is no matter nor radiation present! The total gravity and in phase 7 'added’ gravitational 

energy in the universe-spherical-shell is already drastically reduced and near completely disappeared.  

Gravity of all central facet black holes remains above their critical blackhole gravity (Cribhgra) due to thei 

remaining contraction speed relative to C and contraction-gravity. 

 

 
-) Phase 28: Period 13:  

This period lasts several millennia of ever-contracting of this universe-spherical-shell. In time its hollow interior 

will disappear completely. This further contraction results to the formation of the exact round Little Bang black 

hole with a radius of 50 to 100 million km, with C always exactly in the center. See Figures 10 – 12 G8.  

Gravity assembled all mass, matter and energy of the universe for the full 100% into the Little Bang black hole. 
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During the formation of the Little Bang black hole the relative displacement of black-hole atoms the contraction 

speed continues to drop. So the contraction-gravity ever further decreases and thus the overall gravitational 

energy of the universe. 

With the decrease of speed the gravity of the Little Bang black hole shifts more and more towards Critical black 

hole gravity (Cribhgra). See Figures 14 and 15 G8. This is the minimum acquired gravity of a black holes to be 

stable and intact. In time this Little Bang black hole becomes increasingly unstable! With gravity the last of the 

remaining gravitational energy disappears relative to C.  

The gravity of this gigantic Little Bang black hole becomes critical a few seconds before the Little Bang black 
hole is fully completed and the hollow interior is completely filled with blackhole matter / atoms. For this Little 

Bang the center C of the universe has to be always exactly in the center of this Little Bang black hole! 

 

 

Phase 29: Moment 16:  

The fully padded Little Bang black hole reached its critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) and becomes unstable 

everywhere exactly at the same time. On this moment the electric spring tension of the black hole atoms 

becomes stronger than the gravity. See Figures 14 and 15 G8. This Little Bang black hole disintegrates into 

loose black-hole atoms which are also unstable and they disintegrate into an equal number of protons and 

electrons. See Figures 16 - 30 G8. 

With the black-hole atom all the non-elementary physical forces and chemical forces of the atom disappear and 
therefore as well all gravity, gravitational energy and temperature.  

The Little Bang is settled at 0 kelvin and cannot be observed any more. 

 

Explanation Table 7 - 1: 

1) The universe-cycle consists of 12 / 13 long periods and 16 short moments always based on the same set of 12 

variables of the universe. During those 16 brief moments in fact only one of the basic principles changes! 

 

2) The universe with its cycle is a completely closed system, except for time and gravity. 

For each of the 12 / 13 extended periods and their fixed number of 12 variables may be composed 

mathematical models. With the 16 short moments, a complete model of the universe and the universe-cycle 

can be set up!  
 

3) These 12 / 13 mathematical models and 12 variables, result together in only one quantitative solution 

presumably and one set of quantitative values for these 12 variables. With them all 29 phases of the universe-

cycle can be described quantitatively in detail. The whole past as well the whole future of cycle of the 

universe. 

 

4) The cycle of the universe runs without any hitch from start to end being the start of a new cycle. 

This cycle starts in phase 1 with a Little Bang and ends in Phase 29 with exactly the same Little Bang as 

nothing happened in between. The main long-phases, the periods of the universe-cycle are shown in figures 

4a and 4b of Document E3-1. 

 

5) In each subsequent cycle of the universe-spherical-shell the gravitational energy relative to C, in phase 7 
added with gravity, delivers the energy required to complete the cycle of the universe completely. These 

cycles are endless again and again. During each cycle, the free of charge added gravitational energy fully 

utilized and consumed. At the end of the cycle this added gravitational energy has been completely used. 

 

6) In science this gravitational energy versus C and versus the billions of galaxies R1’s in fact is the so called 

'dark energy'. 

 

*) Critical black hole gravity is the minimum gravity needed to keep a black hole stable. When critical black hole 

gravity is reached every black hole comes into an unstable state. Then the mutual electrical repulsion of the 

electron-shells of the black hole atoms becomes stronger than the gravity: the existing black-hole atoms then fly 

away from each other. 
 

**) Today, the universe is in phase 23 of the universe-cycle. Even the first 4 to 5 billion years of phase 23 we 

cannot observe. Phase 23 will last about 350 to 450 million years until the expansion of the universe ends about 

400 - 500 billion years after the start / Little Bang.  
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***) A total of 16 short moments with one nuclear, physically or chemically change and 12 / 13 long-term 

periods in between. These long periods can be modelled mathematically. With 12 parameters (G3) these 13 long-

term models are to solve quantitatively in detail. 

 

****) Due to the extremely small deflection of light and other electromagnetic radiation combined with billions 

of years we perceive the universe as a fairly evenly filled space with, as it were, the earth in the center of the 

universe. Apparently that universe is accelerated expanding. See Figures 74 – 77 G8.  

However, this relies on virtual images based on an optical illusions! See Document G9. In reality, the universe 
consists of a relatively thin and round and locally flat universe-spherical-shell. Between the galaxies there is a 

thin ’fiberglass’ of pure hydrogen and ‘lenses’ of galaxies with hydrogen and helium between the stars. Both the 

inside and the outside of the USS are absolutely empty. Neutrinos and photons of light and infrared cannot cross 

this absolute empty areas without atoms and molecules! 

In this universe-spherical-shell the intergalactic space is almost completely empty with a small residue of 

hydrogen. Within a galaxy in addition to hydrogen also some helium is present due to the Big Bangs and start of 

the galaxy! In the universe-spherical-shell (USS) the 4 to 20 billion galaxies and 4 – 20 million facet areas have 

been distributed fairly uniformly. Electromagnetic radiation is just transported through the USS of ‘fiberglass’ 

and ‘lenses’. 

Today the universe-spherical-shell expands decreased due to gravity instead of getting faster as we think ‘thanks 

to’ optical illusions and observed virtual images! Those virtual images are caused by the extremely small 
deflection of light in those extremely low concentrations of hydrogen in the universe-spherical-shell and also 

extremely low concentrations of hydrogen and helium and in the interstellar space within the galaxies. The 

author suppose this deflection only one degree every 10 to 40 thousand light-years. On earth this deflection 

generates beautiful but in fact completely distorted virtual images of the universe-spherical-shell and especially 

the deep universe. On Earth, we never get to see the real picture of the universe-spherical-shell. 

 

7.2 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE UNIVERSE-CYCLE: 

 

- ) Starting with super cold Little Bang: 

- During the Little Bang at 0 kelvin the Little Bang black hole falls apart and then all black-hole atoms decay 
to an equivalent number of positively charged protons and negatively charged electrons in the form of mono-

layers of protons and electrons. The system of mono-layers is expanding spherically symmetrically with one 

third to half the speed of light due to the release of electric spring tension between these mono-layers. 

- The Little Bang black hole with a diameter of 50 to 100 million km still swells in these monolayers for 1,300 

to 1,500 year because of this radial expansion before creating a hollow and empty interior. See Figures 27 – 

30 G8. During that period the Little Bang black hole grows to an ultimately perfectly round sphere of mono-

layers of protons and electrons with radius of 450 ± 50 lightyear. 

- In the next  5 to 10 billion years thereafter this shell radius expands further with a factor of 104 to 105 or even 

much more. The thickness of the expanding universe-spherical-shell grows only estimated 20 to 50 km from 

about 500 - 750 light-years until finally. See Figures 14 – 30 G8. 

 
- ) Formation of hydrogen, gravity, gravitational energy: 

- After 5 to 10 billion year from the Little Bang the universe-spherical-shell reaches an expansion of 2.5 ± 0.5 

billion light-years relative to C. During this period there aren’t atoms and thus no gravity and gravitational 

energy. In this period the thickness of the universe-spherical-shell diminish to about 20 to 50 km.  

- In this period the distance between the electron mono-layers and the proton mono-layers is increasing till the 

distances in the hydrogen atom. This provides each proton captures its own electron, becoming a ‘shell’-

electron, and together a hydrogen atom. Immediately thereafter the hydrogen molecule is formed from these 

expanding layers of protons and electrons. Only hydrogen is formed and no other element nor other isotope 

of the periodic table! 

- With a hydrogen atom and molecule gravity, temperature, and physical forces and chemical ones come (back) 

into the universe. Gravity and the other forces are generated by the ‘shell’-electrons of the atom in combined 

with velocity of the atom in the universe relative to the center C. See Figures 32 and 34 G8 and Documents 

E3 (text) and E3-1 Figures.  

 

- ) Gravity-energy in fact is the ‘dark energy of the universe’: 

- With gravity is also a large amount of gravitational energy versus center C is added to the universe. This 

gravity-energy versus C is added completely, free of charge, out of nothing. For today's physicists it is 

extremely difficult to understand the origin of gravity and related gravitational energy. This gravitational 

energy in fact is ‘dark energy’. See Document E4. 
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- During the formation of the hydrogen molecule much bonding heat is released. Due to that the universe-

spherical-shell is strongly heated and it expands explosively from both sides by 10 to 30 km/s in the form of 

hydrogen plasma. Due to plasma formation temporarily disappears a part of the gravity and gravitational 

energy. 

 

 

- ) Slowing of expansion and cooling until hydrogen condenses: 

- Since then gravity inhibits the expansion of the universe-spherical-shell all sides evenly. That process is still 
going on. The next 500 billion year this expansion energy is fully converted into all kinds of rotational 

energy. It creates 4 to 20 million facet areas in the hydrogen each with billions first rotational centers R0 in 

the hydrogen gas. They all rotate the same direction.  

- This rotational energy explains the observed too fast rotations at all known galaxies. This process of turning 

expansion into rotation is running billion years longer than understood in 2017. Anno 2017 one attribute it 

wrongly to ‘dark matter’ or ‘dark energy’.  

- After 5 billion years cooling and about 10 billion years after the Little Bang the hydrogen plasma becomes 

normal hydrogen gas which eventually by further cooling turns finally into liquid hydrogen causing the 

Vander Waals / gas pressure to disappear. Than the hydrogen gas collapse due to gravity to flued rotating 

hydrogen spheres.  

 
- ) Formation of 4 to 20 million facet areas with in total 4 – 20 billion pure hydrogen spheres resulting 4 to 

20 billion Big Bangs and galaxies: 

Gravity and the disappearance of the ‘gas’ / Vander Waals / London force results in the formation of 4 to 20 

billion stars and possibly more central pure liquid hydrogen spheres R1. Each facet area contains 1 – 2 thousand 

or more of these large rotating pure hydrogen spheres each with 4 – 5 different forms of angular speeds within 

the USS. See Figures 37 – 44 G8. Each first point of rotation R1 will result in one such a rotating hydrogen 

sphere with 4 – 5 different speeds.  

 

Around every R1 arise 2 to sometimes 4 secondary hydrogen spheres, the Roemer’s. These Roemer’s remain 

smaller and become less hot. See Figures 44 - 47 G8. 

- In time those 4 to 20 billion central hydrogen spheres R1 get bigger, hotter and they rotate faster and faster. 
The secondary Roemer’s also grow but less than the central sphere R1. In 20 to 25 billion years after the 

Little Bang all these central pure hydrogen globes become a superhot plasma, huge and rapidly rotating, 

- All billions R1 spheres exactly simultaneously explode as hydrogen supernova and local Big Bang. For each 

central pure hydrogen sphere R1 one Big Bang. See Figure 48 G8. Due to fusion during these Big Bangs the 

central sphere loses about 15 % of its gravity. 

- In the Roemer’s no nuclear fusion occur. Now the present gravitational equilibrium becomes disturbed. The 2 

to 4 side spheres, the Roemer’s of pure hydrogen are thrown out. See Figure 51 G8.  

- With the explosion of the central sphere, the Big Bang fuses about 15% of the hydrogen present to higher 

elements than beryllium. About 13% of these newly formed atoms is transformed directly to the big central 

black hole of the future galaxy. Figures 49- 50 G8. 

- Only elements higher than beryllium can be accepted as black-hole atoms inside of the central black hole. 

During these fusion reactions a large amount of energy  (photons) is emitted. 
- The fusion of ‘shell’-electrons to their atomic nuclei results in a loss of approximately 15% of the gravity. 

With this fusion an equivalent part of the in phase 7 added gravitational energy is lost again! See Figure 6 

Document E3-1 and Figure 79 G8. 

- The remaining 2% of the fused hydrogen in the outer shell of the fusion area is explosively blown away and 

emitted as higher elements and as plasma. Approximately 85% of the hydrogen did not fuse at all. This 

hydrogen  is mainly present in the 2 (to sometimes 4) Roemer’s. They turn into plasma due to the energy 

released from the Big Bang and are the starting point of the spiral arms in the to form galaxies.  

- Gravity brings back blown matter to the surface of the universe-spherical-shell and thus back to one of the, to 

be formed, spiral arms or Franks from these mostly 2 Roemer’s. See Figure 51 G8.From every Roemer 

one spiral arm of the galaxy is formed. 

 

- ) Formation of galaxies after the Big Bangs: 

- During these hydrogen supernovae originate the spiral arms of the galaxies. With the fusion of ‘shell’-

electrons to the atom nucleus also disappears gravity and gravitational energy!. Nuclear fusion during these 

Big Bangs in the central sphere causes loss of gravity in the central part. This lack of enough centripetal force 

results in ejection of the 2 to 4 side spheres or Roemer’s away from the central black hole. So they escape 

being absorbed by this central black hole R1. 
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- Around each of these central black holes of the featuring galaxy 2 to 4 therefrom removing and bent spiral 

arms or Franks are formed. Later they form one complete galaxy with 150 ± 50 billion (109) stars and their 

planets. Around every new to form star move 1 to 10 planets. The expansion of the USS relative to the center 

C of the universe is limited to about 2.5 ± 0.5 billion light-years. 

 

- ) Starting with hydrogen during fusion exclusively elements of the periodic table are to construct: 

For purely energetic reasons during fusion of hydrogen in stars universe wide atoms exclusively atoms are 

formed in accordance with the elements and isotopes of the periodic table. During these pure hydrogen 
supernova / Big Bang explosions all known stable and instable isotopes are formed. Only atoms in accordance 

with the periodic table. That goes the same universe wide!  

(The author however replaces all neutrons in the atom-nucleus by one proton and one ‘core’-electron. See the 

Document F1d + figures and the isotopes table at Wikipedia) 

 

- ) Task of the galaxies: 

- At the end of phase 23 all matter and all kinetic energy of 1 – 2 thousand galaxies have to be gathered and 

concentrated in one central facet black hole. The electron-shells of hydrogen, helium and lithium cannot 

collapse to their nucleus. These three atoms cannot transform into black-hole atoms and thus they cannot be 

absorbed and included inside a black hole. Black holes only accept elements from beryllium and higher. So 

just atoms with two or more electron-pairs. 
- The primary task of stars is to fuse the ejected hydrogen, helium and lithium into beryllium or higher. These 

elements ca be transformed into black hole atoms and absorbed by the central black hole of their galaxy. 

- As far as the elements hydrogen, helium and lithium did not fuse in stars this last remnant still must fuse into 

beryllium or higher (around the central black hole of the galaxy) before atoms can be included in this central 

black hole. Because of this fusion around the central black hole the centers R1 of galaxies are millions of 

kelvins and thus brightly illuminated. 

- The in R1 existing central black hole itself is super cold because inside black-hole atoms the vibration space 

of the nucleus is limited to only about a temperature of 2.7 kelvin. All black holes are standard only 2.7 K 

while the immediate vicinity of a blackhole can be millions of kelvins hot! 

 

- ) End of Phase 23 is end expansion universe-spherical-shell: 

- The expansion of the universe-spherical-shell ends when: 

1) All hydrogen, helium and lithium in the stars fused to ≥ beryllium and so became 'black hole suitable', 

2) All 'burnout’ stars and planets and all fused atoms ≥ beryllium returned into the central facet black hole and 

3) All by stars emitted electromagnetic radiation (neutrinos and photons) and particle radiation is transferred 

into matter through: 

a) formation of protons and electrons, 

b) the formation of hydrogen atoms, 

c) nuclear fusion of hydrogen atoms to ≥ beryllium and 

d) the transformation from normal atoms into black-hole ones and together with their kinetic energy are 

absorbed in the own central black hole, or in a central black holes of one of the other galaxies. 

4) All 1 – 2 thousand central black holes in the facet area are captured into one central facet black hole. 

5) All 9 – 11 speeds are reduced till one angular speed of the central facet black hole. 
 

- Gravity inhibits the expansion the universe-spherical-shell. Within each of the 4 – 20 million facet areas all 

local expansion velocity is converted into 4 – 5 different new angular speeds between the 1 – 2 thousand galaxies 

and there present stars. Eventually growing clusters of galaxies emerge as facet areas. Each galaxy was already 

moving in 4 to 6 rotations before the Big Bangs and real start of these galaxies. So at the beginning of phase 23 

all celestial bodies move in totally with 9 – 11 different speeds. At the end of phase 23 collisions have reduced 

this number of nowadays 9 – 11 speeds to just one angular speed.  

- Now in 2017 those (too) fast movements of galaxies in fact are the completely normal rotations of galaxies! 

However they are wrongly interpreted as due to 'dark energy'.  

Seen from the Little Bang 40 – 45 billion year ago and presence of gravity since 30 – 35 billion year ago all 

galaxies have to rotate much faster than in the case an universe model based on the currant Big Bang theory. The 
universe started with a super cold Little Bang. All galaxies started 20 billion year later with its own superhot Big 

Bang. So billions Big Bangs occurred instead one Big Bang! 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_of_nuclides_%28complete%29
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- ) Where are we now in the cycle and what can we still perceive? 

    (‘event’ horizon for mankind of the universe): 

- Nowadays we are at the beginning of phase 23 of the universe-cycle at 40 to 45 billion years after the co;d 

Little Bang and a universal equal expansion of approximately 2,5 ± 0.5 billion light-years relative to C. Now 

we are subjected to 9 – 11 different movements relative to C. 

- Both the first part of phase 23 and all previous 22 phases of the universe cycle are no longer technically 

perceptible. However these phases are completely deductible from the cycle of universe, because this cycle 

fulfills and satisfies to the min / max1 principle by Uiterwijk Winkel (Document F1f). Because of that min / 
max1 principle the universe-cycle can be fully deducted and modeled mathematically as well. Then the 

universe and cycle of the universe can to be quantified in detail both the complete past as well the complete 

future of this universe! 

- In fact this whole period of forgoing 22 phases and start from phase 23 comprises approximately 30 billion 

year contains the inflation theory and the first ‘dark’ 380,000 years of the current accepted Big Bang theory! 

 

- ) Minute deflection of light creates completely distorted and virtual images of the universe: 

- All forms of radiation (i.e. neutrinos and photons) are subjected to an extremely small deflection in the 

universe-spherical-shell because this shell is a relatively thin layer containing an extremely low concentration 

of hydrogen between the galaxies (‘fiberglass’) and mix of hydrogen and helium inside these billion galaxies 

(‘lenses’). All forms of radiation stay within the USS and are deflected marginally throughout electric and 
magnetic fields and hydrogen and helium gases around stars and inside galaxies. (There isn’t any deflection 

of electric-magnetic radiation by gravity!) 

- This deflection is estimated to 1 degree every 10 to 40 thousand (light-years). Such a minimal deflection isn’t 

technically measurable. Within the Milky Way these deflections give barely changed images. Outside the 

Milky Way galaxy these deflections however results in distorted to completely distorted virtual images at 

observations in the deep universe at distances of billions of years. The deep universe that we receive through 

the universe-spherical-shell looks in reality very different and virtual from what we observe on Earth. See 

Figures 74 - 77 G8. 

- We observe the universe as a uniformly accelerating expanding one. Due to gravity in reality the universe-

spherical-shell is retarded and thus expands just more and more slowly. Due to this deflection we observe the 

USS just through and inside this hydrogen ‘fiberglass and hydrogen / helium ‘lenses’ in the universe-
spherical-shell.  

- Within a period of 14 – 18 billion years all radiation of neutrino’s and photons is transformed back to 

electrons, protons and hydrogen. This limits technically our event horizon on the universe to this period! 

Figure 77 G8 

- With light we can only see back in time for a maximum of 13.8 billion light-years and only through that 

universe-spherical-shell. This may be 14 billion light year. Technically its our maximum ‘event’ horizon on 

the universe! 

- The universe-spherical-shell of our universe is a factor 6 to 8 times smaller we think. The universe has a 

definite the form of a spherical shell but we never get to see it.  

- The universe consists of a clearly delineated less rapidly expanding universe-spherical-shell with a radius of 

'only' 3.0 ± 0.5 billion light-years! For mankind that universe appears to be completely flat. This universe is a 

completely closed system for all mass, matter, energy and for all types of neutrinos, photons and particle 
radiation. Looking through the universe-spherical-shell we can see back light far into the universe up to 12 - 

13.8 billion light-years. Then we see already completely functioning galaxies. 

- With techniques based on gravity like LIGO it might be possible to increase our ‘event’-horizon up to 25 – 

30 billion lightyear by improving the techniques by a factor hundred to thousand time. Due to the absence of 

atoms and gravity we will never be able to observe the whole period of 40 – 45 billion lightyear till the 

moment super cold Little Bang (G6). 

- The billions of Big Bangs and start of each galaxy occurred 5 to 7 billion years earlier than 13.8 billion years 

ago. Those 4 – 20 billion Big Bangs are not to get noticeable from Earth! May be in future with 100 – 1000 x 

improved LIGO techniques we are able to observe the shockwaves of gravitational energy connected with 

these Big Bangs some 20 – 25 billion year ago. 

- The USS and the universe is anyway much smaller we think! How big the universe-spherical-shell / USS is 
today can only be deduced by mathematically modeling the whole cycle of the universe. 

 

- ) End expansion universe-spherical-shell / USS: 

- Now the universe is arrived at 40 to 45 billion year after the Little Bang. From now it takes 400 to 450 billion 

years before the expansion of the universe-spherical-shell comes to an end. Than the radius around C is at its 

maximum being  about 3.0 ± 0.5 billion light-years. Then all 1 – 2 thousand galaxies are completely 

disappeared their own central black holes. In each facet area these 1 – 2 thousand central black holes R1A are 
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fully concentrated in just one central facet black hole R1A f as well as all forms of electromagnetic radiation 

and particles radiation emitted by the billions of stars. In this long period all forms of radiation are 

reconverted into protons and electrons, into hydrogen and in stars to atoms ≥ beryllium due to nuclear fusion. 

These atoms are also fully absorbed into the millions of central facet black hole R1A f. This process lasts a 

lot of time: hundreds of billions of years. 

- By collisions between the galaxies within each facet area all nowadays present 9 – 11 different speeds are 

converted into just one angular of the central facet black hole R1A f. 

- At the point of maximum expansion the universe-spherical-shell contains 4 to 20 million central facet black 
holes R1A f all rotating with the same equatorial speed of one third to half the speed of light around their 

longitudinal axis. All axis R1A f are pointed at the center C of the universe. Figures 1 – 4 G8. 

- Roughly this rotation speed is quantitatively just as great as the expansion velocity! At the end of the 

expansion all expansion energy is 100% converted into rotation energy and partly into gravitational energy 

relative to C. Thanks to the enormous angular speed all central black holes emit the same enormous rotation 

gravity causing attraction between these central black holes mutually. Then very slowly the contraction of the 

universe-spherical-shell starts direction C. 

 

- ) Black holes themselves must generate more gravity than their critical black hole gravity: 

- The central (facet) black holes consist entirely of black-hole atoms ≥ beryllium and they are close to 2.7 

kelvin (Document G2 chapter B). In black-hole atoms the ‘shell’-electrons move with approximately the 
speed of light c around their atom-nucleus. In black-hole atoms these ‘shell’-electrons cannot jump from an 

orbit to another orbit of the atom. These ‘shell’- electrons cannot emit nor absorb any radiation! Black holes 

in fact are perfect mirrors! 

- Inside a black hole all present black-hole atoms repel each other net with their electron-shells which causes 

inside black holes and all other compact celestial bodies a huge electric spring tension making black holes 

themselves very unstable! All black holes are only kept together by their enormous rotation-gravity!  

- Anyhow that gravity must be sufficiently large to withstand the electrical spring tension of these black-hole 

atoms. Gravity keeps these blackhole atoms trapped and captured inside the black hole. Just gravity keeps the 

black hole itself stable. 

- Black holes, compact celestial bodies and the central (facet) black holes exist only thanks to the presence of 

sufficient gravity. They generate gravity themselves with especially their huge angular speed and still present 
expansion rate of the universe-spherical-shell.  

- Each speed relative to the center C of the universe generates its own gravity force component! 

- Only equal components of a chemically and physically force (e.g. gravity) attract each other mutually as 

expressed in the Law of Components by Uiterwijk Winkel being an extension of Newton’s third law 

(action = reaction). 

- All compact celestial bodies and black holes explode at the moment they generate less gravity than their 

critical black hole gravity or Cribhgra. 

- All central black holes are the remains of one entire galaxy including again the till matter transformed 

previously emitted forms of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation. 

- At present (phase 23 of the universe-cycle) all central black holes undergo 9 – 11 different types of 

movements / rotation. At present the axes of rotation of the central black holes are not strictly focused at C. If 

we add all movements together then all the axes of rotation of all galaxies are net precisely focused at C. For 
those 4 to 20 billion central black holes of the universe-spherical-shell their situation is shown in Figures 1 – 

4 G8 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu  

 

- )  All central black holes reverse simultaneously direction towards the center C of the universe: 

- After reaching the maximum expansion, the rotation gravity lets contract the universe-spherical-shell with 

black holes toward the center C of the universe. 

- In all central black holes the net gravitational force component is always exactly focused on the center C of 

the universe. 

- It results is the simultaneous and sphere symmetrical contraction of the universe-spherical-shell to C; Figure 

2 G8. Presumably thereby all central black holes move net in a straight line toward C. 

 
- )  Contraction speed USS is oppositely directed to the angular speed of the central facet black holes: 

-   The rotation of the central black holes was due to the expansion speed/ energy. The contraction speed of the     

     universe-spherical-shell is completely opposite this rotation of these R1A f ‘s. 

- The contraction speed of these millions of central facet black holes generates a corresponding contraction-

gravity. This contraction gravity of all central facet black hole however is completely opposite to the 

gravitational rotation gravity of these central facet black holes which, after all, originated from the expansion 

speed; Figure 3 and 4 G8.   

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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The contraction speed of the central facet black holes generates a net corresponding contraction-gravity both 

pointing at C; Figure 4 of Document G8. 

- Due to that on the way to the C, the linear acceleration of the contraction decreases in time to a constant 

increasing speed.  

- Overall the contraction of the universe is completely at the expense of the angular speed of these central facet 

black holes. During the retreat to C all central facet black holes lose increasingly their angular velocity and 

connected gravity and gravitational-energy! The distance between these facet black holes decreases as well. 

 
- )  During the contraction the universe-spherical-shell contracts with a constant speed: 

- Therefore continuously the acceleration of the rate of the contraction of all central black holes is flattened 

into a stationary and fairly constant and everywhere always equal shrink speed estimated at 0.10 to 0.15 

Mm/s *); Figure 4: 

- In all central black holes the shrinking of the universe comes at the expense of their angular speed and thus 

their rotation gravity diminish; Figures 5 and 5a of Document G8. This also is at the expense of their 

gravitational energy (= our ‘dark energy’) which was added with the formation of the hydrogen atom on the 

universe cycle; figure 6 of Document E3-1: 

-  

- - )  All mass / matter in USS always has exactly the same universe clock time: 

- Always all central facet black holes have exactly the same universe clock time compared to the time of the 
Little Bang. All central black holes return right at the same time, near C conducted by gravity and their 

positions always adjusted to one another. During this contraction the, in step 7 added gravitational energy, 

continues to decrease and thus the total net gravity and gravitational energy of the universe. On the way to C 

always the net gravity of all central black holes remains exactly focused on the center C of the universe! 

 

- )  Near the center C of the universe-spherical-shell all central facet black holes have been completely  

      stripped of their angular speed:  

- Near the center C all facet black holes are stripped from their angular speed / energy but also from the with 

this rotation associated angular gravity and gravitational energy. 

- Just before these facet black holes will merge in the final phase of the contraction of the universe-spherical-

shell the central black holes are completely stripped of their angular speed and all mutual forms of rotational 
speed and are 100% stripped of their rotation gravity. See Figures 5, 5a and 6 G8. Then only remains 

contraction speed and related shrink gravity. The gravity of the combined and melted together central facet 

black holes have to be stronger than the critical blackhole gravity (Cribhgra) to avoids a premature 

explosion. (One premature explosion would settle and disrupt the universe cycle completely. This would be 

the end of the universe cycle!) 

- Just before these central black holes will merge they all move in a straight line purely toward C. 

- All central black holes together form a perfect sphere completely stripped of angular speed. See Figure 6: 

 

- )  Formation of a universe-spherical-shell / USS of black hole matter with a hollow interior: 

- The merging of these 4 to 20 billion central black holes at first a perfectly round universe-spherical-shell with 

a radius of billions of km and having a thickness of approximately 300 – 600 thousand km consisting of 

black hole matter, all atoms. These spherical shell of black hole matter then shrinks further on all sides 
evenly. All existing black-hole atoms move in a pure straight line towards C; figure 7: 

- In figure 8, the structure of the spring tension is outlined during the last part of the previous cycle of the 

universe by a Little Bang and start of the next cycle. 

- The build-up of black-hole atoms from ordinary atoms is outlined in figures 9 of Document G8, and in 

figure 13 the origin of the spring tension in black holes is shown. 

- The formation of black-hole atoms is only possible out of ordinary atoms with two or more electron-pairs and 

occurs thanks to the formation of Vander Waals / London bonds both within the electron-shells of the 

ordinary atom as well between the electron-shells with each other in conjunction with an extremely high 

pressure from the outside. See Document F1e of 2015 and connected Figures 18a to 18n. The structure of 

various black-hole atoms is outlined here. 

- All not any more rotating 4 to 20 billion black holes melt into one perfect round universe-spherical-shell of 
black hole matter with a thickness of 300 – 600 thousand km and radius of several tenth million kilometers; 

Figure 10: 

- The temperature of all black-hole atoms and black holes is standard near absolute zero. In this period the 

universe is absolutely cold (at about 2.7 kelvin) without any cosmic radiation (photons, neutrinos and other 

particles) and therefore absolutely dark. During this phase 26 only gravity is continuously present. During 

the last part of the contraction this force and its associated gravitational energy of the USS relative to C ever 

decrease direction zero! 
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- )  Formation of the Little Bang black hole; still further decrease of speed and gravity: 

- From those 4 to 20 million central facet black holes one huge Little Bang black hole emerges with a radius of 

50 to 100 million km precisely around the center C of the universe; Figure 11 G8. 

- Together with the further fall back and eventually complete loss of speed relative to C thus the gravity of this 

to form Little Bang black hole continues to decrease as well. Therefore this Little Bang black hole cannot 

further collapse into a singularity or point mass! See Figure 11 G8. 

 
- )  The super cold Little Bang releasing only protons and electrons: 

- In the final stage of formation of the Little Bang black hole the contraction speed and thus the gravitational 

continue to decrease to substantially zero. Just before the Little Bang black hole is fully completed the 

gravity of the immense Little Bang black hole becomes critical. **)  Theoretically this Critical black hole 

gravity (Cribhgra) can be deduced quantitatively. 

- Provisionally the minimum amount of black hole gravity, the critical black hole gravity, is defined as the 

smallest possible black hole with a radius of 2 to 3 km, and an equatorial rotation speed of 1/3rd of the speed 

of light; figure 12. Cribhgra is equivalent to kinetic energy.  

 

- )  The Little Bang occurs if gravity of the black hole becomes critical: 

- Critical black hole gravity occurs if the lower limit for the minimum amount of kinetic energy of black holes 
is reached and the thereby caused (angular) velocity and rotational gravity! 

- The structure of the electric spring tension in black hole is visualized and illustrated in figure 13. 

- In case the critical black hole gravity is reached, the Little Bang black hole comes into an unstable state. See 

Figure 14. Everywhere exactly the same moment it becomes instable because gravity moves with infinite 

great speed. Exactly simultaneously this super huge black hole becomes unstable. At the point of Cribhgra all  

black-hole atoms are released from each other. Immediately after Cribhgra all black-hole atoms disintegrate 

into an equivalent number of ordinary protons and ordinary electrons. See Figures 19 – 27 G8. 

 

- )  The universe is not one single phenomenon but its cycle repeats itself as a steady energy-neutral cycle: 

- If this critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) is not reached, the new Little Bang does not occurs and there 

will be no next universe. In such a case, the universe would end up as one huge black hole with a diameter of 
about 50 to 100 million km may be more; Figure 15 G8. Then the universe would be a one-off phenomenon, 

instead of an energy-neutral cycle repeating itself to infinity. 

- Looking at the cycle described in this Document G7 there is no reason to assume that the universe would be 

a unique and singular phenomenon. The universe repeats itself endlessly in an, in itself, energy-neutral cycle 

of 29 phases ***). 

 

*) At a contraction speed of about 0.150 Mm/s requires a covering of about 2.3 billion light-years (maximum 

expansion) roughly in about 4.6 × 1012 years! The author assumes a period of 2 – 3 x 1012 years for the whole 

contraction! May be one complete cycle of the universe takes more time. 

The average contraction speed thus is the decisive factor for the total duration of the contraction universe-

spherical-shell and thus for the duration of one complete cycle of the universe. This contraction speed is only to 

determine after mathematically modeling the universe-cycle. 
 

**) Critical black hole gravity is a measure of: 

a) The minimal required speed, kinetic energy and angular momentum of a black hole, 

b) The stability of black holes required minimum amount of gravity, 

c) The minimal dimensions and the amount of mass and matter of such a black hole. 

 

To reach this critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) of the Little Bang black hole exactly the same amount of 

matter, mass and kinetic energy must approach towards the center C of the universe from all sides around C at 

the same time. Always C must be and remain exactly in the center of the universe-spherical-shell and of the 

Little Bang black hole. 

The present universe cycle is part of an infinitely long series of cycles, always resulting in nearly identical 
universe cycles. Apparently this critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) is consistently reached each cycle. 

 

***) Now we already arrived in phase 23 of the ongoing universe-cycle of 29 phases. From the 22 previous 

phases and even the first 4 to 6 billion years of the current phase 23 with nowadays available techniques only 

the background temperature of the universe is observable and beyond almost nothing. 
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Although the universe image obtained thanks to telescopes is completely filled the ‘event horizon’ remains at 

this very universe is limited to a radius of 13.8 billion (109) light-year for light and may be to approximately 18 

billion years for infrared. See Figures 77, 77a and 77b G8. 

 

Since the universe has a pure spherical shell form we can look only at a radius of 13.8 to 18.0 billion light-years 

far within those universe-spherical-shell itself. Figures 77a and 77b G8.. This universe-spherical-shell needs a 

radius of at least 2.5 ± 0.5 billion light-years (= 16 - 18 : 2π) for visible light. According to the author the radius  

of this universe-spherical-shell is much smaller. The universe in fact is an USS with a completely different form 
and seize the universe astrophysicists think to observe in 2017. 

 

The author assumes that: 

a. light photons may continue to exist only for a maximum of 13.8 billion years within the universe-spherical-

shell before they are reformed into matter in the form of electrons and 

b. infrared photons can propel may be up to 18 billion years they are reformed into protons. 

The actual radius of the universe-spherical-shell may therefore be not much larger than 3 to 4 billion years. See 

Figures 4a, 4b and 5 of Document E3-1.  

With improved gravitational techniques like LIGO the event horizon may be increased up to 25 – 30 billion light 

year. See Figure 77c G8. 

 
Thanks to the universe-cycle indeed the events, that all happened during the preceding period of 22 phases, may 

be deduced exactly although they cannot get visible any more. 

In fact in this cycle every transition from one phase to the next phase is characterized by always only one 

nuclear, physical or chemical change. The cycle of the universe of 29 phases fully accedes to author’s minimal-

and-maximal-one principle (min / max1). See Document F1f. 

 

All previous phases and all the still coming phases in the cycle are based on the same 12 basic parameters of the 

universe. As a result, all 29 phases can be modeled mathematically and thus the cycle of universe as a whole. 

With that model of the universe in 2017 is to fill the whole cycle of the universe quantitatively! With it the 

dimensions of the universe and the duration of one cycle can be derived. Then the edges and boundaries of the 

universe and its cycles are complete and can be indicated quantitatively in detail. 
 

 

7.3 THE 29 PHASES OF THE UNIVERSE-CYCLE STARTING AT THE LITTLE BANG: 

 

-) Introduction: 

The author indicates the whole cycle of the universe is to be modelled mathematically and then be quantified in 

detail, the whole past as well whole future. The author isn’t able to do this job. In the Netherlands he struggles 

against skepticism in Science against his visions on the universe. Mainly due the authors severe remarks on the 

theory of relativity; anno 2017 the holy grail of Science. See Document G5 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu .  

Now a mathematical model of the universe and its cycle can be constructed based on 12 / 13 long period models 

and 12 parameters of the universe. The author regrets that this mathematical model isn’t available yet.  

 
-) Only qualitative elaboration; quantitatively only possible after modelling the cycle of the universe: 

Starting with the Little Bang now all 29 phases in the universe-cycle are mainly described qualitatively. At every 

phase the twelve basic parameters of the universe (Document G3) to estimate quantitatively as good as possible. 

In 2017 / 2018 without such a mathematical model the author can only give values based on rough estimations. 

In this chapter 7 he takes into account variations in his quantitative assumptions. They may differ a factor 102 to 

103 or more with respect to the results of the mathematical universe / USS model to be expected in the coming 

years. 

 

-) Every phase involves in fact just one change: 

Nevertheless such global author's estimates give readers and modelers some indication and hold: 

a. what form the universe-spherical-shell has and  
b. how the universe / USS manifests itself at the beginning and end of each phase. 

Already quite clear is that every moment and period in the universe-cycle involves just one a) nuclear change, b) 

one physically change or c) one chemically change. So each of the 29 steps / phases can be deduced and derived 

exactly. All 29 phases of the universe-cycle comply with the minimum / maximum one principle (min / max 1). 

This very fundamental principle in nature is elaborated in Document F1f. 

 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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Indicated: 

a. the fixed order these 29 phases (12 / 13 long periods + 16 short moments) with their 12 parameters of the 

universe (G3) follow, 

b. when such a phase occurs in the form of a moment. These moments always indicate the start and the end of a 

long physically period. 

c. what kind of (nuclear) physical change or chemical one occurs at the transition to the next phase, 

d. which system of physically and chemically forces and bindings are or will be active, 

e. the distribution of the kinetic energy and the gravitational energy (= dark energy) in the universe-spherical-
shell and which system of movements this phase is active. See Figure 79 G8. 

f. Without a mathematical model of the universe cycle present those 29 phases are only described by global 

quantitative estimations. 

 

It becomes clear how and why the cycle of the universe is settled energy-neutral. Why going through all 29 

phases the universe-spherical-shell / USS returns exactly to its starting point C. Every universe starts with a new 

Little Bang and ends at exactly the same center C of the universe-spherical-shell. Each cycle closes at the end 

and starts with a super cold, not observable, Little Bang. The universe / USS is an endless repetitive cycle and 

thus a perpetual device. 

 

- ) The radial movement of the universe: 

Black-hole atoms repel each other with their negative charged electron-shells. That repulsion / electric spring 

tension causes the radial expansion velocity of the universe after the Little Bang. Due to it an expansion velocity 

of the universe-spherical-shell (USS) as mono-layers of protons and electrons follows with approximately 1/3 to 

1/2 the speed of light c. See Figures 27 – 30 G8. After the Little Bang the associated kinetic energy of the 

expansion is approximately 99.9% present at the protons (partly as infrared photons) and 0.01% at the electrons 

(partly as light photons). 

 

- ) The transverse movement of the universe: 

In black-hole atoms the ‘shell’-electrons revolve extremely fast with approximately the speed of light around 

their nuclei. At the Little Bang all ‘shell’-electrons abandoned their nuclei. These released ‘rapid shell electrons’ 

divide all become unstable nuclei into protons and ‘nuclear’-electrons. Then these ‘core’-electrons are 
accelerated by the former ‘shell’-electrons up to an average transverse velocity of about 2/3rd the speed of light 

c. See Figure 22 G8. All electrons arrange in mono-layers of protons and electrons around C.  

The kinetic energy of these transverse movements is 100% present at the electrons and 0 % at the protons. 

Both directions (radial and transverse) and associated kinetic energies can be traced through modeling. 

 

 

 

7.3.1 PHASE 1: MOMENT OF REACHING THE CRITICAL BLACK HOLE GRAVITY ; START  

                            OF THE NEW UNIVERSE WITH THE SUPER COLD LITTLE BANG: 

 

- ) The five phases of the Little Bang and the first five phases in the universe-cycle: 

The super cold Little Bang (0 kelvin) itself consists of five directly consecutive phases, moments, fully described 
in Document G6 beginning on page 24. The author presents the main features: 

 

Phase 1: In the preceding universe gravity gathered all mass, matter, charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy of 

the universe in the Little Bang black hole that consists entirely of black-hole atoms ≥ beryllium (Be). At the very 

last moment just before the completion of the Little Bang black hole gravity reached the critical black hole 

gravity (Cribhgra). See Figures 14 and 15 Document G8. This super black hole falls apart into loose black-hole 

atoms. See G8 Figure 17. 

This Little Bang occurred some 40 to 45 billion years ago from a super big Little Bang black hole with a radius 

of 0.05 to 0.010 billion km or more. Prior gravity grouped all mass, matter and kinetic energy of the universe in 

this Little Bang black hole. Gravity and time are the only forms of ‘radiation’ without particles and so without 

mass and energy. Both gravity and time move with infinite speed through the universe.  
As a result the whole, perfectly round, Little Bang black hole with a radius of 0.05 to 0.010 billion km exactly 

the same moment became unstable.  

 

In all compact celestial bodies, such as the Little Bang black hole, the existing black-hole atoms repel mutually 

via their negatively charged electron-shells. In all these black holes this electrical repulsion generates a large 

spring tension. Only gravity holds these repellent, black-hole atoms together.  
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In order to remain stable in any black hole a minimum amount of gravity must be generated which is stronger 

than this electrically repulsion of the black-hole atoms. This minimum amount of gravity is defined as Critical 

black hole gravity (Cribhgra). 

If the gravity passes Chribhgra and isn’t strong enough, every black hole explodes, never mind its size. Then all 

compact celestial bodies fall apart in loose instabile black-hole atoms and immediately afterwards into individual 

protons and electrons. 

In black-hole atoms the ‘shell’-electrons rotate with approximately the speed of light around their nucleus. 

 
- ) Characteristics of phase one the universe-cycle: 

- End of the previous universe-cycle with Phase 29 simultaneous the next universe restart with Phase 1 of the 

new cycle. The universe does not contain any dark mass, dark matter nor dark energy. All matter and energy 

is real and explainable. 

- Newton and Einstein did not account for the spherical shape of the universe. Therefore they did not 

incorporate a correction factor cos α in their gravitational formulas. Thanks to the spherical shape of the 

universe that factor cos α is obliged. With cos a the universe contains 5 – 7 times more gravity and with it, 5 

– 7 times more matter, mass and kinetic / gravitational energy are present than until 2017 has been expected. 

See Documents E3 and E3-1 with Figures 1, 2 and 3 and Document E4 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu , 

- Gravity moves with infinite speed and straight lines through the universe. For that reason the gravity of the 

Little Bang black hole reaches anywhere exactly the same moment this Critical black hole gravity and thus it 
becomes unstable everywhere exactly simultaneously. See Figures 14, 15 and 16 of G-8, 

- The total mutual electrical repulsion (spring tension) between the black-hole atoms mutually reached the 

point where it exceeds the total gravity of the Little Bang black hole. That only happens at the very last split 

second before the filling of the Little Bang black hole is completely finished. 

- When gravity reaches critical black hole one, the Little Bang black hole anywhere exactly simultaneously 

becomes unstable and thereafter at approximately 2.7 kelvin it falls apart into separate uncharged black-hole 

atoms of the different elements ≥ beryllium. 

- Phase 1 lasts only less than 10-3 second to complete. 

 

 

 
7.3.1.1 Phase 1a: MOMENT TO FALL APART ALL BLACK-HOLE ATOMS INTO SINGLE NUCLEI  

                             AND FREE ELECTRONS: 

 

Phase 1a: the universe-cycle: 

These each other repelling black-hole atoms are inherently unstable. Now all ‘shell’-electrons moving with the 

speed of light leave their black hole nuclei at the same moment. So the structures of black-hole atoms disappear 

completely. So all non-elementary physical and chemical forces disappear together with gravity and temperature.  

 See Figure 17 of G8. 

 

- ) Features of phase 1a: 

- All ‘shell’-electrons leave their black-hole atoms which turned unstable. Near 0 kelvin all these black-hole 

atoms fall apart into separate nuclei and loose ‘shell’-electrons exactly the same moment. 
- With the disintegration of the atoms the last remnant of the gravity and gravitational energy disappear from 

the universe and former Little Bang black hole! The phenomenon of temperature disappears completely too. 

During the Little Bang the temperature drops from 2.7 to an equivalent of 0.0 kelvin. Therefore technically 

this Little Bang cannot be made perceptible. 

- The released electrons pushes the nuclei and themselves into spherical layers around center C with C exactly 

in the center; Figure 19 of Document G8. 

- Due to the outward electric tension of the electrons and the nuclei expansion of the new universe from the C 

starts in turn spherical symmetrical directly by approximately about one Mm/s, and only on the outside of 

instable Little Bang black hole sphere. Outside these former 'Little Bang' sphere no form of matter, radiation 

or energy is present; see Figure 11 of Document G8. 

 

 

7.3.2 PHASE 2: MOMENT THE ‘SHELL’-ELECTRONS SPLIT UNSTABLE NUCLEI INTO  

                            SINGLE PROTONS AND ELECTRONS: 

The released, with the speed of light moving, ‘shell’-electrons collide with neighboring nuclei which become 

unstable too. These electrons split all the nuclei into separate 'core'-protons and separate ‘core / nuclear’-

electrons; see figure 21 of G8. 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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- ) Features of phase 2: 

- At this super cold Little Bang (0 kelvin) all protons and electrons as particle matter maintain entirely intact. 

During the clashes and strong accelerations they may not break up into smaller elementary particles such as 

quarks or even smaller particles such as photons, neutrinos or even into their higgs particles! 

- With the black-hole atom also all remaining gravity and all remaining gravitational energy disappear! 

- During the Little Bang all the existing protons and electrons have to endure this phase 2 completely intact! 

- The ‘shell’ electrons split all atomic nuclei into protons and ‘core electrons’ and further arrange these 
electrons into spherical mono-layers; figure 19 of Document G8. 

- On any cross section the released ‘shell’-electrons move in tape-shaped orbits relative to C and initially they 

move with the speed of light; figure 20 of Document G8. 

- The acceleration of expansion of the new / next universe is limited. The maximum acceleration which the 

spatial structure of the proton can handle thereby is decisive. 

- In Document F1c author has distracted the spatial structure of the proton and that of the electron and their 

anti-forms. See figures 15a, b, c and d. These structures are also shown in figures 18a, b, c and d of 

Document G8. 

- During this super cold Little Bang there is: 

a) no annihilation of either protons nor electrons,  

b) no formation of neutrons nor buildup of hydrogen atoms / molecules. 
So after the Little Bang there aren’t atoms and thus no gravity nor gravitational energy! 

- The former ‘shell’-electrons moving with the speed of light divide all unstable nuclei further completely and 

100% in separate protons and in separate (‘core’) electrons. See figure 21 of Document G8.  

- The Little Bang black hole completely falls apart into an equivalent number of ordinary protons / electrons. 

- No transformation of mass into energy according with Einstein's E = mc2 nor the returning of mass from 

energy; the base of Big Bang theory! The author’s Little Bang is rather simple, clear and predictable! 

- The universe-sphere starts to expand without gravity on the outside surface. 

- Acceleration of the expansion speed on the outside continues with about 2 Mm/s. 

- Duration of phase 2 is less than a millisecond and results in a further expansion of the former Little Bang 

black hole of approximately one kilometer. 

 
 

 

7.3.3 PHASE 3: MOMENT THE RELEASED NUCLEAR ELECTRONS ARE ACCELERATED: 

 

Phase 3 of the universe-cycle: 

The separate ‘shell’-electrons accelerate the relatively stagnant nuclear-electrons to a similar rate of 

approximately 200 Mm/s or 2/3rd of the speed of light. 

 

- ) Features of phase 3: 

- The fast ‘shell’-electrons accelerate the released nuclear-electrons to a joint average speed of approximately 

2/3rd of the speed of light; figure 22 of Document G8. In this phase all the ‘shell’-electrons and all the 

nuclear electrons get equal kinetic energy and also an equal angular momentum; figure 23. 
- The mono-layers of protons and electrons cause the spring tension which causes the expansion equal on all 

sides the former Little Bang black hole around C always being the exact center; figure 24 of Document G8; 

- On the outside, the expansion velocity of the spherical mono-layers of proton and electrons accelerated from 

about 2 Mm/s to about 4 Mm/s, 

- The fast free electrons force the stationary protons into mono spherical layers of alternating one proton and 

one electron thick; figure 25. 

- No formation of subatomic particles, quarks, neutrons or hydrogen atoms! 

- Duration: less than 10-3 seconds. 

 

 

 

7.3.4 PHASE 4: MOMENT THE LOOSE PROTONS AND LOOSE ELECTRONS ORGANIZE  

                        THEMSELVES INTO SPHERICAL LAYERS OF ONE PROTON AND ONE ELECTRON: 

 

Phase 4 the universe-cycle: 

The protons and electrons arrange themselves in exactly round mono spherical layers alternating of one proton 

and one electron. Phases 1 to 4 last approximately one millisecond or less and occurs at 0 kelvin! 
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- ) Characteristics Phase 4: 

- During phase 4 the mono-layers protons starting going away from C together with the mono-layers of 

electrons moving around C with approximately 2/3rd of the speed of light. These mono-layers arrange 

themselves in a virtually infinite number of perfectly round spherical layers of alternately only one proton 

and one electron. So they form mono-layers. See figures 26 and 27 of Document G8, 

- Atoms, are completely absent and thus gravity, gravitational energy and temperature. The temperature of the 

Little Bang is equivalent to 0 kelvin! 
- Within those layers of protons and electrons an enormous electrical spring tension is present. From the 

outside of the former Little Bang black hole all protons extends in a straight line moving from C. These 

protons have only radial kinetic energy and 99.95% of all existing radial kinetic energy. 

- Electrons hold approximately 0.05% of the radial kinetic energy. Besides they move with about 2/3rds of the 

speed of light in their mono spherical layers in all directions around C and on average they have the same 

number of kinetic energy and momentum. See Figures 20 and 23 G8. These electrons together own 100% of 

the present transverse kinetic energy! 

- Space and thickness of the universe-spherical-shell: the spherical shape has a radius of about 0.05 to 0.10 

billion (109) km and continues to swell accelerated in the form of spherical mono-layers of protons and 

electrons; the Little Bang black hole is peeled off as shown in figure 28 of Document G8. 

- Seen from the center C during all still conditions all items in the universe have exactly the same universe 
clock time! Differences in time aren’t possible! 

Relative time and time differences always arise when measured from other places in the universe than C; 

Figure 29 of Document G8! In universe center C is the zero point of space and time 

- For all theoretical considerations C is regarded as only permissible fixed observation point for space and time 

and with the Little Bang as a fixed starting moment of time. For the development of time and space also see 

Document G2. 

- From the outside the peeling of the Little Bang black hole in the form of spherical mono-layers alternating 

one proton and one electron thick starts. These mono-layers expanding from the outside of the Little Bang 

black hole and from C by about 1/3 to 1/2 the speed of light. 

- Duration of phase 4: less than 10-3 seconds. 

 
 

 

7.3.5 PHASE 5: PERIOD EXPANSION UNTIL THE CREATION OF AN HOLLOW INNERSPACE 

AROUND C; END OF THE LITTLE BANG: 

 

Phase 5 the universe-cycle: 

In the cycle of the universe there isn’t any inflationary expansion at speeds faster than the speed of light. In that 

case, all protons and electrons would have completely fallen apart in their elementary higgs particles. Out of 

these higgs particles protons nor electrons are to reconstruct as shown in Documents F1a 2014, F1b and F1c!  

During this rather short period phase 5 the Little Bang is peeled off into mono-layers of protons alternated by 

mono-layers of electrons. They expand with just one third to half the speed of light c. This peeling off starts from 

the outside of the former ‘Little Bang black hole’. See Figure 30 of Document G8. The Little Bang is 
completed the moment a hollow inner space around C arises. 

That first swelling of the former Little Bang black hole lasts about 1,300 to 1,500 years to complete. Therefore 

the former Little Bang black hole swells into a sphere with mono-layers of protons / electrons with a radius of 

about 500 - 750 light-years until that hollow interior appears. That moment the Little Bang is completed. 

 

- ) Phase 5a: 

In phase 5a, the radial spring tension turns to zero. Due to the 100% lack of gravity the expansion of the 

universe-spherical-shell of mono-spherical layers of protons / electrons occurs with a constant idling speed of 

one third to half the speed of light. Phase 5a is estimated to last a minimum of about 8 - 10 centuries to 

complete. In that period the Little Bang black hole expands accelerated on to a radius of 300 – 600 light-years. 

 
-Phase 5b: 

The transverse electrical spring force within the mono-layers of protons and electrons is still present. Phase 5b is 

associated with a further swelling of the universe-sphere by a factor of 105 to 106, and an estimated duration for 

approximately 500 years before even those transverse spring tension is reduced in such a way around which C 

may create a hollow interior space. 

The former 'Little Bang black hole is already swollen to mono-layers of protons / electrons with a volume of 

approximately 6.4 × 1045 to 50 km3; figure 30. 
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At the end of phase 5b, the universe consists of a perfectly round sphere with a radius of 750 ± 50 light-years 

with C still exactly in the center. This first part of the universe is completely without any form of gravitation! 

 

- ) Characteristics phase 5a and 5b: 

- The acceleration in the expansion stops when the mutual spring tension between the protons and electrons 

both in radial direction and in the transverse one is decreased to zero and the maximum expansion rate is 

achieved. That moment is the end of phase 5. Then starts phase 6 and period with the formation of the empty 

inner space around C. 
- In phase 5a the expansion rate is in approximately a thousand years as a result of the radial spring tension 

immediately of approximately 7 Mm/s to a constant expansion speed of about 100 to 150 Mm km/s or one 

third to half the speed of light. 

- Phase 5 determines the final maximum expansion rate of the universe and therefore the amount of kinetic 

energy or start momentum of the expanding universe. 

- During phase 5a the original volume of the ‘Little Bang black hole' grows to 500 ± 50 light-years. During 

the subsequent phase 5b of approximately 500 years, the radius increases to 750 ± 50 light-years with a 

volume of 1039 to 45 km3 and with the added post-expansion to 1045 to 51 km3. 

- The degree of swelling determines the final starting volume of matter (loose protons and loose electrons) in 

the universe. This is necessary to give shape the universe-cycle to model it! 

- Due to the 100% absence of gravity during that first phase the universe is expanding unhindered with a large 
constant rate of one third to half the speed of light. 

- During this period with gravity absent now completely free of charge gravitational energy is built up relative 

to C. That gravitation energy relative to C becomes visible and can be energetically cashed the moment the 

hydrogen atom and thus both gravity and gravitational energy return in the universe in phase 7. See Figure 

31 of Document G8. 

- The currently sought ‘dark energy’ consists almost entirely of this later in phase 7 free of charge added 

gravitational energy! 

 

- ) The twelve basic parameters for the phases 1 - 5 of the Little Bang: 

- Matter: all black-hole atoms disintegrate into mono-layers with protons / electrons expanding with one third 

to half the speed of light. In addition to the expansion the fast electrons move at approximately two third of 
the speed of light inside their mono-layers. These mono-layers of protons / electrons fleeing away from C 

carry all matter and all kinetic energy of the previous universe! 

- Mass: the amount of mass, charge and magnetic spin of the universe remains equal to the mass in the 

previous universe. During all stages of the universe-cycle is the amount of mass, charge and spin constant. In 

case of neutrinos and photons (majorana particles) the present mass and charge aren’t measurable. 

- Radiation: outside the unstable became Little Bang black hole is no form of photons or particle radiation 

present or detectable. 

- Forces: Just remain the elementary electric charge force and elementary magnetic spin force at the proton and 

the electron. All other physically and chemically forces and gravity are disappeared. (They return in time 

with the atom and the elements of the periodic table). 

- Kinetic energy of the electrons: the transverse kinetic energy from the previous universe originate the ‘shell’-

electrons of the black-hole atoms all having now the same speed being approximately two third of the speed 
of light. 

- Expansion velocity by the spring tension at the end of the Little Bang amounts one third to half the speed of 

light. 

- Momentum: start with the expansion of the expansion rate of one third to half the speed of light and its 

impulse. 

- Angular momentum: the former ‘shell’-electrons ‘move’ with 2/3rd of the speed of light in spherical orbits 

around the center C of the universe. . 

- Gravitational energy of the universe: in phases 1 to 5 atoms are absent and thus gravity and gravitational 

energy are completely absent. 

- Space relative to C: The first phase of the expansion until reaching the hollow inner space at least takes 

approximately 1,300 – 1,500 years. The radius of the universe-sphere exceeds 500 to 750 light-years and that 
also applies to the volume universe-spherical-shell which then is approximately 1045 to 50 km3. 

- Duration; phases 1 to 5 last to complete a total of approximately 1,300 to 1,500 years may be more. 

- After the Little Bang in Phase 5 there isn’t any acceleration in the expanding speed anymore! 

- Temperature: the atom is gone and thus temperature as a physical phenomenon. As long the atom is absent 

the temperature in the universe will be equivalent to '0 kelvin'. 

- Deflection of radiation is irrelevant because there is no question of (particle) radiation such as neutrinos and 

photons. 
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- The 12 parameters of the universe / USS are elaborated in Document G3 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . 

 

 

 

7.3.5.1 REMARKS AT THE LITTLE BANG: 

 

1) The universe did not start with a superhot Big Bang out of a singularity: 

The universe cannot further shrink than to the Little Bang black hole because of the repulsion by the electron 
shells of the present black hole atoms (F1e). A black hole is the absolute minimum size of matter and kinetic 

energy. The universe cannot be started with a Big Bang from a singularity.  

At the most elementary higgs level kinetic energy generates three angular speeds and thus mass, electric charge, 

magnetic spin and a minimal amount of space!  

Mass is the result of kinetic energy; mass isn’t equivalent to energy! See the four super symmetric higgs particles 

as explained in Document F1a 2014 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu  and figures. 

Primarily kinetic energy, volume electric charge and spin prevents the occurrence of a singularity! 

 

2) Basic mass cannot be transformed into energy: 

All (nuclear) physical processes (bio)-chemical reactions and even all collisions in particle accelerators in 

principle are clearly describable as process with following simple steps (Document F1f). All physical, all (bio)-
chemical changes and processes and nuclear reactions can be dissected step by step and thereby be followed 

closely step by step! 

All (nuclear) physical processes (bio)-chemical reactions and even all collisions in particle accelerators in 

principle are clearly describable as process with following simple steps (Document F1f). All physical, all (bio)-

chemical changes and processes and nuclear reactions can be dissected step by step and thereby be followed 

closely step by step!  

 

3) Einstein's conversion of mass into energy (E = mc2) does not meet the min / max1 principle: 

Einstein’s formula does not meet the principle of minimum one change and maximum one change exactly at the 

same moment. This is the author’s min / max 1 principle. Exactly the same moment on all atoms / molecules only 

one physical, chemical or nuclear change is possible!  
Einstein’s conversion of mass into 100% pure energy cannot be followed step by step! That decomposing of 

pure mass into pure energy as series of clear and simple steps is impossible with Einstein's E = mc2!  

Technically Einstein’s E = mc2 is impossible for mass!  

In fact mass is the indirect result of kinetic energy! Mass is not equivalent to energy! Mass, electric charge, 

magnetic spin and volume / space are the integrated result of kinetic energy! See Higgs Document F1a 2014. 

 

The consequences of min / max 1 are particularly dramatic for Science because Einstein's formula E = mc2 is 

not true for m = mass. As a result, both theory of relativity and the Big Bang theory are no longer tenable. Both 

theories should be rejected. For the min / max1 principle see Document F1f. 

 

4) The universe didn’t start with a Big Bang: 

In Document G5, G6 and Document E3-1 the author explains why it is impossibly the universe started with a 
Big Bang. Einstein’s E = mc2 cannot be accepted for m = mass nor for m = (anti) matter. During the Little Bang 

there isn’t any demolishing of mass / matter into energy nor any creation of mass / matter from energy.  

In the universe, the basic structure of mass itself is indestructible; Figure 2 Document F1a 2014. 

 

5) The formula E = mc2 can quantitatively handle only annihilation. Annihilation meets min / max1: 

This formula E = mc2 applies only quantitatively to annihilation of equivalent (amounts of) matter and 

antimatter. See figure 15 Document F1c. According to E = mc2 the inside matter and antimatter present rotation 

energy is transformed into photons being majorana particles (F1b). During annihilation the present pure mass 

isn’t transferred into pure energy as well! 

All involved mass dwells inside those photons, including charge and spin. Together all mass, charge and spin are 

completely unchanged because the released photons and neutrinos are majorana particles. In these particles the 
quantities of mass / anti-mass, positive / negative charge and spin↓↑ are quantitative zero. In photons they cannot 

be measured any more quantitatively. Therefore photon particles appear to be seemingly pure energy. In fact 

photons of light and infrared are real particles on the outside without any measurable mass and charge.  

See the Documents F1a 2014 (higgs), F1b (majoranas) and related figures 1 - 12. 

 

The formula E = mc2 is only quantitatively right for m = matter / antimatter. Thus only in case of annihilation of 

two equivalent particles of matter and antimatter being built up together from neutrinos and photons rotating 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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with the speed of light c clockwise of anticlockwise. See Document F1c; Figures 14 a-d and 15 a-d. During 

annihilation mass isn’t converted into energy in anyway as Einstein meant! 

 

 

6) Flaws theory of relativity: 

Document G5 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu discusses seven flaws in the foundation of the theory of relativity. This 

theory is now unsustainable in the fundament of Science. In relation to the universe-cycle this theory should be 

revised thoroughly. 
 

7) Black holes are not further to compress by gravity into a singularity: 

The black-hole atoms (Figure 9 of Document G8) black holes mutually repel each other net via their negatively 

charged electron-shells of the black-hole atoms (Figure 13 of Document G8). This causes black holes and other  

compact celestial bodies not further to compress into a singularity! For detailed structures of different black-hole 

atoms, see Figures 18a - 18n, and figures 19, 20 and 21 of Document F1e. 

 

In Science 2017 the start of this universe is still to be through one Big Bang starting from a singularity and 

through vacuum energy. In science is a lack of insight in the structure and properties of black holes and black-

hole atoms as well the effect of kinetic energy on the origin of mass, charge, spin and basic volume of higgs 

particles. 
 

The author elaborated plausible explanations: 

a. the origin of mass and the elementary forces of higgs (F1a 2014) 

b. the structure of majorana particles like neutrinos and photons (F1b) 

c. the superstructure of the (anti) proton and (anti) electron out of higgs (F1c), 

d. the structure universe wide of isotopes and forces in accordance with the periodic table (F1d) and 

e. the transfer of ordinary isotopes to black hole atoms in black holes with their forces (F1e). 

 

8) Forces on matter, the atom and the origin of gravity: 

The Documents C1, C2, F1d and F1e explain why and where physical forces and chemical forces on the atoms 

arise in relation to (rotational/ angular) speed of the atom in universe / USS. The physical forces (such as gravity) 
and chemical forces are just generated by the ‘shell’-electrons of atoms and speed of the atom in the universe. 

 

Documents E3, E3-1 and E4 specifically consider gravity and gravitational energy. It explains gravity as result 

of (rotation) speed of ordinary atoms and black-hole atoms as well in the universe relative to the center C and 

centers R1 of galaxies. Gravity disappears completely as soon the speed of the atom in the universe is reduced 

to zero.  

Gravity has nothing to do with Einstein’s curvature of space time. In the USS space and time are curved by 

themselves. Document E3 results in a completely different view at the physically phenomenon of gravity and 

the phenomenon of gravitational energy (= the presently sought ‘dark energy’). 

 

9) Adding factor cos α to gravitational formulas: 

By adding the factor cos α is the validity of the gravitational formulas of Newton / Einstein is set up from the 
scale of the Milky Way galaxy to the scale of the universe / universe-spherical-shell! Within the Milky Way cos α 

= 1.0000; beyond this factor cos α decreases to zero. Cos α becomes even negative for the other side of the 

universe-spherical-shell; see Figure 3 Document E3-1.  

With cos α added the universe / USS contains 5 – 6 times more mass, matter and kinetic energy. So no ‘dark 

mass / matter’ in the mass / matter balance of the universe anymore. The remaining missing ‘dark’ energy in fact 

is gravitational energy. See Figure 79 G8 

 

If an atom has no velocity in the universe relative to C or to the R1’s of galaxies this atom is without any 

external kinetic energy. Such an atom without speed generates no gravity nor any other physically or chemically 

force! These atoms are in the absolute Annemie state without any kinetic energy!  

 
In absolute standstill in the universe keep all elements of the periodic table and their isotopes as atom completely 

unchanged and stabile as construction. These atoms only lose all their gravity and physically / chemically forces. 

Then all atoms / isotopes are both physically and chemically inert and become completely equal to each other. 

In absolutely stagnant state relative to C all the chemical and physical bonds fall apart in separate uncharged 

atoms. By totally eliminating the Vander Waals / London force all physically phases (gas, liquid, solid) disappear 

as well.  

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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Normally all atoms / molecules are moving in the USS with hundreds of km/s, and thereby possess kinetic 

energy. Because of that speed / kinetic energy they generate gravity, physical, chemical forces and bonds.  

 

10) Little Bang and the universe-cycle with 29 phases can be completed into a mathematical model: 

The Little Cold Bang (G6) has a simple and clear design. In this super cold Little Bang the black-hole atoms fall 

apart in an equivalent number of ordinary protons and ordinary electrons. All protons and electrons and therefore 

all matter remains completely intact! This settled super cold Little Bang can be followed gradually and complies 

with the min / max1 principle by the author. This Little Bang can be fully described and visualized unlike the Big 
Bang in the Big Bang theory. 

In time this Little Bang and the universe-cycle as a whole can be mathematically modeled in detail. This should 

be done in collaboration with CERN, ESA, Universities and Institutes.  

 

11) The universe is completely based on ordinary protons and electrons: 

This universe is complete (> 99.9%) based on isotopes of the periodic table and their atoms all have been built 

with only ordinary protons and electrons. In Document F1c is step by step indicated how in universe the 

ordinary proton and ordinary electron are reconstructed from neutrinos and photons. These building blocks of the 

atom obtain the characteristic of (anti) matter by adding E = ½ mc2 angular speed. 

Intrinsically those ordinary protons and electrons only generate 1) electrical charge and 2) magnetic spin as two 

most elementary forces. The constructions of protons and electrons have been derived from the very lowest higgs 
level, neutrinos, photons and quarks. Both particles don’t generate any other physical force or chemical force and 

hence no gravity! 

The elementary charge and magnetic spin of the proton and electron form the fundament of the force system of 

the atom supplemented by the centripetal force on the electron in orbits around the nucleus; see Document F1d 

and C1. 

 

12) Other forces on atoms: 

Speed of the atom in universe causes abnormalities in the originally perfect orbit of the ‘shell’-electrons within 

their electron-shells. As protest these ‘shell’-electrons of atoms protest against this by speed caused 

abnormalities by generating a) gravity, b) two other physical forces and c) two chemical forces. See Documents 

F1d and C2. 
These forces on the atom are generated by a) single ‘shell’-electrons and b) electron-pairs and c) the mechanical 

forces from the interaction between the electron-shells and the nucleus. All other forces can be traced back to: 

-1) linear velocity and angular one of the atom in the universe relative to C and R1’s of nearby galaxies, 

-2) to the kinetic energies connected to these speeds of the atom in the universe relative to C and nearby R1’s, 

-3) the change of the sizes of these speeds and 

-4) their change of the direction. 

 

All physical forces and chemical ones on the atom mentioned under 1) and 2) above change linear or quadratic 

with the velocity of the atom in the universe relative to the center C of the universe and the nearby R1’s. Gravity 

is the only one of those forces which changes linearly with velocity of the ordinary atom or the black hole atom 

in the universe.  

All speed-related forces and constants of nature change extremely slowly during the universe-cycle. See 
Document G10! 

 

13) Constants of nature: 

In universe the electric charge and the magnetic spin of the proton / electron are the only two elementary forces 

quantitatively independent of the speed of the atom. (Exclusively during collisions of protons in particle 

accelerators, so during extreme energetic conditions their electric charge and magnetic spin are not constant 

anymore!) Under normal circumstances, these elemental quantities remain very constant throughout the whole 

cycle of the universe. This also applies to their respective constants of nature! 

 

All other physical forces and chemical forces of the atom however are quantitatively dependent on the (angular) 

velocity or kinetic energy of that atom in the universe relative to C and much later relative to the central black 
holes R1A of galaxies. During the cycle of the universe all speeds and their kinetic energies change very slowly. 

All other physical and chemical forces on the atom and all corresponding natural constants thereby change 

quantitatively extremely slowly in time as well. See Document G10. 

Therefore almost all physical and chemical constants aren’t really true constants! If a measurement of constants 

of nature could be done with an accuracy of at least 11 decimal places these changes in speeds might be 

measurable over a period of several decades and hence the change in the corresponding physical constants! 
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However during that period changes all the forces of the atoms of your measuring equipment as well! See 

Document G10. 

 

14) In universe / USS all protons and electrons act as micro gyro compasses: 

All protons and electrons act because of their elementary charge and their magnetic spin like tiny gyro 

compasses; see Document F1c. Due to that all protons and electrons in the universe 'know' exactly where they 

are relative to the center C of the universe starting the moment the Little Bang occurred! 

 
All, on atoms generated, physical forces and chemical ones and their bonds and natural constants consist of as 

many components as the 9 - 11 movements the earth makes in the universe relative to the center C of the 

universe. From the size of each component can be deduced how fast each speed quantitative is. Based on these 9 

- 11 force components and their bonds every atom ‘knows’ exactly how many movements it makes in the 

universe relative to C, local R1’s and local star and how fast each of those 9 – 11 are exactly.  

 

15) Ever all locations in the universe / USS constantly have exactly the same universe-clock-time: 

All forms of matter in the form of protons and electrons in the universe are subject to the same linear advancing 

continuous change of place relative to the center C in the universe and have exactly the same clock-time relative 

to the moment of the Little Bang. Like the USS time and space are curved in the same way. 

In universe all atoms and celestial bodies constantly have exactly the same linear progressive universe-clock-
time. In the universe differences in the universe-clock-time relative to C are not possible! Measurable time 

differences do occur is when measured from places other than C. 

 

16) Time differences identical atomic clocks real?: 

Take two identical atomic clocks on Earth. One of them stays on earth; the other one is brought into an orbit 

around the Earth. Then both clocks have a speed difference of 10 km/s in universe! Now these identical generate 

a difference in measured time. That's because the clock in an orbit moves about 8 - 9 km/s faster relative to the 

center C of the universe-spherical-shell and R1 of the galaxy than the clock down on Earth. 

In all the atoms in the clock around the Earth all physical forces and chemical ones increased slightly. Thus all 

the bonds of the atomic clock has increased slightly compared to the same atoms / molecules in the atomic clock 

left on earth. Due to the difference in speed of 8 – 9 km/s both-atomic clocks aren’t any longer exactly the same!  
This relative speed difference of 8 – 9 km/s results in the measured differences in time. This difference actually 

isn’t any difference in universe-clock-time!  

The measured time differences are not related to distortion of time as mentioned in theory of relativity! 

 

Preview next period 6: 

At the end of Phase 5 and beginning Phase 6 the universe sphere is transformed in an universe-spherical-shell / 

USS. At the end of this phase 6 some 5 to 10 billion year after the Little Bang the hydrogen atom is formed out 

of these mono-layers protons and electrons. With that hydrogen atom / molecule gravity and gravitational energy 

return! During these period of 5 to 10 billion years the universe expanded to a completely smooth and then 

strongly elongated spherical shell / USS with a radius of approximately 2.5 ± 0.5 billion light-year and with a 

uniform thickness of some tens of km and without any kind of rotation inside the USS. The volume of the 

universe-spherical-shell itself is about 1045 to 50 km3 and uniformly filled with mono-layers of protons and 
electrons. 

At the end of phase 5, the overall volume of the universe-spherical-shell / the universe amounts 1045 to 50 km3! 

During phase 5 former Little Bang black hole must be given sufficient time to swell to such great extent as well 

to create a huge empty space around C.  

The starting volume of the universe is assumed to be about 1039 to 44 km3. Taking into account the post-expansion 

of that mono-layer system with at least a factor 106 the volume of the universe-spherical-shell increases to a 

minimum of about 1045 to 51 km3. This may be even a factor of 103 to 5 higher! The starting volume is extremely 

important to know and just to find after mathematically modelling the cycle of the universe.  

Phase 5 and Phase 6 however may be considered as one Phase because no real physical change occurs.  

 

 

7.3.6 PHASE 6: PERIOD WITH PROLONGED EXPANSION OF THE UNIVERSE 

    SPHERICAL SHELL COMPOSED BY MONO LAYER OF PROTONS AND 

    ELECTRONS: 

 

Phase 6 starts 1,300 to 1,500 years after the Little Bang with the formation of the hollow space around C. In fact 

this moment is the end of the Little Bang. By peeling off the Little Bang black hole, the volume of the universe 

increases to a sphere having a radius now of 500 to 750 light-years or more.  
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The spherical mono-layers with protons and electrons have also been given a universal equal initial rate of 100-

150 Mm/s or one third to half the speed of light with associated radial momentum of the electrons in their mono-

layers by approximately 2/3rd c. Throughout this whole period all protons move with pure straight lines from C 

and with almost always the same expansion rate. 

 

Phase 6 is characterized by: 

1) The decrease in the transversal speed of the electrons being 2/3rd c to the velocity of the ‘shell’-electron in 

the hydrogen atom (being about 2.2 Mm/s), 
2) The increase of the distance between the mono-layers of protons and electrons to slightly more than the 

distance inside the hydrogen atom, 

3) Increase of the mutual distance between the protons from each other in their mono-layers and that between 

the electrons with each of at least 2 × distance in the hydrogen atom. Under those circumstances, all the 

hydrogen atoms may be formed at the end of phase 6. The formation of the hydrogen atom occurs in phase 7 

of the cycle of the universe. 

4) Gravity and connected gravitational energy relative to C and temperature are still absolutely absent. 

 

- ) Features of Phase 6: 

- Phase 6 starts at the moment the empty space around center C arises and the sphere becomes a universe-

spherical-shell with C always exactly in the center of the USS, 
- The expansion of the universe-spherical-shell begins with a constant rate of one third to half the speed of 

light c, 

- Mono spherical layers of protons take along the mono spherical layers with electrons, 

- The universe-spherical-shell / USS remains spherically but is becoming increasingly bigger at the outside as 

well as at the inside during the expansion while the USS becomes thinner and thinner in time, 

- Phase 6 lasts to complete 5 to 10 billion years; at the end a sphere-symmetrical universal expansion is 

achieved of 2.5 to 3.0 billion light-years around C. See figure 31 of Document G8. 

- During phase 6 the atom is completely absent as well gravity and connected gravitational energy. 

- In this period phase 6 extremely curious gravitational energy relative to C is build up and 100% free of 

charge  Start of an extremely slow conversion of transversal kinetic energy and angular momentum of the 

‘shell’-electrons into expansion velocity and momentum of the mono spherical layers of protons and mono-
layers of electrons, 

- The rate of expansion of the mono-layers of protons and the electrons ones grows marginally with about 1 

Mm/s at the expense of the velocity of the electrons decreasing from 2/3rd of the speed of light c to 

approximately 2.0 Mm/s being the orbital rate of the ‘shell’-electron in the hydrogen atom. 

- During phase 6, the distance between the spherical layers of protons and electrons also increases further until 

finally a minimum of 2 × the distance between the proton and the electron in the hydrogen atom, 

- For the time being during phase 6 a further increase in volume is supposed to be by a factor of 109 to 11. At the 

end of phase 6 the total volume of the universe-spherical-shell is limited to about 5.6 × 1055 to 60 km3 and at 

the end of phase 6 the thickness of the layers of protons and electrons is stretched to an everywhere exactly 

the same size of several to tens of km. This thickness of the USS is determined by both the amount of matter 

as by the amount of kinetic energy in the universe.  

- Throughout phase 6 each proton moves always in an exact straight line from C; since the Little Bang. 
- No formation of the hydrogen atom nor some form of rotation in the expanding universe-spherical-shell. 

 

 

- ) The basic parameters in brief: 

- Matter:      Equivalent number of loose protons and electrons are strictly organized into expanding 1: 1: 1: 1  

                    spherical mono-layers. 

- Mass:       The total mass is completely present in the form of matter in the form of protons and electrons. The  

                    amount of charge and magnetic spin always remains constant; the universe in total is uncharged. 

- Radiation: No form of radiation outside the expanding universe-spherical-shell nor in the absolutely empty  

                    inside hollow sphere. 

 
- Forces:      Only elementary charge force and magnetic spin force; all other physical forces, chemical forces and         

                    gravity are absent. 

- Kinetic energy and angular momentum of electrons:  

                    Start transferring transverse kinetic energy and angular momentum (photons) from the electrons on  

                    the protons and thus a slight increase in the expansion velocity and momentum. At the end of phase  

                    6 more than 99% of the transverse kinetic energy and of the angular momentum of the electrons has  

                    been transferred to the protons. An extremely slow process.  
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                    The speed of the electron is decreasing from 200 Mm/s to about 2.0 Mm/s. With time the electrons  

                    'spiral' further away from C, 

- Kinetic energy of the protons and impulse: Almost all the kinetic energy of the universe ( > 99%) is located on  

                    the protons. The mono-layers with electrons expand just as fast as the mono-layers with protons, 

- Expansion velocity: Net increases with about 1 Mm/s. Average remains 1/2 to 1/3rd the speed of light c, 

- Space:       The distance of the outer limit of the universe-spherical-shell to C increases from 500 to 750 (both ±  

                    50) light-years at the beginning of phase 6 to a thin universe-spherical-shell with a radius of 2.5 to  

                    3.0 billion light-years at the end of phase 6. 
- Gravity:    Is still totally absent. 

- Gravitational energy relative to C: As long gravity is absent this gravitational energy relative to C is built up  

                     completely free of charge!  

- Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell: Decreases from (500 - 750) ± 50 lightyear to a rather thin uniform  

                     layer with a thickness of a few tens of km (estimated at 2 to 200 km). 

- Duration:   The transfer of kinetic energy of the electrons to the protons lasts 5 to 10 billion (109) years to  

                     complete. 

 

- ) Matter: The phase with just loose protons and single electrons; no formation of the hydrogen atom: 

During the first 5 to 10 billion (109) years after completion of the Little Bang the universe consists of almost 

fully filled spherical mono-layers of protons and electrons; Figure 27 G8. In the whole period, these protons and 
electrons did not join to hydrogen atoms because: 

a. the relative velocity of the electrons is still too high in order to be captured into an orbit around a single 

proton. 

b. and between the expanding spherical mono-layers of protons and electrons is not enough space to be able to 

form the hydrogen atom. 

 

- ) Mass: 

Mass, the elementary charge and the elementary magnetic spin remain constant. Mass and matter just exists in 

the form of protons and electrons. In the universe there is no electromagnetic radiation or particle radiation. 

 

- ) Not yet gravity nor gravitational energy present in the universe: 

Seen in time the enormous expansion of the universe over a distance of 2.3 to 2.7 billion light-years can be 

achieved only if after the Little Bang at the start of the expanding universe-spherical-shell of protons and 

electrons a major expansion velocity less than the speed of light is available without any gravity. 

This is true as long atoms are absent and just loose protons and single electrons are present. Further, the 

universe-spherical-shell must be electro-neutral. That is always true. 

Finally, the energy transfer (photons) from the electrons to the mono-layers of protons must occur extremely 

slowly. This transfer shouldn’t last less than 5 to 10 billion years to complete! 

 

- ) Radiation: 

From a mutual position the expanding spherical mono-layers of protons and electrons these electrons do not 

generate any form of electromagnetic radiation nor particle radiation. The atom is lacking, and hence any form of 

infra-red, light, gravity or cosmic radiation. During phase 6 the universe still is at an equivalent of 0 kelvin! The 
universe is still without photons and thus absolutely cold and dark. This whole period of 5 to 10 billion years 

cannot be observed technically as well as the Little Bang itself! 

 

- ) Forces; only elementary forces are present: 

The individual electrons pass through ideal orbits in their spherical mono-layers. Only elementary forces present 

in the universe now. All the other physical forces and chemical ones may be created only when there is the atom 

and the elements of the periodic table. 

 

- ) Kinetic energy of the electrons; transfer of kinetic energy and transverse angular momentum of the  

    electrons to the protons: 

Immediately after the Little Bang because of the spring tension mono spherical layers with protons and electrons 
get a steady expansion rate of one third to half the speed of light c. This stationary expansion rate at the 

beginning and end of phase 6 is determined by the total expansion amount of kinetic energy and momentum 

which is now present in the universe. 

The equal magnetic spin between the protons and the electrons prevents any direct contact between the mono-

layers of protons and electrons, thus preventing any quick exchange of kinetic energy between the two layers.  

Transfer of kinetic energy or angular momentum between the layers with electrons and protons does not occur. 
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Nevertheless in spite of the mutual repulsion an extremely slow transfer of those transverse kinetic energy and 

momentum  (as transfer of photons) happens from the electrons moving with about 2/3rd c to the radially 

moving protons during the 5 to 10 billion year of phase 6.  

The angular momentum of the electrons is converted into expansion velocity and momentum of the protons and 

thus indirectly those of the mono-layers with electrons themselves. The layers of protons (and electrons) gives 

them a very limited additional expansion velocity along from center C and take the mono-layers with the much 

lighter electrons along with it. The expansion velocity of the spherical layers with protons and electrons thereby 

increases gradually with net, approximately 1 Mm/s; a marginal increase so.  
At the end of phase 6 due to the energy transfer from the electrons to the protons almost all the kinetic energy of 

the universe (> 99%) is located on the protons. 

At the end of phase 6 the final expansion velocity v(exp) and the associated momentum must be sufficiently 

high to be able to form therewith later sufficient angular speed in the galaxies and angular speed (clockwise or 

anticlockwise) of the central black holes R1 in those future heavy galaxies. 

 

- ) In these phases all kinetic energy and momentum are conserved: 

The Little Bang and Phase 6 with loose protons and electrons is the only period during the universe-cycle the 

atom is absent and so gravity and gravitational energy! Only radial kinetic energy of the protons and electrons 

including transverse kinetic energy of the electrons is present. Exclusively during phases 1 to 6 applies to the 

Laws of conservation of kinetic energy and conservation of momentum. (Phase 7 with hydrogen and thus gravity 
and gravitational energy will disturb both Laws completely!) 

 

- ) Free of charge build-up of gravitational energy in the universe: 

The universe-spherical-shell is expanding with constant speed and without gravity relative to C due to the 

absence of the hydrogen atom and gravity during phase 6. This creates an increasingly taller distance with 

respect to the center C. This expansion is free of charge. See Figure 31 G8. 

During the expansion of the spherical-shell structure of the universe relative to C the universe creates 

gravitational energy 100% free of charge. That free of charge accumulated exploiting gravitational energy 

relative to C becomes ‘visible’ in phase 7 and will be effected by the formation of the hydrogen atom. Than 

gravity and gravitational energy relative to C return into the universe! 

 
- ) This gravity-free period in phase 6, and free of charge building gravitational energy this universe-cycle 

can repeat itself endlessly: 

This in phase 6 free of charge built-up gravitational energy becomes real energy in phase 7 thanks to the 

formation of hydrogen and gravity. Later during the universe-cycle that gravitational energy is completely used 

to slow down the acceleration of the contraction of the universe to a more or less constant contraction speed 

preventing in future a Big Crunch at the end of this universe! 

Thanks to this free of charge accumulated gravitational energy relative to C the cycle of the universe-cycle can 

repeat itself endlessly. The universe and his cycle is a perpetual device. 

 

- ) Space and time: 

The expansion rate is 100 to150 Mm/s or one third to half the speed of light. Phase 6 requires at least a period of 

5 to 10 billion year. During this period, the universe generates most of its maximum achievable expansion an 
expansion being estimated 2.5 to 3.0 billion light-years at the end of phase 6. See Figure 31 of Document G8. 

(Only at the end of phase 23 the universe / USS reaches its maximum expansion of 3.0 to 3.5 billion lightyear) 

 

- ) Speed of the electrons: 

In this phase 6 an extremely slow energy transfer occurs from the mono-layers electrons to the mono-layers 

protons. This period decreases the transverse velocity of the electrons from approximately 2/3rd c to about 2.2 

Mm/s just before the moment formation the hydrogen atom. In phase 6, at the same moment, the mutual distance 

between the layers of protons and electrons growing to proportions the hydrogen atom can be formed.  

 

- ) ‘Added’ kinetic energy from the electrons to protons is only about mp (1 Mm/s)2: 

At the beginning of phase 6 all of the transversal kinetic energy is present on the electrons rotating with about 
2/3rd c around C. During phase 6 this transverse velocity is reduced from about 200 Mm/s to 2.2 Mm/s. The 

expanding speed increases marginally by about 1 Mm/s. 

At the end of phase 6 the expansion velocity and associated momentum must still be sufficiently high in order: 

a) To overcome for about 0.5 billion light-years on expansion relative to C in the Phases 7 – 24 with gravity and 

b) To generate sufficient angular speed in the galaxies.  

In phase 6 the expansion velocity v(exp) is one third to half the speed of light c. 
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- ) Temperature: universe is super 'cold' and therefore not observable: 

During phase 6, the protons and the electrons cannot form a hydrogen atom. Thus lacks the phenomena of 

gravity and temperature. After the Little Bang the universe is expanding without gravity and 'temperature' being 

0 kelvin! 

During that whole period there isn’t any form of electromagnetic radiation or particle radiation present in the 

universe-spherical-shell!  

The Little Bang itself and the first period of expansion after the Little Bang of 5 to 10 billion (109) years are in 

no way to get observable. This period is only deduced and yet to fill in through the construction of a 
mathematical model of the universe and its cycle! 

 

- ) Creation of space between the 1 : 1 spherical mono-layers of protons and electrons: 

The expansion of the universe-spherical-shell occurs at the expense of thickness of the USS all those billions of 

years. Both on the outside and on the inside the universe-spherical-shell always remains exactly round. Inside the 

sphere-shell of the protons and the electrons the spring tension causes that the expansion of these spherical layers 

itself does not cost any energy. 

 

The ever thinning of universe-spherical-shell is offset by: 

- ) the protons (and electrons) are gaining more space inside their spherical mono-layers and 

- ) the distance between the spherical mono-layers of protons and electrons also increases to some extent. 
The author supposes the expansion of the universe-spherical-shell increases further with a factor of 

approximately 105 to a net volume of 1055 to 60 km3 and possibly (much) more. 

 

- ) Thickness universe-spherical-shell / USS at the end of phase 6: 

Partly because of the relatively high post-expansion, in these 5 – 10 billion year the thickness of the universe-

spherical-shell gradually to a uniform thickness between 2 km and 200 km. That expansion and ever thinning of 

the universe-spherical-shell and grow of the space between these spherical mono-layers of protons and electrons 

occurs within three limitations. 

a) The mutual distance between the layers of the protons and electrons may not be taller than the distance 

between the proton and the electron in the hydrogen atom, 

b) Eventually in their spherical layers the mutual distance between the protons must become at least twice this 
distance to realize the formation of the hydrogen atom. See Figure 32 G8. 

c) in the meantime the velocity of the electron relative the protons must be decreased from 200 Mm/s to 2.0 - 

2.2 Mm/s. 

Under these conditions physically enough space is available for the formation of the hydrogen atom in phase 7. 

 

The confluence of the right speed of the electron relative to the proton, and a sufficient increase of the distance 

between the protons and the electrons are decisive for the moment the hydrogen atom is formed after the Little 

Bang. To a large extent the duration of phase 6 is determined by the speed of the transfer of transversal kinetic 

energy of the electrons on the protons and the increase in their radial kinetic energy. 

 

Phase 6 must last sufficiently long (being billions of years) the universe at the moment of formation the 

hydrogen atom has developed enough space, gravity and gravitational energy relative to C. Finally a sufficient 
expansion minimal 3.0 ± 0.5 billion light-years relative to center C should be realized. 

During modeling of the universe-cycle the extent of the radius of the universe at the end of phase 6 will be 

shown actually. The faster the expansion velocity v(exp), the stronger the generated gravity and eventually the 

accumulated gravitational energy relative to C at the moment of formation the hydrogen atom. 

 

- ) No rotation (R0) and no condensation (C0) inside the universe-spherical-shell; 

   the universe-spherical-shell expand in a R0C0-state: 

During phase 6 in the universe-spherical-shell, consisting of 1: 1: 1: 1 spherical layers of protons and electrons. 

Yet there aren’t any rotation (R0) or condensation (C0). The universe starts after the Little Bang in an R0C0 state 

and will remain so during the first 5 to 10 billion years after the Little Bang. 

 
- ) In that period only three velocity-components are relevant: 

After the Little Bang the protons move in a straight line from C all with the expansion velocity v(exp). In a two 

dimensional system. The electrons make the same movement but transversal movements as well. The electrons  

always have their own distinct three dimensional coordinate system composed of the velocity component v(exp), 

v(r1) and v(r2). Any moment throughout universe-spherical-shell exactly the same universe-clock-time is valid.  

Within the universe and the universe-spherical-shell differences in universe-clock-time are basically impossible. 

See figure 29 and 33 of Document G8. 
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For each cross-section of the universe-spherical-shell all spherical layers with electrons cover all directions the 

same extent with exactly the same speed (207 Mm/s or 2/3 c), and, thus, participation of kinetic energy. On the 

expanding universe-spherical-shell every cross direction through C is always exactly uniform in structure. 

 

Schedule 7 - 2: the development of speed dimensions in the universe after the Little Bang until moment 

formation of hydrogen: 

 

Quantities Value units 

Universe-clock-time from 1.500 years after the 

Little Bang until 5 to 10 
billion years 

years 

velocities to C of protons only v(exp) 

velocities to C of electrons v(exp), v(r1) and v(r2) 

Temperature 0 kelvin 

 

Explanatory diagram illustrating 7-2: 

1) The at first 5 to 10 billion years after the Little Bang the universe was completely dark, monotonous, without 

temperature and without any form of electromagnetic radiation or particle radiation. All matter and kinetic 

energy is still locked up 100% in this expanding universe-spherical-shell with mono-layers of protons and 

electrons. 

2) In universe always all kinetic energy is 100% coupled with mass! Independent forms of energy aren’t 

possible yet. In the same way all present energy is connected with mass or matter always carries all energy.   

3) During phase 6 gravity and gravitational energy are completely absent. 

For gravity and gravitational energy see the Documents E3 and E3-1. 

 
- ) The universe clock time: 

The space-clock-time develops on all sides linear evenly rolling off with from the center C of the universe, and 

then restarts at each cycle at the moment of the Little Bang with t = 0.000 s. During the progress of the whole 

cycle of the universe all protons and electrons in the universe always have exactly the same linear advancing 

universe-clock-time with respect to starting point C being the center of the universe. Within universe-spherical-

shell and during the universe-cycle different universe clock times are absolutely impossible. 

The universe-clock-time relative to C runs throughout the universe stationary and with infinitive speed. 

(Measured time differences with atomic clocks are due to differences in speed and have a very different origin. 

These difference in time have nothing to do with distortion of time and space!)  

See Document G2 and figure 29 Document G8. 

 
- ) Next Phase 7: Formation of the hydrogen atom at a moment t =  5 to 10 billion years after the Little Bang. 

 

 

7.3.7 PHASE 7: MOMENT FORMATION THE HYDROGEN ATOM: 

The hydrogen atom can be physically only constructed if: 

 The transverse velocity of the electrons is decreased to 2.0 to 2.2 Mm/s, 

 The distance between the mono-layers of protons and electrons is increased to a maximum of the radius of 

the hydrogen atom, and 

 The distance between the protons from each other in their layers is also increased to at least 2 × the radius of 

the hydrogen atom. This increase in distance between these monolayers protons / electrons and inside these 

layers caused a huge (billions) post-expansion as well during phase 6. 

 

- ) Features of phase 7: 

- Formation of the hydrogen atom occurred in the USS some 5 to 10 billion (109) year after the Little Bang at 

the same moment everywhere. This Little Bang was 35 to 40 billion years ago! Phase 7 universe wide itself 

lasts less than a millisecond. See figure 32 of Document G8. 

- Exactly the same moment each proton in the universe-spherical-shell captures its own electron forming 

exclusively one hydrogen atom. Other isotopes of hydrogen or of any element of the periodic system aren’t 

formed nor are possible! 

- That hydrogen atom combined with expansion speed relative to C generates one new physically force and 

one chemically force as gravity, the covalent radical force and the phenomena of temperature. 

- The ‘shell’-electron of the hydrogen atom generates gravity and hence gravitational energy versus C. 
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- From nowhere and nothing within the universe-spherical-shell an enormous amount of gravitational energy 

relative to the center C of the universe is created.  

- This gravitational energy is obtained 100% free of charge and is added to the cycle of the universe. This is 

incredible! See Figure 35 of Document G8. 

- This free of charge obtained gravitational energy in fact is the driving force behind each cycle of the 

universe! This gravitational energy is equivalent to the requested ‘dark energy’. The origin of this ‘dark 

energy’ is clear and understandable now! 

- At the end of the this cycle of the universe gravity and gravitational energy bring back all matter and energy 
of the universe towards center C. 

- From phase 7 gravity starts the uniform omnidirectional slowdown in the expansion rate of the universe. 

- These loose hydrogen atoms may move random. 

- With hydrogen the physical phenomenon of temperature is back in the universe even that temperature still is 

only 0 kelvin. 

- In the moment of formation the hydrogen atom, no heat is released and there is no UV-flash. 

 

- ) The basic parameters in brief: 

- Matter:   Equal numbers of protons and electrons form the same number of hydrogen atoms; all single protons  

                 and electron are bound and transferred into hydrogen. 

- Mass:    Remains the same as well the total charge and magnetic spin. 
- Forces:   In the hydrogen atom the elementary charge force and the magnetic spin force of the proton / electron  

                 causes a centripetal force on the electron. The ‘shell’-electron of the hydrogen atom generates the  

                 covalent chemical radical force and gravity as a result of speed of this atom in the universe relative to  

                 C and the resulting haziness in their orbits around the nucleus. This is explained in document F1d. 

- Radiation: Gravitational radiation is absolutely free of mass, matter and kinetic energy. That is why gravity  

                  isn’t bound by the speed of light. Gravity moves and pure rectilinear with immensely high speeds  

                  >> c through the universe; shockwaves of gravitational energy however are limited to the speed of  

                 light c! (LIGO measures shockwaves of gravitational energy and no ‘waves’ of gravity!!)  

- Kinetic energy and momentum: Both are still for <1% of the ‘shell’-electrons of the hydrogen atoms and  

                for > 99% present on the protons in the nucleus, 

- Kinetic energy of the electrons: Now the transfer of transversal kinetic energy of the electrons to the protons  
                  will be terminated; all the ‘shell’-electrons of the hydrogen atoms orbit with the same angular  

                  velocity around their nucleus. 

- Gravitational energy: With the return of gravity a huge amount of gravitational energy versus center C has  

                  been freely effectuated and added to the universe-cycle (gravitational energy = ‘dark energy’). 

- Space:     During the atom-free and gravity free period the universe-spherical-shell reached a radius of at least  

                  2.5 to 3.0 billion lightyear. Its shape is a relatively thin locally perfect (flat) spherical shell around C, 

- Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell: This is dependent on the initial volume and expansion. It diminish to  

                  about 2 - 200 km, 

- Duration: Universe wide formation of hydrogen atoms takes place at the exact same moment within one  

                   millisecond. 

- Temperature: Returns physically in the universe / USS. Temperature there is still 0 kelvin, 

 
- ) Matter: While forming hydrogen the universe reaches its maximum expansion speed: 

The moment of formation the H-atom, some 30 – 35 billion year ago, the universe reaches its maximum possible 

expansion velocity of 1/3 – 1/2 the speed of light. With hydrogen gravity is generated. The moment hydrogen is 

formed gravity slows down the expansion speed of the USS further and further. 

 

- ) Speed of an atom in the universe relative to C creates characteristic anomalies in the orbits of the 

‘shell’-electron: 

In the previous atom-free phases 1 to 6 only loose protons and electrons existed with just two elementary forces: 

1) electric charge and 2) magnetic spin. All other presently known physical forces, chemical forces and their 

associated physical constants were completely absent! 

If the newly formed hydrogen atom didn’t absolutely move in the universe relative to C than the ‘shell’ electrons 
would have followed perfect orbits around their proton nucleus. These perfect ‘shell’-electrons would not be able 

to generate any gravity nor any other physical or chemical forces. This hydrogen atom would be inert an 

incapable forming molecules. That is not the case. Speed of atoms in the universe causes gravity, physical and 

chemical forces on the atom generated by the ‘shell’-electrons of the atom! See Document F1d. 
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In atoms every kind and direction of speed in the universe-spherical-shell relative to C creates: 

- Its own characteristic deviation in the orbit of the electron (and later, the trajectory of the ‘shell’-electron-

pair). See Figures 1a, 1b and 1c of Document E3-1; 

- Its own increase of the kinetic energy of the ‘shell’-electron (or electron-pair); the so-called by speed ‘added’ 

kinetic energy, including kinetic energy of the nucleus. 

 

- ) Continuously the ‘shell’-electron of hydrogen tries to achieve a perfect circular orbit: 

Each ‘shell’-electron of atoms however always strives for: 
1) A perfect orbit without any deviation and therefore,  

2) To a state without any ‘added’ kinetic energy due to speed of the atom in the universe.  

Then the ‘shell’-electron around the nucleus finds itself in the energetically most favorable position!  

At the time of formation this hydrogen atom undergoes a large expansion rate of one third to half the speed of 

light. This gigantic speed creates a large deviation in the orbit of all the ‘shell’-electrons with a lot of ‘added’ 

kinetic energy (photons) as well! 

  

- ) Statement for the origin of forces on the atom: 

At all ‘shell’-electrons of the formed hydrogen atoms any form of velocity in the universe with respect to the 

center C results to: 

a) a direct abnormality of the ideal orbit pursued by the captured ‘shell’-electron and 
b) indirectly to the ‘shell’-electron ‘added’ kinetic energy between ½m(e- )(c/3)2 - ½m(e- )(c/2)2; 

c) the nucleus of atoms have no problems with the constant linear speed of the atom in the universe. 

It only occurs when the direction of the velocity of the atom changes. Then the nucleus becomes eccentric 

relative to the electron-shell(s). See Figures 1a, 1b and 1c of Document E3-1. 

 

Ad a): Origin of speed related forces on the hydrogen atom: 

To counter this directly by velocity-induced deviation in its orbit the ‘shell’-electron of each hydrogen atom 

generates a gravitational force (+ G1f). See Documents E3 and E3-1 and F1d. That gravity force is exclusively 

generated by the ‘shell’-electrons of atoms. Gravity is primarily intended to reduce the speed of the hydrogen 

atoms in the universe-spherical-shell / USS relative to C! 

In that way the deviation in the orbit of the ‘shell’-electron is reduced. The generated gravity is directly 
proportional to the velocity of the atom. The origin of gravity is not related to the mass of the nucleus! 

 

Ad b) Induction of forces related to kinetic energy of the hydrogen atom: 

By speed a lot of kinetic energy is added to the ‘shell’-electron and to the nucleus as well. Due to the outward 

expansion rate of the hydrogen atom in the universe. The ‘shell’ electron can indirectly achieve the ideal possible 

orbit around the proton by transforming this ‘added’ energy as much as possible into binding-heat by forming 

physically bonds or chemically bonds! The ‘shell’-electron realizes that energetically favorable orbit by inducing 

two types of physical (kinetic energy) forces and two chemical forces with which the atom can form real 

physical bonds and chemical bonds. In addition standard binding energy (photons) is released! This binding 

energy is the evidence that the level of ‘added’ kinetic energy is reduced. Then electrons are rotating in an 

energetically lower level and more ideal orbit. 

 
The author introduces a completely different view about 

a) The formation and origin of forces on the atom, 

b) The place where physical forces and chemical ones arise, and 

c) The role of physical and chemical bonds of atoms (and of molecules as well).  

 

With the formation of the hydrogen atom simultaneous is created the covalent chemical radical force (+R1cf). 

This chemical force is able to form a chemical bond by forming an electron-pair (2).  

Basically this generated covalent radical force is linear proportional to ‘added’ kinetic energy of the atom and 

thus proportional to the square of the velocity of the atom in the universe. 

 

In phase 7 the individual ‘shell’-electron in the hydrogen atom develops only: 
a) gravity (+ G1f), which inhibits the expansion of the universe-spherical-shell symmetrically and 

b) the covalent radical force (+ R1cf), which, directly thereafter, results in the formation of hydrogen molecule 

in phase 8. 

Because of the speed of the hydrogen atom of one third to half the speed of light, in quantitative terms these 

newly formed forces are of a maximum magnitude! 
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Ad c) The mechanical forces: 

In the acceleration and deceleration of the speed of an atom or a non-linear motion, the nucleus goes eccentric 

slightly within the electron-shell. The atom compensates this by inducing a force for acceleration or a 

deceleration one and the centripetal force. These are more purely mechanical forces of the atom arising from the 

interaction between the nucleus and the electrons shell(s). 

 

- ) End of period expansion without gravity. Introduction of gravitational energy: 

Until the moment formation the hydrogen atom gravity was missing completely and gravitational energy as well. 
After the super-cold Little Bang the universe-spherical-shell could expand during 5 to 10 billion years with a 

constant speed from the center C of the universe without any gravity and without any loss of expansion velocity. 

In this gravity-free period the radius of the universe reached at least 2.5 ± 0.5 billion light-years around C and 

possibly even a bit more; figure 31 of Document G8. 

 

With the return of the hydrogen atom and gravity all of a sudden out of the ‘blue’ the gravitational energy of 

these hydrogen atoms in the USS relative to center C is added to the universe-spherical-shell. This gravitational 

energy is completely free of charge! This gravitational energy is equal to the by Science sought ‘dark energy’!  

This free of charge creation of gravitational energy goes completely against the current views of science 

regarding gravity and associated gravitational energy. The phenomenon ‘dark energy’ only can be understood if 

the true origin of gravity and gravitational energy is recognized. See figure 1a, 1b and 1c of Document E3-1 

and figure 34 of Document G8. 

 

From phase 7 the further expansion of the universe, and hence the build-up of gravitational energy goes at the 

expense of kinetic energy, and thereby at the expense of speed and momentum. Since the time of formation of 

the hydrogen atom, the expansion velocity is slowed down from 1/3 – 1/2 the speed of light to about 400 - 450 

km/s now.  

The released kinetic energy cannot be converted into heat. This energy is converted into: 

a) Partly gravitational energy relative to C and 

b) Partly rotational speed / -kinetic energy of the hydrogen atoms present in the universe-spherical-shell / 

USS. That rotations of hydrogen in the USS started already some 30 – 35 billion year ago. (This explains 

why all nowadays galaxies rotate much faster than expected starting with the Big Bang theory! The 
observed angular speeds are the natural rotation speeds!) 

For the movements of the different forms of energy during the universe-cycle, see figures 79 1) to XI) of 

Document G8 and specially figure 79 III G8). 

 

In the long period from the Little Bang till the formation of the hydrogen atom and gravity with gravitational 

energy the universe has been expanded over a distance of 2.5 to 3.0 billion (109) lightyear relative to C! The 

author estimates the overall expansion of the universe then on roughly another 0.3 to 0.5 billion light-years! At 

the time of the formation of the hydrogen atom, the expansion rate v(exp) and the associated kinetic energy 

should be sufficiently large: 

- to bridge the future 0.3 to 0.5 billion light-years relative to C and 

- to generate sufficient rotational energy for the construction of future galaxies, the rotations on the level 

of galaxies between themselves and the velocities within these galaxies. 
Gravity is a tremendously weak force. At the moment of formation of the hydrogen, this hydrogen is still evenly 

distributed over the entire universe-spherical-shell. The gravitational and gravitational energy is yet uniformly 

spread over the USS as well! 

 

- ) With gravity an enormous amount of gravitational energy is added to the universe-spherical-shell: 

At the moment formation of the hydrogen atom the universe-spherical-shell achieved everywhere equal 

expansion of  2.5 to 3.0 billion lightyear to C. With the formation of the hydrogen atom an enormous amounts of 

gravity and free of charge gravitational energy are created everywhere in the universe-spherical-shell and added 

to the universe and to the cycle of the universe! This 100% free of charge added gravitational energy versus C is 

the driving ‘force’ to complete the cycle of the universe. That gravitational energy versus C explains the 

requested 'dark energy' completely. In other words: there is no 'dark energy'! 
At the end of the cycle of the universe gravity and associated gravitational energy bring back all matter properly 

back to center C. (That very last moment all added gravitational energy has been completely consumed). 

See Figures 5 and 6 in Document E3-1. 
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- ) The Laws of conservation of energy and momentum are not fully true on the scale of the universe: 

With the formation of the hydrogen atom and gravitational energy one would think that the laws of conservation 

of kinetic and gravitational energy and conservation of momentum would apply in full since that moment. That 

is not the case!  

Gravity is a speed-related force of atoms and the associated gravitational energy as well! During nuclear fusion 

of ‘shell’-electrons to the nucleus of the atom ‘shell’-electrons disappear and become ‘core’-electrons. With this 

transfer gravity disappears as well the associated gravitational energy versus C! 

The Laws of conservation of energy can be applied on a small scale (e.g. on Earth) but do not apply any longer 
already within our solar system because of nuclear fusion in the sun, in a galaxy or within the universe-spherical-

shell as a whole. This disappearance of gravity and gravitational energy is a complicating factor in the 

construction of mathematical models of the 13 long physically periods in the universe-cycle. 

 

- ) Origin of gravity; speed in universe results in ‘hydrogen severely deformed orbits of the ‘shell’-

electrons: 

Within the hydrogen atom the attraction between electron and proton gives the necessary centripetal force (Cpf + 

e- ) on the electron in a more or less round orbit around the proton. Without any speed of hydrogen in the 

universe relative to C the orbit of the ‘shell’- electron would be perfectly round and 100% undisturbed. See 

figure 34 of Document G8)  

The formation of the hydrogen however occurs under an enormous expansion speed of one third to half the 
speed of light! This speed as well kinetic energy is added to the orbits of all ‘shell’-electron of hydrogen as well. 

Because of this enormous speed the orbit of all ‘shell’-electrons of hydrogen atoms are distorted from the outset. 

See figure 1a of Document E3-1. 

In case the speed of the hydrogen atom would increase relative to C or its own angular speed would grow, the 

orbit of the ‘shell’-electron gets an increasing deviation in its orbit. See figure 1b and 1c of Document E3-1. 

 

All ‘shell’-electrons of hydrogen themselves strive for perfect orbits around the proton nucleus without any by 

speed ‘added’ deviation and kinetic energy. This is hindered by the speed of the hydrogen atom in the universe. 

As protest these ‘shell’-electrons generate a) gravity and b) physical and chemical forces to minimize those by 

speed caused deviation in its orbit and ‘added’ energy as much as possible. See Document F1d. 

This deviation in the orbit of the 'shell' electron and associated and connected kinetic energy can only be 
corrected and minimized by slowing down the speed of the atom in the universe. That is the primary purpose of 

gravity and second keeping all matter together in the USS. See Documents E3 and E3-1 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu.- 

 

- ) Other by speed / kinetic energy generated forces: 

This ‘shell’-electron of the hydrogen atom also generates the covalent radical force (+R1cf). Respond to this 

force by which newly formed hydrogen atoms directly connecting through until hydrogen molecules. This is 

phase 8 of the cycle. See Document F1d. 

 

- ) Formation of only hydrogen atoms occurs exactly the same time everywhere: 

Universe wide that capture of one ‘shell’-electron by the proton and formation of hydrogen occurs 

simultaneously in the USS at exactly the same universe clock time with respect to C. The universe-spherical-
shell is perfectly round with C exactly in the center. All present protons and electrons are simultaneously 

transformed into hydrogen atoms. Universe wide the formation of hydrogen atoms took place in less than about 

one millisecond some 35 to 40 billion years ago and 5 to 10 billion years after the cold Little Bang. 

- ) Kinetic energy: decrease speed electron ends: 

After the formation of the hydrogen atom in principle the rate of the ‘shell’-electrons around the nucleus does 

not go down further than 2.0 to 2.2 Mm/s until the moment of nuclear fusion. 

 

- ) Mass: 

The total mass of the universe did not changed. Actually all mass is now present as hydrogen atoms. 

 

- ) Reduction of the number of speed-dimensions from 3 to 1: 

Up to the formation of the hydrogen atom on the scale of the universe the proton moved one dimensionally while 

the electron moved three dimensionally. In the formation of only the hydrogen atom the speeds v(r1) and v(r2) in 

the universe of the electron with the center C of the universe as absolute zero, curled into an orbit of the electron 

around a proton individually. Then the kinetic energy of each electron of the universe speeds is approximately 

E = 1/2 m(e- ) × (2.2 Mm/s) 2 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu.-/
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For each ‘shell’-electron this results in new speeds v(r3) and v(r4) in the form of an orbit of the electron in the K-

shell surrounding the proton. This hydrogen atom behaves as a radical. With the formation of the hydrogen 

atom, the orbits of the electrons are reduced from the scale of the universe to the scale of only one proton. 

With the formation of the hydrogen atom for each point the three-dimensional system of v(exp), v(r1) and v(r2) 

was reduced to a one-dimensional system having a linear expansion rate of only v(exp) everywhere directed 

away from the Little Bang point / center C. Everywhere this is exactly the same for all hydrogen atoms being 

one third to half the speed of light. 

 
- ) Temperature; during the formation of the hydrogen atom in itself does not occur a flash of UV nor 

heat; the universe-spherical-shell is physically still at 0 kelvin: 

Prior to the formation of the hydrogen atom physically the phenomenon of temperature did not exist. The 

universe / USS had an equivalent to 0 kelvin. With the formation of the hydrogen atom temperature is back in the 

USS as a physical phenomenon.  

 

- ) Event horizon of the universe from Earth: 

All of the Little Bang itself at approximately 0 kelvin, the temperature-free period of 5 to 10 billion years with 

loose protons and as well as the electrons and the formation of H-atoms cannot be (made) perceptible anymore.  

In figures 4a and 4b of the Document E3-1. The different event horizons are shown for various infra-red 

(approximately 18 billion years), light (13.8 billion years), and cosmic particles (may be 5 to 10 billion years). 
See Figure 77b G8. In future and by improving gravitational LIGO techniques may be stretched to Phases 7 -

10; the moment formation of hydrogen and gravity. See Figure 77c G8 as well 

 

- ) No condensation of hydrogen atoms (C0); during an extreme short period hydrogen is super 

   cold and without pressure: 

The hydrogen atom still hasn’t any pair of electrons thus does not generate Vander Waals / London force  

(-W2f). Loose hydrogen atoms still lacks the 'pressure'. The hydrogen atom cannot occur as a vapor and does not 

condense to form a liquid or does not solidify. The formed hydrogen atom is at zero kelvin in that time. 

 

- ) At the time of the formation of the hydrogen atom there is not yet any rotation (R0) in the USS: 

The hydrogen atom is still moving in a straight line from C. 
 

Schedule Attachment 7 - 3: 

 

Number of speed dimensions during formation of the hydrogen atom: 

Point universe clock time 

in billions of years 

developed dimensions 

of speed 

temperature 

R0C0: 

formation of H-atom 

t = 5 to 10  v(r1) and v(r2) of 

electrons transfer→ 

v(r3) and v(r4) as local 

orbits around the proton. 

For the H-atom only 

v(exp) remains 

zero kelvin 

 

Explanation of Schedule 7 - 3: 

1) Immediately after the formation of the hydrogen atoms all of the points in the universe-spherical-shell only 
have an equivalent expansion velocity v(exp) being one third to half the speed of light. Under natural conditions 

this is the maximum speed of atoms in the universe. 

 

2) The formation of the hydrogen atom is a strictly instantaneous event universe wide lasting a split second. This 

is a moment! 

 

- ) Spatial changes of dimensions of the universe-spherical-shell / USS: 

Within that split second changes do not yet enter in the dimensions of the universe-spherical-shell and the 

distance to C. 

 

- ) Next Phase 8: 
Immediately after the formation of the hydrogen atom the formation of the hydrogen molecule follows: 
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7.3.8 PHASE 8: MOMENT FORMATION MOLECULAR HYDROGEN GAS: 

 

- ) Features of phase 8: 

 After phase 7 as a continuous process two newly formed radical hydrogen atoms directly build one hydrogen 

molecule with a chemical covalent radical bond. 

 This chemical reaction results a lot of heat / photons. The hydrogen becomes (very) hot. Immediately 

thereafter in phase 9 this hydrogen molecule turns directly into a hydrogen plasma, 

 Universe wide Phase 8 lasts to complete less than about one second. 

 

- ) The basic parameters in brief: 

Matter:  Only hydrogen molecules; loose hydrogen atoms aren’t present in the universe anymore. 

Mass:  Mass, charge and magnetic spin remained equal. 

Forces:  Next to the elementary charge, magnetic spin, the basal centripetal force of the ‘shell’-electron,  

                             forces like gravity, the covalent radical force and new force the Vander Waals / London  

                             force or the gas force (+W2f) are possible or present now. 

Radiation: Electromagnetic radiation starts in the form of photons (majoranas); no particle radiation. 

Kinetic energy of the universe: Gravity starts to slow down the expansion of the universe; the kinetic energy is  

                             fully converted into a) rotational energy of the hydrogen gas and b) into gravitational energy  

                             relative to C. 
Kinetic energy of the ‘shell’-electrons: This remains constant until fusion occurs. Then a part of the ‘shell’  

                             electrons is transformed to ‘core’-electrons. 

Gravitational energy: The increased of space relative to C is at the expense of the expansion velocity. The radius  

                             of the universe-spherical-shell equals 2.5 to 3.0 billion light-years; in this phase it grows  

                             slower and slower. 

Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell of hydrogen: Due to heat generation it swells with several tens of km/s  

                             explosively on both sides. 

Duration:              Formation of the hydrogen molecule requires only a split second and universe wide it happens  

                             simultaneously. 

 

- ) Matter; only hydrogen molecules: 

Immediately after the formation of the hydrogen atom their two radical electrons form along one common shared 

electron-pair in the form of a covalent chemical radical bond. Exclusively the formation of hydrogen gas is 

possible. Binding-energy is released as sign that some of the (expansion) speed to the outer ‘shell’-electrons 

‘added’ kinetic energy is converted into heat (photons). Thereby the formed electron-pair of the hydrogen 

molecule orbits in an energetically more favorable path than two radical ‘shell’-electrons of two separate 

hydrogen atoms before. 

 

- ) Mass: 

Because of the heat generation, the hydrogen gas emits photons. They are majoranas; see Document F1b. The 

total amount of mass, charge and magnetic spin in the universe-spherical-shell does not change. 

 

- ) Radiation: 
For the first time in the universe radiation is present as free photons of light and infrared being majoranas. The 

moment of formation of the hydrogen gas should be observable in a technical point of view. But this is not the 

case anymore. Later in the universe-cycle two extremely cold periods occurred that completely obstructed the 

view on phase 8. In addition in the meantime, all the emitted photons have been reformed to protons / electrons 

and hydrogen during the cycle of the universe. See Document F1c. 

 

- ) Forces of hydrogen molecules: 

The electron-pair of the hydrogen generates a new physical force: the Vander Waals / London force 

(+ W2f). Thus in the universe are introduced the phase states: 

a. gas or plasma with Vander Waals-forces (W2f) but without Vander Waals- / London bonds, 

b. liquid (flexible Vander Waals / London bonds; (W2flb) and 
c. solid (fixated Vander Waals / London bonds; (W2fib). 

At the moment of the formation of hydrogen gas only a gas or plasma exists. The phase states of liquid or solid 

aren’t possible yet. 
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- ) Temperature: 

During the formation of hydrogen gas so much heat is released that the temperature rises up to thousands of 

kelvin. The hydrogen gas in phase 9 transforms directly into a plasma. This affects the amount of gravity and 

gravitational energy which decrease quantitatively but temporarily. 

 

- ) Time Phase 8: 

Seen from C the formation of the hydrogen gas will occur anywhere within the universe-spherical-shell at the 

same moment and in a split second. 
 

- ) Spatial dimensions of the universe-spherical-shell change: 

The dimensions of the universe-spherical-shell and the distance to C change within one second barely.   

 

- ) Next Phase 9: 

The heat transforms the hydrogen gas directly to a hydrogen plasma. 

 

 

 

7.3.9 PHASE 9: MOMENT TRANSFORMATION FROM HYDROGEN GAS TO PLASMA: 

 
- ) Features of phase 9: 

- During the formation of the hydrogen molecules so much binding heat is released that by direct the gas is 

transformed to hydrogen plasma. Then the electron-pair disappears temporarily with the coupled physical 

forces (Vander Waals force and its bond) and chemical forces (the chemical covalent radical binding). 

- Due to the structure of hydrogen plasma, the author expects a temporary decrease of gravity with respect to 

of ordinary hydrogen gas molecules and thus a transient decrease of ‘added’ gravitational energy in the USS. 

- The phases 7, 8 and 9 are successively universe wide and occur virtually at the same time. In total, they take 

only a split second to complete. 

 

- ) The basic parameters of the universe in brief: 

- Matter:      Only hydrogen plasma with hydrogen molecules disintegrate again in partly radical hydrogen atoms, 
- Mass:       Mass, charge and magnetic spin being equal; a part of the mass, charge and magnetic spin turns into  

                    photons. 

- Forces:      Besides elementary charge, magnetic spin and the basal centripetal force of the electron, gravity, the  

                    covalent radical force, the Vander Waals / London force and the gas force remain weakened. 

- Radiation: Only electromagnetic radiation in the form of photons (majoranas); no particle radiation. 

- Kinetic energy and momentum of the universe: Gravity slows the expansion velocity of the universe; the  

                     expansion kinetic energy is converted into: 

                     a) both angular speed and rotation energy of the hydrogen gas or plasma and 

                     b) in the gravitational energy of the universe-spherical-shell relative to C. 

- Kinetic energy and momentum of the ‘shell’-electrons remain constant. 

- Gravitational energy: Increase of space relative to C is at the expense of the expansion velocity. 

- Space:        The outer radius of the universe-spherical-shell equals 2.5 to 3.0 billion light-years and in that short  
                     period it hardly increases. 

- Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell with hydrogen plasma: Both sides explosive swell with 20 to 30 km/s. 

- Duration:   The universe wide formation of the hydrogen molecule and its transformation into plasma last less  

                     than a split second. 

 

- ) Matter; the hydrogen molecule directly transforms into plasma: 

In the formation of the hydrogen molecule bindings much heat is released. The formed hydrogen gas so hot that 

it is directly transformed into a plasma. Then the hydrogen molecule dissociates to a large extent up to two 

hydrogen atoms being radicals, wherein said ‘shell’-electrons jump from proton to proton. Near each of them 

during every pass the electron moves in only a part of its regular path; it zigzags. This plasma is at a temperature 

of several hundreds kelvin. In this hot hydrogen radicals, the electron moves in parts of its normal orbits around 
the proton and its neighboring proton and continues to generate the same forces as the hydrogen radical such as 

gravity. 

The hydrogen plasma remains electrically neutral. During the transition to the hydrogen plasma electron-pair 

disappears temporarily and thus the Vander Waals / London force and chemical covalent radical bond. 
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- ) Radiation: Photons of light and infrared making the universe observable: 

The hydrogen gas is hot and starts to emit photons of light (of the electron) and infrared (of the proton). Just 5 to 

10 billion years after the Cold Little Bang. In theory for the first time the universe becomes visible and 

perceptible. The theoretical event horizon of the universe starts at the moment of formation of the hydrogen as 

atom, molecule and plasma some 35 to 40 billion year ago. From earth this phase 9 with period of hot hydrogen 

plasma is no longer to get or to make visible. 

(After these phases until today, two super cold periods of the universe will follow! These cold periods are the ice 

times of the universe!). 
 

- ) Mass: 

Because of the heat dissipation the hydrogen gas / plasma emits electromagnetic radiation in the form of photons 

and they are majoranas; see Document F1b. A small part of the available matter is converted into radiation and 

thus apparently matter disappears from view with a portion of the charge and magnetic spin of the universe. 

However, the total amount of mass, elementary charge and elementary magnetic spin of the universe remains 

constant forever. 

 

- ) Forces of the hydrogen plasma:  

All the hydrogen gas is heated and becomes in the state of a plasma. The electron-pair of the Vander Waals force 

disappears temporarily. In the hydrogen plasma most of the released individual ‘shell’-electrons swing from 
proton to proton. In plasma’s the electrons follows only a small part of the orbit as in normal hydrogen atoms. In 

plasma’s these ‘shell’-electrons ‘around’ protons will be disturbed as well by velocity of the hydrogen plasma in 

the universe. These ‘shell’-electrons in the hydrogen plasma try to achieve the lowest possible energy level as 

well and try to form electron-pairs when the plasma cools down. 

The electrons in the hydrogen plasma generate more or less the same forces, but quantitatively weaker compared 

with ordinary hydrogen atoms: gravity, chemical covalent radical force and potentially the Vander Waals / 

London force. In hydrogen plasma temporarily electron-pairs aren’t possible. There is no real gas-force present! 

In plasmas the sub electron-shells of the hydrogen atoms push off each other creating a sort of an ‘electric spring 

pressure’. In scope it is different than the gas pressure based on the Vander Waals / London force. 

 

- ) Temperature: high temperatures but no fusion: 

Due to the formation of the hydrogen molecule, the temperature in the universe-spherical-shell will suddenly 

increase to hundreds degrees kelvin. Both the temperature and the gas pressure remain far from sufficient to start 

up nuclear reactions spherical shell in the universe. The plasma can only expand and cools in time. 

 

- ) Duration of phase 9: 

The formation of the hydrogen gas and its transformation into a plasma considered from C happens universe 

wide simultaneously in a time frame of less than one second. 

 

- ) Spatial changes of the dimensions of the universe-spherical-shell: 

Within a split second the dimensions of the universe-spherical-shell and the distance to C change barely. 

 

- ) Next Phase 10: 

- Expansion of the hydrogen plasma. Cooling and return of hydrogen atoms and hydrogen molecules and hence 

electron-pairs and associated Vander Waals force and the gas pressure. 

 

 

 

7.3.10 PHASE 10: PERIOD OF COOLING FROM PLASMA TO MOLECULAR HYDROGEN;  

-) GRAVITY DECREASES THE EXPANSION SPEED OF THE USS DRAMATICLY;  

-) THE GENESIS IN THE USS OF 4 TO 20 MILLIOM FACET AREAS EACH FILLED WITH   

    1 – 2 THOUSAND LARGE ROTATION AREAS R1 (AND FUTURE GALAXIES)  

-) EACH R1 IS FILLED WITH MILLIONS OF SMALLER ROTATION CENTERS R0: 

 
- ) Features of phase 10: 

- Phase 10 begins with the explosive expansion on both sides of the universe-spherical-shell of still pure 

hydrogen plasma. 

- At the end of this phase 10, the plasma cools down again so far that hydrogen atoms arise and hydrogen 

molecules are formed again. 
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- The expansion of the universe-spherical-shell continues universe widely but due to the gravity gradually 

deteriorated and evenly slowed down. The released expansion energy cannot be converted into heat. This 

energy is 100% converted into rotational energy in the local place of the universe-spherical-shell. 

- The total amount of kinetic rotation energy and kinetic expansion energy remains constant. 

- Within the universe-spherical-shell thereby arise:   

- 1)  4 to 20 million facet areas R1Fa which are smoothly spread over universe-spherical-shell. 

- 2) Within each facet area 1 - 2 thousand large rotation areas R1 arise. In future each R1 will result in one 

galaxy. These large rotation areas R1  have an more or less equal radius of  about 1 to 2 million light-years; 
see Figure 37 G8.  

- 3) Within each R1 millions of smaller rotation areas R0 arise. 

- The entire area around R1Fa, R1 and R0 rotate the same clockwise direction.  

- Phase 10 lasts 10 to 50 million years. 

- At first gravity inhibits the expansion velocity v(exp) of the universe. 

- Over time, the expansion rate decreases; therefore the expansion gravity and its gravitational energy decline 

as well. 

 

- ) The basic parameters briefly: 

- Matter:   Hydrogen plasma in the form of a hydrogen radical. 

- Mass:    Mass, charge and magnetic spin remain equal; a part of the mass is present as photons (majoranas). 
- Forces:   Besides elementary charge, magnetic spin and the basal centripetal force of the electron, the gravity,   

                 the chemical covalent radical force and the electrical spring pressure are present. 

- Radiation: Just electromagnetic radiation of light and infrared photons (majoranas); no radiation of particles.  

- Kinetic energy of the universe: Gravity starts deceleration of the expansion of the universe; the expansion  

                  velocity v(exp) is converted into angular speed ω of the hydrogen plasma. This results in 4 to 20  

                  million (106) facet areas, each with 1 – 2 thousand rotations centers R1 in the hydrogen plasma R1 is  

                  future galaxy. Inside each R1 millions of rotation areas R0 arise. Each rotation R1 area  

                  has a radius of 1 to 2 million lightyear. All rotate the same clockwise direction. 

- Kinetic energy and momentum of the ‘shell’-electrons of hydrogen: They remain constant. 

- Kinetic energy of the electrons: The transfer of the kinetic energy of the electrons to the protons is ended. 

- ‘Added’ kinetic energy on the ‘shell’-electrons: The effects of the expansion rate are found as ‘added’ kinetic  
                   energy on the ‘shell’-electron. Due to speed in the universe these ‘shell’-electron generate forces like  

                   gravity and the covalent radical force. 

- Gravitational energy: Increased of space relative to C is at the expense of the kinetic energy of the expansion. 

- Duration:  Period with only pure hydrogen plasma lasts 20 to 50 million years. 

- Radius of the universe-spherical-shell start with around 2.5 to 3.0 billion light-years and in that period it  

                   enlarges only 3 to 15 million light-years. 

- Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell grows from 2 to 200 kilometers to approximately some billions km. 

 

- ) Matter and forces: 

At first all the hydrogen exists only as hot hydrogen plasma. In phase 10, the hydrogen plasma is still quite 

evenly distributed over the entire universe-spherical-shell. The electric pressure and the gas one prevent 

accumulation in the centers of rotation R0 and R1. Gravity and gravitational energy is therefore also evenly 
distributed over the universe-spherical-shell so there is no density differences.  

 

- ) Mass, charge and magnetic spin: 

In this phase the hydrogen plasma cools down further and further emitting photons less and less. Due to the 

emission of photons (particles majorana) from a part of the mass, charge and magnetic spin disappears. The total 

amount of mass, charge and magnetic spin of the universe, however, is still constant. 

 

- ) Gravity and the sustainability of Law conservation of energy: 

The gravity induced by ‘shell’-electrons of atoms is directly proportional to the velocity of the atoms in the 

universe relative to the center C of the universe. This gravity creates an enormous amount of gravitational 

energy relative to C added for free to the cycle of the universe.  
 

- ) General Laws of conservation of energy and momentum are not true on the scale of the universe: 

From the presence of hydrogen atoms the universe / universe-spherical-shell all of a sudden has much more 

energy than was available at the start of this universe during the Little Cold Bang! Therefore on the scale of the 

universe and over the cycle of the universe the general law of conservation of energy or momentum isn’t valid!  

With each hydrogen ion the temporarily present ‘shell’-electron produces a portion of the gravity.  
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At the start of phase 10 universe wide everywhere gravity is exactly pointed at C. Due to universal gravity a 

similar decline in the expansion rate of the universe occurs. During this relative short period of approximately 

0.01 billion years, gravity slows the expansion rate of the universe being one third to half the speed of light 

barely off and reduces it by about 1 Mm/s. Gravity inhibits the expansion velocity v(exp) of the universe at first 

quickly. Later it slows down increasingly in time. 

During slow down the expansion rate an amount of the kinetic expansion energy is transferred: 

a) partially utilized for the development of gravitational energy to C. 

b) the remainder of this energy cannot be converted into heat, this energy is exclusively converted into rotation  
     speed / energy of the hydrogen plasma. 

 

- ) Creation of 4 to 20 million facet areas (Fa) and 1 – 2 thousand rotation points (R1) within each facet 

area; millions small rotation areas R0 within each R1: 

That conversion of expansion velocity in one or more rotational motion(s) is only possible if this new 

movements are situated in a plane which is perpendicular to the expansion velocity �⃗�(exp)! In the slowly 

expanding universe-spherical-shell of hydrogen plasma enters the deceleration of the expansion velocity v(exp) 

associated with the development of estimated  

a) 4 to 20 million facet areas (Fa) each filled with  

b) 1 – 2 thousand rotation centers (R1) each with a radius of 1 – 2 million lightyear.  
c) Each R1 is filled and contains many trillions first rotations centers R0. 

All facet areas, all R1 and all R0 are completely evenly spread over the entire universe-spherical-shell; Figure 

37. Within each facet area R1 Fa all R1’s and all R0’s rotate the same direction. 

 

All axes of rotation R1 and R0 are directed at center C. The whole universe-spherical-shell thereby becomes 

divided into 4 to 20 billion (109) uniform rotation areas R1 with a radius of 1 to 2 million light-years. They all 

rotate the same way clockwise. (Later inside each rotation area R1 will develop one galaxy around one central 

black hole.) 

 

Phase 10 determines the number of a) millions facet areas, b) billions rotation points R1 and c) a gigantic 

number of first rotation points R0 in the universe / USS and hence the number of forming future galaxies R1. 

This phase determines the macro arrangement of the number later to form galaxies in the universe. Due to double 
counting that number R1’s now estimated at 4 to 20 billion (109) galaxies. 

 

With an outer radius of the universe-spherical-shell of around 2.5 to 3.0 billion light-years and 4 to 20 billion 

R1's every rotation area has the same radius of 1 to 2 million light-years. Each of these R1’s later to develop 

galaxies arises from one such feeding area and parts of the universe-spherical-shell with roughly the same radius 

of 1 to 2 million light-years. 

 

- ) The emergence of the rotations R1 results in a new kind of angular speed v(r5). The rotations R0 results 

in the same angular speed v(r6) 

In phase 10, the first step is made to bring the entire universe-spherical-shell into local rotations. 

Within each facet area R1 rotation up next v(exp) only one new angular clockwise speed v(r5) in the universe-
spherical-shell. The trillions rotations R0 within each R1 result in a clockwise angular speed v(r6). Because of 

the universe wide uniform braking of the expansion velocity, the kinetic energies for the development of the 

angular speeds v(r5) within any given rotation field R1C0 in this stage results in equally angular speeds 

everywhere. The same is true for angular speeds v(r6) within any given rotation field R0C0. At this stage all 

future galaxies R1 possess the same rotational energy and expansion energy per unit mass. (Later smaller 

galaxies merge into larger systems) 

(Later in the cycle of the universe still more kinds of rotation speeds will emerge. These first 4 – 5 rotation 

speeds are already present the moment the 4 to 20 billion Big Bangs by phase 16 occur. Those Big Bangs are the 

start of the currently by the author supposed 4 to 20 billion galaxies due to double counting. These first rotations 

of nowadays present galaxies, started in phase 10 already some 35 – 40 billion year ago! Thus in a much earlier 

stage as supposed in Science now with the Big Bang theory.  

This explains why all observable galaxies now rotate much faster than expected according the Big Bang theory! 
This now perceived excessive angular speed is the natural speed of rotation of galaxies and has nothing to do 

with ‘dark matter / energy!) 

 

- ) High temperature, high pressure but no fusion: 

Due to the formation of the hydrogen plasma, the temperature in the universe-spherical-shell will suddenly be 

increased to hundreds of kelvin. At that moment both the temperature and the electric spring tension in the 
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plasma are much too low to allow to happen nuclear reactions in the universe-spherical-shell. Only pure 

hydrogen is still available. 

 

- ) Duration: 

The period of cooling hydrogen plasma to just molecular gas lasts estimated about 10 million years. 

 

- ) Size of the Universe: 

At the start of this phase the universe-spherical-shell has a radius of 2.5 to 3.0 billion light-years. In a period of 
0.01 billion years, and this space grows 3 million light-years with a speed of approximately 90 Mm/s. 

 

- ) Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell / USS: 

On both sides the universe-spherical-shell starting with an equal thickness being 2 to 200 km swells explosively 

by 10 to 20 km/s at first. By cooling and decrease of the pressure, the rate of swelling decreases sharply with 

time. The universe-spherical-shell eventually swells up to a thickness estimated at some billions km. 

 

Scheme 7-4: The development of the velocity dimensions during the period with hydrogen plasma: 

 

 

Code: universe clock time developed  

speed dimensions 

Temperature 

R1C0 

 

 

R0C0 

t =  5 to 10 billion 
years after the Little Bang 

 

R1: v(exp) & v(r5) 
+ v(r7), v(r8), v(r9)…  

between R1’s inside 

facet area. 

R0: v(exp) & v(r6) 

around the local R1. + 

v(r7), v(r8), v(r9)…  

 

from 2000 K to  
200 - 400 K 

 

Explanation of scheme 7-4: 

1) The author assumes that during this relatively short period of 10 to 50 million years with hydrogen plasma 

mainly the rotations areas R1 and R0 arise with connected angular speeds v(r5) and v(r6) clockwise as well the 

origins of the rotation / angular speeds v(r7), v(r8), v(r9)…  
 

2) The universe velocities v(r1) and v(r2) of the electrons in the formation of the hydrogen atom were curled up 

to ‘shell’-electrons around the protons. From that moment on the scale of the universe the speeds v(r3) and v(r4) 

of these ‘shell’-electrons do not play any role except the gravity and other forces generated by these ‘shell’-

electrons! 

 

- ) Next Phase 11: 

At the end of phase 10, the temperature in the hydrogen plasma decreased so far that the plasma again fully 

passes into hydrogen atoms and then transforms it back to normal hydrogen gas inclusive the van der Waals / 

London force without plasma. 
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7.3.11 PHASE 11: SHORT PERIOD RETURN OF THE HYDROGEN AS ATOM: 

 

- ) Features of phase 11: 

- The hydrogen plasma cools down so far that, from hydrogen plasma again the hydrogen atom / molecule 

returns in the USS with the Vander Waals / London force (gas force) including the phases of gas / vapor, 

liquid and solid. 

- Small single molecules having a pair of electrons normally manifest themselves as a gas. In the reformation 
of hydrogen molecules comes back bonding-heat. This occurs very gradually. 

- The process of formation of hydrogen gas occurs under conditions of equilibrium between the heat released 

and the amount of radiated heat from the USS, 

- In this period, the temperature in the universe-spherical-shell / USS remain fairly constant, 

- Phase 11 lasts some thousands of years to complete. Compared to the duration of one universe cycle it is 

more or less a moment. 

 

- ) The basic parameters in brief: 

- Matter:    Hydrogen atoms being radicals and hydrogen gas with a gas pressure. 

- Mass:     Mass, charge and magnetic spin remain equal. A part of the mass, charge and magnetic spin is located       

                  in free and bounded photons. 
- Forces:    In addition to electrical force, the magnetic spin, the basal centripetal force of the electron and gravity  

                  are present now the covalent radical force / bond and the van der Waals-force or the gas force.  

- Radiation: Only photons and UV-radiation (majoranas); no particle radiation. 

- Kinetic energy of the universe: gravity slows the expansion of the universe continually. Its kinetic energy is    

                  becoming further converted into angular kinetic energy of the hydrogen gas, 

- Kinetic energy of ‘shell’-electrons remains constant. 

- Gravitational energy: Further expansion relative to C at the expense of the expansion energy, 

- Radius:     The radius of the universe-spherical-shell is 2.5 to 3.0 billion light-years; over that period it hardly  

                    increases, 

- Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell remains about some billions of km, 

- Duration:  The cooling of hydrogen plasma to the formation of hydrogen molecules lasts approximately a few  
                    millennia. 

 
- ) Matter; the hydrogen plasma becomes hydrogen gas: 

In phase 10 the hydrogen plasma cooled so far that, in phase 11, two hydrogen atoms as radicals together form 

again one hydrogen molecule in which electromagnetic radiation is released in the form of infrared radiation. 

This hydrogen molecule has one common shared pair of electrons in the form of a chemical covalent radical 

bond. This process has spread over a longer period of several millennia of years. The temperature remains 
constant and does not rise again locally. This release bond heat slows the transfer of atomic hydrogen gas into 

molecular gas. This bonding process occurs in the same way everywhere. 

 

- ) Radiation: photons of light and heat: 

In the universe there are only photons of light, infrared and ultraviolet; all these are majoranas (F1b). Particle 

radiation like protons and electrons is absent. 

 

- ) Mass: 

The amount of mass, charge and magnetic spin of the universe remains constant. 

 

- ) Forces of hydrogen; return of the Vander Waals force: 

The hydrogen molecule possesses an electron-pair. Each pair of electrons of an atom generates among others the 
Vander Waals / London force in conjunction with velocity in the universe. In phase 11 because of temperature 

liquids and solids hydrogen aren’t possible yet. The ‘shell’-electron-pair generates gravity like single ‘shell’-

electrons of atoms. The gravity of the electron-pair, is two times larger than the gravity generated by the single 

‘shell’-electron as can be expected. Gravity slows down the expansion rate.  

 

- ) All other forces are derivatives and so are their associated physical natural constants: 

All other physical forces and chemical ones are derivatives of the atom. Those forces of atoms are generated by 

‘shell’-electrons of atoms in combination with the speed of that atom in the universe with respect to the center 

C. of the universe. See Documents F1d, C2, C3 at www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . 

These two physical forces, two chemical forces and gravity from the ‘shell’-electrons of atoms are speed-related 

variables with respect to center C, local R1’s and may be local R0’s  

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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- ) Every single speed generates its own force- and binding-component: 

Each velocity of the atom in the universe generates its own to this speed related component to these forces. The 

author expects that now relative at the start of phase 23 there are even 9 - 11 separately distinguished speeds as 9 

– 11 velocity components.  

(That number of 9 – 11 components / speeds equals the number of dimensions in the snare theory! In fact the 

nowadays present 9 – 11 speeds in universe are the key to solve the problems in quantum mechanics!) 

See impression of those speeds in Figure 41 of Document G8. 
 

At the start of phase 11 there are 4 – 5 speeds. All the physical forces and chemical ones, and their bonds are 

then built up of the same number of 4 – 5 separate speed-components.  

Only similar forces and similar velocity components of such forces attract each other mutually. Together they 

may form a bonding-component releasing bonding heat. This is expressed in the Component law of Uiterwijk 

Winkel. That division into speed components also applies to gravity!  

 

- ) All physical forces and chemical ones of the ‘shell’-electrons and their bindings change very slowly 

during the universe-cycle: 

All speeds of atoms within the universe-spherical-shell change quantitatively very slowly during the cycle of the 

universe. Correspondingly these speeds changes all the physical and chemical forces and gravity very slowly 
over time as well and thus their force components and their binding components!  

(Those differences have to be measurable in (bio) chemical reactions and physical processes on Earth and 

exactly the same experiments in satellites around the earth. On earth these changes are hardly measurable but act 

indeed over a period of millions to billions of years!) 

Forces by ‘shell’-electrons of atoms may appear, disappear and change quantitatively, as well as their number of 

components during the settlement of the cycle of the universe. All these changes are found and understood by 

modeling the cycle of the universe! 

(Solely the elementary electric charge force and magnetic spin force of the proton / electron are not speed related 

forces. These elementary forces don’t have speed related components. Their values are constant and don’t 

change in time). 

 
- ) The corresponding physical natural constants of the ‘shell’-electrons change very slow as well in time: 

All other physical forces, chemical forces and gravity and associated physical constants change in time very 

slowly as well! See Document G10. These other (basic) forces of the atom and their physical constants 

disappear during and are completely lost at the end of the cycle of the universe. (In time all matter will be 

included in the central black holes being present now in the heart of every galaxy). 

 

- ) Further slowing expansion rate: 

The conversion of expansion velocity in rotation speed goes on. See figure 37 G8. This process is still to come 

over all phases is until phase 24 in which the expansion of the universe ends. 

All the hydrogen molecules are oriented in a same rotational movement around their R1’s and R0’s. Those R1 

areas of future galaxies have a radius of about 1 to 2 million light-years. 

That rotation v(r5) in the hydrogen gas around the R1’s and v(r6) around their R0’s increases with time and goes 
hand in hand with the decrease by gravity of the expansion velocity v(exp) of the universe-spherical-shell. 

 

- ) High temperature and low gas pressure: 

The temperature during phase 11 remains constant at approximately a few hundred kelvin until all the hydrogen 

plasma is reformed into pure hydrogen gas. Once this process is completed, the hydrogen gas steps to phase 12 

for further cooling down. 

 

- ) Duration of phase 11: 

The return of hydrogen gas from hydrogen plasma happens delayed because of the release of heat. Seen from 

center C universe widely this formation of hydrogen gas simultaneously requires a period of several centuries. 

Throughout the universe-spherical-shell 4 to 20 billion rotations areas R1 will develop and trillions rotations 
areas R0. All R0 and R1 (future galaxies) rotate the same clockwise direction. See figure 37 G8. 

 

- ) Next Phase 12: 

The rotating hydrogen gas in the universe-spherical-shell cools down further and further until the condensation 

point of hydrogen under the then prevailing pressure. 
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7.3.12 PHASE 12: PERIOD OF COOLING OF THE HYDROGEN GAS UP TO ITS CONDENSATION  

                               POINT: 

 

- ) Features of phase 12: 

- In time gravity reduces the expansion velocity v(exp) of the USS slower and slower. The released kinetic 

energy is partially converted into:  

a) Gravitational energy relative to center C,  

b) The increase of the smooth rotation energy within 4 to 20 billion R1 rotation areas (future galaxies),  

     trillions R0 of pure hydrogen gas and  

c) Development of angular speeds between the R1’s in every facet area : v(r7), v(r8), v(r9)…  

    between R1’s inside facet area. See Figure 37 G8, 

- All entire facet areas and there present R1’s rotates clockwise. 

- Within each of the 4 – 20 million facet areas R1Fa about 1 – 2 thousand future galaxies R1 are present. 
Within these facet areas about 4 – 5 new rotations will develop on a larger scale than the R1’s and the R0’s. 

- This period of cooling of the universe-spherical-shell with pure hydrogen gas continues until the 

condensation point of hydrogen gas is reached, 

- Duration phase 12 approximately 0.1 billion years. 

 

- ) The basic parameters of the universe-cycle in brief: 

- Matter: Only pure gaseous hydrogen molecules present in the universe, 

- Mass: A very small part of the mass, charge and magnetic spin is converted into photons  (Document  

-                       F1b); the rest is 100% pure hydrogen gas. 

- Forces: Besides elementary electric charge, magnetic spin, the basal centripetal force of the electron- 

-                        pair, also available: gravity, gas pressure or the Vander Waals / London force. There is no  

                       condensation yet. No Vander Waals / London bonds. Liquids and solids are absent. 
- Radiation: Only photons and gravity. 

- Kinetic energy of the protons: Continually gravity inhibits the expansion of the universe resulting in increase               

                            of the angular speed of the 4 to 20 billion or more rotations R1’s (future galaxies) and many  

                            trillions R0. These R1’s and R0’s are evenly distributed over the entire USS. 

- Gravitational energy versus C: Increases while the expansion of the universe goes on. Due to angular speed  

                      around the rotation points R1 and R0, rotation gravity and its gravitational energy relative to  

                      these R1's and R0’s are created as well! 

- Expansion velocity: Is reduced to about 90 Mm/s or more since the initial one third to half the speed of light. 

- Duration: The period with cooling gaseous hydrogen until condensation lasts about 0.1 billion years. 

- Radius of the universe increases approximately 0.03 billion light-years in this short period. 

- Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell: Is approximately some billions km thick. 
 

- ) Matter: 

In this phase, only photons and hydrogen gas with associated forces are present. 

 

- ) Mass: 

During earlier phases a small part of the mass, charge and magnetic spin in the universe has been converted into 

electromagnetic radiation in the form of photons. For the structure of photons see Document F1b (majoranas). 

 

- ) Radiation: 

In the universe there are photons and gravity. Photons (majoranas) are deflected in the direction of the universe-

spherical-shell and continue to move within it. 

 
- ) Forces: 

The elementary charge force and elementary magnetic spin force of the proton and the electron. The centripetal 

force of the electron, the Vander Waals / London force and chemical covalent radical binding related to the 

electron-pair. In this phase of the cycle of the universe other physically and chemically forces or bonds are 

absent or yet not active. 

 
- ) Temperature: cooling of hot hydrogen gas to the condensation point of hydrogen gas: 

During phase 12 the hydrogen gas cools from several hundred kelvin down to the condensation point of the 

hydrogen gas. Depending on the local pressure this will be around 20 kelvin. At that temperature the universe-

spherical-shell itself hardly expands because of the gas pressure is already low. The swell to two sides of the 
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universe-spherical-shell of hydrogen gas more and more comes to a standstill. The thickness of the universe-

spherical-shell made of hydrogen gas is about some million km. 

 

- ) Gravity results in further deceleration in the expansion speed of the universe / USS: 

In this period, the gravity slows down the expansion velocity by 10 to 20 Mm/s. During this deceleration an 

amount of kinetic energy is released which is partly used for the further build-up of gravitational energy with 

respect to C and which is partially spent on an ever further increase in the rotation energy at all 4 to 20 billion 

R1 areas within the about 4 – 20 million facet areas. The USS is filled with pure hydrogen gas. Each R1 (future 
galaxy) in the universe–sphere-shell has an equal radius of 1 to 2 million light-years. See Figure 37 Document 

G8. 

Because of the universe wide homogeneous braking of the expansion velocity, the kinetic energies for the 

development of the angular speeds v(r5) within any given rotating field R1C0 in principle everywhere almost the 

same size. All later to form galaxies possess essentially the same rotational energy and expansion one per unit 

mass.  

Because of this history in phase 12 of the universe-cycle later galaxies rotate much faster than according to the 

Big Bang theory! That (too) fast rotations has nothing to do with ‘dark matter’! 

 
- ) No formation of gaseous hydrogen spheres on the rotation points R1 and R0 yet: 

The kinetic energy which is released during the braking of the expansion of the universe is partly converted to 

gravitational energy relative to C and for the rest in the increase of the rotation energy within all areas R1 and 

R0. In all the centers of rotation R1 and R0 this results in ever-increasing angular speeds v(r5) and v(r6) of all 

R1’s and the much smaller R0’s and development of the speeds v(r7), v(r8), v(r9), v(r10) and v(r11). This locally 

increase of speed causing in all R1’s and all R0’s a relatively further increase of the rotation gravity of hydrogen 

per molecule. Still there is no condensation of hydrogen to liquid hydrogen. 

 

- ) Kinetic energy is the same everywhere: 

Phase 12 lasts approximately 0.1 billion years to complete. By inhibiting the expansion of the universe is all 

released kinetic energy of rotation completely converted into gravitational energy and into angular speeds v(r5) 

and v(r6). The expansion velocity v(exp) decreases while mainly the angular speeds v(r5) and v(r6) are 

increasing. 

 

Scheme 7 - 5: 

The development of the velocity dimensions during the period with cooling hydrogen. 

 

Code: universe clock time developed  

speed dimensions 

temperature 

R1C0 

 

 
R0C0 

t =  5 to 10 billion 

years after the Little Bang 

R1: v(exp) & v(r5). 

Start arising v(r7), 

v(r8), v(r9), v(r10), 
v(r11) between R1’s 

 

R0: v(exp) & v(r5) 

and v(r6). Start arising  

v(r7), v(r8), v(r9), 

v(r10) and v(r11) 

within each facet area.  

from 400 to 20 K 

 

Explanation of scheme 7 - 5: 

1) In the USS the hydrogen gas cools down. Besides the thee speeds: the expansion velocity v(exp), the angular 

speeds v(r5) and v(r6).of the rotation point R1 and R0. Within each facet area now the angular speeds v(r7), v(r8) 

v(r9), v(r10) and v(r11) on R1 level and between the R1’s develop completely. 
All R0’s as part of the R1’s are subjected to this process as well. This process goes on during phases 13 and 14. 

 

2) Each speed / velocity in the universe relative to C and ‘nearby’ R1 generates its own deviation in the path of 

the ‘shell’ electron-pair or single ‘shell’ electron around the nucleus of atoms. Every speed creates its own force 

component and component binding to all the atoms and molecules present. 
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- ) Due to gas pressure no real accumulation of hydrogen gas yet in these rotation points R1 and R0: 

The hydrogen molecules generate both gravity and a homogenous gas pressure. In the centers R1 and R0 the 

local gas pressure prevents forming accumulations of hydrogen gas into hydrogen gas spheres. Therefore the gas 

pressure should vanish. That only happens when the temperature drops below the condensation point of 

hydrogen and this gas will condense and transform into liquid hydrogen starting in phase 14. 

 

- ) Duration: 

The author estimates in this cooling-off period of the hydrogen gas about 0.1 billion years until the condensation 
to liquid in hydrogen starts. 

 
- ) Space: 

In this relatively short period the expansion velocity of the universe-spherical-shell goes down by 5 to 10 Mm/s. 

The expansion in that period exceeds roughly 0.03 billion years; a relatively small increase of the radius. The 

slowdown in the expansion rate goes along with the conversion of expansion rate partly in angular speed v(r5). 
 

- ) Thickness universe-spherical-shell / USS; 

The universe-spherical-shell has reached a thickness of some billions km and does not swell any further. 

 

- ) Next Phase 13: 

- Start condensation of vaporous hydrogen to liquid hydrogen. The on-site removal of the gas pressure. 

 

 

 

7.3.13 PHASE 13: MOMENT HYDROGEN GAS STARTS CONDENSING TO A LIQUID AND HELIUM  

                               AS GAS: 

 
- ) Features of phase 13: 

- In phase 12 everywhere the hydrogen gas cooled down evenly to about 20 kelvin. In phase 13 the same 

moment the transformation of gaseous hydrogen starts becoming liquid hydrogen first in the centers R0 and 

R1 where a little higher level of hydrogen gas is present. Then locally the gas pressure falls almost 

completely in all R0’s and R1’s! 

- During that condensation heat is radiated as infrared photons. Inside all facet areas start to onset of 4 -5 levels 
of rotations at higher levels between the R1’s. 

 

- ) The basic parameters in brief: 

- Matter:       Cold hydrogen gas of 20 kelvin with the transition to liquid hydrogen, 

- Mass:        Mass, charge and magnetic spin remain equal. A part of the mass, charge and magnetic spin is  

                     located in photons (majoranas), 

- Forces:       In addition to elementary charge, magnetic spin, the basal centripetal force of the electron, gravity,  

                     the Vander Waals force now arise flexible Vander Waals / London bond as liquid hydrogen. 

- Radiation:  Only previously emitted infrared photons; no particle radiation. 

- Kinetic energy of the universe: Gravity slows the expansion of the universe continually; the expansion rate is  

                      becoming further converted into angular speed;  expansion energy into rotation energy and  

                      momentum into angular momentum of the hydrogen gas and liquid hydrogen. 
- Kinetic energy and momentum of the ‘shell’-electrons remains constant, 

- Gravitational energy versus C increases: The grow of the radius of the universe goes at the expense of the  

                      expansion velocity. Transformation expansion speed into several levels of rotation speeds 

- Radius of the universe hardly increased at this moment, 

- Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell remains some billions km. 

- Duration:    In USS in all rotation centers the condensation of hydrogen starts everywhere at the same moment  

 

- ) Matter: The hydrogen gas starts becoming liquid:   

The hydrogen gas is cooled down so far that practically all of gaseous hydrogen passes into liquid hydrogen. 

Because of gravity in the R0’s the highest concentration and pressure of hydrogen gas is present. This 

condensation process starts the same moment in all rotation centers R0. In the universe-spherical-shell around all 
R0’s the hydrogen gas loses its pressure almost completely.  

In all R1 areas hydrogen gas spirals flowing towards these trillions first condensation centers R0. In the USS the 

remaining hydrogen gas brake down the speed of the R0’s. Their centrifugal force goes down as well; these R0’s 

fall down to their local R1,  
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- ) Radiation: photons of light and heat: 

In the universe only light, infrared and ultraviolet photons are present, emitted during previous phases. 

Furthermore standard, the hydrogen molecule emits gravitational radiation but this radiation has no mass, charge, 

spin and force. The previously radiated photons are deflected by the hydrogen gas, and thereby they remain to 

propel 100% within the USS. To the outside of the universe-spherical-shell emitted photons are also deflected 

and returned into the USS and collected and absorbed there by hydrogen. All infrared radiation will be 

transferred into velocity of hydrogen. 
 

- ) Mass: The amount of mass, charge and magnetic spin of the universe remains constant 

 
- ) The physical forces of the hydrogen: The Vander Waals / London force and bond: 

Through cooling of the hydrogen molecule to below the condensation point the hydrogen is liquid. In addition, 

flexible Vander Waals bonds are formed. It is not cold enough to get solid hydrogen. Fixed Vander Waals / 
London bonds are not possible yet. 

 

- ) The evolution of the velocity dimensions: 

At the moment of the start of the condensation, the same speeds shall be construed as in Scheme 7 - 5. 

 

- ) Temperature: 

The condensation of hydrogen gas starts at about 20 kelvin. 

  

- ) Duration of phase 13: 

The fully condensation of the hydrogen start simultaneously in all many trillions R0’s present in the USS within 

every R1. 

 
- ) Next phase 14: 

- Period liquid hydrogen R0’s substantially completely accumulates in the R1’s from an area with a radius of 1 

to 2 million light-years around R1. This results in 4 – 20 billion huge spheres of liquid hydrogen R1. 

 

 

 

7.3.14 PHASE 14: PERIOD WITH CONDENSATION OF HYDROGEN GAS AND 

 FORMATION OF SPHERES OF ROTATING LIQUID HYDROGEN AROUND ALL R0’s: 

 

- ) Features of phase 14: 

- In the center of the many trillions rotation zones R0 the highest concentration of hydrogen is present. Here 
starts the condensation of hydrogen gas into liquid hydrogen. As a result, the gas pressure inside all rotating 

hydrogen areas R0 falls and rotating spheres of pure hydrogen arise. In the R0’s gravity increases as well. 

The hydrogen gas flows through spiral orbits in direction these spheres R0. These first rotation areas R0 

might have a radius of some thousands to millions of kilometers. 

- Within the larger area around R1 the same occurs. The whole area with hydrogen gas and millions there 

present R0’s flows through spiral orbits in the direction central hydrogen sphere R1 and origin of a future 

galaxy.  

- The remaining hydrogen gas slows down the angular speeds of all R0’s around their R1’s. As result these 

R1’s are bombarded by billions R0’s and are growing very fast. The gravity and angular velocity of the 

central sphere of hydrogen R1 are increasing in time as well. 

- Under the influence of local gravity, the liquid hydrogen will primarily accumulate in one of the many 

trillions R0 and further in one of the 4 to 20 billion (109) in the USS present central R1 rotation centers. See 
figures 38 and 39. In time the angular speed increases with R1 is steadily increasing; see Figure 40.  

- All 4 – 20 million facet areas R1 Fa contain 1 – 2 thousand or more R1’s as future galaxies. 

- In the rotation centers R1 finally huge rotating spheres of liquid hydrogen arise. See Figure 42. At all R1's 

gravity, gravitational energy / kinetic energy and temperature increase as well. 

- With time the angular speed of all central gas spheres R1 increases. Everywhere in the USS the rotation axis 

are perpendicular to the local universe-spherical-shell. These rotation axis are pointed at the center C of the 

universe. 

- With increasing angular speed the liquid hydrogen spheres R1 turn increasingly flattened. See Figure 43. 

- Within those rotating flattened spheres of liquid one complex of 2 to 4 secondary deposits arise due to the 

centripetal force. These second order spheres of liquid hydrogen grow as well more and more with the time 
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and so they become larger. Later each of them develops into a ‘Roemer’ and future spiral arm of the galaxy. 

See figure 44. 

- During this long period of 5 to 10 billion years practically all of the hydrogen from the feeding area R1 with 

a radius of 1 to 2 million light-years accumulates first in these rotation points R0 and in time in the local 

R1’s.  

- Outside the R1’s and R0’s an extremely low concentration of pure hydrogen gas in the universe-spherical-

shell remains. Nowadays that extremely low concentration of hydrogen still remain in the USS between the 

galaxies. (All emitted photons are obliged staying inside this USS. This extremely low concentration of 
hydrogen making the USS a completely closed system!).  

- In this long period within each facet area between the 1 – 2 thousand present R1’s mutually 4 to 5 forms of 

angular speed develop on multiple levels and with an ever increasing areas of rotations between the R1’s. 

See artiste impression presented in Figure 41. (Nowadays these different speeds are still visible in the 

movements of the galaxies and as 4 – 5 dimensions of the 11 dimensions in the snare theory!).  

- Due to this 4 – 5 rotations the rotation axes are not precisely targeted at C. 

- At the end of phase 14 nearly all hydrogen, gravity, gravitational energy, mass, charge, spin and all the 

kinetic energy is now concentrated in and directly around the centers of rotation R1. So there will be a slow 

increase of the temperature in all R1’s. 

- In these at first liquid hydrogen spheres in time the temperature and the pressure is rising again. These first 

liquid spheres will be hydrogen gas and finally will transfer into hot hydrogen plasma spheres (Phase 15) 
- The slowdown in the expansion rate and its conversion into angular motion continues unabated further on; 

the R1’s are increasingly faster to rotate around their axis. 

- Phase 14 lasts long: 15 to 20 billion (109) years, and possibly more years to complete to get rid of liquid 

hydrogen substantially completely the entire flat area of the universe-spherical-shell around all R1’s with a 

radius of 1 to 2 million light-years. 

 

- ) Basic parameters: 

- Matter:             Gaseous hydrogen turning liquid. It accumulates in large spheres of hydrogen R0 and R1. 

- Mass:               Remains practically the same, a part of it is located in previously emitted photons. 

- Forces:             Besides elementary charge, magnetic spin, the basal centripetal force of the electron,  

                           furthermore are present: gravity, the Vander Waals / London force, gas pressure and flexible  
                           Vander Waals bonds as liquid hydrogen. 

- Kinetic energy universe: The universe / USS continues to slow down its expansion speed versus C. The kinetic  

                           energy of the this radial expansion is further converted into rotation energy of the liquid  

                           hydrogen spheres R0 and R1  

                           Inside each facet area start between the present R1’s of rotations in 4 to 5 different rotation  

                           levels arise coded as R 1a, R 1b, R 1c, R 1d and R1e with angular speeds v(r7), v(r8), v(r9)  

                           v(r10) and v(r11). These 4 - 5 higher rotations speeds complete one facet area. See Figures 40  

                           and 41 G8. 

                           (Possibly there are even more rotation levels R1f, R1g and R1h. Given the measured number  

                           of 9 to 11 dimensions of the earth in the year 2017, now planet Earth should undergo about 9 –  

                           10 different (rotation) movements in the universe relative to C and the locally present R1’s.  

                           Those speeds develop during the different phases of the cycle.) 
- Radial gravitational energy: Increased further relative to C at the expense of the kinetic energy of the  

                           expansion. 

- Transversal gravitational energy: In the universe-spherical-shell liquid hydrogen continues to accumulate in the  

                           rotation centers of the R1’s where, the rotation speed and the gravity continue to increase. 

- Duration:         The condensation and the first part of the accumulation of the liquid hydrogen in R1 lasts 15 to  

                           20 billion years to complete. 

- Expansion velocity decreases from 80 Mm/s to 15 Mm/s; or an average of 20 Mm/s. 

- The radius of the universe continues to grow from approximately 15 billion years × c /30 = half a billion light- 

                           years to approximately 3 – 3.5 billion light-years around C; 

- Thickness:       Between the R1’s the spherical shell shrinks again towards a thickness of billions km or less. At  

                           the locations of the R1’s and future galaxies the thickness arise an is transformed into large  
                           rotating liquid pure hydrogen spheres,  

 

- ) Matter: 

Only pure liquefied hydrogen in the hydrogen spheres R0 and R1 with gaseous hydrogen around them. 
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- ) Mass, charge and magnetic spin: 

A small part of the mass, charge and magnetic spin is in the form of previously emitted photons. The total mass, 

charge and magnetic spin of the universe remain constant. 

 

- Forces: 

Besides elementary charge, magnetic spin, the basal centripetal force of the electron are present: gravity, the 

Vander Waals / London force and flexible Vander Waals bond with only the phase state of liquid hydrogen. 

 
- ) First condensation (C1) to liquid hydrogen starts simultaneously at trillions of locations R0 in the 

universe-spherical-shell: 

At first the hydrogen gas was homogeneous distributed over the universe-spherical-shell. In the previous phase 

13 the hydrogen gas was cooled to near the condensation point (C1) of hydrogen and there the gas pressure 

already has continually declined to virtually zero. At the condensation of hydrogen condensation heat (photons) 

are emitted and freed. That heat must be removed and be irradiated by infrared photons and is transferred into 

speed. That complete cool down and condensation of the hydrogen gas to liquid hydrogen lasted many millennia 

and occurred everywhere in the universe-spherical-shell the same time. 

To concentrate all the liquid hydrogen spheres R0 by gravity and accumulation / bombardment of these R0’s in 

their locally rotating R1 with a radius of 1 – 2 million light-year requires a lot of time in which these large 

spheres R1 (future galaxy) are formed. The first phase of accumulation of hydrogen and formation of small 
hydrogen spheres R0 and transformation into huge hydrogen spheres R1 lasted estimated 5 - 10 billion (109) 

years. 

The remaining hydrogen gas in the USS breaks down the rotation speeds of all R0’s around the R1’s. By gravity 

all R0’s are falling towards their R1’s more quickly than expected. 

 

- ) Each rotation area R1C1 contains enough hydrogen for the formation of one galaxy: 

Now the whole universe-spherical-shell is divided into 4 to 20 million facet areas each filled with 1 – 2 thousand 

R1’s and future galaxies each with an equal radius of 1 to 2 million light-years. (During every universe-cycle the 

same number R0 and R1 rotation areas are configured. All R1’s originally have the same size. Later colliding 

galaxies merge into larger systems). 

In each rotation area R1 is enough hydrogen available for the later formation of one complete galaxy. In all 
rotation points R1 in phase 14 at first big liquid hydrogen spheres and ever faster rotating ones are formed which 

have a range of several million kilometers. 

 

Initially all the rotational axes of the spheres with liquid hydrogen are more or less focused on C. During this 

phase 14 the 4 to 5 types of additional rotational movements arise R 1a, R 1b, R 1c, R 1d and R1e and angular 

speeds v(r7), v(r8), v(r9), v(r10) and v(r11) caused by the slowdown in the expansion velocity by gravity. With it 

the rotational axes come to stand apparently more jumbled. 

 

- ) Rotation and condensation areas R0C1 and concentration at R1: 

Across the whole universe-spherical-shell the gas pressure of hydrogen goes down to almost zero due to the final 

condensation of the hydrogen gas to liquid at about 20 kelvin. The (first) condensation of hydrogen (C1) the R0 

gets the code R0C1; see Figure 40.  
Now gravity results in an accumulation of liquid hydrogen in the points of rotation R0 (small) and the formation 

of increasingly bigger and faster rotating spheres in the R1’s. Due to the accumulation of the R0’s with liquid 

hydrogen in the R1’s here the quantity of mass / matter continues to increase. Hence the gravity and attraction 

that these rotating hydrogen spheres R1 exert on all liquid hydrogen spheres R0 in their environment up to an 

area of 1 – 2 million light year. 

This also results in an ever further increase in the transversal gravitational potential of the hydrogen in the USS 

relative to these main points of rotation R1. Now two different types of gravitational energy arise: 1) one relative 

to C and 2) one relative to the R1’s. They must always be kept separately from one another as far as possible. 

 

Due to the release of transverse gravitational energy compared to the R1’s the liquid hydrogen spheres spin 

faster around their axis and thereby generating increasingly more rotation gravity. The temperature of these 
spheres R1 increase in time as well. 

 

- ) The first step to the formation of gaseous hydrogen spheres at all points of rotation R1: 

The kinetic energy released by the deceleration of the USS is partly converted into a) gravitational energy versus 

C and 2) partly into rotation energy of all R0’s (and R1’s). Concentration by gravity of these R0’s in the centers 

of rotation R1 results in increasing rotation speeds v(r7). This results in an decreasing of the expansion speed / 

gravity and at the same time increasing of the rotation speed / and related rotation gravity per hydrogen 
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molecule. (This process continues during the further deceleration of the expansion of the universe even 

nowadays and the next 4 -5 hundred billion years) 

Because the increasing angular speed gravity in the R1’s is build-up faster than the amount of present hydrogen. 

Gravity and gravitational energy relative to C and the R1’s correspondingly increases still further.  

At all points R1 in this period, the first step in favor of the creation of ever-increasing first liquid and later, 

because of the bombardment of R0’s rising of the temperature, gaseous hydrogen spheres that with time ever 

faster rotate around their longitudinal axis; Figure 42.  

 
- ) Rotating hydrogen spheres R1 rewarm by release of transversal kinetic energy: 

Due to the accumulation / bombardment of billions liquid hydrogen R0’s in R1 these hydrogen spheres these R1 

and future galaxies generate more and more gravity. In time via spiral movements in the rather flat USS an 

increasing flow of liquid hydrogen comes in motion in the direction of these central concentration and rotation 

points R1C1.  

The first 5 billion years of phase 14 and later approximately another estimated 15 billion years from phase 15 

gravity brings together all, at first evenly distributed, hydrogen from an area with a radius of 1 to 2 million light-

years around all R1 into a small area with the radius of 30 to 50 thousand light-years around R1. See Figures 42 

and 42a. All areas R1 have the dimensions of a galaxy. 

 

Due to the increasing angular velocity that central sphere of hydrogen R1 becomes increasingly flattened Figure 
43. Inside the large central sphere of hydrogen separate themselves 2 to 4 smaller and possibly cooler parts and 

finally secondary spheres of pure hydrogen called ‘Roemer’. See Figure 44. Eventually those spherical 

Roemer’s disconnect complete from the central sphere. See Figure 45. 

 

With the accumulation of hydrogen and gravity in the R1’s in the universe-spherical-shell / USS also the 

transverse gravitational energy compared to these R1’s rises. More and more kinetic energy is freed due to the 

confluence of the liquid hydrogen in the 4 to 20 billion rotation points R1 causing the temperature in all spheres 

hydrogen increases. These spheres all turn from liquid into gas at first. Now the gravity of these R1 spheres is 

grown however is such way that these gas spheres R1 show enough cohesion, remain in position and continue to 

grow. The gravitational energy of the remaining R0’s grows as well like the energy released during this 

bombardment. 
Phase 14 ends when the liquid hydrogen spheres R1 become gaseous again for the second time. Then, in phase 

15 for the second time this hydrogen becomes hydrogen plasma again. By increasing the angular velocity all 

hydrogen spheres on R1 grow increasingly flattened; Figures 43, 44 and 45. 

 

- ) In addition, formation of new rotation speeds between future galaxies R1a, R1b and R1c etc. which 

include increasingly larger areas: 

With the increase in the angular speed v(r6) of the spheres R1, however, it also becomes more and more difficult 

to transfer the released kinetic energy (due to the deceleration of the expansion) to only those areas of rotation 

R0 and R1. This creates new forms of rotation in the universe-spherical-shell / USS located at higher and higher 

levels: R1a which at first comprise a few R1 regions followed by R 1b which include tens of R1 areas and R 1c 

which hundreds of R1, R 1d which can comprise up to thousands of R1 regions. Possibly this form of rotation 

runs areas yet further to R 1e, R 1f, etc. It is difficult to visualize the different rotational levels again. See Figure 
41 for an artist impression. Modeling of the universe-cycle will provide clarity. 

 
The first step in the formation of the rotations at the levels R 1a, R 1b, R 1c etcetera within each facet area start 

in phase 14. (This process of formation of rotations at increasingly higher levels stops with the 4 – 20 billion Big 

Bangs the same moment in phase 16) 

(These rotations occur intermingle within the universe-spherical-shell. Because of these rotations within each 

facet area all later to form galaxies collide with each other. Over 350 – 450 billion year from now (2017) this 
process finally results in just one central facet black hole). Without modelling it is difficult to understand what 

exactly is going on in the universe / USS.  

 
- ) Kinetic energy is the same everywhere: 

Phase 14 lasts approximately 5 billion years to complete. Because of the inhibition of the expansion of the 

universe in this period, the formation of the different angular speeds is well underway and that results in multiple 
forms of angular speeds v(r6), v(r7), v(r8), v(r9), v(r10), v(r11) etc. All rotation speeds are situated inside the 

universe-spherical-shell. All rotations are present in a spherical plane that is perpendicular to the local expansion 

velocity v(exp). An amount of the kinetic energy of the expansion is transferred to the different rotation energies. 
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Because of the development of these rotations R1 and those higher rotation areas R 1a, R 1b, R 1c, R 1d etc. 

within each facet area considering movements the universe-spherical-shell is not any longer uniform on all sides 

but considered energetically it still is quite uniform in structure. 

 
- ) Within each facet area these still present rotation zones R 1a, R 1b, R 1c, etc. are difficult to recover: 

In the USS the inhibition of the expansion by gravity results in rotations around the rotation points R1, R 1a, R 

1b, R 1c and R 1d within each facet area. In this phase of the universe-cycle clashes between the present R1 

rotation areas may not occur! 

At present it is extremely difficult to distinguish those original rotations at the various levels of R1, R1 a, R1b, 

R1c and R1d and to obtain back and to be able to traced back the original rotations. This can only be done 

successfully by mathematically modeling. 

 

- ) All speeds in the USS generate as much force components at atoms; direct relationship between angular 

speeds in USS and quantum mechanics on Earth: 

It is much more difficult to make comprehensible quantitatively the corresponding angular speeds v(r6), v(r7), 

v(r8) v(r9) v(r10) and v(r11) in the universe. That quantitative filling of these angular speeds is in fact necessary 

in order to solve the problems in the quantum mechanics! For all celestial bodies and galaxies now apply the 

same rates. (In the past, these angular speeds were smaller than at present). 

Each velocity in the universe v(r6), v(r7), v(r8) v(r9) v(r10)  and v(r11) results in its own direct qualitative and 

quantitative effect on the atom and especially the ‘shell’-electrons of atoms and by these ‘shell’-electrons 

generated physical and chemical forces!. Each of those 4 to 5 / 6 different speeds in the USS is directly related to 

one of the physical and chemical components of the forces on the atom and construction of all physically and 

chemically bonds on Earth. So all forces and bonds on Earth are buildup from as many components as 

movements of planet Earth in universe relative to center C and the local R1’s. See Document F1d. 

The extent of the expansion velocity and different speeds of rotation determine the quantitative extent of both the 

force components as the energy content of the bond components! 
 

Each of these angular speeds v(r6), v(r7), v(r8), v(r9) v(r10) and v(r11) generates, together with the expansion 

velocity v(exp) at each atom and molecule on the earth (and elsewhere in the universe) each specific to that 

speed-related force component all the physical, chemical forces and gravity (the basic forces of the atom) and 

hence generates its own physically and chemically binding component. That is already enough reason to model 

the cycle of the universe! 

By modelling over the cycle of the universe all (angular) speeds and expansion speed can be derived 

qualitatively. Then, all now present 9 – 11 components of these forces and their bonds even can be filled in 

quantitatively. With these expansion speed and angular speeds the problems in quantum mechanics are to be 

solved! 

 
On Earth all atoms undergo more or less the same relevant movements in the universe. However between the 

poles and the equator is already a difference of about 0.5 km/s! All atoms and molecules have roughly the same 

number of physical force components and chemical ones. All the bonds on the earth are roughly made up of the 

same number and the same types of binding components. 

From every physical bond or chemical bond on Earth, in principle, the number of relevant (angular) velocities of 

the earth in the universe can be derived quantitatively. Because of the huge size of the universe it will be difficult 

to deduce exactly these different rotational levels and to quantify them. 
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Schedule 7 - 6: 

The development of the velocity dimensions during the period with hydrogen gas: 

 

Code: universe clock time developed  

speed dimensions 

temperature 

R1C1 

 

 

 
 

 

R0C1 

t =  10 to 15 billion 

years after the Little Bang 

R1: v(exp) & v(r5). 

Development angular 

speeds v(r7), v(r8), 

v(r9), v(r10), v(r11) 
between R1’s 

 

R0: v(exp) & v(r5) 

and v(r6) as well 

angular speeds v(r7), 

v(r8), v(r9), v(r10) and 

v(r11) within each F1.  

about 20 K 

 

Explanation of diagram 7 - 6: 

1) Gravity starts to concentrate all liquid hydrogen around the rotation centers R1 where at first small liquid 

hydrogen spheres emerge and then ever larger ones. Phase 14 flows into phase 15. 

 
2) For the time being in phase 14 and phase 15 the author believes that 4 to 5 different relevant rotation speeds 

can develop due to slowing down the expansion rate of the USS. This number of movements of the earth in the 

universe is reflected in the number of components of physical bonds or chemical ones in the earth. This also 

applies elsewhere in the universe-spherical-shell. 

 

3) Each velocity in the universe relative to C generates its own deviation in the orbits of all single and electron-

pair of atoms around the nucleus. Each speed creates its own force component and component binding to all the 

present atoms and molecules in the USS. 

 

4) Everywhere during inhibition of the hydrogen molecules the kinetic energy of expansion is equally converted 

into rotational kinetic energy and gravitational energy compared to the Little Bang point and center C of the 
universe-spherical-shell. Everywhere in the universe the total kinetic energy of the hydrogen molecule is the 

same. 

 

- ) Duration: 

The author estimates the initial accumulation period until the hydrogen becomes plasma again at about 5 billion 

years. 

 

- ) Space: 

In this relatively short period of time the expansion velocity of the universe-spherical-shell goes down from 95 

Mm/s to less than 10 Mm/s. The slowdown in the expansion rate just goes on quadratic ally and the 

implementation of further expansion velocity in the various forms of angular speed.  

 
- ) Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell; 

The universe-spherical-shell has at the location of R1 reaches a thickness of approximately about billions of km. 

Outside the R0’s and R1’s the universe-spherical-shell / USS is almost completely stripped of its hydrogen. In 

the USS still a little bit hydrogen gas is left over. 

 

- ) Next Phase 15: 

- The total area R1 is almost completely devoid of the trillion R0’s and thus liquid hydrogen may be as gaseous  

   spheres R0 again,  

- In the R1 spheres of gas transforms the hydrogen gas into superhot plasma. 

- In those spheres the temperature continues to increase to millions of kelvin. 

- The pressure increases as well. 
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7.3.15 PHASE 15: PERIOD BUILDING HYDROGEN R1 SPHERES; TEMPERATURE KEEPS RISING; 

HYDROGEN IN R1’s TRANSFER FROM GAS INTO SUPERHOT PLASMA: 

 

- ) Features of phase 15: 

- Following phase 14; the 4 – 20 billion gaseous hydrogen spheres R1 now fully present as plasma spheres. 

- Smaller liquid hydrogen spheres R0 are still accumulated in their local R1’s, becoming gas and plasma; 

Further accumulation in these billions R1’s of hydrogen, gravity, gravitational energy and temperature. 

- Eventually at all rotation points R1 one large, rotating, superhot plasma sphere of hydrogen is created. 
- Due to the increasing angular speed these super hydrogen spheres R1 flattened more and more. 

- At the outside of these R1’s 2 to 4 hydrogen spheres separate: the Roemer’s. See figures 44, 45, 46 and 47. 

- The conversion of the expansion velocity v(exp) into rotational movement v(r5), v(r6), v(r7), v(r8), v(r9), and 

v(r10), their rotation-speeds / -energies is continuing. 

- Phase 15 along with phase 14 lasts 15 to 20 billion years, and possibly more to bring together all hydrogen 

in the USS towards or near these 4 – 20 billion R1’s. Each R1 ends with its own Big Bang and marks the 

start of one galaxy with 2 – 4 spiral arms. 

 
- ) Basic parameters: 

- Matter: Liquid hydrogen outside the R1 spheres; in these plasma-like spheres no fusion of hydrogen yet.  

- Mass: This remains practically the same. A part of the mass, charge, and magnetic spin is located in previously  

              emitted photons that have not yet returned can be molded into matter. 

- Forces: Besides elementary charge, magnetic spin, the basal centripetal force of the electron are also present:  

              gravity, the Vander Waals / London force, pressure and the Vander Waals bond and the phase states  

              of liquid, gas and plasma. 

- Kinetic energy of the universe: Slowing the expansion speed of the universe / USS continues. The radial  

              expansion velocity and its kinetic energy are further converted into angular speed and rotational kinetic  

              energy of the liquid hydrogen, in particular, in the 4 – 5 forms of rotation R1 regions within each facet  
              area. 

- Gravitational energy: This is further increased relative to C, and that at the expense of the expansion velocity    

              v(exp).  

- Transversal gravitational energy: In the USS there is an increasingly concentration of transversal gravitational  

               energy in the rotation points R1. That gravitational energy isn’t at the expense of the expansion velocity  

               v(exp)! 

- Temperature: Inside the center of the R1’s temperature arises to some tenth of millions degrees kelvin. Outside  

                the R1’s temperature is very low and less than 20 kelvin. 

- Duration: in phase 15 the accumulation of the liquid (or gaseous) hydrogen spheres R0 in their local R1’s lasts  

                approximately 10 – 15 billion years or more. 

- Expansion velocity v(exp): Decreases from about 10 Mm/s to 5 Mm/s,  
- Radius of the universe continues to grow by approximately 15 billion years × 0.02 c = 0.3 billion light-years to  

                3.0 ± 0.5 billion light year; 

- Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell shrinks completely except locally at the remaining R0’s and at the  

                 giant R1 spheres of hydrogen plasma with 2 to 4 secondary spheres called Roemers. 

 

Phase 15 ends with the spontaneous hydrogen supernovas (Big Bangs) of the central plasma globes R1 some 20 

to 25 billion years after the Little Bang and some 20 – 25 billion year ago. These 4 – 20 billion Big Bangs 

occurred at the very same moment! 

Within a radius of 10 to 30 thousand light-years around R1 in the universe-spherical-shell / USS a small part of 

the flued hydrogen R0’s are still moving towards the R1. See Figure 47 G8. 

 

- ) Matter: 

Liquid and partly ionized hydrogen in the plasma spheres R1. During this period of approximately 15 billion 

years or more these partly gaseous hydrogen and plasma shaped spheres continue to grow until almost all the 

liquid hydrogen from the whole R1 region is concentrated in these giant gas spheres of pure hydrogen that have 

been formed in these 4 – 20 billion R1’s. In this period virtually the entire universe-spherical-shell around the 

R1’s with a radius of 1 to 2 million years light is freed almost entirely from the existing R0’s filled with liquid 

hydrogen. This hydrogen is concentrated in their local R1 and in a rather flat fast rotating disc in the immediate 

area around these R1’s; See figures 42 to 47. 

At the time of the Big Bangs in a flat rotating disc with a radius of 10 to 30 thousand light-years around R1 still 

a relatively small amount of liquid hydrogen spheres R0 are still on the way towards these central spheres R1. 

At the end all spheres R1 contain the same quantity of hydrogen corresponding to the amount of hydrogen of 

100 to 200 billion stars. All R1’s have gathered the same amount of hydrogen, pressure, temperature and kinetic 
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energy. In phase 16 they explode the very same moment as a Big Bang. (So there wasn’t just one Big Bang but 

billions Big Bangs at the same moment!!)  

 

- ) Mass, charge and magnetic spin: 

A small part of the mass, charge and magnetic spin is in the form of photons. The total mass, charge and 

magnetic spin in the universe remain constant. 

 

- ) Forces in liquid hydrogen: 

Besides elementary charge force, magnetic spin one, the basal centripetal force of the electron are present: the 

gravity, the gas pressure force, the Vander Waals / London force (and Vander Waals bond with the phase states of 

gas, liquid and plasma).  

 
- ) Forces in ionized hydrogen: 

In plasma the solid structure of the atom is changed to a more flexible form. Partly the hydrogen molecules are 
divided into hydrogen atoms. In these spheres a part of both gravity and of the Vander Waals / London forces 

disappear. The ‘shell’-electron of the hydrogen atom retain their basic speed of 2.2 Mm/s. Instead of full orbits of 

the electron around one proton in a plasma they zigzag around more than one of the available protons. In 

addition, through the electron roughly partly circular orbits around different nuclei. Anyway via a path along 

several nucleus the ‘shell’-electron move net in more or less equivalents of round orbits. 

These from proton to proton swinging ‘shell’-electrons encounter just as much deviation due to the speed of the 

hydrogen-spheres in the universe relative to C. They thereby generate in principle the same forces as the ‘shell’-

electrons in ordinary, non-ionized hydrogen atoms. The ‘shell’-electrons in hydrogen plasma induce gravity; 

possibly slightly less than in normal hydrogen. The present forces are the elementary charge force, the magnetic 

spin one, the basal centripetal force of the electron, gravity and the electric repulsion in the plasma-hydrogen-

globes.  

However hydrogen plasma doesn’t generate the Vander Waals / London force associated with electronpairs! 
 

- ) Further accumulation of hydrogen in the centers of rotation R1: 

During phase 15 the accumulation of hydrogen in the centers of rotation R1 by gravity and the formation of 

free-standing Roemer’s is far-reaching completed; see figures 44 to 47. The fact that bringing together of the 

hydrogen in the USS must be carried out from a huge area around with a radius R1 of 1 to 2 million light-years. 

That lasts a lot of time. Therefore phase 15 lasts estimated 10 to 15 billion (109) years and possibly (much) 

longer. Along with phase 14 temporarily it resulted in an estimated period of approximately 20 billion (109) 

years. The total required period becomes clear after modelling the cycle of the universe. 

 

During that period outside the R1’s temperature in the USS is around 20 kelvin. The whole universe-spherical-

shell is almost completely stripped of the existing liquid hydrogen that accumulates in the 4 to 20 billion rotation 
points R1C1. The still remaining hydrogen brakes down the rotation speeds of the R0’s around their R1’s. This 

results in a kind of bombardment of all R1’s with billions R0’s.  

 

Due to the 4 to 5 rotational movements the rotational axes of the spheres with liquid hydrogen seemingly stand 

higgledy-piggledy. Averaged all angular speeds all axes of rotation are all exactly focused on center C. 

 

In R1 the amount of matter and thus the attractive gravity grow still further. This results in a further increase of 

the cumulative increasingly linear increase of the gravitational energy of the hydrogen with respect to the points 

of rotation R1. 

The equatorial speeds of these hydrogen spheres at the points R1 increase to about 80 - 90 Mm/s and possibly 

more. The increasing angular speeds generate increasingly rotation gravity. This generates more transverse 

gravitational energy compared to these R1’s! 

 
- ) Plasma globes flatten strongly due to rotation; formation of 2 to 4 bulges or Roemer’s: 

In all R1 rotation points are shaped hydrogen plasma spheres having a radius of tens of millions of kilometers. 

Because of the enormous angular velocity eventually these plasma spheres get increasingly flattened. At the 

outside of this plasma spheres in the outer ring a minimum of two possible three / four outcroppings or 

Roemer’s are formed. Within that hydrogen they are connected to the central plasma sphere R1 by gravity. 
Ancillary spheres or Roemer’s just do not generate enough centripetal force to separate from this central plasma 

spheres of R1 prematurely. See Figures 45 and 46. 

 

The very rapidly rotating system remains in balance and continues to grow on. In the central plasma shaped 

hydrogen globes fusion does not yet occurs. Nevertheless by colliding R0’s the temperature of the R1’s 
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continues to grow to millions degrees kelvin. The pressure inside becomes stronger and stronger as well. 

Eventually in the central sphere inevitable spontaneous fusion will be ignited. The 2 to 4 side hydrogen spheres, 

the Roemer’s, are smaller and cooler. In these 2 – 4 Roemer’s no nuclear fusion occur. 

 
- ) These super large hydrogen gas spheres R1 cannot transform into black holes: 

Ultimately each super large hydrogen sphere in R1 contains a huge quantity of hydrogen corresponding to the 

amount of hydrogen being enough for the later in each R1 to form galaxy and 100 to 200 billion stars and their 

planets. 

Despite its enormous size, the enormous gas pressure these huge hydrogen spheres cannot transform into black 

holes! For that the hydrogen plasma lacks the presence of electron-pairs. (For the transformation of normal 

atoms into a black hole atoms at least two or more electron-pairs around one and the same atom-nucleus are 

required to form internal Vander Waals bonds inside and between the electron-shells of the atom. Thus this 

process of collapsing the ‘electron-shells just starts from Be!)  

So inside the hydrogen atoms / molecules Vander Waals bonds are not possible. Thus hydrogen atoms / 
molecules aren’t able to transform into black hole hydrogen atoms / molecules. The electron-shells of the 

hydrogen atom /plasma cannot collapse from inside to near the surface of the atom-nucleus. Hydrogen plasma 

cannot transform into black-hole atoms, never mind how extreme the pressure is or might be!  

(This also applies to helium and lithium atoms. For the collapse of ‘electron’-shells into black-hole atoms at least 

two electron-pairs are required. Only from beryllium atoms and higher atoms do have those two minimum, 

required ‘electron’-pairs. Only atoms from Be and higher and their isotopes can collapse into a black hole atoms 

or black hole state!) See Document F1e and its Figures 18a to 18n and 19. 

 

- ) Rotating hydrogen spheres become superhot due to converting more and more of gravitational energy 

into heat: 

Due to the local accumulation of kinetic energy those hydrogen spheres R1 will rotate faster and faster, and 

proportional to it they also generate more and more rotation gravity resulting in an ever-increasing flow of 
hydrogen R0’s. The angular speed of the central sphere and Roemer’s rises to 80 - 90 Mm/s, resulting in a 

strongly flattened central sphere with 2 to 4 hydrogen bulges or Roemer’s. See Figures 44, 45, 46 and 47. That 

2 to 4 hot gas / plasma spheres or Roemer’s end up with a volume corresponding to a true sphere having a radius 

of 108 to 9 km consisting of pure more or less ‘flued’ or plasma hydrogen. 

Gravity takes care for the necessary centripetal force in favor of the 2 – 4 bulges / kidney shaped Roemer’s. 

Their size is of the same order of magnitude as the radius of those rapidly rotating plasma globes. 

 

In the central sphere R1 the temperature increases in time. The central hydrogen spheres in R1 ionize completely 

into superhot plasma of millions of kelvin. The 2 – 4 bulges / Roemers stay cooler. That increase both the 

pressure and the temperature in the R1’s continues until the moment at the center of this central hydrogen 

spheres fusion starts eventually.  
That ignition of the spontaneously fusion starts exactly simultaneously in all central spheres R1’s. If they ignite 

out of phase this would mean only one cycle of the universe! 

 

In the 2 to 4 bulges / Roemer’s temperature is relatively cooler. The pressure separately increases further but not 

as far as in the central sphere R1. In these 2 to 4 Roemer’s no fusion occur! 

At a temperature of 20 to 40 million kelvin in all 4 – 20 million R1’s the nuclear fusion starts the very same 

moment. This results into 4 to 20 billion hydrogen supernovas or Big Bangs. This is phase 16 of the universe-

cycle. 

 
- ) These pure hydrogen spheres fusion occurs at a much higher ignition temperature and pressure than 

the later to form much smaller stars: 

This gigantic hydrogen spheres R1 consist of 100% pure hydrogen plasma with exclusively protons and 

electrons present. Neutrons are absolutely absent!  

At this stage, the heavier, unstable and radioactive isotopes of all kind of elements are still missing. Later in the 

cycle of the universe these radioactive elements are present with the formation and igniting the fusion process in 

stars. The radioactive decay of the then present heavier isotopes acts as less hot ignition mechanism of the 

fusion-process in stars. In those later to form stars this fusion process starts much earlier at a lower pressure and 

temperature than the fusion in the centers of this gigantic R1 hydrogen spheres of 100% pure hydrogen! The 
fusion process inside stars therefore develops much quieter. 

The ignition temperature of spontaneous nuclear fusion in these R1’s is connected to the hydrogen-supernovas at 

a much higher level of temperature and pressure. As can be expected this fusion reaction starts only at about 20 - 

50 million kelvin in the center of the hydrogen plasma sphere where the highest temperature and the heaviest 
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pressure dominate. Eventually in all pure hydrogen spheres the temperature and pressure increase so far that 

spontaneous fusion occurs everywhere simultaneously at the same moment in the whole USS. (Phase 16).  

 
- ) Anyhow all hydrogen plasma spheres R1 have to end as a supernova / Big Bang: 

In phase 15 in all 4 to 20 billion hydrogen spheres R1 the quantity of accumulated hydrogen has to be so big, 

and the pressure and the temperature thereby so extremely high that anyhow at the same moment the fusion 

process starts and occurs in all R1’s and this hydrogen supernova or Big Bang occurs. 

Suppose just one of those 4 – 20 billion central hydrogen spheres R1 evades a Big Bang explosion or with some 

serious delay than the cycle of the universe goes on. Locally however a galaxy is not shaped or is shaped too 

late. That case the next Little Bang does not occurs because at the end of the cycle the required Critical black-

hole-gravity (Cribhgra) cannot be reached. The cycle of the universe is stalled and the cycle of the universe ends 

in phase 29 as gigantic black hole.  

The same in case the 4 to 20 billion Big Bangs would not occur exactly simultaneously. 

 

- ) Kinetic energy and speeds: 

The angular speed v(r5) increased further and further to a rate of rotation of 80 to 90 Mm/s in the end due to the 

concentration of hydrogen. The further deceleration of the expansion of the universe due to gravity results into 

the own increase of v(r5) and into an increase in all other angular speeds v(r6), v(r7), v(r8), v(r9), v(r10). 

(The rotation velocities v(r11), v(r12), v(r13) will arise after these Big Bangs). 

 

- ) At any moment an energy balance of the universe can be drawn up: 

The total energy of the universe is made up of the sum of: 

a. the kinetic energy of the expansion. 

b. the kinetic energy of the electrons rotating by approximately 2.2 Mm/s around their nuclei and 

c. the gravitational energy relative to C that arose at the time of formation of the hydrogen atom. 

d. the development of gravitational energy during the cycle of the universe relative to C and the R1’s. 
 

The energy balance of the universe is not constant! Gravity and gravitational energy of the universe varies with 

the velocity of the atom in the universe / USS. For each phase in the universe-cycle it is possible to have an 

energy balance set consisting of the following components: 

1) The gravitational energy of the universe spherical shell versus C , built up since the formation of the 

hydrogen atom. 

2) The remaining expansion speed of the universe-spherical-shell and the angular velocity around the rotation 

centers R1. 

3) The angular speeds of the heavy hydrogen spheres R1 transverse kinetic energy in the in-flowing of 

hydrogen in the R0’s. 

4) The kinetic energy of the ‘shell’-electrons in the hydrogen. 
The energy balance of the universe is always to break down each phase and get rather right. An impression of the 

energy participation during the whole cycle of the universe is presented in Figure 79 G8 I -IX . 

 

Schedule 7 - 7: The development of the velocity dimensions during the period with liquid 

                      hydrogen and plasma: 

 

 

Code: 

universe clock time developed  

speed dimensions 

temperature 

R1 t = 20 to 25 billion 

years after the Little 

Bang 

R1: v(exp) & v(r5), 

v(r6), v(r7), v(r8), 

v(r9), v(r10), and 

v(r11), 

in hydrogen spheres R1  

20 - 40 million K 

ROC1  R0: v(exp), v(r6), 

v(r7), v(r8), v(r9), 
v(r10), and v(r11) 

in universe-spherical-shell about  

< 20 K 

    

(Angular speeds v(r12), v(r13) and v(r14) arise later after the Big Bangs) 

 
Explanation of schedule 7 - 7: 

1) The concentration of liquid hydrogen takes place only in the areas R1. There is no accumulation of hydrogen 

yet in the rotation centers of R1a, R1b, R1c and R1d within the facet areas.  
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2) The equatorial speed of this hydrogen spheres increases blurring to 80 to 90 Mm/s. It needs a lot of rotation 

gravity to withstand the centripetal force. This hydrogen plasma spheres become strongly flattened and they get 

2 to 4 secondary Roemer’s as satellites. 

 

3) The maximum magnitude of all angular speeds in the rotational areas R1, R1a, R1b, R1c and R1d can be 

calculated by mathematically modelling the cycle of the universe and with how much protons / electrons and 

kinetic energy the universe started. And finally how much hydrogen is present in each R1 area of the USS. 

 
4) The energy balance shows how the kinetic energy is spread over the different movements. The gravitational 

energy can be derived as well. In the universe / USS the number of movements and there speed dimensions are 

equal everywhere! 

 

5) Any moment the universe clock time relative to the Little Bang point and center C of the universe is exactly 

the same for each proton and electron within the universe-spherical-shell / USS. 

 

- ) Duration: 

Phase 15 starts with the accumulation of hydrogen in all hydrogen spheres R1 up to the spontaneous ignition of 

the fusion process and nowadays not visible firework of these hydrogen supernovas / Big Bangs. This phase 15 

along with phase 14 lasts 15 to 20 billion years, and possibly (much) more to complete. 
Within that period the major part (> 97%) of the liquid hydrogen has to be brought together again on the rotation 

points R1 and in the immediate vicinity of these plasma spheres of hydrogen. The remainder of the hydrogen can 

still be on its way to these R1’s. All R1’s together with not yet arrived R0’s are flat discs in the hydrogen 

universe-spherical-shell with a radius of some tens of thousands of light-years around R1 and the size of the later 

galaxy. 

 

Within universe-spherical-shell that liquid hydrogen R0’s needs to cover a distance of up to 0.50 to 0.75 million 

light-years from the periphery. It does not happen directly but by spiral shaped orbits. Phase 15 must last 

sufficient time to gather the amount of hydrogen of an entire galaxy before in phase 16 the spontaneous 

supernovas or Big Bangs occur at a temperature of about 30 to 50 million kelvin. From this period is nothing to 

observe anymore. In the meantime all in that period emitted neutrino’s and photons are reconstructed to protons, 
electrons and hydrogen. See Document F1c www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . 

The total period with pure hydrogen gas and liquid is now estimated at a total period of approximately 20 billion 

(109) years; approximately 5 billion years for phase 14 and approximately 15 – 20 billion years to phase 15. 

 

- ) Decrease expansion rate: 

The expansion velocity generates relatively a lot of gravity. During this long period gravity brakes the expansion 

velocity v(exp) from approximately 100 Mm/s to about 15 Mm/s. 

  

The kinetic energy released during this process is mostly converted into the rotation energy of the R0’s and 

R1’s! In average the equatorial speeds of the R1’s is increasing up to 80 to 90 Mm/s. The remaining angular 

speeds v(r6), v(r7), v(r8), v(r9) v(r10) and v(r11) take up less increasing. These equatorial speeds are up to 

several hundred km/s. 
 

- ) Radius: 

The radius of the universe increased by 0.02 c × 15 billion years = 0.3 billion light-years to 3.0 ± 0.5 billion 

light-years. 

 

- ) The universe-spherical-shell / USS: 

The hydrogen disappears almost completely out of the universe-spherical-shell and out of the space between the 

points of rotation R1 due to the accumulation of hydrogen in R0 spheres and later in huge spheres R1. In the 

universe-spherical-shell remains just an extremely low concentration of pure hydrogen. (Photons cannot cross 

absolute empty space inside and outside the USS without any hydrogen atoms / molecules present. Thus all 

emitted photons are forced staying and moving inside the USS because only there an extreme low concentration 
of hydrogen is present! This causes an 100 % closed USS.). 

At the time that the hydrogen supernovas occur a small portion of the hydrogen (±1 - 3%) still isn’t absorbed in 

these spheres R0 and R1.  

Each R1 zone should contain as much hydrogen that it hydrogen supernova can occur spontaneously. 

 

 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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- ) Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell: 

In this period the thickness of the universe-spherical-shell of some billions km hardly decreases. Over this period 

the concentration of hydrogen changes strongly. 

 

- ) Temperature: 

Over time the temperature of the hydrogen spheres R1 increases towards 30 to 40 million kelvin until it reaches 

a point of spontaneously start of nuclear fusion in the hydrogen plasma. Gravity holds together the mostly 2 

sometimes 4 kidney shaped side spheres / Roemer’s. Outside the plasma globes R1 the temperature is only a 
few kelvin. 

 
- ) Next Phase 16: 

- All the hydrogen plasma gas spheres R1 reaches a temperature of 30 to 40 million kelvin. The critical point of 

pressure and temperature is reached at which the spontaneous nuclear fusion of hydrogen to helium and higher 

starts. Stepwise it goes on far beyond elements iron.  
 

 

 
7.3.16 PHASE 16: MOMENT WITH 4 - 20 BILLION HYDROGEN SUPERNOVAE R1 OR BIG  

                                BANGS : 

 

- ) General: 

In phase 16, the hydrogen supernovae are described. Such Big Bang is the start of each galaxy and underlies 

every galaxy. See Figure 48 G8. In those gigantic nuclear fusion explosions are three processes more or less 

parallel to each other. They all obey the min / max1 principle of Document F1f consecutively in phase 16. 

 

16.1: The fusion reactions start in the center of the quickly rotating plasma hydrogen spheres R1 A and R1 B.  

              See Figure 46 and 47 G8. Thereby ± 15% of the total hydrogen present fuses to the higher elements  

              and all conceivable stable and unstable isotopes are formed step by step universe widely in accordance  
              with the elements of the periodic table. In R1 A only elements beyond Z = 90 are formed. In R1 B all  

              elements of the periodic table are formed may be even elements beyond the Z = 90.  

              During these 4 – 20 billions of Big Bangs a total of ± 85% of the present hydrogen is withdraw from  

              fusion. With this fusion in R1 A and R1 B about 7 – 8 % of the present ‘shell’-electrons disappear and  

              so 7 - 8 % of the total gravity and thus of the gravitational energy will disappear. See figure 79 G8.  

              During this Big Bangs there is no fusion in the R1 C area as well in the 2 to 4 accompanying side  

              pure hydrogen spheres or Roemer’s!  

              This fusion results in a gravitational differences between the central sphere and these Roemers. 

 

16.2: In the center of the fusion space R1 A of the supernova about 13% of the just shaped (stabile and  

              instable) isotopes (from Z = 90 to Z > 110) transforms directly into black-hole atoms. They clump  
              together becoming one huge black-hole due to their gravity. See Figure 49 G8. 

The outer shell of the fusion region containing about 2% of the fusion region R1 B, is blown away by a 

shockwave and due to that fact it extracts itself from this central black hole. See Figure 50 G8. This 

region consists ± 2% mainly of elements ≤ Fe but it also contains a small proportion of the heavier 

elements even up to uranium. These Big Bang generated elements are found at present in the universe 

and on earth. 

 

16.3: Due to the loss of about 7 % gravity the equilibrium is broken between the central spheres R1 A and  

              R1.B and the Roemer’s. This outer shell of the fusion range (± 2%) R1 B together with the remaining  

              hydrogen of sphere R1 C and the hydrogen from the not fused 2 to 4 Roemers R1 D are slung out as  

              well blown away by the shockwave of photons. See Figures 50 and 51. Each of these 2 – 4 Roemer’s  

             will transform into one spiral arm of the future galaxy. 

              In these hydrogen supernovae or Big Bangs in total will be blown away approximately 85% of the  

              hydrogen within the local flat plane of the universe-spherical-shell / USS. Later some 100 to 150 billion  

              stars and accompanying planets will be built out of this 2% highly radioactive fusion matter and 85%  

              neutral hydrogen. 

 

These three processes are in fact directly sequential and will soon be treated separately from each other. 
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- ) Characteristics of phase 16 as a whole: 

- The equatorial speed of the around their axis rotating hydrogen gas spheres R1 is 100 to 150 Mm/s. That is 

why they are highly flattened. In their core nuclear fusion starts which directly results in a tremendous 

hydrogen supernova or Big Bang and the release of lots electromagnetic radiation in the form of neutrinos, 

photons and particle radiation. Currently it is estimated to be equivalent at about 1% of the mass of the pre-

existing hydrogen. In the Roemer’s fusion does not occur. 

- In the fusion area from hydrogen by nuclear reactions only all the elements of the periodic table are formed. 

This is worked out in Document F1d. 
- About 15% of the hydrogen present will fuse into higher elements, while ± 1% of the present matter is 

converted to in electromagnetic and particle radiation. 

- Because the rotation the outer shell of the fusion R1 B is emitted due to the shock wave of neutrinos and 

photons, into locally relatively flat surface of the universe-spherical-shell around R1 A. The hydrogen in R1 

C and in the Roemer’s R1 D partly evaporate and are ejected in the same way as extremely hot mixture of 

hydrogen, helium plasma gas mixed with higher elements. 

- As a result of the fusion approximately 7 – 8 % of the ‘shell’-electrons disappears! Thus the central spheres 

R1 lose approximately 7 – 8 % of their original present gravity! They lose 7 – 8 % of their gravitational 

energy compared to C and center of the universe as well. 

- In the center of the fusion area’s the ‘electron’-shells of these newly formed higher elements collapse into 

black hole atoms because the formation of Vander Waals / London bonds between the electron pairs of these 
atoms. Immediately after these Big Bang one super-sized black hole R1 A is formed. Its huge equatorial 

speed is 100 to 200 Mm/s while it rotates around its axis. This central black hole forms the base of all 

nowadays present central black holes in galaxies. 

- The moment these 4 to 20 billion hydrogen supernovas or Big Bangs occurred was about 20 to 25 billion 

(109) years after the Little Bang and some 15 to 20 billion years after the formation of the hydrogen atom and 

molecule. Now (anno 2017) the universe is already at least 40 to 45 billion (109) years old in stead 13,8 

billion years is thought anno 2017. 

- These 4 – 20 billion Big Bangs happen almost exactly the same moment within a period of a few seconds / 

minutes. In no way these huge explosions are to get noticeable. In the meantime all that moment emitted 

radiation (neutrinos and photons) has been reconstructed into protons, electrons and new hydrogen again. So 

all information of these billions Big Bangs and period before has been lost forever. 

 
- ) Basic parameters: 

- Matter:              At first all isotopes of the periodic system up to > Z 110 are formed by nuclear fusion of  

                            hydrogen. Just protons and electrons were present. The formed atoms in the core of the fusion  

                            area R1 A collapse directly following into black-hole atoms.  

                            These formed black atoms only have single ‘shell’ electrons and don’t have electron-pairs in  

                            their electron-shells. So black-hole atoms don’t generate the Vander Waals / London force  
                            anymore. 

- Mass and radiation: The total amount of mass, charge and magnetic spin remains unchanged. 

Due to annihilation approximately 1 percent of the mass, charge and magnetic spin is 

converted into photons (majoranas) and radiation of elementary particles of the proton and the 

electron. 

- Forces:             Besides elementary charge force, magnetic spin force, the basal centripetal force of the electron,  

                            Furthermore. In normal atoms gravity and the Vander Waals / London force are present. In  

                            black-hole atoms only blackhole atoms (Document F1e) and gravity are present. 

- Energy:             In this gigantic supernova explosions a lot of rotation energy is released from the electrons  

                            which merge with their nucleus. These ‘nuclear’-electrons lose their ability to induce gravity  

                            and thus gravitational energy as well. 

- Radial kinetic energy of the universe: The braking of the expansion speed of the universe / USS by gravity just  
                            goes on as its transformation into angular speed of the galaxies. 

- Transverse kinetic energy: This energy is concentrated for more than 95% in the angular speed of the central  

                            black holes R1 A and for less than 5% in the ejected and blown away layers R1 B, R1 C and  

                            R1 D. This applies to a full rotation range R1. 

- Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell increased by tens of km/s near the central spots of these supernovae. 

- Duration: Universe wide the supernovae last briefly possible only within seconds / minutes. Integral these  

                            Big Bangs and the formation of the central black hole require just a few minutes. In fact all 4 to  

                            20 billion Big Bangs are practically identical. 

- The radius of the universe increases hardly during these hydrogen supernovae. 
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- ) Time and observability: 

The moment with the hydrogen supernovas or Big Bangs occurred 20 to 25 billion year after the Little Bang 

estimated by the author and about 20 to 25 billion year ago. In contrast to the super cold start and Little Bang 

each hydrogen supernova is accompanied by a massive hot nuclear fusion explosion which occurs only in the R1 

A and R1 B area. See Figure 48 G8. In addition, an extreme lot of electromagnetic radiation and energy is 

released in the form of photons of light / infrared and particles such as neutrino’s, electrons, neutrons, and alpha 

particles. 

These billions hydrogen supernovae are almost exactly the same moment across the whole universe-spherical-
shell and all last probably only a few seconds, maybe minutes. 

 
- ) The cycle of the universe is only possible if all the Big Bangs occur simultaneously: 

Anyway all in phase 15 formed 4 – 20 billion pure hydrogen gas spheres R1 should culminate in such a Big 

Bang explosion simultaneously. If not, the cycle of the universe as a whole halts in phase 29. In that case at the 

end of the cycle one large universe 'Little Bang black hole’ is created, surrounded by a thin layer of hydrogen. 
However that 'Little Bang black hole’ cannot reach its Critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) any longer. Then the 

next Little Bang will be blocked and thus the start-up and formation of the following universe. The universe 

would end in a giant black hole instead going through a cycle. 

 

- ) Period with the hydrogen supernovae isn’t getting observable: 

This 4 to 20 billion hydrogen supernovae occurred 20 to 25 billion years ago. Now they aren’t perceptible. In the 

meantime all released photons have been transformed back into new protons, electrons and new hydrogen again. 

See Documents E3-1 and F1c. (Each of these billions Big Bang explosions were much more (millions - 

billions) intense than the today well observable supernovae which occur at the end of the lifetime of big stars. 

During this Big Bangs the more and more slowly expanding universe-spherical-shell was scorching extreme 

hot.) 

 
-) All radiation is forced moving inside the USS: 

Because of the presence of the remaining small concentrations of hydrogen in the USS all forms of emitted 

electromagnetic radiation will be deflected in the direction of this universe-spherical-shell. Ultimately all emitted 

radiation is thereby moving exclusively within the USS. For that reason, the universe / USS forms a constantly 

100% closed system for all mass, matter, radiation and kinetic energy! 

 

The light, heat and other cosmic radiation of all Big Bang explosions have already passed planet Earth a long 

time ago. In the meantime of 14 – 18 billion year this radiation has been 100% reformed back again into protons, 

electrons and new hydrogen. That reforming of matter from electromagnetic and particle radiation into (anti) 

protons, and (anti) electrons is described in Document F1c + Figures.  

 
See the consecutive Documents and Figures: 

F1a 2014 (most elementary Higgs particles),  

F1b (majoranas; neutrinos and photons), 

F1c (formation proton and electron as two fundamental building blocks of hydrogen and atoms),  

F1d (building out of hydrogen of exclusively the elements of the periodic table) and  

F1e (transition of ordinary atoms ≥ Be into black hole atoms). 

 

Because of that 100% transformation of all electromagnetic radiation and of all particles radiation into protons, 

electrons and hydrogen within 13.8 billion year with ‘light / electromagnetic’-techniques these Big Bangs cannot 

be gotten perceptible any more. See Figures 4a and 4b Document E3-1. So these billions of Big Bangs 

occurred far behind our anno 2018 maximal observable ‘event’-horizon within the USS. See Figures 73 - 77 G8. 

From earth that visible perception / event-horizon is about 14 - 18 billion light-years away for photons of infrared 
and 13.8 billion years for photons of light.  

 

-) Techniques looking deeper in the universe / USS: 

By improving the recently developed gravitational (LIGO / VIRGO ) techniques by a hundred – thousand fold 

with gravity our ‘event’-horizon in the USS can be improved up to about 30 billion lightyear! In that case it 

might be possible to reach phases 14 / 15 and get perceptible even the period before these Big Bangs! 

 

- ) In this pure Big Bang hydrogen spheres fusion starts at a much later stadium than in the later stars: 

In all 4 to 20 billion huge hydrogen plasma spheres, strongly flattened due to their large angular velocity, the 

size, the pressure and the temperature at the center of these spheres continue to increase, the temperature to 25 to 
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50 million kelvin. This 100% pure hydrogen plasma spheres lack any presence of any unstable radioactive 

isotopes. Therefore they also lack any form of mechanism to ignite and start this nuclear fusion process.  

So the fusion in these R1’s starts much later and at much higher temperatures and local pressures compared with 

the fusion process in the later to form stars. In the core of these pre-stars besides hydrogen highly radioactive 

higher atoms are present. They function as nuclear ignition mechanism of the fusion process in these stars. So in 

stars nuclear fusion starts much earlier and at a much lower temperatures and pressure.  

This fusion process in the much later to form stars is not running straight out of control like is the case in these 4 

to 20 billion Big Bangs. 
 

- ) Critical mass, pressure and temperature of hydrogen supernovas: 

In those 100% pure hydrogen R1 spheres the fusion just starts if these spheres contain a minimal amount of 

hydrogen brought together by gravity. That moment only protons and electrons are present. This hydrogen 

corresponds to approximately 95% of the amount of hydrogen of a whole R1 area and is equivalent to the 

hydrogen in 100 to 200 billion stars. Thermonuclear fusion just starts in case an extremely large size, high 

temperature and pressure is reached. Modeling the cycle of the universe helps to deduce the spontaneous ignition 

conditions of these R1 hydrogen supernovas / Big Bangs. 

In all rapidly rotating hydrogen spheres R1 at some moment the pressure and the temperature become high 

enough to ignite this fusion process. That process starts exactly in the center of the central plasma sphere R1 A 

where the highest pressure and temperature reign. 

 
- ) Outline of the fusion process according to the author: 

At the start of the fusion process in these Big Bangs just hydrogen is available and only two building blocks:  

a) protons, b) electrons. Thus all to form new atoms of the periodic table and their isotopes are to be built up with 

only protons and electrons. Neutrons are completely absent! 

The fusion process of hydrogen atoms with just protons and electrons results in new atoms without neutrons in 

the atom core. This is elaborated in Figures 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23 of Documents F1d, F1e and F1f 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . 

 

Within the min / max1 principle (Document F1f) the structure of atoms and their isotopes occurs through three 

combinations of always just single fusion steps. See Document F1d, and the above-mentioned Figures: 

a) one electron starts to bind to a proton already present in the atom-nucleus. This is followed by the attachment 

of one proton at that last added electron, now a ‘nuclear’-electron. (= red arrow down). This system results in 

a heavier isotope of the atom. 

b) one proton starts to attachment to one of the existing ‘nuclear’-electrons in the atom nucleus. This is followed 

by the placement of a single ‘shell’-electron in one of the electron-shells. (= blue arrow horizontal). Now the 

atomic number in the periodic table increases by one. 

c) In the inner electron-shells of the electron the gotten gap is filled by an electron from more outside which 
causes an X-ray-photon. (= purple circle arrow). 

 

All changes under a), b) and c) are completed and can be followed step by step. Overall the two consecutive 

phases are electro-neutral! (This min / max1 principle, presented in document F1f, prevents the formation 

of neutrons in the atom-nucleus!) 

 

For the complete list of the possible forms of isotopes, see the table of isotopes by Wikipedia. In all nuclei of 

this periodic table the author replaces all neutrons by one proton and one ‘nuclear / core’-electron! 

 

The fusion reactions shown in figure 21, 22 and 23 of F1d and F1e comprise exclusively of single steps of 

placement of a) one proton or b) one ‘nucleus’- electron in the atom-core or c) displacing one electron as ‘shell’-

electron within the ‘electron’-shells of the atom. This build-up and formation of all the elements of the periodic 
table and their isotopes fully meets the min / max1 principle and is universe widely exactly the same!  

The mentioned Figures 21 – 23 show that it is not possible to form nuclei of atoms as combination structure of 

protons combined with neutrons!! 

For energetic reasons may be composed the elements and isotopes of the periodic table from hydrogen only by 

alternately adding successively one proton and one ‘core’-electron to the nucleus or one proton to the nucleus 

and a single electron to the K-s-orbital. 

 
- ) The ‘strong’ nuclear force and ‘weak’ nuclear force expire completely: 

The structure of nuclei with protons and electrons, outlined in Documents F1d , F1e and Figures 18 – 23, 

results in nuclei without any so called ‘strong’ nuclear interactions and without so called ‘weak’ interactions.  

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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The author replaces two vague forces by the following:  

a) the well-known strong electrically Coulomb force, and by  

b) the known weak magnetic spin force between the proton and the electron.  

This results in a fundamental system with only two elementary forces: 1) electric charge and 2) magnetic spin.  

 

This results in much simpler construction of atom nuclei with only protons and ‘core’-electrons than the complex 

construction of these nuclei with charged protons and uncharged neutrons as done during the past century! 

 
- ) Nuclear fusion from hydrogen results exclusively in forming elements in accordance with the periodic 

table: 

During the Big Bangs of phase 16 that fusion process continues with alternating adding one proton or one 

‘core’-electron to the nucleus or to the inner electron-shells. This results in the formation of all conceivable 

higher isotopes of the periodic table. See for instance Wikipedia’s isotopes table where the author consistently 

replaces all neutrons by one proton and one ‘core’/ ‘nuclear’-electron! 

 

The number of ‘shell’-electrons around the nucleus and the number of protons and electrons in the nucleus is 

increasingly built up step by step in such a way that the difference of electric charge between the nucleus and its 

'shell' to electrons always remains in balance. During fusion, the charge difference between nucleus and electron-

shells are normally never greater than one electrical charge unit!  
Universe wide that fusion process elaborated by the author results exclusively in atoms in accordance with the 

isotopes of the periodic table, as an arrangements in electron-shells of: 

1) 2 electrons as an ‘electron pair’ and 

2) 8 electrons in the form of a tetrahedron with four electron-pairs! 

This pattern of ‘shell’-electrons always results in the lowest energy state during the during the fusion process.  

 

This fusion process is explained more in detail in Document F1d. Universe wide in all Big Bangs, due to the 

extreme expansion speed at the moment of these explosions, the build-up of atoms and their electron-shells 

occurs exactly the same and everywhere according to the isotopes of the periodic table as found on Earth and 

without neutrons! 

 
- ) Hydrogen supernovas / Big Bangs seem unmanageable but nevertheless they elapse fully structured: 

When this fusion process starts spontaneously it seems to proceed completely out of control due to the 

development of heat, pressure, and by the formation of radioactive elements and particles. Such hydrogen 

supernovas both the temperature and the pressure rise so high that the fusion process of helium immediately 

continues with the formation of a great variety of greater atoms and, in particular, the formation of elements 

beyond iron and even up to elements with atomic number Z more than 110. 

The formation of the atoms bigger than iron requires energy again which is plenty available during these Big 
Bangs. The elements with Z > 92 are unstable to extremely unstable. However these elements can remain stable 

for an extreme long period as long they are trapped in a central black hole of the galaxy. The decay of these 

trapped elements (Z > 110) is just possible in case it results in extreme high energetic cosmic radiation  

> 10 18 -21GeV!  

 

- ) Formation of the central black hole: 

The central part of the fusion area containing primarily higher unstable elements, comprises about 13% of the 

hydrogen originally present. The central portion of R1 A transforms directly to a huge central black hole. See 

Figures 48 and 49 G8. This central black hole R1 A contains a variety of unstable isotopes that can decay only 

at the outside of the black hole. The formed black hole then provides a vast source of high-energy cosmic rays. 

 

During the formation of the central black hole a giant shock wave is created that blows away explosively the 
already fused outer shell portion R1 B along with the outer layer with non-fused hydrogen R1 C. See Figure 50 

G8. 

In this Big Bang explosion eventually hydrogen Roemer’s R1 D are completely gutted. See Figure 51 G8. 

 

In the outer shell of the 2% fusion space R1 B the fusion process is confined not much beyond iron, so with 

hardly any fusion up to uranium. In the most outer part of the 2% fusion space the nuclear fusion builds higher 

elements no further than the light elements up to atomic numbers 30 to 40. During the hydrogen supernovae this 

outer fusion space with about 2% fused hydrogen is both ejected, expelled as blown away together with the 2 - 4 

Roemer’s and their gravity by a shock wave starting in R1 A, See Figures 51, 52, 53 and 54 G8. The main part 

of the hydrogen (about 85%) escapes the fusion process during the hydrogen supernovas or Big Bangs. 
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- ) ‘Shell’-electrons fusing with atomic nuclei lose their physical forces and chemical forces: 

During nuclear fusion a ‘shell’-electron (that revolves around the nucleus) loses its kinetic energy as well their 

orbit around the nucleus. So the fusing ‘shell’-electron loses its ability to generate any longer other physical 

forces and chemical forces the same time. These ‘core’-electrons also lose the ability to generate gravity and thus 

lose their contribution to gravitational energy! Therefore it seems, quite deceptive, the amount of mass decreases 

during fusion!  

However it is loss of gravity instead loss of mass! During this fusion process, the mass remains the same and 

only gravity diminishes as well its gravitational energy! Measuring the loss of gravity produces the same result 
as ‘loss of mass’!  

The author claims, the mass, elementary charge and elementary magnetic spin are indestructible and 

unchangeable except in extreme situations like colliding particles in particle-accelerators. See Documents F1a 

2014 and Figures (the four most elementary Higgs / strings / snares), F1b (majorana particles like neutrinos and 

photons), F1c (structure of the proton / electron) and F1d (the elements of the periodic table). 

 

During nuclear fusion in the later to form stars photons and neutrinos are emitted. During fusion ‘shell’-electrons 

and thus gravity and gravitational energy relative to C disappear. Mass isn’t converted into energy! The author's 

view is diametrically opposed to the visions of Einstein a century ago and Science in 2018! 

 

- ) During these hydrogen supernovae / Big Bangs about 7% of the total gravity and connected 

gravitational energy disappears. The speed of atoms inside the USS increases: 

During these billions hydrogen supernovas or Big Bangs the same moment about 15% of the hydrogen is fused 

to higher elements. About 7 % of the ‘shell’-electrons became ‘core’-electrons and lost their ability generating 

gravity.  

Any central sphere R1 and thus the USS as a whole lost approximately 7% of the previously existing gravity and 

therefore approximately 7% of its gravitational energy compared lost C! During the nuclear fusion the remaining 

‘shell’-electrons keep their ability to generate gravity and gravitational energy! 

During these Big Bangs explosions locally the (angular) speed of atoms relative to the R1’s increases. This again 

results in an increase in both their rotational gravity and rotation gravitational energy. This is part of the long 

term transformation of expansion velocity /energy into rotation velocity / energy. This process is rather complex 

and still going on. It should be modelled! For gravity see Documents E3 and E3-1 for Figures and 
explanation.  

In Figure 79 G8 under V an overview is presented of the kinds of energy present at the moment of these Big 

Bangs. 

 
- ) On the scale of the universe there is no general law conservation of energy!:  

Fusion of hydrogen in stars and the special physically properties of gravity and gravitational energy results the 

Law conservation of energy is only true on limited scale. This Law exclusively applies on the scale of celestial 
bodies without nuclear fusion and thus just at planets outside stars!  

The General Law of conservation of energy is not valid on the scale of the USS and certainly not during the 

unwinding and settlement of the cycle of the universe!  

Only the amount of kinetic energy at the beginning and end of each cycle of the universe is exactly equal but this 

amount of energy is not constant over the whole cycle of the universe / USS! 

 

- ) Temperature of supernovae: 

During the hydrogen supernovas, the temperature rises to tens of millions of kelvin. 

 
- ) Formation of Vander Waals / London forces and their bonds: 

At the core of the fusion of the supernova so much kinetic energy is liberated that fusion extends beyond iron 

and possibly up to the instable elements of the periodic table with atomic number Z > 100 - 110.  

During the fusion process the single electrons form radically covalent bonds as much as possible resulting in 

electron-pairs within the electron-shells of all atoms > H. In turn these ‘shell’ electron-pairs generate the Vander 

Waals / London force (+ W2f). This physical force is quantically proportional to the kinetic energy and so the 

square of the speed(s) of the atom in the universe! See Document F1d. 

 

When speed of an atom and the local pressure is high enough inside the electron shells of the atom these 
electron-pairs form Vander Waals / London bonds! That is only possible in case atoms possess at least two or 

more ‘shell’ electron-pairs. If the local pressure is high enough the electron-shells of normal atoms collapse 

towards their nucleus. Under extreme pressure all electron-shells of atoms ≥ Be collapse towards their nucleus 

and become black hole atoms. See Document F1e. 
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The atoms H / H2, He and Li possess zero or just one electron pair. The electron-shells of these three elements 

cannot collapse and transfer into black-hole atoms not even under extremely high pressure!  

 

-) Transformation normal atoms into black hole atoms just possible starting beryl (Be): 

The energy released in nuclear fusion is partly converted into rotation energy of the fusion area R1 A. This 

results in an increase of the equatorial speed of the central black hole from 100 to 150 Mm/s or one third to half 

the speed of light. Inside all the newly formed higher elements / atoms within area R1 A the size of the Vander 

Waals force between the electron-pairs increases quantitatively enough, that Vander Waals bonds are formed 
inside all newly formed atoms both inside the electron-shells as among the electron-shells themselves. See 

Document F1e.  

That process collapsing electron shells of atoms just starts from beryl (Be) and higher. It occurs in all mentioned 

atoms. In addition, heat is released. 

 

- ) Formation of black-hole atoms: 

Due to the formation of Vander Waals / London bonds inside the electron shells of atoms subsequent the 

electron-shells of these newly formed isotopes collapse towards near their nucleus. All electron-shells shrink to 

orbits in the same configuration as before however now situated directly around the atom-nucleus! The relatively 

extreme wide empty space between the electron-shells and their nucleus in normal atoms almost completely 

disappears in blackhole atoms. All normal atoms ≥ Be transfer into black-hole atoms. 
Due to the collapse to the nucleus of the electron-shells of the newly formed atoms, the volume of the black-hole 

atoms that formed with a factor of 1015 - 18 or even much more! During this process most of the attached infrared 

and light photons of the nucleus are stripped and squeezed.  

 

During the collapse of the electron-shells of ordinary atoms into a black-hole atoms, the angular speed of these 

‘shell’-electrons increases towards the speed of light. In black-hole atoms because those high speed all 

previously formed electron-pairs relapse into single ‘shell’-electrons. Thus inside all black hole isotopes these 

Vander Waals / London forces and bonds completely disappear again! 

However, the collapse of the common atoms / isotopes into black hole atoms is irreversible. For the transition 

from ordinary atoms to black-hole atoms see Documents F1d and F1e and related Figures 18d to 18n On 

outlines normal atoms and black-hole atoms have more or less the same basic structure. 
 

The outer shell of the fusion area R1 B the angular speed and pressure remain just too low to transform the just 

formed normal atoms into black-hole atoms. In this most outer shell R1 B, and about 2% of the fusion area 

black-hole atoms aren’t formed. 

The shock wave of released photons from the collapsing R1 A blows away this outer shell R1 B during the 

hydrogen supernova / Big Bang at great speed together with the non-fused hydrogen in the area R1 C. For an 

impression see Figures 51, 52, 53 and 54 G8. 

 

- ) Formation of the central black holes on R1 A: 

At the core of the fusion R1 A all existing ordinary atoms ≥ beryl collapse into black-hole atoms due to the 

pressure by gravity, increase of angular speed and the formation of Vander Waals bonds. These black-hole atoms 

compose together one big central black hole with a radius of about 20 to 30 Mm. Its equatorial rotation speed 
will increase about 150 to 200 Mm/s. See Figure 49 G8. 

In the USS the axis of rotation of each of these central black holes are more or less directed and pointed at the 

center C of the universe / USS. All central black holes rotate the same clockwise direction. 

 

- ) Super cold temperature of black-hole atoms and black holes: 

In black-hole atoms all nuclei are totally captured within their electron-shells filled with single electrons and 

with the same electron-shells and filled with the same number single electrons as before. These ‘shell’-electrons 

move with the speed of light.  

In black-hole atoms however the nuclei virtually have no space to vibrate within their electron shells. From 

black-hole atoms most infrared and light photons were expelled. Because of it and because of the enormous 

limitation of the oscillation space of the nuclei, the temperature of all blackhole atoms is in the vicinity of just a 
few kelvin.  

So all types of black holes and comprehended celestial bodies in fact are extremely cold. Only a few infrared 

photons remain and just enough vibration space for a temperature of 2.7 degree kelvin. This corresponds to the 

background temperature of the universe / USS. 

 

Black-hole atoms and all types of comprehended celestial bodies, by definition, are super cold while the 

temperature in the immediate vicinity of such black holes may be millions of kelvin! (In the center of very big 
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stars a small or larger super cold black hole is hidden). Because of extremely low temperature, black holes do not 

emit any electromagnetic radiation! The impotence of emission of light by black holes is directly connected with 

their extreme low temperature. This phenomena is completely independent of the local immense gravity! 

 

- ) Outer shell is blown away: 

Due to contraction and collapse of ordinary atoms into black hole atoms in area R1 A, suddenly a huge vacuum 

of empty space develops around the core of the supernova. At first it is filled with the light and infra-red photons 

emitted from the atoms and their nuclei! 
That collapse to the central black hole R1 A results in a giant shock wave. It blows away the outer 2% shell of 

the fusion region R1 B, together with the non-fused hydrogen in the outer edges R1 C, and the hydrogen of the 2 

to 4 Roemer’s R1 D. So those remaining hydrogen atoms escape from the direct control of the central black 

hole. See Figures 51 to 54 G8. 

 
During the hydrogen supernova the whole outer region is subject to a huge equatorial speed of 80 to 90 Mm/s or 
more. Those speeds should be established model-based. Due to the shock wave of the Big Bang and due to the 

loss of approximately 7% of the gravity that hydrogen plasma which is mainly present in this 2 to 4 Roemer’s 

R1 D. Both are thrown out by the loss of gravity in R1 A as well partially blown away by the shock wave at a 

rate of one third to half the speed of light. 

 

Initially these 2 to 4 Roemer’s exit the R1 area's by centrifugal forces along the tangent. They all rotate and 

stay inside the USS. See Figure 53 G8. Inside the USS gravity bends their orbits. The 2 to 4 Roemer’s and their 

hydrogen-plasma are reformed later to 2 to 4 curled spiral arm as are found in all galaxies at present in the USS. 

 

Due to that shock wave and the inertia also the outer edge of the fusion region R1 B and the already formed 

higher elements there, which have escaped the central black hole, are blown away as a superhot plasma in the 

form of a locally fairly flat disc in the USS which moves away from R1 with one third to half the speed of light 
or even more. Due to the gravity from the Roemer’s roughly the outer shell follows the same direction and at the 

same speed as the Roemers in a flat plane inside the USS which is perpendicular to the local expansion velocity 

of the USS. See Figure 54 G8. In turn, by gravity these Roemer’s pull back all matter in the direction of these 2 

– 4 spiral arms of the galaxy. 

Standard all later galaxies are formed around a central black hole. Each galaxy contains enough hydrogen for the 

construction of about 50 - 100 billion stars and associated 1 – 10 planets.  

 

-) Number of speeds in universe / USS: 

In phase 16 all Big Bangs are already subjected to the 4 to 5 forms of rotation /angular speeds arisen during the 

phases 7 – 15 prior to these Big Bangs. (That explains why all observed galaxies rotate much faster than 

expected!). These former speeds are still present in all nowadays galaxies. After these Big Bangs new angular 
speeds are added. 

These three phases of the hydrogen supernovas are treated even more extensively from here. 

 

 

 

7.3.16.1 PHASE 16a: THE MOMENT IN WHICH ONLY IS FORMED 

          THE ELEMENTS OF THE PERIODIC TABLE / SYSTEM: 

 

- ) Characteristics phase 16a: 

- During the nuclear fusion of hydrogen an enormous amount of electromagnetic radiation and particles 

radiation are released. 

- Nuclear fusion of approximately 15% (= 13% + 2%) of the hydrogen atoms. For energetic reasons resulting 
in only the known elements / isotopes of the periodic table. 

- During the fusion of these billions of Big Bangs approximately 7 – 8% of the existing gravity disappears; it 

seems (according to the prevailing theory) mass is converted into energy. That’s not the case! 

- During these billions Big Bangs approximately 7 – 8% of the gravitational energy in the USS relative to C 

disappears as well!  

- The increase in speed induces more gravity and new amount of gravitational energy relative to the R1’s. 

  

- ) Stepwise filling of the electron-shells and atom-nucleus: 

During these supernovas / Big Bangs that step by step filling of the electron-shells and growth of nucleus of 

atoms starts with hydrogen and results in all types of stabile and unstable elements of the periodic table up to 

atomic number 110. The build-up and structure of these isotopes occurs for energetic reasons mandatory universe 
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wide in accordance with the elements of the periodic table. See Document F1d and Figures and any Isotope 

Table. In the atom core neutrons aren’t possible! That is why the author however replaces all neutrons by one 

proton and one ‘nuclear’ / ’core’-electron.  

During nuclear fusions at each step the electrons in the electron-shells search the energetically lowest possible 

level of by speeds in the USS ‘added’ kinetic energy. Universe widely this energetically optimum is reached in 

case of (sub)-electron shells are filled with:  

a) just two electrons (= one electron pair) or  

b) shells filled with four electron-pairs (tetrahedron) is reached.  
 

This represents a universe wide applicable unification of atoms in accordance with the periodic table, and thus 

also of the same system of physical forces and chemical forces. The elements of the periodic table up to no. 82 

(lead) may have a plurality of at least one stable isotope in addition to much more unstable isotopes.  

 

Stabilization of unstable isotopes is established by: 

a. nuclear fission; that is only possible at a limited number of heavy elements. 

b. the ejection of ‘shell’-electrons ore ‘core’-electrons (= beta radiation). 

c. expulsion of one proton. 

d. expulsion of one ‘core’-proton together with one ‘core’-electron. Just at the outside of the nucleus both build 

one neutron! Before that neutron wasn’t present as such particle in the nucleus!  
e. cleaving of an alpha particle ( = construction of 4 protons + 2 nuclear- / core-electrons). 

Universe wide all unstable isotopes only decay to the stabile isotopes of the periodic table. 

 
Since these 4 – 20 billion (109) hydrogen supernovae or Big Bangs a period of 20 to 25 billion years has been 

passed. Even inside and outside the black holes the stabilization of unstable atoms is still not fully completed. 

Within the central black holes of the current galaxies stabilization of nuclei is far from complete because inside 

blackholes still a huge amount of completely unstable nuclei are present. In blackholes such decay can only 
occur at the most outer shell of the (central) black hole. This results in extreme high-energy cosmic rays with 

1018 – 21 GeV. In black holes there have to be convection currents of black-hole matter!  

 

- ) All matter in the USS is based on the same universe wide system of forces: 

During the hydrogen supernovas for the first time, the complete system of stable isotopes and unstable isotopes 

is formed of all elements. Simultaneously all to that periodic table belonging physical forces and chemical forces 

arose. This force system is uniform universe widely as well.  

The number of velocity components of those physical forces and chemical forces is the same universe wide 

being 4 to 5 components. (Today the number of components of physical, chemical forces and that of gravity is 

about 8 to 10 may be even 11 all related to one of the nowadays 9 – 11 speeds of the atom in universe / USS. 

 
Ordinary matter generates 12 different fundamental forces. See Document F1d. In black-hole atoms electron-

pairs are missing. The number of forces has been reduced to 8 different fundamental forces. See Document F1e 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . 

 

At that website and Documents F1c, F1d and F1e the author specifies: 

a) which forces can be distinguished on the atom  

b) where and how these forces are generated within the atom.  

At first, after the Big Bangs, the full set of basic forces on the atom is complete. From these hydrogen 

supernovae or Big Bangs solids are possible yet! 

 

- ) During nuclear fusion mass is not converted into energy but loss of gravity occurs: 

During the nuclear fusion process with the nuclei fusing ‘shell’-electrons lose their ability to generate gravity / 
gravitational energy and their other physical and chemical forces as well. The disappearance of gravity gives the 

impression mass is disappearing! Due to loss of gravity it seems quite deceptive that matter is converted into 

energy. In actuality any mass has disappeared!  

During nuclear fusion gravity isn’t converted into energy. (Mass and gravity have no direct connection with each 

other but only indirectly by: a) the atom and b) speed of that atom in the universe / USS.) 

 

During that nuclear fusion kinetic energy is released from the by about 2.2 Mm/s revolving ‘shell’-electron 

around their nucleus. That energy is completely separate from the loss of gravity. The formula E = mc2 is based 

on misinterpreted observations. Quantitatively this formula only applies for annihilation of equivalent matter and 

antimatter. However during annihilation mass isn’t converted into energy as well!  

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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Quantitatively just E = mc2 amount of energy is freed in the form of photons (majoranas) and as rotational 

energy! See Figures 15 Document F1c. 

 

- ) Nuclear fusion process occurs very quickly: 

These Big Bangs start extremely fast. The whole process is settled within a few seconds. 

 

- ) Hydrogen, helium and lithium atoms cannot transform into black hole matter / atoms: 

In order to be able to collapse into a black-hole atom, such an atom must have at least two electron-pairs! That is 
just the case from the element beryllium (Be) of the periodic table. The atoms of hydrogen (H), helium (He) and 

lithium (Li), and the hydrogen molecule (H2) have zero or only one electron-pair. Therefore these three atoms 

cannot form van der Waals / London bonds inside the electron-shells of the atom. These three atoms cannot 

collapse from inside and transform into black-hole atoms! 

Around all kind of black holes a cloud of hydrogen, helium and lithium is found. Only after fusion to beryllium 

or higher these atoms can be absorbed in the black hole. That fusion occurs around the central blackhole of the 

galaxy. 

 

In all galaxies that hot fusion area masks our sight on the central black hole. That central black hole finds itself at 

a temperature of approximately 2.7 kelvin and it rotates at extremely fast with one third to half the speed of light. 

Thereby the central black hole generates much rotation gravity. The nuclei of black-hole atoms is closely 
confined within the electron-shells. All blackhole atoms have a super low temperature of only about 2.7 kelvin. 

That’s why black-hole atoms / black holes cannot emit any radiation of photons / light. 

 

- ) Expansion rate universe-spherical-shell / USS: 

In the preceding period when the hydrogen supernovas and the formation of the isotopes of the periodic system 

occur, the expansion velocity v(exp) of the universe-spherical-shell relative to C has already been reduced from 

80 Mm/s to about 2 to 4 Mm/s. The other movements are described in 7.3.16.3. 

 
 

7.3.16.2 PHASE 16b: MOMENT FORMATION THE CENTRAL BLACK HOLE OF  

                                    THE GALAXY: 

  
- ) Features of phase 16b: 

- After the fusion the core of the hydrogen supernova Big Bang collapsed immediately into one big super cold 

black hole R1 A with a radius of 20 to 40 Mm and consists of very unstable black hole isotopes to far 
beyond uranium. 

- In the electron-shells of black-hole atoms are present only single electrons and no electron-pairs. 

- These ‘shell’-electrons move at the speed of light around their nuclei. Therefore they cannot absorb more 

energy. Also these ‘shell’-electrons cannot jump to a lower orbit. So they cannot even emit light-photons. So 

all blackhole atoms are perfect mirrors. 

- Ratio ‘shell’-electrons / nuclear-electrons equals 10 / (11 to 12). 

 

- ) The core of the supernova: 

The core of the supernova hydrogen gas becomes extremely overheated due to the energy released during 

nuclear fusion reactions. This results in an extremely high pressure and temperature. The nuclear fusion reactions 

in the core go on even straight the formation of elements and isotopes in the periodic table up to atomic number 

110. At the inner core of these supernovas R1 A probably mostly trans-uranium elements are ‘hammered’. 
 

- ) Matter: formation of atoms with electron-pairs in the electron-shells: 

During nuclear fusion from hydrogen all other elements of the periodic table are formed. Their common 

characteristic is forming at least one electron-pairs within their electron-shells. Within the electron-shells of all 

atoms > H the Vander Waals / London force is generated! 

 

- ) The transition from ordinary atoms into black-hole ones: 

Inside ordinary atoms this Vander Waals / London force is too weak to produce van der Waals / London bonds. 

This van der Waals force however increases quadratically with any speed of the atom in the universe versus C 

and the local R1! 

During the Big Bangs the angular speed in the core of the hydrogen-supernova and hence the Vander Waals / 
London force increases in such a way that within the atoms Vander Waals / London bonds are formed and 

especially within and between the electron shells of atoms ≥ Be. This occurs both between all electron-pairs 

within each electron-shell as well between electron pairs of different electron-shells of the atom. 
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Due to the forming of these Vander Waals bonds all electron-shells of the atom collapse and fall down until near 

the nucleus of the atom. See Document F1e + Figures. 

 

To be able to collapse the atom must have at least two electron-pairs! So this collapse of the electron shells can 

only occur starting from the element beryllium (Be) and in conjunction with a) an extremely high speed and b) 

an enormous high pressure from the outside. The conditions of high-speed, a strong Vander Waals / London force 

and a lot of pressure are available during these hydrogen supernovae and superhot Big Bangs. 

 
- ) During the collapse of the electron-shells the electron-pair disappears again: 

During the collapse of the electron-shells towards the nucleus, the rate of the ‘shell’-electron-pairs increased till 

near the speed of light. These just newly formed electron-pairs fall apart again into separate ‘shell’-electrons. 

Now the Vander Waals / London forces and its bindings disappear again as well. However, the collapse of the 

electron-shells of the atoms is irreversible. 

That collapse of ordinary atoms to black-hole atoms and the outflow of earlier absorbed photons occurs only in 

the core R1 A of the supernova. The collapse of atoms generates a lot of empty space / vacuum. The enormous 

pressure from outside and stripping nearly all of the nucleus and part of photons absorbed at the ‘shell’-electrons. 

These free photons results in tremendous pressure and shock wave front of photons. See Figure 49 and 50 G8. 

Because of the enormous pressure around the core R1 A of the supernova and the resulting void for all newly 

formed black-hole atoms this black-hole atoms are driven to the center of the supernova. The kinetic energy 
released during this process is further converted to rotation energy. The equatorial speed of R1 A rises possibly 

up to 100 to 200 Mm/s may be even more. 

All elements, formed in the core R1 A of the supernova during fusion, transform directly to a super massive 

black hole state consisting of collapsed atoms of elements with atomic numbers up to 120 may be higher. That 

black hole is the same as the central black hole that is present today in the center of each galaxy. The formation 

of the black hole itself does not provide new velocity components! 

 

- ) Loss of gravity and gravitational energy: 

Due to the fusion of ‘shell’-electrons with the nucleus approximately 7 - 8% of the total gravity of the original 

hydrogen-gas-sphere disappeared and therefore approximately 7 - 8% of the gravitational energy relative to the 

center C of the universe! See Figure 6 Document E3-1 or Figure 79 G8. 
The formation of the central black hole has been associated with a sharp increase of the rotation speed and the 

rotation gravity and its gravitational energy relative to the central black hole. The author expects a rather small 

net decrease of gravity. See Figure 79 G8. 

 

- ) Loss of gravitational balance: 

This 7 – 8% reduction of the gravity in this central black hole R1 A results in a disconnected gravitational 

equilibrium. By centrifugal force the 2 – 4 Roemers with their unchanged gravity break away from the central 

black hole R1 A that lost 7 – 8 % of its gravity. The enormous explosive force of the supernova / Big Bang 

supports this separation of the Roemers. See Figures 51 and 52 G8. 

 

- ) Forces on black-hole atoms: 

Black-hole atoms are net uncharged. Because of linear and angular speeds of blackhole atoms the ‘shell’-
electrons of black-hole atoms emit gravity. Due to the rotation of the nuclei they cause magnetism. The natural 

forces of normal and blackhole atoms are derived in Documents F1d and F1e www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu .  

 

- ) Black holes cannot emit light; they are perfect mirrors: 

In black-hole atoms the ‘shell’-electrons revolve around their nuclei at the speed of light. Because of these 

speeds, the electrons cannot any longer jump into another orbit. So these ‘shell’-electrons no longer can emit 

light. These already with the speed of light moving ‘shell’-electrons cannot absorb energy from the outside as 

well.  

The atom-nucleus of blackhole atoms practically have no space to fibrate. Standard blackhole atoms and 

blackholes are super cold (2.7 kelvin). In no way black hole atoms and blackholes can emit nor absorb more light 

(photons). In fact all black holes are 100% perfect mirrors! These phenomena are not coupled to the huge gravity 
of the black hole! Black holes are ordinary celestial bodies which cannot change the local universe clock time 

nor their local space in any way! 

 

 

 

 

- ) Kinetic energy and movements: 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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Schedule 7 - 8: the rate dimensions of the central black holes:  

 

Code: universe clock time developed  

speed dimensions 

Temperature 

R1 A t =  20 billion years 

after the Little Bang 

 v(exp) & v(r5) , v(r6), v(r7), v(r8), 

v(r9), v(r10) and. v(r11). in the 

universe-spherical-shell / USS 

2.7 K 

 

Explanation of Scheme 7 - 8: 

1) The number of relevant dimensions of speed of the black hole at the core of the supernova is 5 to 7.  

 

- ) Gravity and mass of black holes: 

These central black holes rotate extremely rapidly with 50 to 100 Mm/s (equatorial) or more around their own 

axis. In addition, groups of 1 – 3 thousand black holes / future galaxies are grouped within one facet area where 

they rotate with different angular speeds within the universe-spherical-shell. Therefore they generate both 5 to 7 

kinds of rotation components of gravity and one expansion component. Each component is related to its own 

specific speed. These gravitational components are generated only by the single ‘shell’-electrons of the black-

hole atoms. 

The solar system (and Earth) and the central black hole R1 A have the same expansion speed and generate 

proportionally as much expansion gravity. The central black hole of the Milky Way however rotates at much 

higher speeds than the Earth and our solar system. So this central blackhole generate proportionately much more 
rotation gravity than our solar system!  

Therefore our solar system is proportionately much less attracted by the central black hole of the galaxy than you 

might expect based on the amount of matter (= ‘shell’- electrons) inside that central black hole! In the central 

black hole of the Milky Way / galaxies therefore in fact (much) more matter (= blackhole atoms) is present than 

can be observed from Earth by gravity measurements. This rotation-gravity forms a not neglectable part of the so 

called ‘dark’ matter. 

 

 

 
7.3.16.3 PHASE 16c: START OF THE EJECTION OF THE OUTER SHELL 

    DURING THE SUPERNOVA: 

 

- ) Features of phase 16c: 

- The outer part of the hydrogen-plasma sphere R1 C and the Roemer’s R1 D are blown away in the USS by 

the shock wave on all sides along with the outer shell of the fusion area R1 B containing mainly elements 

lighter than iron, the alkaline earth metals, metalloids, halogens, rare gases, the metals iron and manganese 

and heavier elements to uranium. 

- Due to the high angular speed of the original sphere of hydrogen (equatorial 90 to 150 Mm/s) most matter in 

a supernova streaked in the USS which is perpendicular to the local axis of rotation. 

- The angular speed is 90 to 150 Mm/s. Because of the loss of gravity in the central sphere R1 A and R1 B 
these, in itself not rotating, Due to the centrifugal force these 2 – 4 Roemer’s broke away in the USS from 

the central black hole. 

- Due to the local gravity of the central black hole R1 A the velocity of these Roemer’s is relatively quickly 

curbed within the USS and within some millions of years. 

- The take-off speed of the Roemer’s is added as new speed to all speeds of the hydrogen already present 

spheres mentioned in phase 15 and before. 

 
- ) Matter: The transition space between the black-hole core and the outer shell of hydrogen plasma at the 

time of the supernova: 

The liberated photons (emitted the moment the black-hole atoms were formed) fill the resulting vacuum and 

even provide an enormous outward pressure. The outer edge of the fusion area R1 B and the not yet fused 

hydrogen plasma R1 C is swept away by this giant shock wave of photons along with the 2 to 4 Roemer R1 D 

which are driven away and thrown out by centrifugal force. See Figures 49 and 50 G8. 

 

 
Between the space with the atoms that transform directly to the central black hole and the non-fused hydrogen 

plasma is a relatively thin transition zone R1 B present containing mainly from hydrogen fused elements of the 
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periodic table < Fe, a little section metals > Fe and even a very small part of uranium: After these Big Bangs the 

complete periodic table is present in this R1 B. 

a. The inner layers of this transition area include in particular the group around metals Fe and Mn but for a 

relatively small portion heavier elements up to uranium. 

b. In the middle part of that transition area continue the nuclear fusion reactions stabbing at the lower metal 

around K, Na, Ca, Mg and around the elements around the elements Si, C, O, S while 

c. in the most outer region nuclear fusion reactions stopped at the lightest elements such as helium, lithium, 

boron, carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, lighter metals and the like. 
 

In those knocked away outer shell of the fusion region R1 B all elements and their isotopes of the periodic table 

are present partly stable atoms and mostly radioactive atoms. The knock away of only this outer part of the 

fusion explains why all the solar systems, the Earth and other planets in the solar system contain relatively much 

more elements < Fe and less elements > Fe. (We are primarily composed out of Big Bang dust of the Milky way 

galaxy!) 

 
- ) Outer portion of the hydrogen plasma of the H-spheres does not fuse and is emitted as hydrogen 

plasma: 

During the nuclear fusion reactions and subsequent formation of the central black hole so much energy and heat 

is released that not all the hydrogen can be fused in one batch. It is estimated that approximately 15% of the 

hydrogen fuses and 85% of the total sphere of hydrogen at the outer edges and the Roemers are blown away 

before this hydrogen plasma fuses. (Later in future stars this hydrogen has to fuse to ≥ Be). 

 

That not fused hydrogen is located both as R1 C in the central sphere as well in the Roemer R1 D and consists 

of plasma hydrogen radicals of some millions kelvin. That rotating non-fused portion of the hydrogen R1 C and 

in the Roemer’s both are ejected as well blown away in the USS with the outer shell of the fusion region R1 B 

in an environment that is more or less equivalent to a vacuum; See Figures 51, 52 and 53 G8. 
 

Thanks to the force of the blast wave from the supernova explosion, the original centrifugal force, the gas 

pressure, this plasma and the outer shell of the fusion area escape this newly formed black hole. Due to the 

photon pressure and the original angular speed of the hydrogen Roemer’s that emission is associated with 

speeds of 100 to 150 Mm/s or one third to half the speed of light. 

 

- ) All matter is emitted as a relatively thin disc in the local plane of the universe-spherical-shell / USS: 

Prior to the supernova the hydrogen sphere and the Roemer’s rotated already very fast with a circular velocity 

being 80 to 90 Mm/s around R1 in the universe-spherical-shell. The USS is perpendicular to the axis of rotation. 

The Roemer’s did not had an own angular speed. They leave R1 as non rotating hydrogen plasma spheres in the 

USS! Because of the other movements the rotational axes all of the 4 to 20 billion R1 regions are aimed average 
precisely at the center C of the universe. Seen from Earth nowadays they are seemingly higgledy-piggledy. 

 

Because of the enormous angular speed of all R1's these evaporated Roemer’s, emitted supernova of hydrogen 

plasma, flow out into a flat disc perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the R1's. The orbits are deflected and 

later they curl around the central black hole. See Figure 54 G8. 

 

- ) Locally in the universe-spherical-shell the central black holes and rotation points R1 develop second 

‘landmarks’ next to C: 

For the R1 B matter emitted from R1, R1 C and R1 D (hydrogen + lower elements of the periodic table) is the 

central black hole, the second landmark besides the Little Bang point or center C of the universe. After the 

supernovae all in the universe matter moves that can be related to these two landmarks C and these central black 

holes R1 A. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ) Kinetic energy and movements: 
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Schedule 7 - 9: speed dimensions at the start of the emitted Roemer’s and the outer part of the fusion 

space: 

 

Code: universe clock time developed  

speed dimensions 

temperature 

R1C0 

Only gas / 

plasma again 

t =  20 to 25 billion 

years after the Little 

Bang 

R1: v(exp), v(r5), v(r6), v(r7), v(r8), 

v(r9), v(r10) and v(r11) 

Millions degrees kelvin 

 
Explanation of scheme 7-9: 

1) In principle the Roemer’s R1 D are streaked out in a straight line from their R1’s at a total rate of 100 to 150 

Mm/s or one-third to one-half of the speed of light. Approximately 100 Mm/s results from the rotation of R1. 

The hydrogen-supernova adds another 20 to 50 Mm/s to it. 

 

2) The rotation of the entire supernova system results the characteristic curled shape of the spiral arms. These 

spiral arms are visible in all nowadays present galaxies. 

 

- ) Next Phase 17: 

- After the extreme hot hydrogen supernovas the universe / USS cools down again by transferring neutrinos and 

photons of light and infrared back into protons, electrons and new hydrogen. 

 
 

 

7.3.17 PHASE 17: PERIOD WITH 2 – 4 FROM R1 IN THE USS THROWN AWAY PLASMA 

ROEMER’S THAT ARE STRECHED AND COOL DOWN UNTIL COMPLETE ATOMS: 

 

- ) Features of phase 17: 

- Due to gravity the most outer sections R1 B of the fusion area and R1 C and R1 D are thrown out into the 

flat plane of the local USS. Due to the suddenly reduction of 7 – 8 % of the gravity in R1 A. the equilibrium 

between the centripetal force and gravity is disturbed. At the same time these sections are blown away in the 

USS by the shock wave of the central black hole. 

- The equally kidney-shaped Roemers R1 D are also thrown away, blown and fragmented with a velocity 
v(r11) of 100 to 150 Mm/s or one third to half the speed of light, refer to v(r11) in Figure 51 G8. 

- This new speed v(r11) is added to all speeds that had already have been induced previously in the hydrogen 

spheres in phase 15 and earlier. 

- Due to the gravity that emanates from the evaporated Roemer’s relatively little matter will be emitted in the 

direction of the axes of rotation R1. Those orbits are deflected by gravity in the direction of that Roemer’s, 

See Figures 51 and 52 G8. 

- By far most matter moves in the plane of the local universe-spherical-shell / USS. 

- The outer shell of the fusion region R1 B consists mainly of supernova debris with elements < Fe, with 

helium, the alkaline earth metals, Si, metalloids, halogens, Fe and Mn, and heavy metals. Everything as much 

as possible the form of oxides / sulfides and in the state of a plasma. 

- The from R1 all sides thrown, blown away and completely fragmented 2 to 4 Roemer’s R1 D form a long 

trail of hydrogen with supernova / Big Bang debris. That track finally will become a few hundred thousands 
of light-years long. Each Roemer results in the formation of one single spiral arm or Frank located in a flat 

plane of the USS. See Figures 53 and 54 G8. 

- Due to the gravity of the central black hole and already existing rotations, the at first straight track these 

spiral arms are bent around the central black hole of the galaxy. 

- By gravity from R1 A this speed halts after only 100 to 150 million (106) years. Then the distance traveled is 

0.3 to 0.4 million light-years; this is about the length of the spiral arms. 

- Due to the curl formation of spiral arms have this extends only over a distance of 0.1 to 0.15 million light-

years distributed around the central black hole R1 A. All proto-galaxies have the form of a kind flattened disk 

/ dish. 

- Cool down all emitted plasmas and start formation of a great variety of molecules, and minerals more or less 

in the state of  plasma’s.  
 

- After phase 16 all R1 region develops into a proto galaxy with mostly 2 spiral arms each filled with around 

100 - 200 billion accumulation points and centers of future stars with red-hot lumps of matter consisting of 
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all kinds of stable and unstable upper elements periodic table and their isotopes. (In future each of these 

billion accumulation points will develop into one solar system with planets) 

- Around each large clump and gravity collects gases, in particular hydrogen and helium. Every large clump 

later will transfer into one star (or double star). 

- Start of the radioactive decay of the hydrogen supernovas formed unstable elements / isotopes. The central 

blackhole starts stabilizing by emitting extreme high energetically radiation 1018 -22 GeV. 

- Continued progress by gravitational deceleration of the expansion speed of the universe-spherical-shell 

relative to C 
- Duration 5 - 7 billion years. 

 
- ) Basic parameters Phase 17: 

- Matter:  Mainly hydrogen /helium plasma in the proto-spiral arms and all other stable elements and unstable  

                ones of the periodic table. They remain in the form of a plasma; many of the matter formed in phase  

                16 is already locked up as black-hole atoms in the central black hole. 
- Mass:  The total mass, charge and magnetic spin in the universe is still the same; a few percent of the original  

               mass is present now in neutrinos, photons and particle radiation in the supernovas. In a period of 14 –  

               18 billion year this radiation will be totally converted back into new protons, electrons and new  

               hydrogen. (Nowadays (2018) all at these Big Bangs emitted radiation is disappeared and no longer  

               observable / visible!) 

- Radiation: Neutrinos, photons of light and heat and particles from radioactive decay of unstable elements;  

                central black holes stabilize thanks to emitting high-energy particle radiation returned to the universe- 

                spherical-shell / USS and there this radiation remains in locomotion. 

- Forces: Forces present: the elementary charge force and the magnetic spin force. the centripetal force of the  

               electron, gravity, the chemical forces and the Vander Waals / London force / gas pressure. 

               Outside the central black holes only plasma’s and gasses are present. 

- Kinetic energy of the universe relative to C: Further decrease of the expansion speed of the USS relative to C  
               The process of transforming this expansion speed / -energy into rotation speed / energy of the proto-   

                galaxies continues. 

- Transverse kinetic energy: After the supernova, lack of enough centripetal force and gas pressure, the Roemer   

                and the outer shell of the fusion space are streaked with 100 to 150 Mm/s from R1 on a distance of a  

               finally 0.10 to 0.15 million light-year. They are fully fragmented in the form of spiral arms over a  

               distance of about 0.5 million light-years. Due to curling in all R1 's and R1 A results in a more or less  

               flat circular disk in the USS that is perpendicular to the local axis of rotation. 

- Duration: The plasma period lasts for several billion years and is now estimated at 5 to 10 billion years. 

- Expansion velocity: Decreases from about 15 Mm/s to about 5 Mm/s or about an average of 6 Mm/s being  

                 1 / 50th of the speed of light 

- Radius of the universe-spherical-shell / USS relative to C: Increases by 10 billion years × about c/50 ≈ 
                 0.2 billion light year. 

- Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell: Thanks to the ejection of the proto-spiral arms it increases local, but  

                 only in the vicinity of the rotation points R1 and the galaxy under construction. 

 

- ) Matter in the central black hole; radioactive decay of unstable black-hole atoms: 

The in phase 16 formed central black holes consist primarily to black-hole atoms collapsed ordinary atoms 

beyond uranium. Most of these nuclei, formed within seconds, are very unstable. Black-hole atoms try to 

stabilize their nucleus and getting their ‘shell’-electrons in perfect round orbits; so circumstances without any 

external speed! 

In the central black hole all nuclei of black-hole atoms (Document F1e) are tightly locked within their electron-

shells. Practically these nuclei can hardly vibrate any longer. Temperature of blackhole atoms and so inside a 

black hole is just about 2,7 kelvin. In this tightly locked state of a black hole unstable black-hole atoms are 
missing every physical space for nuclear fission nor for ejection of nuclear particles such as electrons, protons 

(neutrons = 1 proton + 1 electron) or alpha particles in order to stabilize their nucleus and electron-shells! 

 

Stabilization of blackhole nuclei is only possible in case: 

a) The black-hole atom reaches the very outer atomic layers of these central black holes R1 A due to convection 

currents within the black hole and  

b) These particles have an tremendous quantity of kinetic energy estimated 1018- 1021 GeV.  

 

A lot of energy will be released there. This results in high-energy forms of particle irradiation (cosmic radiation) 

emitted along the rotation axis of the central black hole. This radioactive decay of unstable black hole elements 
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will start immediately after these hydrogen supernovas / Big Bangs. The central black holes in the universe-

spherical-shell constitute the main sources of high-energy cosmic particle radiation. 

 

As the radioactive decay is possible only on the outside of the black hole, this requires many billion years before 

these black hole elements are fully stabilized. The duration of this stabilization process, is currently estimated at 

over a period of 300 to 400 billion (109) years, and possibly even longer. The currently in the universe observed 

high-energy cosmic radiation is largely derived from these, some 20 to 25 billion years ago, in phase 16 shaped 

central black holes of galaxies. Stabilization of black holes means that convection currents occur inside these 
central black holes! 

Because of the collapse of the entire inner fusion space into a single central black hole the angular speed of the 

central black hole has become extremely large. The equatorial speed is 150 to 200 Mm/s or half to two third of 

the speed of light! 

 

- ) Matter outside black hole; decay unstable isotopes to stable atoms: 

After the supernova, the non-fused hydrogen from R1 C along with the hydrogen from the Roemer’s both 

blown and due to the centrifugal force thrown out together with the outer shell of the fusion region R1 B, Now 

everything is in the state of a plasma. The spiral arms of the future galaxy are formed and shaped thanks to the 

gravity of the Roemer’s. See Figures 51, 52, 53, 54 G8. 

The outer shell of the fusion region R1 B in phase 16 includes all possible stable and unstable isotopes, but in 
particular, the elements up to iron, manganese, the alkaline earth metals, silicon, and the metalloids, such as 

oxygen, carbon, nitrogen , phosphorus and sulfur but even elements up to uranium as well! 

 

During phase 17 stabilizes a large part of these blown away unstable elements themselves due to: a) nuclear 

fission, and b) by emission of alpha particles (4 protons + 2 nuclear-electrons), neutrons (1 proton + 1 nuclear-

electron) and of loose protons and electrons. A number of elements isotopes have such long half-lives that full 

stabilization requires billions of years. 

 

- ) Matter; transition of plasma into ordinary atoms: 

After the supernova all ejected elements are so hot that they at first only occur as plasma. In time these plasmas 

cool down. All at these Big Bangs emitted radiation of neutrino’s and photon are deflected within the USS filled 
with extreme low concentration of hydrogen! Inside galaxies helium is present as well. Due that deflection the 

universe is a 100 % closed system for radiation like neutrinos, photons and gamma-ray.  

After 1 to 2 million year that cooling process is interrupted and disturbed by the heat and shockwaves effects of 

nearby supernovas Big Bangs. The distances to the neighboring R1’s are just about 1 to 2 million light-years.  

After 1 – 2 million year this cooling process of the plasma universe widely is held up over a period of several 

billion years, may be around 5 to 7 billion years or more! Until phase 19 the plasma cools down to normal atoms 

/ radicals. 

 

- ) Formation molecules and minerals: 

The plasmas of higher elements are in a state of radicals. All the oxygen, sulfur and halogens react with the 

metals present. Free oxygen and sulfur will be absent. All radicals react through to plasma-shaped molecules and 

result in chemical bonds. Within the min / max1 principle (Document F1f) all processes and reactions occur in 
single steps. In phase 17 this results in the formation of the many thousands of different primal minerals as 

found at present in meteorites. All the molecules formed in this phase, however, remain still plasma. 

 

- ) Start forming spiral arms of the galaxy future: 

The Roemer’s evaporate completely thanks to energy released by the hydrogen supernova. See figures 51 and 

52 G8. The gravity of the central black hole R1 A inhibits the removal and development of the proto-spiral arms 

which also results in a slight rotation around the axis of this proto-spiral arms that is represented by rotation R2. 

See Figure 53 G8. 

After the hydrogen supernovas these spiral arms (consisting of fragmented supernova plasma-shaped dust) and 

hydrogen recede together from the rotation points R1 and at first in an apparently fairly straight line on from 

both sides of the rotation points R1. Due to the rotations of R1 occurs as a whole, in any R1 space the typical 
curl shape which is observable in all the nowadays present galaxies. Per rotation region R1 as usually 2 and 

sometimes up to 4 proto-spiral arms have emerged which develop in opposite directions from the central black 

hole. See Figures 52 – 54 G8. 

At the moment of the hydrogen-supernovas / Big Bangs these Roemer and future spiral arms made already 4 – 6 

different types of rotation-speeds inside the USS. Inclusive the expansion speed those 5 – 7 original movements / 

speeds remain just preserved as such. In the orbits of the fragmented Roemer’s much gravity prevails. It 

provides gravitational deflection of the orbits of all the plasmas emitted in the direction of this proto-spiral arms 
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whereby all the plasmas emitted again deflected and are retracted in the direction of the proto-spiral arms. This 

creates a slowly turbulent rotating and tube band filled with supernova grit R1 B and hydrogen / helium plasma 

originating of R1 C, mixed with the pure hydrogen plasma of the Roemer’s R1 D in the form of at least 2 proto-

spiral arms. 

Those 2 to 4 spiral arms are to be found at all galaxies. Net movements result in the characteristic specific 

structure of galaxies usually two and sometimes more spiral arms. 

 

Those bended proto-spiral arms are lying together in a more or less circular and flat disk around the central black 
hole R1 A situated inside the USS. Later real galaxies develop their characteristic shape of a disk with spiral 

arms around the central black hole. That shape is visible at all later to form galaxies. See Figures 52 – 54 G8. 

 

- ) Formation of galaxies: 

The 2 to 4 fragmented Roemer’s remove themselves with 100 to 150 Mm/s from their central galaxy blackhole 

R1 A. These Roemer’s are fragmented into a mixture of hydrogen / helium plasma and plasma’s of higher 

elements. Then at first again those emitted higher elements lump together into 100 to 200 billion larger spheres, 

surrounded by gaseous hydrogen and helium. These spheres consist primarily of atoms higher than carbon. The 

lager spheres form the core of the tens of billions future stars. Around these big central spheres a multitude of 

smaller spheres revolve. In the long run the 1 – 10 solid and gaseous planets will be form around these central 

spheres. 
Around those big spheres clouds and concentrated gravity with hydrogen and helium plasma revolve (R1 C + R1 

D). See Figure 54. In each R1 region later 100 to 200 billion proto-stars and accompanying 1 - 10 planets and 

‘gas’-planets will develop. 

 

- ) The first step towards formation of rotation R2 in the proto-spiral arms: 

On the way from R1 A these 100 to 200 billion spheres of higher elements and hydrogen plasmas or Franks are 

slowed by the gravitational emanating from the central black hole in the proto-galaxy. During braking, kinetic 

energy is released and again converted into rotation of the proto-stars each with a rotation R3. A small portion of 

the released energy is converted into rotation energy R2 of the proto-spiral arms as a whole, and is perpendicular 

to the direction of their movement. This results in a slight rotation for the time being R2 and angular speed 

v(r12) of the spiral arms around their own axis. See Figures 54 and 55. 
The on the way left mix of supernova debris and hydrogen / helium plasma are also inhibited by the gravity of 

the central black hole. The with it released kinetic energy is also converted to the local rotation energy R3 of the 

plasma mixture connected to an angular speed v(r13). In each of the tens of billions of points of rotation R3 later 

to form one proto-star or a cluster of 2 to 3 revolving around each other, double stars or triple systems v(r14), 

surrounded by a system of 1 to 10 proto-planets v(r15), in phase 18. See Figure 56. 

 

- ) Effects of neighboring hydrogen supernovas: 

Everywhere in the USS during the first 1 to 2 million years, the cooling of the plasma cloud with higher 

elements, and especially with hydrogen / helium gas, goes still relatively undisturbed. However 1 to 2 million 

years after these 4 to 20 billion Big Bangs that cooling process is clearly is disturbed and reversed by the 

radiation arrived from neighboring hydrogen supernovas / Big Bangs exert themselves.  

 
This might be reason introducing a new phase 17 a in the cycle of the universe: moment / small period all 

normal atoms / molecules transfers from gas / solids into plasma again and continuation and cooling down the 

plasma towards normal atoms / molecules. Than this cycle of the universe might have 30 or 31 phases instead 

29 phases! 

 

All during the Big Bangs emitted matter and energy is deflected by the hydrogen / helium gas in the USS 

containing extremely low concentration of hydrogen between the galaxies and an mixture of hydrogen / helium 

inside these galaxies. The deflection within the USS and galaxies causes all matter and all radiation always is 

moving 100% inside the universe-spherical-shell. Electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation cannot move 

outside this USS of hydrogen and hydrogen / helium inside galaxies! Therefore the universe / USS is an 100 % 

closed system for mass, matter and energy. The universe / USS is just open for gravity and (universe clock) time. 
 

After 1 – 2 million year the emitted energy of these billions Big Bangs thus collides with 100% efficiency 

against neighboring proto-galaxies all present in the USS. One part is absorbed; the rest passes (through) these 

galaxies and is spread through the USS to the other galaxies therein. 

The effects of these neighboring Big Bangs / hydrogen supernovas prevent the process of cooling, for a period of 

10 to 15 billion years and possibly even longer.  
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-) Reconstruction of protons / electrons and hydrogen out of neutrinos and photons: 

Due to the USS as closed system this cooling process can only continue in case neutrino’s and photons of light 

(connected with electrons) and infra-red (connected with protons) of these billions Big Bangs from phase 16 are 

removed again. This occurs by reforming them into new protons, electrons, and new hydrogen! The structure of 

this process is shown in Document F1 c + Figures.  

So this period of cooling goes parallel to the reconstruction of protons / electrons and new hydrogen out of the in 

phase 16 emitted neutrino’s and photons. The maximum lifetime of neutrino’s and photons in universe / USS is 

estimated 13.8 – 18 billion year. With light our nowadays maximum ‘event horizon’ within the universe / USS is 
strictly limited to 13.8 billion light year! See Figure 77b G8.  

(With gravitational techniques our ‘event’- horizon can be improved to about 30 billion light year! See Figure 

77c G8) 

 

In phase 17, the major part of the in phase 16 at these Big Bangs released photons of infrared (protons) and 

photons of light (electrons) are transformed back into electrons, protons, and finally into new hydrogen 

molecules. 

The entire universe-spherical-shell remains extremely hot for billions of years and strongly illuminated. All 

central black holes R1 A however are standard approximately 2.7 kelvin! 

 

- ) Not all of the hydrogen already arrived in R1 during Phases 15 and 16: 

At the time of the hydrogen-supernovas inside the USS estimated 5 to 10% of the original liquid hydrogen (as 

R0’s) was still on the way to their R1’s. This hydrogen came from the remotest parts of the regions of each R1. 

These hydrogen spheres were already approached to a distance of 30 to 50 thousand light-years or less towards 

their R1.After the supernova the evaporated Roemer’s and spiral arms / Franks collide this gassy hydrogen 

spheres R0 that became plasma again as well.  

The strong gravity of this proto-spiral arms / Franks with a mass / gravity of tens of billions of stars, also 

attracts the in the USS emitted hydrogen of R1 C and the supernova-grit of R1 B as well and bends the tracks of 

these plasma R0’s in the direction of spiral arm. See Figure 51 G8. 

 

Around the spiral arms locally different concentrations of hydrogen / helium are present together with billions of 

large spheres of higher elements. In time these large spheres of plasmas / fluids results in the formation of the 
centers of tens of billions proto-stars with a wide range of sizes accompanied by their proto-planets. Initially, 

bigger stars are formed and the much smaller stars systems later. This results in every galaxy in a large variation 

in dimensions of smaller, larger and very large stars and their planets in the universe / USS. 

 

- ) Formation flat round disc: 

Around the R1’s a rather flat disc of hydrogen / helium and associated supernova debris is developing in the 

form of slowly on their own axis rotating spiral arms. This strongly flattened disk having a diameter of several 

tens of thousands of lightyears around the central black hole R1 A. See Figure 55 G8. Between those future 

galaxies only remains an extremely low concentration of pure hydrogen! Within these galaxies besides hydrogen 

helium is present as well. 

After the Big Bangs and at the start these proto-spiral arms must have sufficient speed and kinetic energy to get 

their nowadays dimensions. This necessary speed after the supernova is estimated at least one third to half the 
speed of light. 

 
- ) Different expansion in different directions: 

During the hydrogen-supernova the hydrogen gas and higher elements near the axis of rotation have an 

enormous angular speed as well by the force of the hydrogen-supernova / Big Bang itself. Due to this less matter 

spread into the direction of the axis of rotation than in the plane perpendicular on it. This results in the standard 

strongly flattened shape of all galaxies in the USS. 

 
The in totality still expanding universe-spherical-shell / USS gets a kind of ‘pockmarked’ appearance with 

seemingly randomly jumbled standing proto-galaxy due to all kinds of rotations of both sides considered. If all 

the directions and speeds of rotation are joined together, it shows that the axes of rotation would all be precisely 

pointed at the center C of the universe as shown in Figure 1. 

 
- ) Duration: 

This period (phases 17, 17a ) with plasmas takes a total of 10 - 15 billion years, and possibly even longer. 

 

- ) Mass: 

The mass, charge and magnetic spin of the universe remains constant. 
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- ) Radiation: 

However during the supernovae a portion of the mass is converted in photons and neutrinos. Within 14 – 18 

billion year all radiation of neutrinos and photons in the universe-spherical-shell is transferred back until only 

ordinary protons and ordinary electrons and finally into hydrogen gas. See Document F1c. By gravity this 

hydrogen is gathered in galaxies in new stars . By fusion in stars the hydrogen is finally transformed into 

elements ≥ Be (F1d) and into atoms that are accepted by blackholes and the central black hole of the galaxy 

(F1e).  
(At the end of the expansion of the USS, over 350 – 450 billion year, all mass / matter / atoms and all kinetic 

energy are gathered as blackhole atoms in the central facet black holes. Then the USS will be super cold and 

dark.) 

 

- Forces: 

At first the ejected atoms are in the plasma state in which a portion of the electrons left their nuclei. These ‘shell’ 

electrons swing from ion to ion. The ‘shell’-electrons are mainly present as free electrons in plasma-like atoms 

and possibly partly as electron-pairs. Those generate the forces associated with the single electron and of the 

electron-pair. See Documents F1d and C2. 

The electron-pairs in the remaining and -still remaining- intact parts of the electron-shells of the atom continue to 

generate the Vander Waals / London force. In this hot plasma atoms bumping off each other will also create 
electrical repulsion and gas pressure. The ‘gas’ force causes the gas expands.  

 

- ) The universe with supernovae and beyond isn’t observable: 

After the hydrogen supernovas or Big Bangs it takes a period of more than 10 to 15 billion years before the 

ionized atoms are cooled to about five to seven hundred kelvin. Than atoms lose their ionized state and become 

normal atoms / radicals again. They react to minerals and hot pasty 'mineral clumps' of supernova debris. 

In the USS around every R1 A about 100 to 200 billion large 'clumps' of supernova debris arise, each becoming 

later the center of one proto-star. Each large ‘clump’ is accompanied by 1 to 10 much smaller proto-planets. 

Both the hydrogen supernovas of phase 16 and the plasma period of phase 17 aren’t getting visible with 

instruments as well as all previous phases in the cycle of the universe. (This period will become ‘visible’ as soon 

as hundred – thousand times improved gravitational techniques are available as used in LIGO / VIRGO). 
 

- ) Increase in space relative to center C and the local R1’s: 

In this long period the radius of the universe / USS relative to C grew by (10 to 15) × 1/50 ≈ 0.2 to 0.3 billion 

light-years. In this period the radius of the universe / USS became 2.8 to 3.2 billion light-years. The expansion 

speed decreases and thus the expansion gravity. The rotation speed / gravity of all R1’s increase. Overall the 

gravitational energy (= ‘dark energy’) relative to C decreases. The gravitational energy relative to the R1’s 

increases. 

 

- ) The proto-spiral arms from R1 A: 

In this period the fragmented and plasma shaped Roemer’s start with approximately 100 – 150 Mm/s or one 

third to half the speed of light moving against the gravity of the central black hole in R1 A. The final diameter of 

the proto-galaxies within the USS will be approx.0.10 to 0.15 million light-years. The total length of the proto-
spiral arms inside is about 0.3 to 0.5 million light-year. About 150 to 250 million years after the hydrogen 

supernovas blown away plasma of the former blown apart Roemer’s come to near standstill compared to R1 A. 

 

- ) Thickness universe-spherical-shell / USS: 

Inside the USS itself these Big Bangs no longer visible. In a period of 14 – 18 billion years all that moment  

emitted photons are reconstructed to protons and electrons and finally transformed into hydrogen. All emitted 

neutrino’s and photons are disappeared. In time 4 to 20 billion flat galaxy disks of expanding plasma of 

hydrogen and other elements around rotation points R1 and central black hole remained. See Figures 55 to 57 

G8. 

In time all proto-galaxies show a typical structure with at least two spiral arms situated in a flat plane. At the 

center of the proto-galaxies the thickness of the universe-spherical-shell is several hundreds of light-years. 
 

- ) Temperature: 

Supernovae accompanied by the ejection of an enormous amount of electro-magnetic radiation of light, heat, UV, 

and of particles of matter. The temperature is in this period going down from millions of kelvin to some 

hundreds kelvin. 

 

- ) Kinetic energy and speeds: 
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Schedule 7 - 10: The speed dimensions of the disk proto-galaxies around R1 and R1 A: 

 

Code: universe clock time developed  

speed dimensions 

Temperature 

R1C0 

Central black 

holes 

R1C0 

Spiral arms 
Only plasma / 

gas 

t =  20 to 30 billion 

years after the Little 

Bang 

a) R 1 A: The central black holes: 

v(exp) + v(r5) + v(r6) + v(r7) + v(r8) 

+ v(r9) + v(r10) etc.  

b) setting R1: v(exp) + [v(r5) + v(sn, 

super nova)] + v(r6) + v(r7) + v(r8) + 
v(r9) + v(r10) + v(r11) . 

 

Standard 2.7 kelvin 

 

 

cool down from 

millions kelvin to about 
thousand kelvin 

R2C0 

Spiral arms 

Only plasma / 

gas 

R3C0 

Proto-stars + 

planets 

 c) the rotation of the spiral arms 

themselves proto-R2: 

v(r12) + all under a) and b) 

mentioned speeds. 

d) Inhibition by gravity. Along the 

proto-spiral arms 100 – 150 billion 

proto solar systems arise with their 

own angular speed R3 v(r13) and 

speeds within the future solar systems 

v(r14), v(r15) + all speeds mentioned 
under a), b) and c). 

cool down from 

millions kelvin to a 

thousand kelvin 

 

Explanation schedule 7 - 10: 

1) The proto-spiral arms of the hydrogen-supernovas are ejected with angular speed v(r5) are augmented by the 

speed as a result of the explosion of the supernova itself, v(sn). The at first straight movements change in a 

spiral shape with time. 

 

2) The speed [v(5) + v(super nova)] is the starting speed of the proto-spiral arms from R1 A. That speed is 

slowed down by the local gravity force of the black hole in R1 A. Due to this fragmented proto-spiral arms, 

moving themselves away from R1 A. Development of transverse gravitational energy with respect to the 

points of rotation R1 A. 

 

3) Due to the fragmentation of the Roemers R1 D and its transformation into spiral arms with the rotation R2.  
 

4) Gravity of the central blackhole inhibits the centrifugal speed [v(5) + v(sn)] in time. The vented kinetic 

energy is converted into gravitational energy relative to R1 A and in rotation energy of the fragmented debris 

of the spiral arms which can be found as well in the future stars as rotations R3, and as a revolution R4 of the 

planets around their own axis, and R5 revolutions of satellites around the planet and further rotations of 

several clusters of stars and their planets. 

 

5) In the USS all celestial bodies and other objects now undergo a large number of 7 – 9 different rotational 

movements. This complex process only can be identified and quantified by mathematical modeling and by 

computer simulation. 

 

6) Eventually all the proto-galaxies in the USS get the same 6 to 9 of angular movements / speeds. (Nowadays 
we undergo 9 – 11 speeds in universe / USS. That number of speeds in universe equals the number of 

dimensions in the snare theory!) 

 

7) The angular speed v(r12) of the future star is indicated by R3. 

 

- ) Next Phase 18: 

Cooling of the universe-spherical-shell and sublimation of plasmas to solids, liquid and paste-like solids. In 

phase 18 no condensation of gasses into liquids. 

 

 

 
7.3.18 PHASE 18: PERIOD SUBLIMATION OF IONS TO PASTY LIQUIDS AND SOLIDS; NO 

CONDENSATION OF GASES YET:  
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- ) Features of phase 18: 

- Gravity concentrates the supernova debris in 100 to 200 billion large rotating spheres R3 as centers of future 

stars. Most of the present hydrogen and helium (> 99%) accumulates around these hot and radioactive centers 

of future stars.  

- Around these large R3’s start the growth as well of one – ten smaller spheres R4 (future planets) surrounding 

in orbits around R3. Around the largest of these proto-planets of supernova debris a minor quantity of the 

remaining hydrogen and helium gas accumulates as ‘gas’-planets. 
- The slowdown in the expansion rate of the universe-spherical-shell gravity continues unabated. It results in a 

further increase in the rotation of the whole galaxy and in the spiral arms present billions of proto-solar 

systems.  

- The galaxy is cooling down to 400 to 500 kelvin. The higher elements condense to pasty liquids and matter.  

- In phase 18 there isn’t any condensation of the real gases. Therefore no formation of real (Newtonian) 

liquids! 

- In each of which 100 to 200 billion R3 regions eventually develops a complete solar system with 1 – 10 

planets and even planets with moons. Binary systems will develop as well. 

- Within each facet area these proto-galaxies and spiral arms aren’t visible yet. 

 

- ) Basics of phase 18: 

- Matter:       Metal atoms pass into minerals and sublimate into large and small hot liquid spheres and transition  

                     from plasma to gas; no condensation of gases into fluids yet. 

- Mass:        The total mass, charge and magnetic spin in the universe is still tied. 

- Radiation:  Neutrinos, photons of light and infrared, the central black holes send particle radiation, The  

                     hydrogen present in the USS guides all the emitted neutrinos, photons and particle radiation from  

                     galaxy to galaxy through this USS. Within 14 to 18 billion years all radiation is transformed back to  

                     exclusively protons, electrons, and new hydrogen. 

- Forces:       Besides elementary charge force, magnetic spin one forming the basal centripetal force of the  

                     electron, also gravity, gas pressure due to the Vander Waals / London force are available. The phase  

                     states of plasma, gas and liquid pasty and solids are present. Real fluids are absent. 

- Kinetic energy of the universe relative to C: slowing expansion universe and conversion to angular speed  
                     simply continue. The angular speeds will increase even more at the cost of the expansion  

                     velocity of the universe-spherical-shell. 

- Transverse kinetic energy: The expansion of the spiral arms has stalled.  

- Duration:   1 to 2 billion (109) years. 

- Expansion velocity: Decreases from about 10 Mm/s to about 5 Mm/s or an average of 6 Mm/s with 1/50th of  

                     the speed of light. 

- Radius USS: Increases with 1 to 2 billion years × 1/50th c = 0.02 to 0.04 billion light-years. 

- Temperature: Central black hole: 2.7 kelvin. Outside the black holes, the temperature falls from several  

                        thousands kelvin to 400 - 500 kelvin. 

 

- ) Mass, charge and magnetic spin: 

A small part of the mass, charge and magnetic spin is in the form of previously emitted neutrinos and photons. 
Total mass, charge and magnetic spin remain constant. 

 

- ) Matter of the central black hole; highly energetic cosmic rays and reconstruction of matter from 

radiation: 

At the surface of the central black holes radioactive decay and stabilization of black-hole atoms inside the central 

black holes continues. This is reflected in extreme high-energy cosmic rays of mainly protons. All emitted 

particle and electromagnetic radiation such as neutrinos and photons are forced to move within the thin USS 

filled with extremely small amounts of hydrogen molecules and together with helium atoms in the galaxies.  

This results in extremely small deflection in the intergalactic space in USS between the galaxies. Within a period 

of 14 to 18 billion years all forms of electromagnetic and particle radiation will be retransformed back into 

protons, electrons and, ultimately, into hydrogen atoms / molecules. All kinds of radiation have a maximum 
lifetime. No form of electromagnetic radiation or particle one can escape from USS / universe-spherical-shell. 

In the author's view, all radiation has a start (point of emission) and an end (absorption or transformation to 

protons, electrons, atoms and black-hole atoms). All photons however disappear, On Earth we cannot receive 

older images of the universe / USS than 13.8 billion year old! 

 

- ) Matter outside black hole; decay unstable elements / isotopes into stable elements periodic table: 
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During phase 18 the unstable elements continue to stabilize via nuclear fission and radioactivity. A number of 

elements have such long half-lives that full stabilization takes tens of billions of years. During the cycle of the 

universe all emitted electromagnetic radiation sooner or later will be reconstructed into protons / electrons and 

new hydrogen and finally new stars. 

 

- ) Formation of molecules and minerals: 

After cooling the plasmas these higher elements return in a state of atoms, usually as radicals. Such radicals react 

into molecules and all kinds of chemical bonds. That process goes step by step, and results in the formation of 
hundreds to several thousands of primordial minerals such as those found at present, inter alia, in meteorites. All 

present oxygen and sulfur reacts to oxides and sulfides. In this period there is no free oxygen, sulfur nor 

halogens. In this period universe wide the same variety of minerals will be formed. On Earth many of them are 

found in meteorites. 

During condensation of higher elements and forming of minerals may be a small pressure drop will occur.  

 
- ) Matter; transition from plasmas to normal atoms and molecules; 

    further cooling to a pasty liquids or solid substances: 

In this phase, the great variety of molecules cools down until ‘normal’ atoms / molecules. These molecules, 

partly inorganic and organic, sublimate to pasty fluids and later in solids. Pressure differences hardly occur. 

During the transition from plasma to ‘normal’ atoms / molecules more ‘shell’-electrons arise again. This results 

in more gravity as well more gravitational energy! 

 

- ) Further progress in the creation of rotation R3 of the cores of proto-stars: 

In phase 17 already the first rotations R3 were created in the of hydrogen plasma, and connected to it in the 

hosting accompanying supernova grit from which the planets will be formed. In phase 18 during further cooling 

the hot supernova debris accumulates partly around these rotation points R3 and cores of future stars as solids, 

liquids and gas. See Figure 56 G8. In the rotation centers R3 arise big spheres with a radius of many ten-
thousands kilometers. Because their enormous gravity all R3 are surrounded by an extreme quantity of hydrogen 

and helium gas. In later phases around these billions big spheres a star will be formed.  

In the rotation area around these proto-stars R3 in addition 1 – 10 smaller hot spheres with a radius of hundreds 

tot several thousand km are constructed out of the remaining debris. These smaller spheres / proto-planets R4 are 

revolving in a flat plane perpendicular around the axis of rotation of R3. These smaller spheres are the first phase 

towards the shape of the proto-planets. 

 

In time around and within each spiral arm of the galaxy arise, many tens of billions of large spheres R3 made up 

of all conceivable minerals but, in particular, iron and manganese. This centralized hot and pasty liquid spheres 

in R3 contain up to 80 - 90% of the total supernova debris present within the solar system R3. About 10 – 20 % 

of the present matter will be present in the 1 – 10 proto-planets.  
All proto-stars are mutually several light-years apart. Globally it may be expected all the stars have more or less 

the same basic structure as found in our solar system. 

 

The spiral arms of the galaxy now have now been fully developed from R1 A. 

The large number to form hot mineral spheres R3 (cooling to 400 to 500 kelvin) is equal to the later to form 

number of stars in the (future) galaxy. By definition they are composed of a mix of ordinary matter and 

radioactive matter. 

 

- ) Duration: 

This period, with the formation of the super-big mineral spheres around which later proto-stars to form, lasts an 

estimated period of 1 to 2 billion (109) years. During this period, there is only the sublimation and is no 

condensation of real gases to a liquid. 
 

- Forces: 

At first the ejected atoms dwell in a plasma form in which a portion of the electrons left their nuclei and swing in 

plasmas from ion to ion. Partly the ‘shell’ -electrons combine to electron-pairs and partly they are single 

electrons. The electrons pairs and the single electron of atoms each generate their own set of physically and 

chemically forces. See Document F1d. 

The electron-pairs in the still intact remained electron-shells of the atom generate the van der Waals / London 

force. The mutually electric repulsion of the electron-shells of atoms / molecules expands the gas. 

 

Besides elementary charge force and magnetic spin force both providing the basal centripetal force on the 

electron gravity, the Vander Waals force, flexible Vander Waals bonds in viscous liquids and fixated binds in 
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solids are present. In phase 18, only the phase states of pasty liquid and solids are possible, as well gas. Fluids 

aren’t possible yet. 

 
- ) Increase of the radius USS relative to C: 

In this period the outer radius of the universe-spherical-shell increases with 1 to 2 billion years × c/50 ≈ 0.02 

billion light-years. The radius of the USS around C takes in this period hardly increased and remains completed 

2.5 to 3.0 billion light-years. The level of gravitational energy relative to C decreases while the gravitational 

energy relative to the R1 A’s increases.  

 

- ) The thickness of the universe-spherical-shell / USS: 

Seen from C the universe-spherical-shell is billions of km between the galaxies till a several lightyears at the 

galaxies itself. The USS consisting 4 - 20 billion flat disks of expanding plasma around rotation points R1 A of 

the central black hole. These galaxies are grouped in 4 – 20 million facet areas each containing about 1 – 2 

thousand galaxies. 
 

- ) Kinetic energy: 

There are no major changes compared to schedule 7 - 10. 

 

- ) Next Phase 19: 

The universe-spherical-shell / USS cools down of from 400 to 500 kelvin to about 20 kelvin. Except hydrogen 

and helium all other present gases condense and transfer into fluids and even become solids as well.  

 

 

 
7.3.19 PHASE 19: PERIOD WITH FURTHER COOLING USS; CONDENSATION OF ALL GASSES TO 

LIQUIDS AND SOLIDS EXCEPT HYDROGEN AND HELIUM: 

 

- ) Features of phase 19: 

- Most of the supernova debris (± 90%) is accumulated during this period in the rotating cores of R3 future 

stars. The rest in the form of proto-planets R4, satellites / moons R5 and as Oort clouds and Kuiper belts. 

- In phase 16 except hydrogen and helium all other gases cool down to their condensation point and become 

liquids and solids as well. They settle around the cores of future stars R3 and around the surrounding rotating 

cores of future planets R4. 

- The quantity of these condensing gases is rather low (< 1%) relative to the quantity of present hydrogen and 

helium gas. 

- All heavier atoms are present as a mineral; either as a pasty liquid and solid matter. 

- Further radioactive decay of unstable elements formed during the Big Bangs.  

- Radioactive decay occurs at the surface of the central black holes as well. 

- Further slowing down the expansion of the USS by gravity. 
- Duration approximately one billion years.  

- All future galaxies get more and more of their final form and structure. 

 

- ) Basic parameters Phase 19: 

- Matter:      All stable and unstable elements of the periodic table are cooling down from plasma towards  

                    ordinary atoms, radicals and molecules. This results in a small increase of gravity and gravitational  

                    energy. 

- Matter of the central black hole: Stabilization of unstable black-hole atoms near the surface continues. These  

                     central black holes send a lot of high-energy cosmic radiation in the USS the form of particles. 

- Mass and radiation: A few percentage of the original mass is converted into neutrinos, photons and particles.  

                    In a period of 14 to 18 billion year all electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation are  
                    transformed back into protons, electrons and, ultimately, into hydrogen. (See Document F1c).  

                    The total mass, charge and magnetic spin in the universe always remains the same. 

- Radiation:  Neutrinos, photons of light and heat (majoranas, see Document F1b) and radioactive particles  

                     decay unstable elements near the surface of the central black holes. 

- Forces:      The elementary charge force, the elementary magnetic spin one delivering the basal centripetal force  

                     on the electron, gravity, the Vander Waals-force and bonds and gas pressure are all present. 

                     By cooling all the phases are possible: plasma, gas, solids. Hydrogen and helium still remain as gas. 

 

- Kinetic energy of the universe relative to C: Slowing down the expansion speed of the universe / USS and  

                     conversion of kinetic energy into rotation / angular speed of galaxies goes on. 
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- Transverse kinetic energy: The expansion of the spiral arms of galaxies came already to a standstill; start of  

                     moving matter towards the R3's (future stars). A relatively flat circular disk with planets arise  

                     perpendicular to the axis of rotation of these R3's. 

- Duration:   The cooling phase until the start of condensation of hydrogen gas lasts approximately one billion  

                     years. 

- Expansion rate: Decreases from 5 Mm/s to 3 Mm/s or an average of 4 Mm/s or 1/75th the speed of light. 

- Radius USS: Increases with 1 billion years × c/75 = 0.01 billion (109) light-years. 

 
- ) Matter in central black hole; highly energetic cosmic rays and reformation of matter from radiation: 

At the surface of the black holes radioactive decay continues to manifest itself in the form of high-energy cosmic 

rays of mainly protons. In time all neutrinos, photons and particle radiation inside the universe-spherical-shell / 

USS are converted eventually into new hydrogen and new stars. 

 

- ) The future of the USS and final goal of the expansion phase of the universe: 

The expansion of the universe / USS will finish in about 350 to 450 billion years from now (2018). That moment 

(phase 24) all the galaxies and thus all matter, all electromagnetic radiation and all the kinetic energy of the 

universe / USS will be captured in one of the 4 to 20 million central facet black holes. That moment all present 

and all still to be formed radiation must to fully be retransformed into matter in the form of: 

a. protons and electrons. 

b. hydrogen atoms / molecules, 

c. through nuclear fusion of hydrogen in stars to elements starting from Be,  

d. transforming all atoms ≥ Be to black-hole atoms and captured in one of the than present central facet 

black holes R1 Af. 

e. eventually all galaxies and their radiation disappear to 100% in one of those central (facet) black holes! 

The ultimate goal of phase 19 and the next phases 20, 21, 22, 23 is to fuse all present hydrogen and helium into 

Be and higher and transform all radiation into the element Be and higher again. To the end of the expansion of 
the USS this requires a period of at least 350 to 450 billion years may be even more! 

 

- ) Radiation and matter: 

During phase 19 the unstable elements stabilize further by nuclear fission and radio activity via the emission of 

a) alpha particle ( = 4 protons + 2 nuclear-electrons),  

b) neutron ( = 1 proton + 1 nuclear-electron), 

c) ‘shell’-electron, 

d) high energetically protons by the billions central black holes (= cosmic radiation). 

 

- ) Universe with supernovae Big Bangs and beyond cannot be seen by electromagnetic radiation: 

Some 5 to 10 billion (109) years after the hydrogen-supernovas, a larger part of the neutrino’s and photons are 
transformed already back into protons / electrons and new hydrogen. See Document F1c. Because eventually all 

electromagnetic radiation and all particles radiation will be transformed back into protons / electrons and 

hydrogen, phase 19 of the universe-cycle isn’t visible with astronomical instruments. The electromagnetic 

radiation from the opposite side of the universe is unable to reach this side of the universe.  

With gravitational techniques we might improve our ‘event’-horizon inside the USS from 13,8 billion lightyear 

now towards 25 – 30 billion lightyear in the future. See Figures 77 G8. We might be able to observe the opposite 

part of the universe / USS. Now in observations and measurements quit a lot of mass, matter and kinetic energy 

is missing!  

 

- ) Matter; In phase 19 condensation of all gases and gaseous atoms except hydrogen and helium: 

In this phase a large variety of gases cools and liquefies. All liquids even become solids in this period. 

During condensation, however, small pressure differences occur.  

 
- ) By gravity all gases accumulate (as liquids and solids) around the solid spheres R3; formation of proto-

stars and planets: 

All molecules have their own characteristic pressure and temperature dependent condensation point where the 

transition starts from gas into a real liquid. The hydrogen gas cloud, emitted in the supernova of phase 16, 

contains for 85 to 90% hydrogen gas, for 5 to 10% helium, and for < 1 - 2% other gases. During cooling, all of 
the gaseous molecules (except H2 / He) pass their condensation points at which they become liquids.  

 

That accumulation and condensation of gases occurs mainly near the 100 to 150 billion large cores R3 of future 

proto-star (> 95%) in the galaxy and, to a lesser extent (<5%) at the much smaller future proto-planets revolving 
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there around. See Figure 57 G8. During condensation the Vander Waals forces of electron-pairs change into 

flexible Vander Waals / London bonds of liquids. 

All (atomic and molecular) gases around the core of the proto-star and around the much smaller cores of the 

future planets R4 are cooling in this phase 19 until about 20 kelvin. Except H2 and He all other gasses become 

liquid and even solids. See figure 58 G8. 

 
Without hydrogen and helium this condensation of other gasses is accompanied by relatively small pressure 

differences. Around the condensation points R3C2 (future stars) and R4C2 (future planets) new forms of 

rotation start in the gas to may be a few km/s. These rotations are subordinate to the one caused by the slowing 

down of expansion relative to C and results nevertheless in new movements and speeds. In the next phases they 

grow later to tens of km/s due to the condensation of hydrogen and helium. 

 
- ) Increased radius USS: 

In this period the radius of the universe-spherical-shell increases by 1 billion years × c / 75th ≈ 0.01 billion light-

years. The radius of the USS hardly increases. 

 

- ) Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell: 

Considered from the center C of the universe the USS only 4 – 20 billion flat disks and galaxies remain around 

their rotation points R1 each with a central black hole R1 A in the center. The spiral arms are visible which are 

becoming more curved around the central blackhole R1 A. 

In the center of each rotation region R1 only one central black hole R1 A is present. All proto galaxies have the 
same dimensions and all show the typical structure with 2 to 4 spiral arms. The in between remains of the 

universe-spherical-shell / USS are no longer visible. At the locations of proto-galaxies R1 the USS is a few tens 

of light-years thick. Outside galaxies just some billions km. 

 

- ) Temperature: 

The temperature decreases from 400 to 500 kelvin to about 20 kelvin, the temperature where hydrogen starts to 

condense. 

 

- ) Kinetic energy and movements: 

 

Schedule 7 - 11: the speed dimensions of the disk of the proto-galaxies around R1: 

 

Code: universe clock 

time 

developed  

speed dimensions 

temperature 

Condensation on  

R3C2  (stars) 

R4C2  (planets) 

t =  30 to 35 

billion years after 

the Little Bang 

a) R1 A: The central black holes: 

v(exp) + v(r5) + v(r6) + v(r7) + 

v(r8) + v(r9) + v(r10) + v(r11) etc. 

 

b) Around R1: v(exp) + [v(r5) + 

v(super nova)] + v(r6) + v(r7) + 

v(r8) + v(r9) + v(r10) + v(r11) etc. 

cool from a thousand kelvin to 

20 K 

  c) the rotation of the spiral arms 

themselves proto-R2: 

v(r12) + all under a) and b) 

mentioned speeds. 

 
d) Inhibition by gravity. Along the 

proto-spiral arms 100 – 150 

billion proto solar systems arise 

with their own angular speed R3 

v(r13) and speeds within the 

future solar systems v(r14), v(r15) 

+ all speeds mentioned under a), 

b) and c). 

cool from a thousand kelvin to 

about 20 K  

 

Explanation schedule 7 - 11: 

1) Second condensation (C2) of gasses starts around proto-stars (R3) and planets (R4) except H2 and He. 

2) See notes to diagram 7 - 10. 
3) v(r13) is the angular speed of the future proto-star R3 and speeds within these future solar systems by planets  
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    v(r14) and their satellites v(r15). 

 

- ) Next Phase 20: 

At the end of phase 19 within all the galaxies under construction just  remain two gases: hydrogen and helium. 

This mixture will cool down until at first hydrogen condenses; helium still remains completely gas. 

 

 

7.3.20 PHASE 20: MOMENT START CONDENSATION OF HYDROGEN GAS: 

 

- ) Features of phase 20: 

- The universe-spherical-shell is evenly divided into 4 to 20 billion rotation regions R1 A (galaxies) and 4 – 20 

million facet areas R1 Af. Each facet-area containing about 1 – 2 thousand or more galaxies R1 A. 

- In each R1 A / galaxy some 100 to 200 billion rotation spaces R3 and future solar systems arise. Gravity 

accumulated gaseous hydrogen and helium mainly around these big central spheres of solid matter R3. These 

billions R3’s are the cores of future stars. 

- At about 20 kelvin all matter is liquid or solids except the gases hydrogen and helium. By gravity these two 

remaining hydrogen and helium gasses are gathered > 99% around these R3 cores of future stars, 

- This mixture of hydrogen and helium gases cools down the extent that the condensation of just hydrogen 

starts and this gas becomes liquid. This occurs especially around the nuclei of the proto-stars R3 and 

relatively little around the future ‘gas-planets’. 
- All R3 cores of these future stars are still radioactive. 

- The condensation of huge amounts of hydrogen is accompanied by the disappearance of the gas pressure 

around R3. 

- Around the 100 to 200 billion rotation R3 centers / future stars and proto-planets R4 liquid hydrogen 

accumulates as well kinetic energy / angular speed and thus gravity and gravitational energy. 

- All points of rotation R3 are continually growing towards huge rotating hydrogen spheres around the already 

existing big solid sphere with radioactive minerals. 

- The slowdown in the expansion rate of the universe-spherical-shell and converting this energy into rotation 

speed / energy goes on. 

 
- ) Basic parameters: 

- Matter: Gaseous hydrogen has been cooled down to the condensation point. 

- Mass: This remains practically the same. A part of the mass is located in previously emitted photons. 

- Forces: Besides elementary charge, magnetic spin, the basal centripetal force of the electron  

-                        are present: gravity, the Vander Waals / London force as well Vander Waals bonds in  

-                        solids and liquids and the gas force. 

 

- ) Matter: 

For the second time the present hydrogen gas is cooled down so far that it will condense into liquid hydrogen. 
Around R3 this results in a significant reduction in gas pressure and increasing the angular speed of the core R3. 

The already generated rotations of R3 by gravity are thereby further activated. Due to gravity the greatest part 

(approximately > 99%) of the present hydrogen accumulates around these R3. A relative small percentage (about 

1%) will settle out on one of the already formed proto-(gas)planets. By definition all ‘gas planets’ have a solid 

core. See figure 58a G8. 

 

- ) Mass, charge and magnetic spin: 

A small fraction of the mass, charge and magnetic spin is contained in previously emitted photons. Total mass, 

charge and magnetic spin remain constant. 

 

- ) Forces: 

Besides elementary charge, magnetic spin, the basal centripetal force of the electron are present: the gravity, the 

gas pressure, the Vander Waals force / bond and the two chemical forces and their bonds.  

 

- ) This second condensation (C2) of hydrogen started simultaneously everywhere in the USS: 

In the previous phase 19 the hydrogen gas was already cooled down to near its condensation point (C2) of 

hydrogen. For this reason, the gas pressure was already depleted.  

By gravity most of the hydrogen and helium gas was evenly concentrated around the R3’s / future mono-/ 

double stars and distributed in the spiral arms of the galaxies. The heat is removed by emitting infrared photons. 
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- ) Each rotation space R3C2 contains enough hydrogen to form a proto-star or double star: 

Each R1 space is subdivided in 2 – 4 spiral arms each containing 100 to 200 billion in rotation coming regions 

R3 each with a radius of 1 to 2 light-years. See figure 58a G8. 

In each rotation region R3 is enough hydrogen concentrated and present for the formation of a star or double 

star. The final condensation of the hydrogen gas to liquid is at 20 kelvin across the R3 rotating disk around the 

gas pressure fades away gradually. Gravity results in a further accumulation of liquid hydrogen in R3. 

 
- ) Simultaneously: 

Universe / USS wide the condensation of hydrogen starts at almost the same moment. 

 

- ) Next Phase 21a and 21b: 

- Around each in the meantime cooled mineral sphere R3 now almost all gaseous hydrogen condenses to liquid 

hydrogen (Phase 21a). Subsequently all remaining helium condenses into liquid helium at about 4,2 kelvin 

(Phase 21b). 
- This results in the formation of a future proto-star of hydrogen mixed with helium. 

 

 

 
7.3.21 PHASE 21a AND 21b: PERIOD WITH COMPLETE CONDENSATION OF HYDROGEN (21 a) 

FOLLOWED BY CONDENSATION OF HELIUM (21b); FORMATION 100 TO 200 BILLION PROTO- 

STARS R3 PER GALAXY: 

 

- ) Characteristics of phase 21a: 

- In the preceding phases in every galaxy the majority (> 99%) of the gaseous hydrogen and helium heaped 

around 100 to 200 billion R3 rotation centers of the proto-stars of the galaxy. The rest of the hydrogen and 

helium (about 1%) accumulates at the planets (R4), and particularly around the 2 to 4 present gas planets 

(R4).  

- Around each proto-star 1 to 10 future planets arose. 

- All matter and supernova debris is still radioactive. In this period radioactivity is decreasing because there is 

no fusion in these proto-stars.  

- In the outer regions R3 a full condensation of hydrogen and later helium to liquid hydrogen and helium 

spheres that orbits around the central mineral spheres R3 and planets R4. After phase 21a only helium 

remains as gas. In phase 21b helium also condenses almost completely and is gathered by gravity to liquid 

spheres. 
- Phases 21a and 21b run smoothly into each other as two connected periods. 

- In time the remaining helium gas brakes down the angular speed of these hydrogen spheres. These small 

hydrogen spheres collide with high speed with the center R3 of the proto-star releasing a lot of kinetic energy 

and heat. Gravity increases in these proto-stars R3. 

- Because of gravitational energy the temperature in the centers R3 of proto-stars increases towards some 

millions degrees kelvin. No nuclear fusion yet. 

- In the USS shaping in every galaxy R1 a range of 100 to 200 billion hot hydrogen rotation spheres becoming 

proto-stars R3 with radioactive centers surrounded by extreme cold hydrogen spheres and cold helium gas. 

- By the condensation of hydrogen and, eventually, helium pressure drops on a large-scale.  

- Increase of the angular speed of the whole solar system due to the accumulation of hydrogen in R3. 

- Duration of phase 21a with formation of proto-stars and proto-planets will require a total of about 3 to 5 

billion years; along with phase 21b it lasts totally 5 to 7 billion years. 
- The whole period from the Big Bang in phase 16 to the start of the nuclear fusion in stars lasts about 15 - 20 

billion years to complete. 

 

- ) Basic characteristics phase 21a and 21b: 

- Matter:       Black hole matter with cosmic rays in central black hole; outside of it ordinary matter, atoms and 

                     molecules, radioactive decay of unstable atoms. Formation of proto-stars R3 round large originally  

                     hard solid cores. In phase 21a liquid hydrogen spheres arise. Later in phase 21b liquid helium  

                     spheres. 

- Mass and radiation: A few percent of the original mass is converted into neutrinos and photons. Within the  

                     USS and within galaxies and around the central black holes neutrinos and photons will be  

                     reconstructed into protons, electrons, and new hydrogen.  
                     The total mass, charge and magnetic spin is always the same in the universe. (Law conservation of  

                     mass) 

- Forces:       Besides elementary charge, magnetic spin, the basal centripetal force of the electron also available:  
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                     gravity, gas pressure, the Vander Waals / London force, the two chemical forces and the phase states  

                     of gas, liquid and solid. In time hot plasma’s arise in the centers of these future stars R3. 

- Kinetic expansion energy: Slowing expansion speed of the USS and transformation this energy into rotation /  

                     angular speed / energy of the proto-galaxies and their proto-stars will continue as usual but  

                     slower in time. 

- Transverse kinetic energy: The expansion of the spiral arms is brought to a standstill. 

- Duration:   The condensation of hydrogen and helium in the formation of proto-stars lasts 5 to 10 billion  

                     years. 
- Expansion speed: Decreases from 5 to 3 Mm/s or an average of 4 Mm/s or rate 1/75th of the speed of light. 

- Radius USS: Increases in about 6 billion years × c/75 ≈ 0.1 billion light-years. 

 
- ) Matter: 

About 5 to 10 billion years after the hydrogen supernovas or Big Bangs the effects of radiation and heat have 

gone because the neutrino’s and photons are transferred back into new protons / electrons and partly new 
hydrogen. Hydrogen and helium gas cool down to their condensation points. First arises liquid hydrogen spheres 

and then later liquid helium spheres as well. Rain / bombardment of liquid hydrogen spheres and later liquid 

helium spheres starts.  

Large lumps of mineral organize in one or two spheres R3 (core of one stare or double-star) in which most 

gravity is concentrated together with a set of accompanying proto-planets R4 with generate less gravity. Most of 

the liquid hydrogen (>99%) is attracted by these R3’s as spheres of liquid hydrogen. Only about one percent of 

the liquid hydrogen settles down on these proto-planets R4. All galaxies contain 100 to 200 billion pre-stars of 

different sizes. See figures 58b, 58c and 59 G8. 

 

In each solar system approximately 85 – 95% of emitted supernova debris is already gathered in the core of these 

hydrogen R3 spheres or proto-stars. The rest, about 5 - 14% of the total supernova debris, joins the influence of 
gravity into one cord of proto-planets around these proto-stars and as similar Oort clouds and Kuiper belts. 

Approximately 1% will remain as debris floating around in the galaxy as comets and such like. 

 

- ) The emergence of second rotations R3: 

Gravity in the USS results in to extreme low decreasing of the expansion velocity which results in an increase of 

all angular speeds v(5) to v(r11). The expansion velocity [v(r5) + v(sn)] of the spiral arms of the galaxy / Franks 

was lowered already in the previous phases and the energy released is converted into angular speed of the 

mineral lumps R3 (proto-stars) and R4 (proto-planets) and the first gaseous and later liquid hydrogen and helium 

there around. 

In each proto-galaxy and spiral arm a chain of billions mineral chunks R3 and R4 creates with rotating hydrogen 

and helium gas and liquid hydrogen spheres. Such proto-stars and their planets are subject to all the previously 
existing and angular speeds v(r11), v(r12) and possibly v(r13),v(r14) and v(r15). This number of movements and 

angular speeds can only be identified by mathematically modeling. 

The size and surface area of these regions with rotational movements R3 is from 5 - 10 lightyear2. Each area gets 

a clockwise equatorial rotation speed of tens of km/s. All galaxies however rotate in the same direction! 

 

- ) Formation of spheres of hydrogen and helium or proto-stars: 

The second condensation of hydrogen and first condensation of helium results in relatively very small liquid 

spheres of hydrogen and helium around the proto-stars. Encoded as R3C2. (The in phase 15 formed pure 

hydrogen gas spheres were billions of times bigger!) 

Universe wide 1020 to 22 of such proto-stars are formed within 4 – 20 billion galaxies arranged inside 4 – 20 

million facet areas. These proto-stars contain approximately 75% of hydrogen, approximately 20% helium and 

approximately 5% of higher elements. They have different seizes of 0.1 to 1,000 × the radius of the sun. Without 
exception all proto-stars R3 are formed around a core of radioactive matter. See figures 58a, 58b, 58c and 59. 

 
Each of these proto-stars contain only a fraction of the amount of hydrogen in comparison to those of the 100% 

pure hydrogen supernova spheres in phase 15 that did not possess a radioactive core! Because of these still 

highly radioactive cores the fusion process in these proto-stars R3 starts at a much lower pressure and 

temperature as in the hydrogen supernovas / Big Bangs of phase 16. 

All 1020 to 22 gas spheres / stars R3 become one single star and sometimes binaries or even triplets. Around every 
proto-star a rotating disk is available with corresponding supernova debris. From this debris the planets are 

formed. 

 

- ) All proto-stars are standard along with 1 to 10 planets in a more or less flat disk: 
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Due to gravitational accumulation each planet R4 wipes clean his own segment disk around the star and rid this 

segment of the existing supernova debris. Around almost every star it creates a similar string of at least 1 up to 

10 or more planets. Such a series of planets, comprises the following: 

a) a number of small solid planets often situated directly near to the proto-star, 

b) then a few larger gas planets or liquid ones including hydrogen and helium; these are the gaseous 

planets with a solid core by definition, 

c) further away from the proto-star some small and very cold planets are formed, 

d) in the inner and outer regions of these planet systems Kuiper belts and Oort clouds are to be expected. 

 
In the end, results a collection of planets in orbits located in the rotation disk around the star. Universe widely 

such planets exist in various sizes and composition and in various capacities of solid, liquid, and gas mixtures. 

Within each galaxy will be formed many millions of small Earth-like planets. Only hundred to thousands of 

these smaller planets are suitable for living matter like on Earth due to a rather low atmospheric pressure of just 

about 0.8 – 1.1 bar, an acceptable temperature and the presence of sufficient water (20 – 80 % water covering)  
 

Most planets are accompanied by one or more satellites R5 e.g. due to mutual collisions or by entrapment 

conglomerates. During the formation of these planets serious collisions may happen. In any solar system to be 

expected are remnants of such collisions similar to the asteroid belt, the van Oort clouds and Kuiper belts. The 

design of the galaxy and the space around the sun is widely regarded as more or less standard with a large 

number of variations on this basic theme. 

 

- ) Star formation universe wide more or less uniform: 

Such accompanying planetary systems with moons, like the sun has, are to be expected in principle around 

almost all the stars in the universe. The number of planets in the universe is expected to average a factor of 4 to 6 

× higher than the number of observable stars. These planets move in a generally elliptical orbit with speed  

v(r11) around their proto-star. The equatorial speeds of planets around their own axis v(r12) is quantitatively a 
few tens of km/s. The revolution of satellites around a planet makes v(r13) and the rotation of the satellite around 

its own axis is v(r15).  

 

- ) Kinetic energy and speeds: 

 

Schedule 7 - 12: Speed dimensions in each galaxy around R1: 

 

Code: universe clock 

time 

developed  

speed dimensions 

temperature 

R3C2 (stars)  

R4C2 (planets) 

t =  30 to 35 

billion years after 

the Little Bang 

 

See next line a) and b) 

cool from a 

thousand kelvin to 

20 K 

  a) R1 A: The central black holes: v(exp) + 

v(r5) + v(r6) + v(r7) + v(r8) + v(r9) + 
v(r10) + etc.  

b) around R1: v(exp) + [v(r5) + v(super 

nova)] + v(r6) + v(r7) + v(r8) + v(r9) + 

v(r10) etc.  

c) the rotation of the spiral arms 

themselves proto-R2: v(r12) + all under a) 

and b) mentioned speeds. 

d) Inhibition by gravity. Along the proto-

spiral arms 100 – 150 billion proto solar 

systems arise with their own angular speed 

R3 v(r13) and speeds within the future 
solar systems v(r14), v(r15) + all speeds 

mentioned under a), b) and c). 

c) In proto-stars 

temperature rises 
again to millions of 

kelvin  

 

d) Cooling 

hydrogen gas 

around proto-stars 

to 20 kelvin and 

helium into liquid 

at 2.7 K 

 

 
 

 

 

Explanation of Schedule 7 - 12: 

1) These different speeds and total number of angular speeds in universe / USS can only be deduced by 

modelling the universe cycle! Modeling of the universe-cycle will show how much speed dimensions exists and 

quantify them too. (At the end of the expansion of the USS, phase 24, just one angular speed remains!) 
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2) Now the number of speeds equals the number of dimensions in the strings theory. (Anno 2017 = 11 

dimensions or speeds; one expansion speed and ten angular speeds) 

 

3) During the formation of the proto-star, the temperature inside increases to 10 to 15 million kelvin as well the 

pressure of the hydrogen / helium plasma. 

 

- ) Next Phase 22: 

- Inside the proto-stars the pressure and temperature rise enough to start fusion near the radioactive core.  
 

 

7.3.22 PHASE 22: MOMENT FUSION OF HYDROGEN IN PROTO-STARS STARTS: 

 

- ) Characteristics of phase 22: 

-     In its core each hydrogen, helium proto-star R3 contains a lot of radioactive elements originating from  

      the hydrogen supernovas / Big Bangs in phase 16. As result of radioactivity in these hot proto-stars nuclear  

      fusion starts at much lower temperature and pressure than in the pure hydrogen supernovas of phases 15 / 16.  

-    Therefore the fusion process in stars is relatively very calm, completely controlled and totally predictable  

      with just the fusion from hydrogen isotopes to helium. 

- In these proto-stars the start of nuclear fusion does not cause a hydrogen-supernova like those Big Bangs in 

phase 16. 
-    Due to the different seizes of these billions proto-stars this fusion of hydrogen starts at different moments. 

 

- ) We live in phase 23 cycle of the universe. Purpose of the next phases 22 and 23:  

In phase 16 the bulk of the hydrogen, helium and higher element of the periodic table escaped the central black 

hole R1 A. In phases 22 and 23 during nuclear fusion in stars all hydrogen and helium atoms should still be 

transformed into beryllium atoms or higher. Only beryllium atoms and higher can be transferred into black-hole 

atoms. Only these atoms can be absorbed into a local black hole, in the central black hole R1 A of the galaxy 

and finally in the central blackhole of the facet area.  

a.  The purpose of all nowadays visible galaxies is to transform by fusion in stars all hydrogen, helium and   

     lithium to beryllium and higher so they can be absorbed as blackhole atoms by the central black hole of the  

     galaxy!  

b.  Inside each galaxy the explosions at the end of the life of stars results locally in billions of smaller extremely  
     dense celestial bodies like black holes, white dwarfs, neutron stars and the like where normal atoms will be  

     transformed into black-hole atoms.  

c.  By gravity these local ‘blackholes’ catch normal matter from their environment and transform this matter into  

     blackhole matter. During this process of blackhole matter all kind of radiation arise that will be emitted in the  

     USS. 

d.  All remaining hydrogen, helium and lithium gathered around the central black hole at the center of all  

     galaxies and fuses there to beryllium and higher. So finally all these atoms can still be included into this  

     central black hole of the galaxy and finally in the central facet blackhole. 

e.  All emitted neutrinos and photons must be reconstructed into protons, electrons, hydrogen, in stars into  

    elements ≥ Be and incorporated in one of the central facet black holes as well. 

f.  At the end of phase 23, all the galaxies completely disappeared and 100% gathered in their central (facet)  
    black hole. The USS is completely dark and without any radiation. This phase 23 takes about 350 – 450  

    billion years may be more to complete. 

Then the expansion of the universe-spherical-shell ends (phase 24) and the contraction of the USS begins (phase 

25). In the turning point v(exp) is zero. 

 

- ) Basic features: 

- Matter proto-stars: In the core of proto-stars predominantly plasma of hydrogen and helium including ionized  

                     radioactive atoms are present. 

- Mass        The total mass, charge and magnetic spin in the universe is still fixed. 

- Radiation:  A few percent of the original mass is converted into neutrinos, photons and radiation of neutrons,  

                     alpha particles, and beta particles. The total mass, charge and magnetic spin in the universe is still  

                     the same. Within the USS a part of this in phase 16 emitted radiation is already reconstructed into   
                     protons, electrons and into new hydrogen. 

Forces:        Besides elementary charge, magnetic spin, the basal centripetal force of the electron also gravity,  

                     gas pressure, the Vander Waals force and phase states of plasma, gas, liquid and solid are present. 

 

Kinetic energy of the universe relative to C: Slowing expansion of the universe-spherical-shell and conversion of  
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                     angular speed goes on. 

Transverse kinetic energy: Due to the expansion in the universe-spherical-shell it still increases. 

Duration:      The ignition of the fusion in each star is instantaneously, the fusion process in all stars lasts a few  

                     to tens of billions (109) of years. 

Expansion rate: Due to gravity in the USS this expansion speed continues to decrease. 

Radius:         A relative small increase of space. 

Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell remains virtually unchanged. 

 
- ) Start of the fusion of hydrogen plasma: 

Due to the ignition of fusion the first of the 100 to 200 billion future stars emerge in each galaxy. Almost all 

future stars (R3) are standard accompanied by one or more planets (R4) and their satellites / moons (R5). The 

proto-stars have formed around big clumps of supernova debris which contain about 10 - 15 times more matter 

and higher atoms than all other planets in the solar system together. These clumps of higher elements contain 

radioactive matter and subjected to nuclear fission, the release of alpha particles, fast electrons and neutrons. 

This radioactive decay, radiation released serves as a detonator in the fusion process in all proto-stars. The fusion 

process begins in much smaller hydrogen spheres and at a lower temperature and pressure than there was with 

the hydrogen-supernovas in phase 16. 

 

- ) Matter: 

Approximately 10 billion (109) years after the billions simultaneous Big Bangs of phase 16 and 15 to 20 billion 

years ago in each galaxy R1 sufficiently liquid hydrogen and helium was piled up together in the 100 to 200 

billion proto-stars R3's. By the immense bombardment of hydrogen spheres and later helium spheres both the 

temperature and the pressure had risen so far that at the core of this proto-stars hydrogen fusion process starts. In 

stars hydrogen is just converted into helium. In addition, far infrared photons and photons of light are emitted. 

In each galaxy R1 the fusion process starts in the 100 to 200 billion hydrogen spheres R3. That fusion in stars is 

spread over a long period of total 350 to 450 billion (109) years. See figures 60 and 61. Big stars start earlier and 

burn their hydrogen faster than smaller stars.  

Primarily the fusion process in stars of hydrogen into helium plasma is limited to during 5 to 15 billion years and 

occurs in a very controlled way. With regard to the stars the transform rate is several hundreds to several 

thousand kg plasma of hydrogen per second. 
 

- ) Nuclear fusion means a loss of gravity and loss of gravitational energy: 

The fusion of ‘shell’-electrons to the nucleus is an irreversible process. This transformation of ‘shell’- electrons 

to ‘core’-electrons is accompanied by a permanent loss of gravity and thus by a permanent loss of gravitational 

energy! Therefore it seems quite deceptive, that mass (m) is converted into energy while only the loss of gravity 

involves. Technologically measurements deliver virtually the same results. So universe wide in stars due to 

fusion of hydrogen plasma the amount of gravity and the amount of gravitational energy / ‘dark energy’ 

diminish. The fusion process frees much photons of light and infrared. 

 

- ) Mass: 

The amount of mass, charge and magnetic spin remains constant. Due to the loss of gravity the measured amount 

of mass seems to become less! 
 

- ) In a small number of stars little planets with liquid water occur: 

Around any star a 'life-space' for planets can be designated. That 'life-zone' is largely determined by the gas 

pressure in the atmosphere (0.8 to 1.1 bar) of the planet at sea level and the degree of greenhouse effect of the 

planet itself due to the presence of water vapor and presence of carbon dioxide and methane gas. 

For planets permanent present within this ‘life zone’ the atmosphere is not too cold nor too hot so average the 

water is liquid most of the time. According to these conditions liquid water can be expected on planets and thus 

the main impetus for the development of living matter is met. Around many stars a collection of 5 to 10 planets 

can be expected of which one planet is not too close and not too far away from the central star.  

 

In case such small (Earth like) planets have: 
a) An appropriate atmosphere (pressure just between 0.8 bar and 1.2 bar, mainly nitrogen N2), 

b) The planet has enough gravity to hold its atmosphere and water vapor, and  

c) Water / ice at both poles than the development of living matter is possible 

d) Land / water covering should be between 20 – 80 %.  

 

Such planets however are extremely rare, only about hundred to thousand in each galaxy. Just these planets have 

the possibility to develop living matter starting under anaerobic conditions. At the end of the development the 
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atmosphere will contain about 15 - 20% oxygen and 85 - 80% nitrogen gas. Living matter is a relatively rare 

phenomenon per galaxy yet very universal all over USS. 

In the Documents B1 to B4 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu the author derived the 6 Laws of Biochemistry. In these 

documents the author shows a top-down analyses of the biochemistry of living matter on planet Earth as shown 

in Biochemical Pathways by Gerhard Michal. In chapter 7 B1 the author proves bottom-up starting from all 

possible molecules that all forms of life and living matter in the universe are based on exactly the same 

biochemical principles / reactions as present in living matter on Earth!  

 
- ) Duration: 

The start of fusion in these proto-stars lasts only a moment. 

 
- ) Next Phase 23: 

- In stars, all hydrogen will be fused into helium, and finally into elements beryllium and higher, 

- All radiation will be transferred into protons, electrons, new hydrogen and new stars, 
- Only from beryllium atoms can be transformed into a black-hole atoms and being absorbed into  

  a local kind of blackhole and the central black hole of the galaxy and finally in the central facet blackhole. 

 
 

 

7.3.23: PHASE 23: PERIOD ALL STARS FUSE THEIR HYDROGEN COMPLETELY;  

IN ALL FACET AREAS ALL GALAXIES ARE SWALLOWED BY THE CENTRAL FACET BLACK 

HOLE; THE EXPANSION SPEED USS APPROACHES ZERO: 

 

- ) General Phase 23: 

In foregoing phases the expansion velocity v(exp) has been decreased from a maximum of 90 Mm/s to about 0.6 

Mm/s. USS wide a major part of the hydrogen has already been captured in stars where to fuse into helium. In 

the final phase of stars during supernovae explosions ultimately higher atoms beyond beryl are formed. All 

higher atoms fulfill the elements of the periodic table. 

At the end of phase 23 in 350 to 450 billion years all matter and all by stars emitted radiation must be trapped 

back for 100% in one of the 4 – 20 billion central black holes galaxies and finally in one of the 4 – 20 million 

central facet blackholes. In this period gravity reduces the expansion velocity of the USS towards zero m/s. 

In the next 350 to 450 billion years all hydrogen and all by stars emitted radiation must 100 % fuse to beryllium 
and higher. Only such higher atoms can be incorporated into local black holes and eventually into the central 

(facet) black hole. The electron-shells of hydrogen, helium and lithium cannot collapse to near the nucleus. 

These light elements H, He and Li cannot be included in a black hole! 

 

- ) Features of phase 23: 

- In the stars and through local supernova of stars merges all hydrogen, helium and lithium to beryllium and  

  higher and thus elements that can be transformed into black-hole atoms. 

- All existing central black holes of galaxies are stabilizing; all cosmic radiation eventually decreases to zero. 

- All electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation is materialized into protons, electrons, hydrogen and  

   through nuclear fusion into elements ≥ Be and finally transferred into black-hole atoms. 

- In period of around 350 - 450 billion years all matter of the galaxy is again engulfed by local small black holes  

   and ultimately by the central black hole of the galaxy and the central blackhole of the facet area. 
- Expansion of the USS will stop the moment all matter and radiation is trapped 100% in one of the 4 – 20   

  million central facet blackholes. 

 

- ) Basic parameters: 

- Matter:       Transition of all normal matter and radiation until only black-hole matter eventually. 

- Radiation:  All the radiation is converted into protons, electrons, hydrogen atoms, Be and higher and finally in  

                     black-hole atoms. 

- Mass:        In the end outside of the black holes all forms of electromagnetic and particle radiation disappeared. 

- Forces:       Disappearance of all forces of normal matter in this long period. 

                     Only the elementary charge force and magnetic spin force of ordinary proton and electron remain as  

                     well as the rotation gravity of central facet black holes. 
- Radial kinetic energy: Finally it decreases to become zero. All expansion speed is eventually completely  

                     converted into the angular speed of galaxies and finally of the millions central facet black holes. 

- Transverse kinetic energy: Is increasingly present at the ‘shell’-electrons of black-hole atoms. 

- Radius:      The USS reaches its maximum radius being 3.0 to 3.5 billion (109) light-years relative to C. 

- Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell: decreases in between the galaxies. At the location of  
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                      the black holes it is 60 to 80 Mm.  

- Mutual distance between these central black holes: About 2 to 3 million light-years. 

 

- ) In all galaxies all matter is moving towards the central black hole and accumulates there 

Over the next period of 350 to 450 billion years at first all existing stars and even new formed stars fuse their 

hydrogen into helium and then to elements higher than beryllium. Only atoms ≥ Be can be transformed into 

black hole matter / atoms. See figure 62 and 63 and figures 18a – 18n Document F1e. 

Due to nuclear fusion ‘shell’-electrons are bound to the nucleus as ‘nuclear’-electrons. They lose their potential 
to induce physically and chemically forces such as gravity and gravitational energy relative to C and relative to 

the R1’s!  

In this extremely long period of time as a result of nuclear fusion the USS will lose 100% of its expansion 

gravity and thus of its gravitational energy (= dark energy)! This gravity is transformed into rotation gravity and 

rotation gravitational energy. Overall 30 – 40% of the gravity and gravitational energy will be lost! See figure 78 

of Document G8. 

 

- ) Hydrogen in the periphery: 

Currently a lot of hydrogen is still present in the periphery of galaxies and in many cases in the form of liquid 

hydrogen. That hydrogen has to be captured in the coming tens of billions of years, at first in new stars and then 

go on to the whole fuse process to beryllium and higher. Ultimately, all of the hydrogen therefrom and to form 
elements, and all forms of radiation are converted into black-hole matter as described in the Documents F1c, 

F1d and F1e. 

In time all the black hole matter of local black holes, white dwarfs and neutron stars disappear in the central 

black hole present in the center of all galaxies. See figures 64, 64a, 65, 66, 68, 69, 70 and 71. 

 

- ) Return of all forms of radiation into protons, electrons and hydrogen: 

During this period all by stars emitted neutrinos, photons and any particles should be reconstituted back into 

quarks, electrons, protons and new hydrogen. See Figures 72 and 73. Inside stars all hydrogen should fuse, in 

steps, to beryllium and higher before they can be absorbed into the central black hole of the galaxy. Because of 

these different in between-steps and looping’s phase 23 takes an exceptionally long time; probably 350 to 450 

billion years may be even more. At the end of phase 23 except gravity and time all other forms of radiation have 
completely been disappeared in the USS. 

  

- ) Kinetic energy and speeds: 

In the end gravity lowers the expansion velocity of the USS down to zero m/s. During 350 to 450 billion years 

the released kinetic energy is converted completely into the now present 5 – 9 rotational movements both 

between the galaxies and within these galaxies. At the end of the expansion however only remains the rotation 

speed of the central facet black holes of the facet area. All other 5 – 9 nowadays speeds are vanished as a result 

of billions collisions between galaxies and between their central black holes in future. At every collision (as 

signaled by LIGO / VIRGO) at least one of these 5 – 9 speeds disappears.  

So the next hundreds of billion years inside each facet area millions of  big collisions have to occur. In the 

coming period the expansion velocity and all present rotation speeds have to be fully concentrated and converted 

into just one rotation speed of these central facet black holes. By collisions all expansion speed / energy with 
respect to C will be completely transferred in the rotation energy of the central black holes of galaxies and 

finally in the rotation of the central facet blackholes. See Figure 71 G8. The equatorial velocity of these central 

facet black holes will increase to one third to half the speed of light. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Schedule 7 - 13: Speed dimensions within each facet area: 
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Code: universe clock 

time 

developed  

speed dimensions 

temperature 

Facet areas with 

1 - 2 thousand 

galaxies  

t =  30 to 35 

billion years after 

the Little Bang 

 

 

 

Each galaxy 

with 100 – 200 

billion stars and 

their planets 

Start phase 23 Totally 9 – 11 different speeds: 

a) R1 A: The central black holes: v(exp) + v(r5) 

+ v(r6) + v(r7) + v(r8) + v(r9) + v(r10) + etc.  

b) around R1: v(exp) + [v(r5) + v(super nova)] + 
v(r6) + v(r7) + v(r8) + v(r9) + v(r10) etc.  

c) the rotation of the spiral arms themselves 

proto-R2: v(r12) + all under a) and b) 

mentioned speeds. 

d) Inhibition by gravity. Along the proto-spiral 

arms 100 – 150 billion proto solar systems arise 

with their own angular speed R3 v(r13) and 

speeds within the future solar systems v(r14), 

v(r15) + all speeds mentioned under a), b) and 

c). 

In stars temperature 

rises again to millions 

of kelvin  

 
 Cooling hydrogen gas 

around proto-stars to 

20 kelvin and helium 

into liquid at 2.7 K 

 

 

 

 

 

 End phase 23  Temperature 

Just central facet 

blackholes  

R1 Af 

t = 450 to 500 

billion years after 

the Little Bang 

R1 Af : only speed v(r5) remains 2.7 kelvin 

 
 

Explanation of schedule 7 - 13: 

1) Now we live in the beginning of phase 23 of the cycle of the universe. With electromagnetic techniques in the 

USS we can observe a maximum 13.8 billion lightyear Even the first 5 – 7 billion year of phase 23 aren’t 

observable with these electromagnetic radiation techniques. Over foregoing 22 phases of the cycle of the 

universe information lacks completely!  

 

2) With a hundred to thousand times improved gravitational techniques like LIGO / VIRGO we might look back 

in the USS and the past of the universe over a period of about 30 billion lightyear! We might even be able to 

observe the period before the Big Bangs in phase 16. 

 
3) Now the number of speeds of planet Earth equals the number of dimensions in the strings theory. (Anno 2017 

= 11 dimensions or speeds. That is one expansion speed of the USS and ten angular speeds within the USS. 

 

4) Within each facet area thousands of collisions between galaxies will occur, At each collision one speed will 

disappear. At the end of the expansion of the USS and phase 23 just one central facet blackhole remains with just 

one angular speed v(r5)! 

 
- ) Increased space for matter: 

The next 350 to 450 billion years the USS is expanding around 0.1 to 0.2 billion light-years farther towards 3.0 

to 3.5 billion (109) light-years. The expansion of the USS only comes to an end the moment all matter in all 

galaxies is captured in one of the central facet black holes. Only then the expansion of the universe comes to a 

complete stop. In that extreme point of expansion only black hole matter is present and the temperature in the 

USS becomes around 2.7 kelvin or less. 

Upon reaching the extreme point all the expansion velocity is converted to angular speed and all central facet 

black holes have just the same seize and same angular speed. They generate the same corresponding rotation 

gravity and attract each other mutually. See Figures 1 and 1a G8.  

 

- ) Next Phase 24: 

During its maximum expansion the universe-spherical-shell contains 4 to 20 million equal central facet black 

holes each having a radius of 300 to 400 Mm while the equatorial speeds are one third to half the speed of light. 

 

 
7.3.24 PHASE 24: MOMENT THE UNIVERSE REACHES ITS MAXIMUM EXPANSION: 
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- ) Characteristics Phase 24: 

- All previously by stars and supernova emitted electromagnetic radiation and all particle radiation are converted  

  back into normal atoms and finally blackhole matter / atoms. Within each facet area by gravity all matter and  

  radiation is gathered into one central facet black hole. 

- Due to fusion of ‘shell’-electrons over the last 350 to 450 million years into atomic nuclei much gravity and  

  gravitational energy disappeared and has vanished.  

- Now finally all gravitational energy versus C (= our anno 2018 sought ‘dark energy’) is zero. All expansion  
  speed / energy has been 100% converted into rotational speed / rotational gravity and gravitational energy  

  relative to the 4 – 20 million central facet black holes R1 Af now present in the USS.  

- In phase 24 all unstable blackhole atoms in the central facet blackholes are fully stabilized; 

- The expansion of the universe / USS complete stops everywhere simultaneously at a uniform distance of 3.0 –  

  3.5 billion light year from the center C of the universe. 

 

- ) Basic parameters: 

- Matter: Only stable blackhole atoms captured in the millions central facet black holes R1 Af. 

- Mass: All mass, charge and magnetic spin is constant and gathered in these central facet blackholes. 

- Radiation: Outside the central facet black holes all forms of electromagnetic and particle radiation disappeared. 

- Forces: Elementary charge, magnetic spin, rotation and rotation gravity of the millions central facet blackholes. 
 

- Radial kinetic energy/gravity is zero and completely converted into rotation energy / speed / gravity of the  

  central facet blackholes. 

- Transversal kinetic energy is completely present now on the remaining ‘shell’-electrons of the blackhole atoms. 

- Radius of the universe-spherical-shell has reached its maximum being about 3.0 to 3.5 billion light-years. 

- Gravitational energy versus center C is zero. The rotational speed is 1/3 – 1/2 the speed of light. The  

   connecting gravitational rotational energy reaches for each residual ‘shell’-electron a maximum value.   

- Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell at the location of the flattered black holes may be 300 - 400 Mm;    

   elsewhere virtually zero. Even the hydrogen in the USS had diminished towards zero. 

- Mutual distance between the central facet black holes: 60 to 100 million light-years. 

 
- ) Matter and radiation: 

At the end of the expansion is all ordinary matter and all previously emitted radiation from the galaxies 

completely converted into matter ≥ Be and incorporated as black-hole atoms in one of the 4 to 20 million central 

facet black holes. See figures 70 and 71 and Figures 1, 1a and 2. Outside these central facet black holes lacks 

any form of radiation or matter. At the moment of the maximum expansion the USS is extremely cold (0 – 2.7 

kelvin) and completely dark. 

 

- ) Expansion is zero; all expansion energy has been converted into various forms of rotational energies 

Due to the deceleration by the gravity, the expansion velocity v(exp), gravity an gravitational energy is fully 

converted in just one angular speeds v(r5), gravity and gravitational energy of the central facet black holes.  

The expansion v(exp) has been reduced to 0 m/s and so the gravity and gravitational energy versus C! The 

equatorial speed v(r5) of the central facet black hole of the facet area remains with one third to half the speed of 
light. All central facet black holes mutually generate the same attracting rotation gravitational force; See Figure 

2. 

 

- ) Gravitational energy: 

At the end of the expansion the universe / USS is a perfect round balloon with a radius of 3.0 to 3.5 billion light-

years versus center C. The expansion speed, gravity and gravitational energy is fully transformed into rotation 

speed, rotational gravity and gravitational energy. At the time of maximum expansion, the gravitational energy 

versus C has diminished to zero. See figure 79. 

 
- ) Movements: 

At the point of maximum expansion the central facet black holes undergo only one rotational movement v(r5).  

Due to collisions all other rotational movements and expansion speed have been disappeared in the central facet 

black hole. 

 

 

 

 

Schedule 7 - 14: Speed dimensions central facet black holes at maximum expansion point: 
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Code: 

No code 

universe clock time developed  

speed 

dimensions 

Temperature 

 t =  0.4 – 0.5 × 1012 

years after the Little 

Bang 

v(r5) = maximal 

1/3 – 1/2 speed 

of light c 

v(con) = 0 

v(exp) = 0 

approx. 0  - 2.7 

kelvin 

Rotations central facet black holes R1 Af: only v(r5) 
 

Explanation of diagram 7 - 14: 

1) All central facet black holes have just one angular speed. Each central facet black hole (R1 Af) is constructed 

out of 1 – 2 thousand former central black holes (R1 A) of galaxies. All central facet blackholes rotate the same 

speed / energy and same clockwise direction. 

 

2) All nowadays present 9 – 11 velocities are reduced to only one angular speed v(r5). 

 

3) All rotation axes of these central facet blackholes are exactly pointed at the Little Bang point C.  

    C is always exactly in the center of the universe-spherical-shell / USS. 

 

- ) Temperature: 

At the point of maximum expansion the universe consists of an USS with 4 to 20 million central facet black 

holes all with the same temperature of around 0 kelvin. Light, infrared ray and particle radiation are completely 

absent. The USS is absolutely dark and cold. 

The universe forms a completely closed system for all matter, for all matter-free forms of radiation and all forms 

of particle radiation. The universe-spherical-shell is only open for gravitational waves and for the (universe) 

clock time. 

 

- ) Maximum radius: 

The current universe reaches a maximum radius of 3.0 to 3.5 billion (109) lightyears. 

(The universe / USS is much smaller we think to observe) 

 

- ) Kinetic energy: 

In their final phase all central facet black holes of the galaxies have the same size. They rotate with the same 

equatorial speed v(r5) of about one third to half the speed of light. They have the same radius of 300 to 350 Mm.  

 

The average dimensions and rotational energy of all central facet black holes is exactly equal. Driven by gravity 

these 4 – 20 million central facet blackholes return to the center C. On the way back to the Little Bang point / 

center C over a period of 2,5 – 3.0 trillion (1012) year all 4 to 20 million central facet black holes are completely 

stripped of their angular speed at the same way. Around C they merge with each other in phase 27. 

 

- ) Next Phase 25: 

Gravity of the central facet black holes activates the contraction of the universe-spherical-shell / USS. All central 

facet black holes simultaneously go back to C. 

 
 

 

7.3.25 PHASE 25: MOMENT START OF UNIFORM CONTRACTION OF THE UNIVERSE: 

 
- ) Features of phase 25: 

- The expansion rate of the USS and all present 4 – 20 million central facet black holes in it was reduced to 

zero. All expansion energy is transformed in rotation speed / energy and they rotate at one third to half the 

speed of light to their axis. They generate the same rotation gravity and they attract each other mutually over 

long distances. This contraction however is opposite the angular speed of these central facet blackholes! 

- The universe / USS is without any electromagnetic radiation or particle radiation. The universe absolutely 

dark and cold at 0 – 2.7 kelvin. 
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- ) Basic features: 

- Matter:        Only black hole matter is present in any of the 4 to 20 million central facet black holes. 

- Mass:         All mass, charge and magnetic spin is completely locked up into these central facet black holes. 

- Radiation:   All forms of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation are 100% disappeared. . 

- Forces:        Elementary electric charge and magnetic spin. Rotation and rotation gravity of these R1 Af. 

- Gravitational energy: For each ‘shell’-electron the speed and gravity relative to C is reduced to zero.  

                      The rotation gravity and rotational gravitational energy however is maximal now. 

- Transverse kinetic energy is completely on the ‘shell’-electrons of the black-hole atoms and is zero now. 
- Radial kinetic energy is fully located in the rotation of the central black hole itself. 

- Radius USS: Is at its maximum and amounts 3.0 to 3.5 billion lightyear. 

- Thickness USS is approximately 300 Mm at the locations of the central facet black holes. Due to angular speed  

                       these central facet black holes are flattened. Elsewhere the thickness of the USS is zero. All facet  

                       areas are 100% concentrated into their central facet black holes. 

- Time:         The expansion period of the universe after the Little Bang took 450 to 500 billion (109) year. 

 

- ) Features of phase 25: 

- In the USS all central facet black holes attract each other by the same rotation gravity. Due to the curvature of 

the USS they all move  towards the center C of the universe again. See Figure 2 G8. 

- The angular speed and rotation gravity of these central black holes were the result of slowing down the 
expansion speed. That expansion speed is directed opposite to this contraction speed. So the rotation speed / 

gravity of these central facet blackholes is opposite the contraction speed of the USS and connected 

contraction gravity! 

- The shrinking of the USS is only possible at the expense of the own rotation speed / energy of these central 

facet black holes R1 Af. On the way back to the center C of the universe, all central facet black holes are 

completely stripped of their own angular speed /-energy and thus of their rotation-gravity and rotational 

gravity-energy. 

- The acceleration in the contraction speed of the universe-spherical-shell is thus continuously slowed down to 

zero. So the contraction speed of the USS becomes a constant contraction speed of approx. 0.10 to 0.15 

Mm/s. 

- The universe is without any radiation and absolutely cold at 0 – 2.7 kelvin. 
 

- ) Basics Phase 25: 

- Matter:        Only black hole matter / atoms. 

- Mass:         All mass, charge and magnetic spin has been trapped in the central facet black holes. 

- Forces:        Elementary charge force and magnetic spin force are present; further only rotation gravity that  

                      causes the contraction of the universe-spherical-shell / USS. 

- Radiation:   All radiation has been locked up as black hole matter in the central facet black holes. 

- Gravitational energy relative to C: Is zero at the start of the contraction. All gravitational energy is present as  

                      rotation energy. This rotation speed /-energy starts to diminish during the contraction of the USS.  

- Rotational energy is used to slow down the acceleration of the contraction towards zero. 

- Tangential kinetic energy: Is completely present on the ‘shell’-electrons of the black-hole atoms. 

- Radial kinetic energy: Is fully located in the rotation of the central facet black holes themselves. 
- Radius of the USS will shrink from 3.0 to 3.5 billion light-years versus center C into a sphere with  

                      a radius of just several billion km. 

- Thickness of the universe-spherical-shell is approximately 300 – 400 Mm at the spots of the central facet black  

                     holes; elsewhere the thickness of the USS is more or less zero. 

 

- - Matter / mass: 

All matter, mass, charge, magnetic spin is locked in one of the 4 to 20 million central facet black holes R1 Af.  

 

- Radiation: 

There is no electromagnetic radiation nor particle radiation. Outside the central facet black holes, only gravity 

and the universe clock time are present. Everywhere in the USS constantly the same universe-clock time is 
present. 

 

- All black holes generate gravity and attract each other mutually: 

All the black holes in the universe-spherical-shell attract each other mutually with rotation gravity. See Figure 2 

G8. This leads at first to a uniform acceleration of the contraction of the universe. The contraction speed v(con) 

of all central facet black holes is exactly pointed at the Little Bang point / fixed center C of the universe.  

This uniform contraction speed of the universe / USS generates a contraction gravity.  
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This contraction gravity however is opposite the rotation gravity! This results in an equilibrium between these 

forms of gravity and results in a constant contraction speed v(con) of 0.10 – 0.15 Mm/s. 

 

- ) Movements: 

Phase 25 starts with the development of the contraction speed v(con) towards 0.1- 0.15 Mm/s. 

 

Schedule 7 - 15: The rate dimensions of the central black holes immediately after the maximum 

expansion: 

 

 

Code: universe clock time developed  

speed dimensions 

Temperature 

No code  t =  0.4 – 0.5 × 1012  

years after the start with 

a Little Bang. 

The contraction USS 

takes 2 - 3 trillion (1012) 

year.  

 

 

v(exp) = 0 

v(con) = 0 Mm/s 

v(r5) black holes) = 

1/3 – 1/2 speed of light 

c.  

 

approx. 0 – 

2.7 K 

All 5 to 9 rotations of the black holes R1 Af now concentrated in: v(r5).   

 

Explanation of Schedule 7 - 15: 

Start contraction speed. This contraction speed v(con) is directed oppositely to the expansion speed v(exp) and 

angular speed of the central facet blackholes. 

 

- ) Next Phase 26: 

Gravity activates the acceleration of the contraction of the USS until a maximum constant velocity is reached. 

All black holes simultaneously turn and head back to the center C of the universe. 

 

 

 
7.3.26 PHASE 26: PERIOD OF CONSTANT CONTRACTION OF THE UNIVERSE; CENTRAL 

BLACK HOLES STRIPPED OF THEIR ROTATION SPEED / GRAVITY: 

 

- ) Features of phase 26: 

- The USS is like a gigantic empty balloon covered with 4 – 20 million central facet black holes rotating with 

about half the speed of light. All central facet black holes attract each other mutually by gravity.  

- The same moment they start moving accelerated back towards the center C of the universe. This contraction 

speed generates contraction gravity and contraction gravitational energy. 

- For each central facet black hole the rotation / angular speed was the result of conversion expansion speed 

into angular speed. This angular speed however is directed oppositely to their contraction speed. Thus the 

rotation speed / gravity / gravitational energy is directed oppositely to the contraction speed / gravity / 

gravitational energy. 

- The rotational energy of the central facet black holes continuous brakes the acceleration in the contraction 

speed of the universe-spherical-shell. Overall this results in a constant contraction speed of about 0.10 to 0.15 

Mm/s. (This avoids a Big Crunch!) 

- Just near center C all central facet black holes are completely stripped of their angular speed / gravity / added 
gravitational energy. 

- All central facet black holes were flattened disks and transfer again into exactly round spheres again! At the 

end of the contraction of the USS only the contraction speed v(con) / and contraction gravity remains. 

- The universe-spherical-shell consists of 4 to 20 million central facet black holes. During the contraction of 

the USS the shape of the USS is always a perfect round with at any moment C exactly in the center 

- The universe is without any radiation except gravity and time. The USS is absolutely cold at about 0 kelvin. 

 

- ) Basic features phase 26: 

- Matter:   Only black hole matter accumulated in millions central facet black holes. 

- Mass:    All mass, charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy have been trapped in central facet black holes. 

- Forces:   Elementary charge force and magnetic spin force; decreasing rotation speed / gravity and constant  
                  contraction-speed / gravity. 

- Radiation: All forms of radiation are locked up as black hole matter in the central facet black holes as black  
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                  hole atoms. 

- Gravitational energy relative to C is zero and completely transformed into radiation speed / gravity and  

                  gravitational energy versus the rotation points R1 Af.  

- Tangential kinetic energy: Is still completely present at the ‘shell’-electrons of the black-hole atoms. 

- Radial kinetic energy: Is fully located in the rotation v(r5) of the central facet black holes. 

- Radius USS: Shrinks from 3.0 to 3.5 billion light-years to a universe-spherical-shell with a radius of about  

                  108 -10 km. 

- Thickness of the USS: Remains approximately 300 – 400 Mm at the location of the central facet  
                   black holes; elsewhere the thickness is about zero. 

- Duration: The contraction of the USS / universe-spherical-shell lasts 2 to 3 × 1012 years, may be more. 

 

- Matter / mass: 

All matter, mass, charge and magnetic spin is locked up in the 4 to 20 million central facet black holes R1 Af. 

 

- Radiation: 

No electromagnetic radiation or particle radiation. In the universe, there is only gravity and time (everywhere in 

the USS constantly is exactly the same universe clock time). 

 

- ) All black holes generate rotation gravity and attract each other mutually: 

With rotation gravity all central facet black holes in the universe-spherical-shell attract each other mutually. Due 

to it, the acceleration of the contraction of the USS starts. At first this results in an equal acceleration of the 

contraction of the USS. All central facet black holes show contraction speed v(con) which in all cases is exactly 

pointed at the Little Bang point / center C. 

 

- ) Rotation gravity of the black holes is opposite to the contraction-gravity: 

The gravity generated by the contraction speed v(con) however, is completely opposite to the gravity generated 

by the rotation speed / energy of the central facet black holes. That rotation was the result of converting 

expansion velocity v(exp) into angular speed v(r5). 

With the speed of the contraction v(con) the contraction-gravity increases. Overall it results in the continuous 

flattening of the acceleration of the contraction rate to a more or less constant contraction speed of the universe 
probably 0.10 to 0.15 Mm/s or 100 to 150 km/s. On the way back to the center C of the universe, the angular 

speed and thereby connected rotation-gravity go down.  

During this period all in the USS present central facet black holes approach each other increasingly making the 

mutual attraction net remains more or less constant. The author supposes a more or less constant contraction 

speed of the universe-spherical-shell / USS. The contraction itself lasts 2 - 3 trillion (1012) years or more. 

 

- ) During the shrinking of the USS all central facet black holes are stripped of their angular speed: 

That slowdown of the contraction speed v(con) still goes on at the expense of the angular speed v(r5) and kinetic 

rotation energy. During the contraction of the universe in the course of these few trillion years all central facet 

black holes rotate more and more slowly. In time they generate less and less rotation gravity.  

 

Until almost the end of the contraction in phase 26, just before the moment that the central facet black holes 
meet each other and will touch physically, these central facet black holes are completely stripped of their angular 

speed and rotation gravity. In the phases 27 and 28 only remains their contraction speed v(con) and connected 

contraction-gravity. Everywhere in the USS the central facet black holes are the same distance from C and all 

precisely targeted at C. 

 

- ) Continuous and steady contraction of the universe: 

During the contraction period of the universe, the mutual distance between the central facet black holes becomes  

smaller and smaller. Simultaneously their gravity decreases. The mutually exerted gravity force between the 

central facet black holes remains more or less equal during this period of 2 to 3 trillion (1012) years. 

The USS empties itself extremely slow like a balloon that is occupied by 4 to 20 million central facet black 

holes, which to rotate more and more slowly with time and thereby losing more and more of their kinetic angular 
speed /-energy, gravity and gravitational energy. 

 

This mutual approach of the central facet black holes, in combination with the decrease of the gravity does not 

result in a net increase in the mutual gravitational attraction force. The contraction does not result in an 

accelerated contraction or Big Crunch. The whole process is fragile and critical. Only after mathematically 

modeling phase 26 can be understood completely. 
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- ) Critical black hole gravity is not yet reached: 

Besides the reduction in the angular speed all of these central facet black holes R1 Af still generate sufficient 

enough contraction gravity due to this contraction speed. In phase 26 none of these central facet black holes 

reaches the critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra). See Documents E3, E3-1 and F1e.  

(A premature explosion of one of these millions central facet black holes R1A f would be the end of the whole 

universe-cycle. In that case the universe / USS and its cycle would end up as one huge black hole!) 

 

- ) Radius: 

In phase 26 the USS shrinks from its maximum size / radius (3.0 – 3.5 billion lightyears), reached 450 to 500 

billion (109) years after the last Little Bang, and shrinks to radius 108-10 km with 4 to 20 million central facet 

black holes R1 Af. See figure 1 of G8. All central black holes stay separately and don’t touch each other.  

 
- ) Transverse kinetic energy: 

This energy is found entirely at the ‘shell’-electrons of blackhole atoms revolving with the speed of light around 
their nuclei. This remains until the approaching next Little Bang. These ‘shell’-electrons contain the transverse 

kinetic energy with which this universe took off and the next universe will start again. Every cycle of the 

universe starts with exactly the same amount of transverse kinetic energy. 

 

- ) Radial kinetic energy: 

All the black holes rotate around with equatorial speed being starting with one third to half the speed of light 

around their axis. At the end of the contraction this slows down to a rotation speed of zero.  

This kinetic rotation energy is entirely used to reduce the rotation speed of all the central facet black holes and to 

slow down the acceleration of the contraction of the universe to a constant speed. For the movement and 

settlement of the various forms of energy see Figure 79 IX. 

 

- ) Gravitational energy relative to C: 

Is zero.  

 

Schedule 7 - 16: Speed dimensions central black holes during shrinking of the universe: 

 

Code: universe clock time developed  

speed dimensions 

Temperature 

No code t =  0.5 to 2.5 - 3 × 1012 

years after the Little Bang 

v(con) from 0 to 0.10 - 

0.15 Mm/s. 

Angular speed : v(r5) 

from 1/3 – 1/2 the speed 

of light to zero. 

 

0 kelvin  

 

Explanation of diagram 7 - 16: 

 

1) At the start of this period only rotations v(r5) of the central facet black holes R1 Af. They all start with the 

same angular speed 1/3 – 1/2 the speed of light c: At the end of phase 26: v(r5) → zero km/s. 

 

2) Only at the end of the contraction and just before the black holes touch each other, the contraction speed 

v(con) all the central facet black holes have been completely stripped of their rotational / angular speed and of 

their rotation-gravity and associated gravitational energy. 

 

3) At the end of the contraction only the contraction speed v(con) and connected gravity remains.  

 

4) All central facet black holes have the same distance to center C and are precisely targeted at the Little Bang 
point and center C of the universe / USS. 

 

- ) Time required to reduce: 

The entire contraction period of the USS lasts much more time than the expansion period. At a contraction speed 

of  0.10 to 0.15 Mm/s requires bridging the 3.0 to 3.5 billion light-years to C requires approx. 2 to 3 trillion 

(1012) years.  

Coordinated by gravity all black holes simultaneously returned to the center C of the universe and for exactly 

the same Little Bang point C where the last Little Bang occurred.  
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Without mathematical model one energy neutral universe-cycle or Taeutcycle lasts about 2.5 to 3.5 trillion (1012) 

years to complete. 

 
- ) Temperature: 

All black-hole atoms and central facet black holes are at 0 – 4,2 kelvin. Probably even colder than the 

background temperature of the universe. During phase 26 the USS is absolutely cold, dark and lacks any form of 

radiation. 

 

- ) Next Phase 27: 

Merging of all the 4 to 20 million (109) no longer rotating central facet black holes into one massive universe-

spherical-shell of black hole matter: 

 

 

7.3.27 PHASE 27: MOMENT OF TOUTHING AND MELTING TOGETHER OF ALL NON ROTATING 

CENTRAL FACET BLACK HOLES TO AN USS OF BLACK HOLE MATTER: 

 

- ) Features of phase 27: 

- All central black holes simultaneously arrive in the vicinity of C and merge into one exactly round universe-

spherical-shell / USS of black-hole matter. 

- That fusing together of the central facet black holes will occur on a distance of the USS about 108 -10 km from 

C. This results in a perfect round USS consisting of pure black-hole matter with a further interior void space 

around C. 

- The stationary contraction speed still remains around 100 to 150 km/s, and generates only the corresponding 

contraction-gravity and gravitational energy. The generated gravity is higher than Cribhgra. This system of 

blackhole matter keeps its stability. 

 
- ) Basics Phase 27: 

- Matter:  The universe-spherical-shell consist only of coalesced black hole matter while its rotation is  

                 completely gone. 

- Mass:  The amount of mass, charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy is constant. 

- Radiation:  No electromagnetic radiation nor particle radiation. 

- Forces:  Next to elementary charge force and magnetic spin one only contraction gravity is present. 

- Transversal kinetic energy of USS: Is present at the ‘shell’-electrons of the black-hole atoms. 

- Gravitational energy: Only due the contraction speed. 
- The radius USS: Is approximately 108-10  km around C forming a perfect round universe-spherical-shell. 

- Thickness USS: About 300 to 400 Mm. 

- Temperature of the universe is absolutely cold (about 0 kelvin) and the universe is absolutely dark. 

 

- ) Matter / mass; 

All matter, mass, charge and magnetic spin is present entirely as black-hole matter. 

 

- ) Radiation: 

Radiation is completely absent. 

 

- ) Forces: 

Only electric charge, magnetic spin, contraction-gravity and universe clock time. 

 

- ) An USS of stabile black hole matter: 

Under the central control of the contraction-gravity all the central facet black holes of the universe are exactly 

simultaneously in the vicinity of C. Just before that moment all the central facet black holes are completely 

stripped of their angular speed and so of their rotation-gravity and rotation gravitational energy. 

 

- ) Radius and thickness of the USS: 

At a distance of 50 to 100 billion km from the center C all central facet black holes tough and fuse into one 

perfect round universe-spherical-shell of black hole matter with a thickness of 300 to 400 thousand km 

consisting of pure black hole matter. Just before this happened, all rotation speed of all individual central facet 

black holes R1 Af became zero. Inside and outside this black-hole-shell it is completely empty and absolute 
vacuum. The center of this universe-sphere-shell / USS is exactly the center C of the universe to the millimeter. 
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- ) Any rotation stopped; only rectilinear movements: 

After the merging of the 4 to 20 million central facet black holes this universe-spherical-shell of black hole 

matter there isn’t any kind of rotational motion any more, neither internally nor the resulting USS as a whole. 

Every conceivable form of rotation and therefore also any form of rotation gravity has completely disappeared. 

In the next phase 28 the USS shrinks perfectly even further in the direction of C, exactly the same point as in the 

previous Little Bang.  

 
Schedule 7 - 17: 

The speed of the shrinking dimensions universe-spherical-shell of black-hole matter: 

 

Code: universe clock time developed  

speed dimensions 

temperature 

No code t =  2.5 to 3 × 1012 

years after the Little Bang 

only v(con) ≈ 

0.10 to 0.15 Mm/s 

0  K 

 

Explanation of diagram 7 - 17: 

1) Of all the speed dimensions only the contraction speed of the universe will remain now. 

    The contraction speed is still 0.1 to 0.15 Mm/s. 

 

- ) Radial velocity and kinetic energy equally great everywhere: 

All the sites on the universe-spherical-shell released an average of exactly the same number of matter, mass and 

kinetic energy in the form of ½ m. v(con) 2. On all black-hole atoms remain only the contraction speed v(con) 

that is purely focused on the Little Bang point C. 

 

- ) Radius: 

At the time that the no longer rotating central black holes touch each other, the universe-spherical-shell has a 

radius of only 50 – 100 billion km. 

 
- ) Duration: 

The confluence of the black holes into one smooth spherical shell takes some weeks; still a moment. 

 

- ) Next Phase 28: 

Gravity further downsizes the hollow inner space around C and fills this area more and further with black hole 

matter. The thickness of the universe-spherical-shell continues to increase. By mutual displacement of black-hole 

atoms the contraction speed and its related gravity continue to decrease. 

 

 

 
7.3.28 PHASE 28: PERIOD OF GROWING THE LITTLE BANG BLACK HOLE; 

 REACHING THE POINT OF CRITICAL-BLACK-HOLE-GRAVITY 

 
- ) Features of phase 28: 

- The interior of the USS shrinks evenly as a symmetrically perfect round sphere of black hole matter. 
- The black-hole atoms pile up together increasingly. The stationary contraction speed decelerates from 0.1 to 

0.15 Mm/s to approx.zero m/s. 

- All black-and-hole atoms however move in a straight line towards C. 

- This last phase of the cycle of the universe is like a Super Soft Crunch the opposite of a Big Crunch! 

- The thickness of the black hole USS increases from 400 to 500 thousand km to a massive sphere of blackhole 

matter with a radius of 50 to 100 million km. 

- The spherical interior void space continues to decrease until finally only a few centimeters – decimeters is 

left. 

- Always and ever there is a universe-perfectly-spherical-shell around C consisting of super cold black hole 

matter. 

- The gravity of this under constructing Little Bang black hole continues to decrease. In this super massive 

black hole is approaching its critical black hole gravity / Cribhgra more and more and is getting more and 
more instable. 

-    Because of the enormous electric repulsion between the black hole atoms this Little Bang black hole cannot  

     collapse into a singularity. In universe singularities are impossible!  
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- ) Basics Phase 28: 

- Matter:  Black hole matter does not rotate any more. 

- Forces:  Next to elementary charge and magnetic spin only the contraction-gravity remains. There is an  

                enormous electric repulsion force between the black hole atoms.  

                As long enough gravity is available this systems / little Bang black hole stays stabile. 

- Radiation:  In the universe / USS less and less gravity is present. The universe is absolutely cold and dark. 

- Kinetic transverse energy: All transverse of the universe is present at the ‘shell’-electrons of black hole atoms. 

- Gravitational energy: The moment of merging at first a temporary acceleration of the contraction may happen.  
               Later the contraction speed decreases again due to the mutual displacement of the black hole atoms.  

               With the decrease of both the distance to C as the contraction speed / gravity, continues to decrease  

               until finally the point of the critical black hole gravity / Cribhgra is reached. 

- The radius of the USS:  Shortens from 50 to 100 billion km down to a massive spherical Little Bang black hole  

              with a radius of 50 to 100 million km around C. 

- The thickness of the USS: Increases of 400 to 500 thousand km to 50 to 100 million km. 

- Temperature: The universe is absolutely cold (about 0 kelvin). 

 

- ) The universe in the final phase, seen from C: 

Seen from C from all sides an equally amount of black hole matter and kinetic energy approaches C spherically 

symmetrically. Seen from C this super cold facet black holes have a homogeneous contraction speed, momentum 
and kinetic energy. This movement generates only homogeneous divided contraction-gravity. 

This universe-spherical-shell / USS of black hole matter shrinks spherically symmetrically and uniform in the 

direction of C.  

All black-hole atoms are moving from the moment of merging of the central black holes in an exactly straight 

line towards center C. During this movement to C the black-hole atoms jostle each other more and more at the 

expense of the contraction speed. 

 

- ) Contraction-speed / gravity continues to decrease to almost zero: 

During the shrink further the thickness of the universe-spherical-shell of black hole matter continues to grow 

from approximately 400 - 500 thousand km to end at 0.05 to 0.10 billion km as the Little Bang black hole has 

been completed. The radius of the interior void space around C is shrinking. The interior space of the USS will 
diminish first quickly. The contraction speed is slowing down in time.  

While the USS becomes thicker and the displacement, the jostle increases, the average contraction speed of the 

black-hole atoms direction C continues to decrease more and more. The speed goes down to almost zero 

eventually.  

So the contraction-gravity, generated by the ‘shell’-electrons, continues to decrease as well. For that reason this 

formed Little Bang black hole approaches in the end reaches its critical black hole gravity / Cribhgra. 

 

- ) No transforming to a singularity: 

The diminishing of gravitation to practically zero and the enormous electric repulsion between the black hole 

atoms prevent this Little Bang black hole to collapse into a singularity.  

  

- ) Movements: 

 

Schedule 7 - 18: The speed dimensions of the shrinking USS of the Little Bang black hole:  

 

 

Code: universe clock time developed  

speed dimensions 

temperature 

No code t =  2 to 3 × 1012 

years after the last Little 

Bang 

v(con) ≈ 

0.15 → 0.000 Mm/s 

0  K 

 

Explanation of diagram 7 - 18: 

1) Only the contraction speed v(con) is left over in the universe. All black-holes atoms move in a straight line 

towards C. 

 
2) At first the contraction speed remains so high that the total gravity of the Little Bang black hole remains 

higher and stronger than the critical black hole gravity / Cribhgra. 
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- ) At the end of the contraction the previous universe / the Little Bang black hole became unstable: 

The universe is likely to end its cycle as one super large absolute stationary black hole with center C exactly in 

the center. That just does not happen. Only at the very last moment, just before the completion of the Little Bang 

black hole its gravity becomes equal to this critical black hole gravity.  

That moment the Little Bang black hole becomes unstable. Thereby the universe-cycle will end up in the final 

phase 29 of this cycle. The same moment phase 1 of the next cycle of the universe starts. 

When the contraction speed becomes low enough, then the by ‘shell’-electrons induced contraction gravity falls 

to the critical black hole gravity value or Cribhgra. 
 

- ) Next Phase 29: The Little Bang: 

Critical black hole gravity leads to instability of the Little Bang black hole and results in the Little Bang itself. 

 

 

 

7.3.29 PHASE 29: MOMENT OF ALMOST COMPLETELY FILLED LITTLE BANG BLACK HOLE; 

MOMENT REACHING THE CRITICAL BLACK HOLE GRAVITY; THE NEXT LITTLE BANG 

OCCURS: 

 

- ) Features of phase 29: 

- When the inner empty spherical void is almost completely filled up to a few cm to meters from C , then the 

contraction speed causes the contraction speed / -gravity reaches the Critical black hole gravity / Cribhgra. 

The Little Bang black hole is a perfectly round sphere around C with C exactly in the center. 

- This Little Bang black hole consisting of black hole matter which becomes unstable exactly simultaneously 

everywhere because gravity moves with infinite speed. 

- The radius of the inner sphere at the time of critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) also determines the 

maximum displacement of C within the universe; which is a just a few cm to meters. 

- At the Little Bang the present black-hole atoms fall apart into single protons and single electrons eventually, 

which organize themselves into mono-layers of alternating one proton and one electron thick as described in. 

phase 1 and figures 1 - 17. 

- End of this universe at 2 to 3 trillion (1012) years with simultaneous restart of the next universe at t = 0.00 s. 
 

- ) Basics Phase 29: 

- Matter:     All matter and kinetic energy of the universe is located in the Little Bang black hole. 

- Mass:       Mass, charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy are constants. 

- Radiation: Absent; all radiation is materialized in atoms and incorporated into the Little Bang black hole. 

- Forces:     Just elementary charge force, magnetic spin effect; gravity fell to critical black hole gravity. At that  

                    moment all black-hole atoms become simultaneously unstable. 

- Kinetic energy: The negative electron shells of the black hole atoms repulse each other. This causes a high  

                   electrically spring tension. The ‘shell’ electron move with the speed of light around the atom- 

                   nucleus. Both represent the kinetic energy for the next universe.  

- Gravitational energy of the universe: Approaches to Cribhgra and almost zero. 

- The radius USS:  Is minimal with a gigantic blackhole with radius of 0.05 to 0.10 billion km. 
- Temperature: The Little Bang black hole is absolutely cold (about 0 kelvin) and without radiation. 

 
- ) Space as sphere with radius of approximately 0.05 - 0.1 billion km gets minimal radius 

In the final phase the Little Bang black void becomes almost completely filled. In addition, the speed of the 

black-hole atoms of the entire Little Bang continues to decrease until eventually only some tens of m and finally 

drops to cm. Due to the elimination of the contraction speed all black-hole atoms lose their contraction-gravity 

completely as well Reaching the critical black hole gravity / Cribhgra is the very end of the contraction of the 
universe / USS. 

 

- ) Critical black hole gravity: 

The moment the Little Bang black hole is fully completed all mass, matter and kinetic energy of the universe are 

back together to the Little Bang point and center C. Then contraction speed decreases to almost zero and so the 

gravity and the gravitational energy will also decrease to zero. 

With that complete loss of the gravity the Little Bang black hole is also utterly weightless; very curious and we 

feel utterly contradictory. The universe is likely to end up as an almost completely weightless black hole! 

Completely ridicules for you! 
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Just before the Little Bang black hole is completed gravity reaches the Critical black hole gravity / Cribhgra. 

Cribhgra corresponds to the amount of gravity of a small black hole with a radius of 2 – 4 km rotating t an 

angular speed of one third to half the speed of light. 

 

At the moment finishing the construction of the Little Bang black hole this critical black hole gravity is reached. 

That moment the electric spring tension between the black-hole atoms mutually becomes greater than the gravity 

of the Little Bang black hole. This gravitation held these, each other repelling, black-hole atoms till then together 

and captured. When the Little Bang black hole touches its Critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) everywhere 
exactly the same moment all Little Bang black hole atoms become unstable.  

 

At the time of reaching the critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) the Little Bang starts. At exactly the same 

moment the Little Bang black hole disintegrates into loose and single black-hole atoms. Exactly simultaneously 

these black hole atoms disintegrate further into loose ‘shell’ electrons / atomic nuclei and finally into single 

protons and electrons. This are the phases 1 – 4 of the universe-cycle.  

The whole universe-cycle or Taeutcycle starts again to complete and to settle from scratch and back on almost 

exactly the same way. 

 

- ) Critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra) is very stringent: 

The Critical black hole gravity of the Little Bang black hole is very stringent. It starts at the moment when the 
hollow inner void in Little Bang black hole around C is reduced and almost completely filled up. It doesn’t 

disappears completely. At the time of the critical black hole gravity, the hollow inner space has only a size in the 

order of some cm to 10 meters and possibly even less or more. 

That moment the inner void of Little Bang black hole is almost completely gone and now consists of pure black 

hole matter ≥ Be. At the end of the universe-cycle this center C is almost exactly the same point C as at the start 

of the last cycle and zero point of that cycle. 

The tolerance of the position of point C to the end of the universe-cycle relative to C at the beginning of the last 

cycle is extremely small and amounts only a few meters. Presumably the tolerance is even less than a few 

centimeters or decimeters! The Little Bang point C is the only and fixed center of the universe. 

 

- ) If gravity does not meet the Critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra): 

If the distance between the new C and the old C is too much, than a too large displacement speed arises. That 

results in a correspondingly remaining gravitation may stay higher than Cribhgra! In that case, the total gravity 

of the Little Bang black hole does not decrease enough to reach Critical black hole gravity from the previous C!  

The universe would end as one big stationary black hole with a radius of approximately 0.05 – 0.1 billion km 

around C.  

Nevertheless the author assumes an universe with a cycle that repeats itself continuously and endlessly. This can 

only if Critical black hole gravity is consistently reached at the end of every cycle of the universe. 

 

- ) Forces: 

At the Little Bang only a) the elementary mass, b) the elementary electric charge force and c) the elementary 

magnetic spin force of the protons and of the electrons remain. With the atom all other forces are disappeared. 

See Documents F1d (forces ordinary matter) and F1d (forces black-hole matter / atoms). 

 
- ) Energy distribution: 

At the time of the Little Bang all gravity is gone and with it all the gravitational energy. 

The kinetic energy and the spring tension are shown in figure 79. 
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Speeds / movements in USS: 

 

Schedule 7-18: The speed of the shrinking dimensions universe-spherical-shell of black-hole matter: 

 

Code: universe clock time developed  

speed dimensions 

temperature 

No code t =  2.5to 3.5 × 1012 

years after the last Little 
Bang 

See phases 1 – 4 0 kelvin 

- End previous universe by: t = 2.5 to 3.5 trillion years. 

- The v(con) reduced to a few cm/s. 

- Start of the new universe cycle at t = 0.000 s and 0 kelvin. 

 

Explanation of Schedule 7 - 18: 

1) The average contraction speed of the Little Bang black hole is diminished to the point gravity reaches the 

critical black hole gravity. This results in a Little Bang and simultaneously the start of a new cycle of the 

universe / USS. 

 
- ) Temperature: 

The Little Bang black hole is always at the absolute zero of 0 kelvin. With the disappearance of the black-hole 

atom, temperature disappears completely as well. After the Little Bang all protons and all electrons have a 

temperature that is equivalent to 0 kelvin. 

 
- ) Time: 

At the time the Critical black hole gravity is reached, anywhere in the Little black hole exactly at the same time 

occurs the Little Bang. Exactly the same moment ends the universe-clock-time of the previous universe at 2.5 to 

3.5 trillion (1012) years and starts the universe-clock-time of the new universe for all protons and electrons at t = 

0.0000 s. The universe starts again and goes exactly through the same 29 phases as outlined in the universe-

cycle. 
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*8) DISCUSSION: 

 

1) The universe didn’t start from a singularity but a gigantic black hole: 

Due to kinetic energy the two most elementary higgs of the proton and those of the electron rotate around their 

longitudinal axis and two transversal axes. See Document F1a 2014 and Figures. These three rotations cause 

mass, electric charge, magnetic spin, and spatial volume. These four most elementary higgs and thus the proton, 

electron and all common and blackhole atoms have a minimal spatial form and volume under all circumstances 
of gravity.  

The electron-shells of all atoms and black-hole atoms repulse each other electrically. This repulsion of black hole 

atoms prevents the transformation of blackholes into a singularity! Black-hole atoms are in the most densest state 

of matter. Kinetic energy causes that a black hole cannot shrink any more to a singularity whatever how strong 

the local gravity is. Physically singularities are impossible.  

 

2) Start of the universe from one supersized Little Bang black hole; its gravity fades away: 

During the formation of the Little Bang black hole the contraction speed drops relaxed to zero. With it the last 

remaining contraction gravity fades away. See Documents E3 and E3-1 for the origin of gravity and relation 

gravity and speed of atoms in universe. This loss of gravity prevents the huge Little Bang black hole to collapse 

into a singularity with a radius of may be one meter as well. 
 

3) The radius of the Little Bang black hole equals 0.05 to 0.10 billion km: 

The present universe has been created from one giant Little Bang black hole with a radius being 0.05 to 0.10 

billion km. In the end phase its contraction speed reduced to zero eventually. Gravity finally meets the Critical 

black hole gravity (Cribhgra) for this black hole (E3). That moment the electrical repulsion between the 

electron-shells of the present black hole atoms becomes stronger than gravity which kept these atoms together 

and captured in the black hole. 

 

4) The universe started 40 to 45 billion years ago with one super cold Little Bang of zero kelvin and not 

with one superhot Big Bang: 

The super cold Little Bang of zero kelvin starts when gravity reaches Cribhgra. Than the Lille Bang falls apart 
into single black-hole atoms. These atoms continue to disintegrate into single protons and electrons. Because of 

charge and spin protons and electrons organize themselves into mono-atomic layers alternating consisting of one 

proton and one electron. With the atom all gravity and related gravitational energy disappear! 

All this happened 40 to 45 billion years ago, maybe even longer ago. The initial speed of the expansion of the 

mono-layers of protons / electrons is one third to half the speed of light. The peeling of the Little Bang black-

hole in mono-layers protons / electrons from the surface lasts about 1,300 to 1,500 years!  

Some 15 – 20 billion year after the cold Little Bang all galaxies start with their own superhot Big Bang! 

 

5) The Little Bang black hole expands to a sphere with a radius between 500 and 750 light-year: 

After the disintegration of the Little Bang black hole into monolayers protons / electrons it grows with one third 

to half the speed of light to a sphere of monolayers with a radius between 500 and 750 lightyear around C in a 

period of 1,300 to 1,500 years. Then the volume of this sphere increases with a factor 1027 to 1030. Center C 
always constantly remains the same center of the universe.  

 

6) Only after 1,300 to 1,500 years a void is created: 

After 1,500 years the sphere, with mono-layers of protons / electrons, changes into a universe spherical-shell 

(USS) with an empty space around center C. Due to absence of atoms gravity is completely absent as well  

 

7) The universe-spherical-shell (USS) becomes thinner and thinner: 

During the next 5 to 10 billion (109) years lasting gravity less inflation of the universe-spherical-shell (USS), its 

thickness decreases towards some tens of km. That first period the universe-spherical-shell expanded relative to 

C completely without gravity and thus energetically completely free of charge over a distance of around 2.0 to 

2.5 billion light-years versus the center C. The expansion speed << speed of light and thus without inflation.  
 

8) With hydrogen gravity and gravitational energy return in the USS: 

About 5 to 10 billion years after the Little Bang, the same moment each proton captures its own electron. Then, 

the hydrogen atom is formed. Not any other atom or isotope of the periodic table!  
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With the hydrogen atom / molecule gravity returns in the universe / USS and thus from nowhere a gigantic 

amount of gravitational energy relative to C! That gravitational energy is added free of charge to the universe 

and the universe cycle! This gravitational energy in fact is the driving force behind the cycle of the universe. 

With gravity the expansion velocity of the universe-spherical-shell starts to diminish. The thickness of the 

universe-spherical-shell then amounts only a few tens of kilometers. 

 

9) Gravitational energy is the sought ‘dark energy’: 

The speed of hydrogen atoms /molecules in the universe / USS creates gravity and gravitational energy. This 
gravitational energy is equivalent to the sought 'dark energy'. The gravity generated by hydrogen atoms / 

molecules causes diminishing the expansion velocity of the USS.  

This kinetic energy of the expansion is converted into gravitational energy as well into rotation velocity / -

energy. In the universe-spherical-shell this causes trillions rotating areas R0.  

Finally resulting in an USS with 4 to 20 million facet areas each filled with 1 – 2 thousand rotating large regions 

around the rotation points R1 each with an equal radius of 1 to 2 million light-years around. In time each R1 

becomes one galaxy. All rotate the same clockwise direction. 

 

10) Bulking hydrogen in which centers of rotation R1: 

In the long run everywhere the pure hydrogen gas cools down to its condensation point. At first the condensation 

starts at the rotation R0 centers. There the local gas pressure in the USS drops. Due to it hydrogen flows towards 
these R0’s and accumulates increasingly there. Inside each of the 4 – 20 million facet areas collisions between 

these R0 occur. In each facet area this results in 1 – 2 thousand rotation points R1 where the local volume of 

hydrogen and gravity continue increases. In total the USS is filled with 4 – 20 billion R1 ‘hydrogen spheres each 

becoming one galaxy. 

 

11) In those spheres of hydrogen, this gas is pure hydrogen plasma ultimately: 

In that rather thin universe-spherical-shell 4 to 20 billion big pure hydrogen spheres arise that are getting bigger 

and hotter and ionize to hydrogen plasma ultimately. Simultaneously these 4 – 20 billion of hydrogen spheres R1 

fall into a hydrogen supernova explosion or Big Bang. Each R1 creates a galaxy with hydrogen and helium in 

the interstellar space. 

The current universe-spherical-shell consists of only 4 to 20 million facet areas and 4 – 20 billion galaxies. All 
neutrinos and photons of light and infrared emitted by stars and galaxies is deflected and guided through this thin 

universe-spherical-shell of hydrogen and helium. Due to this deflection of light we observe all galaxies 5 to 20 × 

as virtual images and even on different locations. 

 

12) Deflecting of light and all other radiation. The USS is a 100% closed system for mass, matter and 

kinetic energy: 

After these Big Bangs the cooling of the universe-spherical-shell goes on to the condensation point of helium! 

The intergalactic space in the thin universe-spherical-shell is filled with an extremely low concentration of just 

pure hydrogen gas that remained after the condensation. That hydrogen is the ‘fiberglass’ of the USS. The 

concentration of hydrogen and helium within the galaxies is extremely low as well. This helium is a remainder of 

the 4 – 20 billion Big Bangs; one for every galaxy. That hydrogen and helium within galaxies act as optical 

‘lenses’.  
The extremely low concentrations of both gases provide a minimal deflection for all forms of radiation. That 

deflection causes that all radiation continues to move exclusively within and between galaxies presence within 

that thin universe-spherical-shell. Such extremely low concentrations of hydrogen and helium in the universe-

spherical-shell ensure that the universe-spherical-shell acts like a 100% closed system from which cannot escape 

any form of electromagnetic radiation, mass, matter or kinetic energy! See figures 74 to 77 G8. Only gravity and 

the universe-clock-time are able to escape this  universe-spherical-shell, because both absolute don’t possess any 

form of mass, matter and energy! 

 

13) We only observe the universe through this thin universe-spherical-shell (USS): 

These mentioned deviations of neutrinos and photons of infrared and light are estimated to be only 1 degree 

every 10 to 40 thousand (light)years. Due to the completely closed system of the universe / USS and slight 
deflection distant parts of the universe-spherical-shell can only be detected and observed through that thin USS. 

We will never be able to observe this USS directly. Neutrinos and photons of light and infrared cannot cross the 

absolute empty space from the inside or the outside of this thin universe-spherical-shell! 

 

That slight deflection also ensures that the absolute dark spaces at both sides of the USS cannot be seen nor 

detected. There is nothing at all! On Earth both absolute dark sides of USS are completely filled with virtual 

images of galaxies.  
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Those images are delivered exclusively through the universe-spherical-shell and never directly. See figure 77, 

77a and 77b.  

This deflection of all photons (light and infrared) and all forms of particle radiation in conjunction with the 

gigantic dimensions of the universe results in ultimately beautiful and breathtaking images. Unfortunately to a 

great extent these virtual images rely in all sorts of distortions. Each researcher of the universe must be well 

aware of it! 

 

14) Origin of gravity and gravitational energy: 
Gravity is exclusively generated by ‘shell’ -electrons of the atom in combination with the velocity of the atom in 

the universe relative to C; see Documents E3 and E3-1. Gravity is a speed-related force of the atom. Gravity 

isn’t an elementary force of mass! If an atom does not move in the universe than all atoms remain just as they are  

but they don’t generate any form of gravity / gravitational energy nor generate any other physically of 

chemically forces. All atoms become inert both physically and chemically! 

 

15) Central coordinating role of gravity and gravitational energy during the universe cycle: 

At the moment each proton captures its own electron, together they form one hydrogen atom. At that moment the 

‘shell’-electron creates automatically gravity and gravitational energy relative to C. From scratch the hydrogen 

and gravity also collect charge-free a huge amount of gravitational energy relative to C as a real added and 

nowadays still present form of energy in the universe! 
Gravity and its automatically linked gravitational energy relative to center C of the universe together perform 

the central coordination role during the cycle of the universe. At the moment of formation the hydrogen atom the 

universe had already realized the greatest part of the maximum possible expansion of the universe / USS. 

 

16) For the universe as a whole, the general law of conservation of energy is not true! 

That free of charge added gravitational energy is the driving force of the universe cycle. Later in the cycle this 

gravitational energy is fully utilized again to lower continuously the acceleration of the contraction-speed of the 

USS to a constant speed! This prevents the Big Crunch! 

Due to the special properties of gravity and gravitational energy the Laws conservation of impulse and energy 

aren’t valid during the cycle of the universe! It does temporarily locally on the scale of a solar system or smaller. 

 
17) 'Dark mass’ is the result of applying incomplete gravity formula: 

The Documents E3 and E3-1 present a new pure physically explanation for gravity. Franklin Roos and the 

author have fundamentally changed the gravity formula of Newton and the more mathematically interpretation 

by Einstein and have replaced them by a new formula governing gravity on the scale of the universe. Because 

the curved USS in these formulas a factor cos α is added. See Document E3 (text) and E3-1 (Figures). 

 

These new formulas with cos α added results in a universe /USS with much more gravity and thus with much 

more mass, matter and (kinetic) energy than can be deduced from the current gravitational formulas by Newton 

and Einstein in which the factor cos α mistakenly is missing. With cos α the ‘dark mass / matter’ in the universe 

is drastically if not entirely explained. 

In cases of our solar system and Milky Way galaxy cos α = 1.000. Then the original gravitational formulas by 

Newton and Einstein without cos α can still be used. For the larger scale than the Milky Way galaxy the factor 
cos α is obliged because cos α <1. If not incorporated less gravity is observed and measured than present in the 

USS in reality. 

 

18) Universe as 100% closed system of mass, matter and energy: 

The author reckons the universe / USS as a completely closed system from which no form of matter, mass, 

particle radiation, electric charge, magnetic spin, electromagnetic radiation and any form of kinetic energy can 

escape. 

 

Within this closed system the universe cycle unwinds itself: 

 Around a fixed and constant amount of mass, electric charge and magnetic spin, 

 within a spherical shell shaped space with for matter an maximum estimated radius of 3.0 to 3.5 billion light-
years or more around a fixed center C and 

 within that universe-spherical-shell / USS: 

 a) all infrared neutrinos and photons can move maximal 14 - 18 billion years before they are 100% 

transformed back into protons, 

 b) all neutrinos and photons of light (the electron) can move about 13.8 billion years before they are 

100% transformed back into electrons and  
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 c) all cosmic particle radiation move 5 to 10 billion years before these types of radiation are transformed 

back into protons and electrons and finally new hydrogen and new stars. 

 The 29 phases in the cycle of the universe are to described exactly. In this 29 phases there are to consider: 

- 16 short moments (< seconds-days) with just one change and  

- 13 long-term physically periods / models (millions- billion years). All 13 long term phases can be 

modeled mathematically. These 13 physically models and 16 moments integrated results in the 

mathematically model of the whole cycle of the universe. / USS.  
- So the whole cycle of the universe is to quantify in detail!  

 This cycle of the universe is completely energy-neutral. During the first phase of the expansion gravity is 

absent. In this first 5 – 10 billion year of expansion gravitational energy relative to the center C is buildup 

completely free of charge. This gravitational energy relative to C is effectuated the moment hydrogen and 

gravity are back in the universe / USS. 

 One cycle of the universe is now estimated to be 2 to 3 × 1012 year. 

 

One cycle of the universe lasts an incredible amount of time. Each cycle in itself is made within the same 29 

phases within the exact same amount of (universe clock) time and within the same physical space relative to C. 

Now estimated a maximum radius of 3.0 – 3.5 billion light years around C. 

 

19) Modeling and quantifying the cycle of the universe: 

During each phase of the universe cycle, is derived what happens during those brief moment and longer periods.  

While modeling of the universe cycle for all 13 long term phases for every phase all 12 relevant basic parameters 

can be filled in roughly and be quantified as accurately as possible taking into account the continuity of all 

present variables. So the cycle as a whole can be filled in quantitatively. Through modeling, all questions raised 

in chapter 3 may be answered quantitatively. 

 

20) The universe / USS manifests itself as an infinitely repeating cycle: 

The universe is not one single collection of events but consists of a energy-neutral cycle that it repeats itself 

endlessly. This fixed cycle has been explained in this Document as 29 precisely specified phases. Thanks to the 

special role of gravity and gravitational energy each cycle can pass in a completely energy-neutral manner in 

exact same period somewhere between 2 to 3 × 1012 years may be more. 
Within each universe cycle both time and space are finite. Both variables vary quantitatively between exactly the 

same minimum and maximum value.  

The space of the universe of matter varies from a minimum as sphere with a radius of about 0.1 billion km from 

the Little Bang to a universe spherical shell with a radius of 3.0 to 3.5 billion light-years around center C at the 

time of maximum expansion in 350 - 450 billion year from now. The current size and current universe-clock-

time appear only after the modeling of the universe cycle. 

The number of protons and electrons and their mass, matter, charge, spin, speed of light in vacuum and the 

kinetic energy at the start are the only fixed physical constants in this universe. 

 

21) The author has no rational explanation for the first cycle: 

Yet the author hasn’t an explicit statement how the first cycle of the universe was created. Each cycle of the 

universe is settled the same way and energy-neutral. The universe acts as the only possible perpetual motion.  
 

22) The observations / ‘event’ horizon from the earth in the universe is limited: 

Despite advanced technological developments like Hubble, COBE, Herschel Science cannot look further back 

into the universe than about 13.8 ± 0.1 billion light-years. Through the universe-spherical-shell we observe 

galaxies completely formed and fully functioning already near those 13.0 – 13.6 billion lightyear ago. However 

it takes some 15 – 20 billion year to create such galaxies. 

Within the cycle of the universe our observation and ‘event’-horizon from the earth corresponds just to phase 23 

of this cycle as described in this Document. With photons of light even the first about 6 billion years from the 

current phase 23 and all previous 22 phases along a period of 35 to 40 billion years, cannot be made perceptible 

in technical terms. See Document E3-1 and Figures 73 – 78 G8. For infrared the observation horizon of the 

universe is may be about 18 billion light-years. That is also limited compared to the 40 to 45 billion year that 
have already elapsed in the author's opinion since the last Little Bang occurred some 40 to 45 billion years ago 

and billions of Big Bangs some 20 – 25 billion year ago. Our observation / ‘event’ horizon in time is only 40% of 

the time elapsed since the start of the Little Bang. 
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23) The reason why the preceding 22 to 25 billion years are not visible: 

The foregoing 60% of the universe cycle cannot be perceptible any longer, because almost by definition: 

a) the first 5 to 10 billion years there were only protons and electrons. The atom lacked and thus the physical 

phenomenon of temperature lacked and thus all electromagnetic radiation of light and heat in the universe 

was absent. That first period temperature was equivalent to 0.0 kelvin! 

 

Since the Little Bang the universe cycle lasted 40 to 45 billion years of two hot periods: 

1) The explosive formation of the hydrogen molecule and its plasma of 5 to 10 billion years after the Little 
Bang being 35 to 40 billion years ago and 

2) The incredible heavy and hot hydrogen supernova explosions or Big Bangs. They occurred 20 to 25 billion 

years ago. These explosions are not to get perceptible with photon technology because all emitted neutrinos 

and photons are reconstructed to protons, electrons and hydrogen. So all information has been disappeared. 

Later extremely cold periods prevented completely detection of these previous hot periods as well. 

With extremely improved gravitational techniques like LIGO the ‘event’ horizon may be increased towards 30 

billion light year. Anyhow with these techniques the whole period of 40 – 45 billion year cannot be observed. 

Overall our ‘event’ horizon of the universe remains extremely limited. This resulted in all kinds of 

misinterpretations of measurements and wrong conclusions, generally accepted in science in 2017. 

 

24) ‘Event‘ horizon of black holes: 

Black holes have the same event ‘event’ horizon as any other celestial body in the universe! 

The temperature of black holes is extremely cold, only about 2.7 kelvin. For that reason, black holes do not emit 

light but can emit other forms of radiation such as gravity, particle radiation and infrared (2.7 kelvin). 

Einstein's theory of relativity was an important step and period in the development of science. Unfortunately, 

this theory of relativity put science on the wrong track as well. See Document G5 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . 

 

25) Not a faster and faster expanding universe but by gravity just slower and slower expanding USS:  

Interpretations of measurements with the Hubble, COBE, and Herschel indicate an accelerating expanding 

universe / USS as we look further back in time. That observation is correct but the interpretation of this 

observations certainly aren’t. 

After a gravity-free expansion of loose protons and electrons lasting 5 to 10 billion years, only 35 to 40 billion 
years ago was formed the hydrogen atom. That moment the universe / USS expanded with maximum speed 

being one third to half the speed of light. 

Since then, gravity slows the expansion rate continued to decrease until finally zero in 400 to 450 billion year 

from now. Then the contraction of the universe towards C starts again under the direction of gravity and 

gravitational energy. Looking though the curved USS we observe that faster and faster expanding universe. 

 

26) Increasing rotation galaxies is the visual evidence that gravity still further decreases the expansion of 

the universe / USS: 

With the hydrogen atom gravity and gravitational energy return in the universe. In the past approximately 30 

billion years, the expansion has already slowed down from one third to half the speed of light to about 0.4 – 0.5 

Mm/s now. The energy released has been partly converted into a) gravitational energy relative to C and b) partly 

into rotation speed / energy of galaxies themselves and their stars. Ultimately, in the next 350 – 450 billion year 
the expansion of the universe will be reduced to zero.  

By collisions between galaxies all now in the USS present 9 – 11 speeds are converted into one angular speed of 

the remaining central facet black hole R1A f. This angular speed converge to a maximum value. 

Then the expansion velocity v(exp) is completely converted to one angular speed of the central facet black hole. 

This process occurs in all of the observed facet areas containing 1 – 3 thousand galaxies. The increasing angular 

speed of galaxies is the directly visible evidence that the expansion of the universe is still further delayed! 

Older galaxies rotate less faster than nearby galaxies. (Angular Law by Uiterwijk Winkel) 

So the universe used to expand faster and farther back in time more quickly to a maximum of approximately one 

third to half the speed of light. The observation with telescopes in space are entirely in line with the universe 

cycle. The current interpretation of this observation is unfortunately not correct. 

 
27) Modeling the universe cycle starting in 2018: 

Although we can observe only a very limited part of the successive phases of development of the universe / USS, 

the author has derived the whole cycle of the universe / USS. He describes qualitatively all the stages of this 

cycle. All 29 phases / steps in the cycle of the universe meet the min / max1-principle with just one change; see 

Document F1f.  

Because of this fundamental principle the universe cycle can be modeled mathematically as well. In time it will 

increasingly be worked out in detail. This is also true for the quantification of the universe and its cycle. 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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The author would still start the modeling of the universe cycle in 2018. He strives to make such modeling in 

collaboration with Dutch astronomical institutes, universities, CERN, ESA, NASA and Princeton. 

 

28) Each step of the universe cycle shall be described on the basis of twelve, always the same, basic 

parameters; 

Each step in the universe cycle can be described with twelve basic parameters. See Document G3: 

These parameters are: 1) matter, 2) mass, 3) the elemental forces of the proton and electron and the basal and the 

basic forces the ordinary atom and the black-hole atom, 4) forms of electro-magnetic radiation and particle 
radiation, 5) forms of kinetic energy, 6) impulse and angular momentum, 7) all forms of gravitational energy, 8) 

radius of the universe-spherical-shell, 9), the thickness of the universe-spherical-shell, 10) the time which has 

elapsed since the Little Bang and 11) temperature and 12). deflection of neutrino’s, photons in the universe-

spherical-shell. 

By means of modeling of each of the 13 physically phases these twelve basic parameters can be quantified 

accurately their progress during the universe clock time.  

 

29) Those twelve basic parameters cannot be considered independently of each other: 

At each step, these twelve basic parameters mutually are coupled to each other during the cycle of the universe / 

USS. In fact seldom these twelve parameters are unrelated. The parameters like a) matter, b) mass c) physical 

and chemical forces, d) energy, e) time and f) space aren’t independent physical phenomena, but always they 
form an integral bunch of interrelated variables! 

 

These twelve basic parameters form a unity. On the scale of the universe, they never can be assessed separated 

from each other. Unfortunately during the current research in Science this happens plenty and constantly. In 

many of those studies this limited scope leads to misinterpretation of measurement data from the universe which 

results in wrong conclusions. 

 

30) Additional Documents that outline the organization from higgs level way up to atoms: 

The past nine years (2008 to 2017) the author spent time to figure out how the universe is organized from the 

smallest elementary higgs level to the proton and electron and from there to the elements of the periodic table 

and that the periodic table of black hole atoms: 
 

Document F1a describes the 4 higgs particle with their solid volume, mass, charge, spin and kinetic energy, 

Document F1b the majoranas (neutrinos and photons); all built particles from higgs with no measurable mass,  

                            charge and spin, 

Document F1c the structure of the (anti) proton and (anti) electron & the transition from mass to (anti) matter  

                            & view of annihilation which complies with E = mc2 without the mass is converted into     

                            energy, 

Document F1d the structure of the elements and isotopes of the periodic system  & explanation for the  

                            physical, chemical and mechanical forces of ordinary atoms, 

Document F1e the building of elements and isotopes in a black hole state & statement of the then remaining  

                            physical and mechanical forces of black hole atoms, 

Document F1f specifies the min1 / max1-principle; this is an extremely fundamental Document because  
                            Einstein did not derive E = mc2 according to the min / max1-principle! 

Document E3 text Document gravity, 

Document E3-1 figures gravity & figures with short reproduction of the cycle of the universe, ‘dark’ mass /                   

                            matter, and the course of gravitational energy or ‘dark’ energy. See Figure 79 G8.  

The author refers to these basic Documents in which the origin of mass, charge and spin is explained. 

 

31) Temperature: 

Temperature is linked to the degree of vibration of the atomic nucleus within the structure of the atom. In the 

initial phase of cycle is that the universe atom absent and thus temperature completely lacks. Further on, both 

normal atoms as black-hole atoms are present in the cycle of the universe / USS. The temperature then varies 

from near 0 kelvin to a few tens of millions of kelvin during a) the hydrogen supernovas, b) the fusion of 
hydrogen in stars and c) in the later much smaller supernova explosions in the final phase of lack of fusible 

matter and hydrogen-depleted star. 

 

32) Fluctuations in temperature results in restriction of the ‘event’ horizon: 

The cycle of the universe shows the universe has been subject to previous large fluctuations in temperature. 

Since the Little Bang the universe met two very hot periods previously: 1) the formation of the hydrogen gas / 

plasma and 2) during the hydrogen supernova (Big Bang) explosions.  
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Those hot periods alternating with three periods in which the whole universe / USS was at extremely low 

temperatures and super cold with only a few degrees kelvin. 

From the present we cannot cross these extremely cold periods. For light we hit the ‘event’-horizon of 13.8 

billion lightyear. May be infrared is limited till 14 - 18 billion light years ago coupled with a temperature of 2.7 

kelvin and the extremely temperature of black holes (2.7 kelvin) 

 

33) Universe Clock time a cycle that varies between t = 0 s and 2 to 3 trillion (1012) years: 

The universe clock time starts at the Little Bang at t = 0 s and end at the next Little Bang at ever exactly the same 
universe clock time t = about 2 to 3 trillion (1012) year. 

Across the Universe / USS the universe-clock-time develops linearly during the whole cycle of the universe 

everywhere with exactly the same speed! Seen from C throughout the whole universe /USS and during the whole 

cycle of the universe cycle all matter has an identical and exactly the same universe-clock-time. This applies to 

every proton / electron, all atoms and all blackhole atoms inside blackholes! 

Everywhere in the universe exist exactly the same universe-clock-time as in C. In the universe, the universe 

clock time, never and nowhere stand still by definition. Nowhere in the universe the universe clock time can 

locally run faster or slower than the universe-clock-time in the center C! Within the universe and throughout the 

cycle of the universe cycle differences in universe clock times aren’t possible! The universe-clock-time is 

absolute with respect to C and in the USS. The universe clock time is absolute and is never relative! See Figure 

29 G8. 
 

All points of measurement of time and place in the universe other than the center C result in measurable time 

differences that would not be observed from C! Viewed from all other places in the universe time is always 

relative and, by definition, never absolute. 

(In two identically atomic clocks time differences arise if one of these clocks undergo different speeds in orbits 

around the Earth (± 10 km/s). These differences in speed results in little changes in the forces of all atoms in both 

clocks. These change in gravity, physically and chemically forces and their bonds influences the working of both 

clocks. This results in differences in measured time in both, on Earth identical, atomic clocks. These measured 

time differences are not genuine or real time differences!) 

 

Like space of the universe relative to C the universe clock time is a cyclical phenomenon with a beginning, an 
end, and with a maximum and minimum value. At the Little Bang ends of the universe clock time of previous 

universe. Without any form of interruption this universe clock time starts in the next universe just at t = 0 s again. 

The universe-clock-time is associated with the space occupied by the subject matter radius of the universe-

spherical-shell at a certain point relative to C. Time is not an independent variable. The universe-clock-time is in 

fact linked to the other eleven basic parameters for the universe, forming one of these parameters!  

 

Time and space are linked to: a) the position of matter / galaxies relative to the center C of the universe, and b) 

their speed and therefore kinetic energy, relative to C. Time and space are a resultant of the location of matter 

relative to C and the movements / kinetic energy of that matter during the cycle of the universe.  

 

34) All observation points elsewhere in the universe other than C cause relativity: 

During the cycle of the universe, according to the author, considered from C time differences cannot exist and 
never occur. Time is absolute and may be actually determined only from the center C of the universe following 

the whole cycle of the universe. Time observations made in any other location in the universe than C result by 

definition in measurable time differences! By definition this causes relativity in time rather than absoluteness in 

time if measured at center C. Measurements of time other than from C inevitably result in timing differences 

and thus wrong conclusions. 

That crucial difference you don’t find so fast in case of observations from Earth. Measured time differences are 

actually measured but are the direct consequence of the differences in speeds or choice of the place of 

observation. Deriving the theory of relativity, Einstein did not knew that during theoretical considerations, the 

choice of the plot is strictly limited to just the center C of the universe. No other plot / measuring point or origin 

is allowed! 

 
35) Theory of Relativity of Einstein is based on a number of fundamental errors: 

The same restriction applies to the basic concept of time. Theoretical considerations should only be based on 

 t = 0 of the Little Bang. At theoretical considerations the origin of space and time are defined exactly. Both 

coincide with the place and the time at the Little Bang. At theoretical considerations freedoms are not allowed! 
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a) All theoretical considerations, the plot is limited to the center C universe: 

In the derivation of the theory of relativity Einstein wrongly assumed a free choice of the point of observation 

and start of time while just the Little Bang and center C are allowed. His theoretical considerations and 

observation of space and time started from another place in the universe than the center C.  

Therefore Einstein’s theory of relativity is based on a number of incorrect fundamental principles and 

postulates. See the seven errors in Document G5 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . 

This resulted almost automatically in relativity instead of in absoluteness. Einstein himself introduces timing 

differences that don’t exist in reality in the USS observed from C. 
 

b) No distinction between mass and matter: 

Einstein did not distinguish a clearly difference between mass and matter. According to the author:  

matter = mass +added ½ mc2 angular energy. See Figure 18c G8. In Science anno 2017 these two 

fundamental concepts are lumped together. This missing difference between mass and matter in fact is one of the 

core problems in theoretical physics 

Within the cycle of the universe 1) mass is the direct result of 2) an basic kinetic angular speed / energy and 

connected angular speeds. Mass is directly linked to: 3) electric charge, 4) magnetic spin, 5) volume and 6) 

elementary time (not the universe-clock-time!). These are the six most basic characteristics.  

Under normal conditions (outside particle accelerators) these basic six characteristics are constants and 

unchanging. These basic characteristics are not to destroy. 
Matter arise in case E = ½ mc2 angular energy is added to constructions with mass.  

 

Mass as Einstein meant isn’t to transfer into pure energy! Mass isn’t equivalent to energy! Mass, charge, 

spin, volume and time are just the result of angular speed of the most elementary Higgs particles . See 

Document F1a 2014. 

Einstein’s famous formula E = mc2 should be interpreted very differently. Through annihilation an equivalent 

quantity matter and antimatter can be transformed into energy (photons) in accordance with the formula E = mc2. 

These during annihilation released photons are majorana particles that did not at all lose their original mass, 

charge and magnetic spin. Majoranas have equal mass / antimass, equal positive charge / negative charge and ↑ ↓ 

spin. So that mass, charge and spin of photons is still present but cannot be measured anymore! E = mc2 applies 

quantitatively only for m = matter and antimatter and only in the case of annihilation! 
Even during annihilation in E = mc2 is wrong for m = mass! See Document F1c and figures.  

See Document G5 as well with seven faults in the theory of relativity. 

 

c) Einstein's equation E = mc2 does not meet the min / max1-principle: 

By Einstein's E = mc2, it is not possible to display the transition of mass in energy and vice versa in the form of 

a finite number of single sub-steps in which the transition from mass to energy is clearly to be followed step by 

step. 

In principle all other (nuclear) physical, (bio) chemical reactions and all collisions in particle accelerators are, to 

analyze into such small individual steps, thus fulfilling the min / max1-principle of one step at the time! 

Einstein's formula E = mc2 unfortunately does not comply with this basic min1 / max1-principle of the author 

which is elaborated in Document F1f. 

 
d) No neutrons in atomic cores: 

The structure of atomic nuclei with neutrons also failed to meet the min / max 1-principle. In the figures 21, 22 

and 23 of the F-Documents the build-up of isotopes via nuclear fusion is worked out with exclusively protons 

and ‘core’-electrons and without neutrons in the atomic nucleus! That structure and buildup of the atomic 

nucleus without neutrons meets the min / max 1 principle.  

 

e) Particle accelerators: 

In particle accelerators it is not permitted to recalculate measured energy to mass via the formula E = mc2! 

During collisions in particle accelerators the amount of kinetic energy and angular speeds is added to the collided 

particles. This results in changes and increase of: 1) mass, 2) electric charge and 3) magnetic spin of all involved 

higgs particles. The amount of generated mass, charge and spin in the released particles will be much higher 
relative to those particles had just before the collision! Kinetic energy changes the quantity of mass, charge and 

spin. In mass spectrometers this increase of charge and spin results cumulatively in a too high mass.  

 

f) Gravity: 

Gravity is generated by the ‘shell’-electrons of atoms in combination with the velocity of the atom in the 

universe relative to C. See Documents E3 (text) and E3-1 (Figures). Gravity is not an elementary force of the 

atom, but just a speed related force of the atom.  

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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Gravity is not directly linked to mass but only indirectly by: a) the number of ‘shell’-electrons of atoms present 

in the object and b) the speed of those atoms in the universe relative to C and relative to other rotation centers 

R1 within the facet area! 

(All other physically and chemically forces of the ‘shell’- electrons of atoms are kinetic-energy related forces. 

See Document F1d and Figures)  

 

Unfortunately during the derivation of the relativity theory Einstein coupled gravity to mass and the curvature of 

spacetime . This link is a mathematically interpretation. Einstein didn’t give any physically explanation for the 
phenomenon gravity as the author presents in his Documents E3 and E3-1.  

In fact Einstein’s formulas are very useful but in approach fundamentally incorrect. Therefore he came to an in 

reality nonexistent relationship between gravity and the curvature of spacetime. 

 

The universe-spherical-shell USS is already curved by definition. Everywhere in this perfectly curved USS 

universe-clock-time is the same. The universe-clock-time and curvature USS haven’t any relation with gravity. 

Both are completely independent of gravity. Einstein's vision is fundamentally wrong. For the relationship 

between time and space, see Document G2 and in future the modeling of the universe cycle. 

 

g) Understanding of black holes should be revised drastically: 

The theory of relativity also resulted in the next errors (G5): 
1) Due to their own high rotational speed black holes generate much rotation gravity.  

2) All black holes are super cool with a temperature near 2.7 kelvin. For that reason black holes cannot emit 

light but they can completely unhindered emit their gravity at these low temperatures! 

3) In black-hole atoms these ‘shell’-electrons rotate with approximately the speed of light around their nuclei. 

Such rapid ‘shell’-electrons cannot jump to other ‘electron’-shells. For that reason black hole atoms cannot 

emit nor absorb any photons of light or energy / heat. See Document F1e for the physical properties of black 

hole atoms and the properties of black holes. 

 

In black-holes the ‘shell’-electrons of blackhole atoms cannot emit nor absorb any electromagnetic radiation. So 

black holes act as 100% perfect mirrors. Black holes however can emit their (angular) gravity undisturbed. There 

is mutual gravitational influence with surrounding celestial bodies. 
 

h) ‘Event’ horizon of black holes: 

All super cold black holes generate a huge quantity of gravity, particularly rotation / angular gravity. That gravity 

hasn’t any influence on the emission of light. Black holes cannot warp local time and space around them. Near 

blackholes there is no curvature of spacetime. 

Black holes have the same ‘event’ horizon as all other celestial bodies such as stars and planets. The incorrect 

coupling between gravity and the deformation / curvature of time and space arises from the theory of relativity. 

 

i) The theory of relativity and Big Bang theory aren’t tenable any longer: 

Einstein's theory of relativity is based on at least seven false premises and thereby resulting in wrong 

conclusions. See G5. In relation to the cycle of the universe by Uiterwijk Winkel the theory of relativity is 

untenable. This theory needs a complete revision to keep the good parts. The same goes for a) the Big Bang 
theory based on E = mc2 for m = mass and b) a Big Bang starting from a singularity based on so-called vacuum 

energy. 

 

36) Modeling the universe cycle is needed: 

The twelve basic parameters of each of the 29 steps in the universe cycle can only be filled in during detailed 

mathematically modeling of each of the 13 long physically phases. In the 16 short moments predictable 

physically, chemically and nuclear changes occur. Together they result in a mathematic model of the universe 

and energy-neutral cycle of this universe. After modelling the whole cycle is to quantify in detail. This modeling 

will change our view of the universe drastically. 

The author endeavors to get started in 2018 with the modeling of the 13 long physically periods in the cycle of 

the universe. They require both financial resources (1 to 2 million € / year) and the help of astronomical institutes 
of universities in and outside the Netherlands and institutions that are involved in theoretical physics, such as 

CERN, ESA, NASA, Universities.  

 

37) Other universes do not exist outside our own universe: 

Suppose that:  

a) the universe as a whole would moves relative to a point outside this universe or  

b) our universe as a whole would rotate around his own axis.  
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In both cases the Little Bang black hole could not decrease and meet the Critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra). 

The Little Bang could not occur, The universe would be a one-off phenomenon without an inexplicable 

beginning that would end with a gigantic black hole. The universe would not be an endless cycle of successive 

universes. 

 

The gravity of one or more 'exo' universes would also affect the shape of our universe. That would disrupt the  

cycle of the universe for the same reason. The transition from this universe to another new universe would be 

blocked. 
 

The Little Bang only occur if the universe as a whole is absolutely stationary compared to the 'outside' of this 

universe. This suggests, according to the author that: 

- ) Outside this universe another universes don’t exist. There is just one universe around the center C, 

- ) Outside this universe no another pivot point(s) or another origin are present. Just then the center C of the  

    universe is unique. 

 

The same blockage in the cycle of the universe cycle would occur in case all 4 to 20 billion hydrogen supernovas 

in phase 16 would not occur at the same moment. Then the Little Bang and thereby the start of the next new 

universe would be blocked as well. In all cases, the universe would end after one cycle in the form of a gigantic 

black hole around the Little Bang point / center C of the universe. 
 

38) The expansion rate of the new universe: 

The author assumes that the new universe expands by one third to half the speed of light after the Little Bang. It 

is impossible that the initial speed exceed the speed of light c. So the universe always starts without ‘inflation’. 

Modeling will provide further information on a more exact start speed of the USS and associated kinetic energy 

of the expansion. 

 

39) Origin of the cosmic rays: 

Cosmic radiation is largely derived from currently available stars in the universe. The high-energy cosmic rays 

have mainly originate the outside of the central black holes in the galaxies which largely still exist from unstable 

black-hole atoms beyond lead in the periodic table. In black hole such unstable nuclei can only expire when they 
reach the very outer layer of the (central) black hole. 

Even then, the cosmic rays can only escape if these particles are extremely energetic. Only then they can pass the 

various electron shells within which the electrons move around by the speed of light around the atomic nucleus. 

The cycle of the universe requires a different (new) view on black holes and their contribution to the increase 

and decrease of cosmic radiation in the universe. 
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* 9) CONCLUSIONS CYCLE OF THE UNIVERSE: 

The cycle of the universe as described by the author results in the following conclusions. 

 

1) The universe cycle is completely energy-neutral making it possible this cycle of the universe can repeat 

itself endlessly: 

 The universe-spherical-shell is unique. The cycle of the universe excludes the existence of ‘exo’-universes’. 

 In principle the universe-spherical-shell / USS is an exactly spherical space having a maximum radius of 2.5 

to 3.5 billion light-years with the Little Bang point C as the sole center and origin of the universe. Now 

(2018) this rather thin universe-spherical-shell / USS contains some 4 to 20 million (106) facet areas each 

filled with 1 – 2 thousand galaxies and in total some 4 – 20 billion (109) galaxies. This is less than expected 

because of double counting. 

 The universe /USS is a completely closed system with respect to matter, mass, charge, magnetic spin and 

kinetic energy and in regard to all forms of electromagnetic radiation and forms of particle radiation, 

 The universe-spherical-shell is just open to gravity ‘radiation’ and the ‘universe clock time’. Both 

phenomena do not contain any form of mass, matter and / or (kinetic) energy. 

 

 

2) The universe started from huge super cold Little Bang black hole and not from a singularity: 

With every Little Bang both the space of the universe as the time of the previous universe end in a spherical 

space of black-hole matter with a diameter of 0.1 to 0.2 billion km and after a universe clock time t = 2 to 3 × 

1012 year. The following universe starts out of this gigantic king size black hole and not from a singularity! 

 During the very last moment of the formation the Little Bang black hole the contraction-speed and thus the 

last remaining contraction gravity reaches the critical black hole gravity (Cribhgra).  

 In the final phase of formation the Little Bang black hole gravity drops to Cribhgra. That moment the  Little 

Bang black hole becomes unstable. That moment the Little Bang starts. All present black hole atoms 

simultaneously divide into an equivalent number of ordinary protons and ordinary electrons. 

  The new universe starts at t = 0 s due to the instability of the Little Bang black hole and blackhole atoms  

 

 

3) The universe cycle consists of 29 phases: 

 During the Little Bang all matter still remains 100% matter in the form of loose protons and electrons while 

annihilation does not occur! No E = mc2! 

a) After the Little Bang the universe passes through a fixed cycle of 29 phases in a period of now estimated 2 to 

3 × 1012 year. Each cycle ends with the same Little Bang after which the universe follows exactly the same 

cycle of 29 phases in exact the same order, within exact same amount of (universe-clock)time and in exact 

the same minimal and maximal possible universe-spherical-shell and thus space relative to center C. 

b) 16 of these 29 phases consist of brief moments with just one physical, chemical or nuclear reaction or change 

and 13 long-term periods with only physically changes. 

c) Because of the special role of gravity and associated gravitational energy, this cycle of the universe is 

completed on an energy-neutral manner; the universe cycle repeats itself, in principle infinitely.  
d)  The cycle of the universe can be mathematically modelled. Then the whole past of approx. 40 – 45 billion  

      (109) years as well the whole future (2,5 – 3,0 trillion 1012 years) of this universe can be completely  

      quantified in detail. All ‘dark matter’ as well all ‘dark energy’ will be identified and quantified! 

 

At the next Little Bang and next universe the universe-clock-time starts all over again at t = 0 s. The clock of the 

universe is reset at zero. Space starts expanding from C again and from the Little Bang blackhole with radius of 

0.05 to 0.10 billion km. The expansion speed is about one third to half the speed of light c. This Little Bang itself 

takes 1,300 to 1,500 years to complete.  

 

 

4) All matter in the universe is constructed and organized in accordance with the periodic table: 

- ) Initially from protons and electrons only hydrogen can be constructed and produced  
- ) From the hydrogen plasma during the hydrogen-supernovas Big Bangs exclusively atoms and isotopes are to 

be formed in accordance with the elements of the periodic table. For purely energetic reasons no other elements 

may be formed than these atoms / elements and isotopes of the periodic table. See the Isotope Table, for instance 

at Wikipedia. The author however replaces all neutrons present in atomic nuclei by one proton and one electron. 

See Document F1d www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu and Figures 20 - 23. 

- ) Universe wide the system of physical and chemical forces is uniform as well. 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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5) Black hole atoms in black holes: 

- ) Black hole atoms arise from ordinary atoms in case the electron shells of these atoms collapse towards the 

atom nucleus due to the formation of Vander Waals / London bonds inside the ‘electron’-shells of the atom. All 

compact celestial bodies consist of collapsed ordinary atoms ≥ beryllium (Be). Black holes are super cold and be 

standard at approximately 0 - 2.7 kelvin (= background temperature of the universe). 

 

- ) The central black holes at the center of galaxies are formed during the hydrogen supernovas (Big Bangs) at 
phase 16 cycle of the universe. The majority of the through nuclear fusion from hydrogen formed elements 

collapse during this Big Bang into the central black hole of the galaxy. These central black holes are filled with 

unstable black-hole atoms ≥ uranium. The elements hydrogen, helium and lithium cannot collapse into black 

hole atoms. These three lightest elements cannot be incorporated into a black hole! 

 

 

6) Time, space and forces on the atom are cyclical and linked to the universe cycle: 

The universe model derived by Uiterwijk Winkel describes qualitatively the 29 phases in the cycle of the 

universe. Without mathematical model of the universe / cycle of the universe it takes estimated 2 to 3 × 1012 year 

from a Little Bang till the next Little Bang. Always the same cycle is passed in exactly the same period. 

This universe model can be modeled mathematically. With such a model is to fill the universe and its cycle in 
detail quantitatively. The author expects just one possible quantitative interpretation of the universe and its cycle; 

may be within narrow borders! 

The number of protons and electrons and their mass, electric charge, magnetic spin and kinetic energy and 

momentum continue to be exactly the same from universe to the next universe forever. Protons and electrons can 

disintegrate into photons, but at the end of the universe cycle all neutrino’s and photons of infrared and light are 

reformed to: a) protons and electrons, b) to hydrogen, c) via nuclear fusion to atoms ≥ Be and d) via 

transformation of ordinary atoms to black hole atoms ≥ Be.  

Those black hole atoms are reabsorbed into small black holes and eventually incorporated into the central black 

hole of one of the billions of galaxies and millions of central facet black holes. 

 

 
7) In absolute sense time and space aren’t independent or autonomous physical parameters. 

Time and space are inextricably linked to each other. Space and time start the moment and at the location of the 

Little Bang wherein this instable black hole breaks up into an equivalent number of ordinary protons and 

electrons. From these two basic forms of matter in first instance, only the hydrogen atom and the hydrogen 

molecule are to construct. 

 

In the final phases 27 to 29 of the cycle time, space, all then black hole matter and all the kinetic energy return 

exactly the same moment at their starting point the center C of the universe. Here the next Little Bang will occur 

and start of the next cycle of the universe. 

The universe-clock-time is cyclical. Time starts at t = 0 s at the moment of the Little Bang and has a physical 

maximum of approximately 2 to 3 × (1012) year at the end of the cycle. With the next Little Bang the universe-

clock-time is reset at t = 0.000s. 
- Physically seen time is finite and is linearly linked to the cycle of the universe / USS. 

- Physically seen the space is spherically and is finite as well.  

- In universe curvature of space and time is related to the normal curvature of the universe-spherical-shell / USS.  

  This actual curvature of the USS and spacetime is due to kinetic energy and gravity. The actual curvature is  

  completely different Einstein thought. Einstein didn’t had any physically explanation for the phenomena of  

  gravity as the author describes and explaines in his Documents E3, E3-1 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu .  

- Everywhere within the USS always exists exactly the same universe clock-time! Differences in universe- 

  clock time aren’t possible! 

Space is at least the moment formation of the Little Bang black hole with a radius of approximately 0.05 to 0.10 

billion km. The maximum space of the universe is limited to an universe / USS with a radius around center C of 

up to 2.5 to 3.5 billion light-years around the Little Bang point and center C of the universe. Space of the 
universe is also limited and finite! 

- For gravity and time however the universe is infinite! 

 

Time and space during the universe cycle always integrally coupled together with the other 12 basic parameters. 

On the scale of the universe, one may never observe only two or more parameters but only all twelve parameters 

together and always as a total collection like in mathematically models! 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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In Sciences, that premise is violated constantly. Especially theoretical research leads to incomplete reflections, 

observations and measurements that results in incomplete and erroneous conclusions. 

 

 

8) Theory of Relativity: 

a) The universe cycle by Uiterwijk Winkel is based on common and blackhole matter / atoms (protons, 

electrons), kinetic and gravitational energy and predefined keywords for gravity, time and space. The cycle of 

the universe confronted the author with at least seven physically faults in the fundament of the theory of 
relativity. See Document G5 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . Local deformation of space and time isn’t possible. 

100% Pure energy does not exist. Energy is always connected with particles such as neutrinos, photons, mass 

or matter; Document F1a 2014. Mass cannot be changed into pure energy nor pure energy transferred into 

mass. During annihilation of equivalent amounts of matter and antimatter this transforms into 

electromagnetic radiation like photons and gamma photons and only quantitatively conform E = mc2 (F1b). 

During annihilation the present mass itself is not converted into pure (kinetic) energy! See F1c Document. 

b) The cycle of the universe is incompatible with Einstein’s theory of relativity. In 2018 the theory of relativity 

and its seven serious faults still is the central axe of science! Matter can be made only from neutrino’s and 

photons. In matter these constructions of photons and neutrinos rotate by equatorial speed of light. Then E = 

½ mc2 is added and with that the character of matter or anti matter is added. In the documents under F this 

formation of (anti)matter is shown via the path of successively Higgs particles, neutrinos, photons, quarks 
and eventually exclusively just the proton and the electron; the two building blocks of hydrogen. 

c) In the universe, the formation of protons and electrons from photons occurs during the 14 – 18 billion of year 

lasting journey through the universe-spherical-shell. Now this construction of protons (infrared photons) and 

electrons (light photons) limits our ‘event’-horizon to 13.8 billion year while this universe is already 40 – 45 

billion year old! 

d) With 100 – 1000 times improved gravitational LIGO techniques we might improve our ‘event’-horizon at 

the USS up to approx. 30 billion lightyear.  

e) As consequence of the cycle of the universe cycle the theory of relativity theory should be fundamentally 

adapted. Just vmax = c still stands except for gravity and time vmax >> c. 

f) The acceptance of the theory of the cycle of the universe will encounter strong resistance. 

 
 

9) The Cycle of the Universe contradicts the Theory of relativity: 

 During this century, finally the cycle of the universe will be in the center of astronomy and physics. 

 

 

A.P.B. Uiterwijk Winkel MSc *) **) ***) ****) 

 

*) With great thanks and all respects for Albert Einstein. 

His insights helped to advance modern Sciences with huge steps. He dominated Sciences during more than a 

century! With the cycle of the universe however the expiration date of the theory of relativity comes in sight. 

This cycle of the universe will change the foundation of Sciences substantially. 

 
**) Thanks to Franklin Roos and Paul Siersma for substantive commentary and translation, 

 

***) Thanks to Adarshi Yadava for the various figures in the documents on the website 

         www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu and especially the figures in Document G8 connected with the cycle of the  

         universe. 

 

****) Copyrights 

The use of the Documents of the author A.P.B. Uiterwijk Winkel website www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu is free for 

only purely personal use. See Document A6. 

 

(The author spent thirty years and about thirty to forty thousand hours and euro’s completing these theories and 
the designing of the accompanying the documents and figures on the website) 
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